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Abstract 

So-called horned figures have intrigued scholars for a long �me, these being anthropo-

morphic figures depicted on, or in the shape of artefacts which can be associated with 

speakers of early Germanic languages during the Younger Iron Age (550–1050). 

Even though such artefacts have been known in scholarly circles since the middle of 

the 19th century, litle has been published that focuses specifically on the horned figures, 

and most of what has been published treats them as litle more than a side note. The 

number of discovered artefacts depic�ng horned figures has increased significantly in re-

cent decades, which has led to publica�ons on such artefacts becoming increasingly scat-

tered and lacking in any clear overview. This development has led to some scholars basing 

their research on incomplete and out-of-date data. In connec�on with this development, 

it has become increasingly popular to iden�fy the horned figures with Óðinn or other 

en��es known from the Old Icelandic sources, a trend which is built on weak evidence. 
In reac�on to this development, this MA-thesis aims to present an updated overview of 

all the relevant and scholarly published artefacts. 

The figures under discussion are depicted with horn-shaped projec�ons that are rem-
iniscent of catle-like horns. A total of 62 images depicted on a total of 60 artefacts are 

examined in this thesis. These artefacts have been found in a rela�vely large area includ-

ing Anglo-Saxon England, the Viken region of Norway, Denmark, and Skåne, Öland, Got-
land and Uppland in Sweden, along with isolated finds in Germany, Hungary and Russia. 

The research has shown that the horned figures were a decidedly pre-Chris�an phe-

nomenon. This phenomenon can possibly be traced to real-world ritual specialists in con-

nec�on with social elites. The distribu�on of horned figures, however, is limited to certain 

areas in a Norse context, and nothing in the Old Icelandic sources can be connected with 

them with any certainty. It is therefore possible to conclude that the horned figures are a 

testament to the diversity of pre-Chris�an religions of the north, a phenomenon that was 

related to, but not the same as the picture preserved in the Old Icelandic sources. 
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Ágrip 

Leyndardómur hyrndu mannsmyndanna. Hyrndar mannsmyndir í heiðnum (e. pre-

Chris�an) germönskum samfélögum yngri járnaldar. 

Svokallaðar hyrndar mannsmyndir hafa heillað vísindamenn í langan �ma. Um eru að 

ræða mannsmyndir sýndar á eða í formi fornleifa sem tengjast þjóðflokkum sem töluðu 

a�rigði af forngermönskum tungumálum á �mabili yngri járnaldar (árin 550–1050). 

Þót fyrirbærið sé þekkt í vísindaheiminum síðan um miðja nítjándu öld hefur fát verið 

gefið út sem beinir sjónum sínum sérstaklega að hyrndu mannsmyndunum og hafa þær 

o�ast leikið aukahlutverk í vísindalegri um�öllun. Fleiri fornleifar með hyrndum manns-

myndum hafa fundist á síðustu áratugum. Ýmsar fræðigreinar hafa verið ritaðar um þessa 

fundi en fæstum tekst að hafa heildarsýn yfir alla fundina í sömu rannsókninni. Afleiðingar 

þróunarinnar hafa verið að rannsóknir tengdar viðfangsefninu eru byggðar á gloppótum 

gögnum. Um�öllunin er dreifð en ekki heildstæð. Þróunin hefur ýt undir staðalímyndir 
svo sem að leggja hyrndu mannsmyndirnar að jöfnu við Óðin eða önnur fyrirbæri þekkt 

úr forníslenskum heimildum, hugmyndir sem eru byggðar á veikum grunni. Til að hamla á 

mó� þessari vegferð hefur fyrirliggjandi mastersritgerð set sér það markmið að kynna 
uppfært yfirlit yfir hyrndu mannsmyndirnar sem fræðimenn hafa �allað um. 

Mannsmyndirnar sem um er að ræða eru skreytar hlutum sem í formi sínu líkjast 

hornum nautgripa. Myndirnar sem rannsakaðar eru í þessari ritgerð eru samtals 62 og eru 
þær varðveitar á 60 fornleifum. Fornleifarnar fundust á �ltölulega stóru landsvæði, eins 

og engilsaxneska Englandi, Víkinni í Noregi, Danmörku og Skáni, Eylandi, Gotlandi og Upp-

landi í Svíþjóð, en einnig einstakir fundir í Þýskalandi, Ungverjalandi og Rússlandi. 
Rannsóknin hefur leit í ljós að hyrndu mannsmyndirnar voru �ltölulega heiðin (e. pre-

Chris�an) fyrirbæri. Fyrirbærið á sér hugsanlegar rætur í raunverulegum aðilum tengdum 

helgisiðum í samhengi við samfélagslegu elíturnar. Útbreiðsla hyrndu mannsmyndanna er 

samt sem áður ekki alls staðar í norrænum heimi og ekkert finnst í forníslenskum heim-

ildum sem er hægt að tengja við þær með vissu. Að öllu samanlögðu er hægt að segja að 

hyrndu mannsmyndirnar séu bir�ngarmynd �ölbreytni heiðinna (e. pre-Chris�an) trúar-

bragða á Norðurlöndum, bir�ngarmynd sem er skyld en samt frábrugðin þeirri mynd sem 

er varðveit í forníslenskum heimildum. 
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1 Introduc�on 

Vikings did not wear horned helmets. This truism is some�mes abused by self-proclaimed 

Viking enthusiasts as a means of posi�oning themselves above the allegedly unini�ated. 

Of course, it has been convincingly established that the (once) popular stereotypical im-

age of Vikings wearing horned helmets can ul�mately be traced back to rela�vely modern 

illustra�ons and costumes in connec�on with Richard Wagner’s Der Ring des Nibelungen 

in the cultural context of na�onalist roman�cism in the late 19th century (see further: 

Ward 2001, 8–10; Frank 2000; Meinander 1983, 260–273).1 In fact, none of the Viking 

Age helmets (and, for that mater, none of those from the Vendel Period) found so far 

have horns atached to them. It thus seems obvious: Vikings did not wear horned helmets 

— or did they? 

While the above represents scholarly consensus, and it is in no way the inten�on to 

challenge this view here, depic�ons of figures wearing different sorts of headdresses with 
horn-shaped projec�ons do exist in the archaeological record origina�ng from these per-

iods. These enigma�c figures have puzzled scholars and no consensus has been reached 

about what the meaning behind these figures could be: proposi�ons span from the idea 
that they are depic�ons of dei�es or other supernatural en��es, to the sugges�on that 

they are heroic figures, some scholars raising the possibility that they are depic�ons of a 

real-world phenomenon, arguments that will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2. These 
horned figures are the focus of this present thesis. 

1.1 Analysing Horned Figures: Scope and Aim 

 Terminology 

There is no clear consensus about what the figures under discussion should be called. As 
will be shown in Chapter 2, the horn-shaped projec�ons have been interpreted in various 

ways as crescents, snakes, dragons, or bird-necks, although the interpreta�on as horns2 is 

 
1 The degree to which the Bronze Age horned helmets from Veksø/Viksø (see Chapter 5.3.2) discovered in 
the 1940s (a �me when the stereotypical image of horned Vikings was already firmly established) helped 
to further consolidate this stereotype, remains unclear. 
2 With regard to horns, the crucial dis�nc�on between horns and antlers needs to be briefly addressed. In 
the anatomical sense of the word, horns are permanent projec�ons with a bony core which appear on the 
heads of mammals belonging to the biological family referred to as Bovidae, which includes, among others, 
animals such as bison, aurochs, catle, antelope, ibex, chamois, goats and sheep. Horns should not be con-
fused with antlers, which are growths of bone �ssue atached to the skulls of animals of the biological family 
referred to as Cervidae or true deer, which include, among others, animals such as elk/moose, reindeer, red 
deer and roe deer. In contrast to horns, antlers are grown and shed every year. This dis�nc�on is crucial, as 
horns and antlers poten�ally have different symbolical implica�ons. Although this thesis does not approach 
the topic from this angle, from a phenomenological standpoint, it could be argued that horns are associated 
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by far the most popular. In an atempt to avoid this problem altogether, the term weapon-

dancer has been used by some scholars, a pars pro toto term that comes with its own set 

of problems as dancing figures (or, more accurately, figures that are interpreted as being 

depicted as dancing) only cons�tute a minority of the figures in this category (see Chapter 

5.2.6). Ul�mately, all these terms are somewhat arbitrary, especially in the light that in 

many instances, the horn-shaped projec�ons are depicted in a decidedly abstract way 

(see Chapter 5.2.1). However, to con�nually refer to these figures as figures wearing head-

gear with horn-shaped projections would be rather cumbersome. For simplicity’s sake, 

the decision has been made to refer to these images as horned figures. With that in mind, 

the reader is reminded that this term is arbitrary and does not an�cipate any seman�c 

interpreta�on; the figure could just as well be called Batman.3 

 Scope 

Horned figures are naturally a phenomenon known in many different cultures and peri-
ods, and it is therefore necessary to narrow down the topic at hand and define which 

types of horned figures this thesis focuses on, something that will be based on four major 

sets of criteria. 
The first criterion is cultural, as this thesis sets its focus on those artefacts depic�ng 

horned figures which are produced by cultures that spoke varia�ons of the early Germanic 

languages, notably those belonging to the West Germanic and North Germanic branches 
of the language family. This defini�on naturally excludes imagery related to other cultures 

such as the Celts, among whom images of antlered and horned figures are well-known 

(see further: Green 1989, 27, 86–99; Aldhouse-Green 2004, 121–123; Maier 2016, 78–
79).4 

A second factor designed to limit the scope of this thesis is the factor of �me. Based 

on (Swedish) Scandinavian chronology, this thesis sets its focus on the last two major pe-
riods of the Late or Younger Iron Age (c. 400–1050): the Vendel Period (c. 550–750, roughly 

corresponding to the Merovingian Period in Norway and the Late Germanic Iron Age in 

 
with strength and power, whereas antlers might symbolise fer�lity and seasonal renewal. It is therefore 
crucial that these terms are not treated as synonyms. 
3 The Swedish archaeologist John Ljungkvist, somewhat jokingly, referred to one of these figures, a pin head 
found in Gamla Uppasla, Uppland (SE-GAUb), as ‘Batman’ (Ljungkvist 2009, 21). 
4 A notable object that is excluded here based on this criterion is the large silver cauldron found in 1891 in 
a bog close to Gundestrup near Aars, Vesthimmerland, in Nordjylland. The cauldron is decorated with em-
bossed silver panels which depict many different figures and animals, among others a si�ng antlered figure, 
which has been proposed to be an image of the Cel�c god Cernunnos; and a horned figure holding a wheel. 
The cauldron was manufactured in south-eastern Europe at some point between 150 BCE and 1 BCE. It dis-
plays elements that are characteris�c for Thracian metalworking alongside several Cel�c mo�fs (see further: 
Na�onalmuseet [no year]-b; Aldhouse-Green 2004, 117–121, 154–156; Maier 2016, 78; Ellis Davidson 1993, 
25–31). 
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Denmark); and the Viking Age (c. 750–1050).5 In absolute numbers, this covers the period 

between c. 550 and 1050. This period roughly corresponds to that commonly referred to 

as the Early Middle Ages in con�nental and Bri�sh chronology. Therefore, later high me-

diaeval great helms with horned crests (see Meinander 1983, 268–271); and earlier de-

pic�ons of horned figures on artefacts, such as those on the second golden horn from 

Gallehus (c. 400: see Chapter 5.3.2), and those from the Scandinavian Bronze Age 

(c. 1700–500 BCE: see Chapters 5.3.2 and 5.3.3) are not included here, despite the fact 

that all of these can be atributed to speakers of Germanic or Pre-Germanic Indo-Euro-

pean languages. 

The third criteria are pictorial: the figures in ques�on must be anthropomorphic and 

have horn-shaped projec�ons atached to their heads or be wearing horned headdresses 

or helmets.6 The horns in ques�on must be curved inwards, together forming a convex 

shape, the terminals confron�ng each other above the figures’ heads. This defini�on ex-

cludes figures with horns poin�ng away from each other or downward poin�ng horns. 

Figures that are considered as horned by other scholars but do not meet these criteria 
will nonetheless be briefly introduced in Chapter 5.4. 

Finally, for inclusion here, the artefacts need to have already been published in or con-

firmed by a trustable academic source, that is, in relevant journals, books, archaeological 
reports, or official websites and databases of relevant ins�tu�ons such as museums. 

 Why? 

Without going into too much detail here, as this ques�on will be returned to in Chapter 

2, it needs to be pointed out that, as noted above, a great deal has been writen about 
these horned figures ever since the first of them were discovered and published in the 

19th century. However, only a small number of studies have focussed on these figures in 

par�cular and/or atempted to list all of those artefacts depic�ng horned figures known 
at any par�cular �me, the most notable contribu�on in recent years being the ar�cle ‘Fig-

ures with Horned Headgear. A Case Study of Context Analysis and Social Significance of 

Pictures in Vendel and Viking Age Scandinavia’ by Michaela Helmbrecht (2008), which has 

unfortunately received far too litle aten�on. Since then, however, the number of pub-

lished artefacts depic�ng horned figures has nearly doubled (see Map 1.1) and the litera-

ture is extremely scatered, the lack of any up-to-date synthesis increasingly leading schol-

ars to base their arguments about such images on incomplete and therefore somewhat 

 
5 The exact dates used to demarcate between these periods tend to deviate somewhat from scholar to 
scholar. In this thesis, the defini�on is based on that set out by Neil Price (2020, 66). On chronology and 
da�ng: see Chapter 4.3.9. 
6 If the artefact in ques�on is only partly preserved, it can s�ll be included if, based on close parallels, the 
former presence of horned projec�ons can confidently be assumed. 
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distorted evidence. More than a decade a�er Helmbrecht’s significant ar�cle, there is a 

need to create an updated synthesis, something which is atempted in this thesis. 

 Aims 

Based on the above, the principal aim of this thesis is to provide an overview of as many 

published artefacts depic�ng horned figures as possible,7 no�ng their archaeological con-

text, distribu�on, and da�ng, as well as the images and mo�fs appearing on them. 

Immediately clear is the fact that the horned figures appear in a diverse range of arte-

facts from a range of predominately high-status archaeological contexts; that the images 

depicted are far from uniform in their mo�fs and atributes, something which needs to 

be borne in mind if one means to construct an argument on the basis of individual fea-

tures of an image; and finally that atemp�ng to impose names known from mythological 

 
7 Due to the scatered way in which informa�on about such artefacts have been published; language barri-
ers (mainly in the context of the area east of the Bal�cs); and the lack of access to poten�ally relevant 
literature due to he�y paywalls (especially with regard to some German academic publica�ons) and interli-
brary loan fees which have o�en proved to be too high a hurdle in the context and scope of an MA-thesis 
that did not receive any financial funding, it cannot be completely ruled out that a small number of relevant 
artefacts may have been missed in this thesis. 

Map 1.1: Distribu�on of artefacts depic�ng horned figures published before 2020: artefacts not analysed 
by Helmbrecht (2008) (red dots), artefacts analysed by Helmbrecht (2008) (black dots), arte-
facts not analysed but men�oned by Helmbrecht (2008) (empty circles). 
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or legendary figures onto individual horned figures or the horned figures as a group is not 

only ineffec�ve but also distrac�ng. 

1.2 Structure of the Thesis 
With regard to the structure of the thesis, the present introductory chapter (Chapter 1 — 

Introduc�on) is followed by a chapter which contains a thorough review of the relevant 

research history into the horned figures (Chapter 2 — Research History), and a chapter 

focusing on the methodological challenges of dealing with imagery from pre-history 

(Chapter 3 — Methodology), which includes an outline of how these challenges are dealt 

with in this thesis (see Chapter 3.5). 

Following these more general chapters comes the main analy�cal sec�on of the thesis, 

which starts with a chapter in which the general archaeological context, func�on and dis-

tribu�on of artefacts depic�ng horned figures is explored independently from their actual 

pictorial content (Chapter 4 — Archaeological Context and Func�on). This is followed by 

a chapter in which the images and mo�fs themselves are analysed thoroughly (Chapter 5 
— Iconographic Mo�fs). In the concluding chapter, the findings of the previous two chap-

ters will be summarised and general conclusions drawn (Chapter 6 — Conclusions). 

The analy�cal sec�on of the thesis will be followed by a detailed catalogue of all the 
analysed artefacts which depict horned figures (Chapter 7 — Catalogue). As will be seen, 

catalogue entries are referenced using short acronyms in upper-case bold leters.8 Behind 

the catalogue lies a PostGIS-enabled PostgreSQL database which has been used as an im-
portant analy�cal tool.9 The plan is also to integrate some of this data in Eitri 10 further 

down the line, although this will depend on some prerequisite adap�ons being made to 

that pla�orm. 

 A Note on the Languages 

The main language of this thesis is English. However, as it is general prac�ce in the study 

of Old Norse religions at the University of Iceland, direct quotes in languages belonging 

to the North Germanic language family such as Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Icelandic, 

Faroese, and variants of Old Norse, are not translated into English. Direct quotes from 

 
8 For example, SE-BJO stands for the patrix which is famously known as the Torslunda plate: the first two 
leters referring to the sovereign country (in this case Sweden), the other three to the find loca�on (in this 
case Björnhovda in the district and former parish of Torslunda). 
9 A derivate of the database in the open geospa�al format GeoPackage is available here: 
htps://1drv.ms/f/s!Ar4106qg1q-u1knLugAnKSav2tVF;  htps://reiknistofnun-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/per-
sonal/ngl2_hi_is/EpOhx7dYpvJEjWcLEuP1tSYBSXur-fPAzQjGPdWk7EyXhw?e=aBGuxd. 
10 Eitri — The Norse Artifacts Database has been created by the author’s fellow student Katherine S. Beard, 
who created this database as part of her MA-thesis on so-called Þórr’s-hammers (Beard 2019):  
htp://eitridb.com/. 

https://1drv.ms/f/s!Ar4106qg1q-u1knLugAnKSav2tVF
https://reiknistofnun-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/ngl2_hi_is/EpOhx7dYpvJEjWcLEuP1tSYBSXur-fPAzQjGPdWk7EyXhw?e=aBGuxd
https://reiknistofnun-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/ngl2_hi_is/EpOhx7dYpvJEjWcLEuP1tSYBSXur-fPAzQjGPdWk7EyXhw?e=aBGuxd
http://eitridb.com/
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other languages (if the quote itself has not already been translated in the publica�on 

cited) have been translated by the author (and appropriately marked as such), the original 

quote in the source language following in the footnotes. 

 A Note on the Distribu�on Maps 

Throughout the thesis, a set of standardised maps is used to illustrate the geographical 

distribu�on paterns of artefacts depic�ng horned figures (see, for example, Map 1.1). 

The small scale of these maps (1:20 million) further accentuates the cartographic dilemma 

of what should be priori�sed: loca�on accuracy or the depic�on of every single feature. 

As at this scale the later would result in great distor�ons in loca�on accuracy, the decision 

has been made to priori�se loca�on accuracy over the clear depic�on of individual fea-

tures, something which inadvertently leads to symbols overlapping in areas with higher 

concentra�ons of features. It is also abstained from the possibility of combining mul�ple 

features into single larger symbols in such areas of high concentra�on, as this could pre-
sent the misleading impression that all the features represented by the symbol can be 

found in the same loca�on. 
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2 Research History 

As announced in Chapter 1.2, this present chapter deals with the history of research into 

the horned figures, containing an overview of the most relevant contribu�ons by previous 

scholars with regard to the kind of horned figure focused on in this thesis (see Chapter 

1.1.2). 

2.1 Early Publica�ons 

 A Numisma�c Prelude: Chris�an Jürgensen Thomsen (1788–1865)11 

The earliest men�on of the type of horned figure on which the thesis at hand centres 

seems to have appeared in 1855. In his work on gold bracteates and coins, Chris�an Jür-

gensen Thomsen men�ons an up to that point unknown coin of unknown origin (XX-

MUN), which, on the obverse, shows ‘en gaaende Figur som har en Hjelm, hvorpaa der er 

anbragt to Horn eller en Halvmaane, og som holder en Landse [sic] i den ene Hand, og et 

Slags Kors i den anden’ (Thomsen 1855, 291). A drawing of the coin was then published 
two years later (Atlas for nordisk Oldkyndighed  1857, plate III:34). For a long �me, this 

discovery remained somewhat unno�ced. Its connec�ons to other Scandinavian depic-

�ons of horned figures were overlooked12 un�l Carl Axel Nordman (1892–1972) noted 
mo�fic parallels to another artefact that had appeared in print in 1872 (Nordman 1924, 

17–18). 

 Publishing the Torslunda Plates: Oscar Montelius (1843–1921) 

In 1872, 17 years a�er Thomsen’s publica�on of the above-men�oned coin (XX-MUN), 

the Swedish archaeologist Oscar Montelius13 reported the recent discovery of four small 
bronze plates (Montelius 1872). The plates, which are decorated in what he (inaccurately: 

see Chapter 5.1.1) describes as ‘ganska hög relief’ with depic�ons of warriors, monsters 

and humans in animal disguise, had been discovered two years earlier in a cairn or heap 

of stones near Björnhovda, in Torslunda parish on Öland, Sweden (Montelius 1872, 89). 

One of those four plates (SE-BJO: see Figure 2.1) depicts, according to Montelius, a jump-

ing man, who ‘bär en hjelm med två höga, mot hvarandra vända fogelhalsar (?) [sic], under 

 
11 Thomsen was one of the pioneers of the s�ll relevant three-age system – the division of prehistory into 
the broad categories of Stone Age, Bronze Age and Iron Age (see Thomsen and Petersen 1836). 
12 In 1900, the numisma�st Peter Chris�an Hauberg (1844–1928) even states that the coin ‘mangler nordisk 
Karakter med den ejendommelige Hovedbedækning med to Horn’ (1900, 106). 
13 As a former student of Thomsen’s (see Chapter 2.1.1), Montelius was primarily interested in chronology 
and originally dated these plates to the later part of the Iron Age or even the Viking Age (1872; 1873, 86), a 
posi�on he later revised, da�ng the plates to the Migra�on Period (1905, 97–98, 105). Montelius nonethe-
less never noted any parallels to the horned figure on the coin (XX-MUN). 
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det den andre mannen å samma tafla har en hufvudbetäckning lånad från något fyrfota 

djur’ (Montelius 1872, 91). 

 
Figure 2.1: Drawing of the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) as published in Montelius (1872, 90, fig. 39). 

 In the Shadow of the Animal Warrior 

Ini�ally, the horned figure on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) was overshadowed by the at-
ten�on paid to the second figure which is clad in something reminiscent of a wolf skin. In 

1889, for example, Julius Naue (1833–1907) used that second figure as a reference point 

in his interpreta�on of a similar piece on a recently found silver scabbard from Gutenstein 
(now in Baden-Würtemberg, Germany; for more on that par�cular artefact: see Chapters 

2.2.3 and 5.3.1), sugges�ng the figure is a sign of dedica�on to Zio/Týr, without men�on-

ing the horned figure on the plate (SE-BJO) once in his argument (1889, 121–124; see — 
for other examples of similar early approaches to the the same two artefacts — Lindqvist 

1925, 203–204; Höfler 1934, 56–57; and Holmqvist 1939, 154–157). 

 First Atempts at Acknowledging and Interpre�ng the Horned Figure 

Knut Stjerna (1874–1909) 

Litle was published on the horned figure on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) during the fol-

lowing decades, Knut Stjerna being one of the few excep�ons when he briefly addressed 
the nature of the figure’s helmet, albeit without men�oning the horns. In the ar�cle in 

ques�on from 1903 (with an English version posthumously published in 1912), Stjerna 

analyses several helmets and depic�ons of helmets from the Nordic countries and Eng-
land in the context of Beowulf (for a recent edi�on: see Beowulf  2017) and proposes that 

the helmet of the figure on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) might include a face-mask 

(Stjerna 1903, 99–110, esp. 107; 1912, 1–18, esp. 14). The scene depicted is related to 

the fight between Beowulf and Grendel’s mother (Stjerna 1903, 118–119; 1912, 31–32).14 

 
14 Stjerna was not the first to suggest that these images could be compared to heroic legends. Already in 
1900, the philologist Henrik Schück (1855–1947) had proposed that all four Torslunda plates (including SE-
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Nils Sjöberg (1871–1914) 

Another excep�on in addressing the horned figure on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) is Nils 

Sjöberg, who in 1905 describes the depicted scene as ‘en man med två spjut flyende för 

en varghöfdad spjutbärande människa, som drar sit svärd’ (Sjöberg 1905, 324), once 

again drawing a parallel to the scabbard from Gutenstein men�oned above. Sjöberg’s ar-

�cle, however, is most noteworthy for its men�on and publica�on of the recently found 

pressed bronze sheet from Obrigheim (DE-OBR) in what is now Rheinland-Pfalz, Germany, 

which contains a second parallel (Sjöberg 1905, 324–325). All the same, the fact that one 

of the figures depicted on this new piece of evidence is also wearing horned headgear 

only seems to have been recognised half a century later (see Chapter 2.2.3). 

Axel Olrik (1864–1917) and a Reply by Jan de Vries (1890–1964) 

In his ar�cle on the golden horns from Gallehus, Sydjylland, Denmark (on these artefacts: 

see Chapters 5.3.1 and 5.3.2), posthumously published in 1918, the Danish folklorist Axel 

Olrik became one of the first scholars to publicly suggest that the horned figure on the 
Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) should be regarded as Óðinn due to it holding two spears, the 

wolf-skinned figure being interpreted as Týr (1918, 8–10), thereby, regarding the later, 

following the same line of argument as Julius Naue almost two decades earlier (see Chap-
ter 2.1.3).15 19 years later, Jan de Vries met Olrik’s interpreta�on with scep�cism:  

In such a specula�ve manner, one cannot hope to find a sa�sfactory explana�on; 

here, too, the demand has to be made that one atempts to interpret the pictures as 
a whole and does not iden�fy individual figures with gods known from literature 
based on their atributes. […] We cannot, as yet, progress beyond doub�ul conjec-

tures (de Vries 1937, 31, transla�on by present author).16 

As this comment shows, the lack of published artefacts with similar horned mo�fs in the 

years preceding the 1930s meant that the debate regarding the horned figure remained 

somewhat limited up to this �me. With a few excep�ons, discussion did not extend much 

beyond general descrip�ons of the mo�f. 

 
BJO) ‘synas mig afgjordt återgifva episoder ur forn�dens heroiska saga och skildra strider med fantas�ska 
odjur’ (Schück 1900, 138).  
15 Olrik‘s argument regarding the iden�fica�on of the wolf-skinned figure as Týr is so uncannily close to that 
of Naue (which he makes no men�on of), that one must raise the suspicion of plagiarism. 
16 ‘Auf eine solche rein spekula�ve Weise kann man nicht hoffen, eine befriedigende Erklärung zu finden; 
auch hier muß die Forderung gestellt werden, daß man die Bilder als Ganzes zu deuten versucht und nicht 
die einzelnen Figuren nach ihren Atributen mit den aus der Literatur bekannten Götern iden�fiziert. […] 
Über unsichere Vermutungen können wir bis jetzt nicht hinausgelangen’ (de Vries 1937, 31). 
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2.2 The Emergence of Context from the 1930s Onwards 
A�er the 1930s, however, the amount of data changed significantly (see Map 2.1), as sev-

eral new finds and publica�ons appeared which managed to revitalise the, up un�l then, 

rather stale discourse. The discovery of several rich ship burials, as well as the publica�on 

of results from earlier excava�ons produced several new artefacts containing depic�ons 

of horned figures which gradually managed to breathe life into the debate. 

 
Map 2.1: Distribu�on of artefacts depic�ng horned figures published before 1960: artefacts published 

before 1930 (black dots), artefacts published between 1930 and 1960 (red dots). 

 Publishing the Archaeological Backlog: Gamla Uppsala, Birka and Oseberg 

The Monumental Mounds from Gamla Uppsala: Sune Lindqvist (1887–1967) 

In his monograph Uppsala högar och Ottarshögen (1936), Sune Lindqvist at last published 
finds of the much earlier 1846/47 excava�ons of Östhögen in Gamla Uppsala, Uppland, 

Sweden. This crema�on burial yielded, among other artefacts, a new selec�on of frag-

mented pressed bronze sheets (pressblech: see Chapter 4.3.1; on this burial: see Chapter 

4.1.7). One of these fragments (SE-GAUa) shows a warrior figure with two crossed spears 

in his proper right hand (Lindqvist 1936, 168, 171–172, figs. 84, 89a). Lindqvist, however, 

does not seem to have recognised the poten�al implica�ons of this fragmented piece. 

Indeed, its significance as a parallel to the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) would not be recog-

nised un�l a decade later, when comparisons were drawn to the discoveries in Valsgärde, 
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Uppland, and Suton Hoo, Suffolk, England (see Åberg 1947, 278–287, figs. 23, 34, 35.1, 

35.4; and Bruce-Mi�ord 1950, 49–50, plate X). 

The Publication of the Excavations of Graves at Birka by Hjalmar Stolpe (1841–1905) 

Another relevant object (SE-BIR) which gained litle aten�on at first was a silver pendant 

in the shape of a horned figure found in the Viking Age grave Bj 571 in Birka, Uppland, 

during excava�ons lead by Hjalmar Stolpe in the late 1870s (on this burial: see Chapter 

4.1.1). Only published for the first �me by Agnes Geijer (1898–1989) (Geijer 1938, plate 

38.5), the pendant also featured in the subsequent publica�on of the catalogue of the 

graves of Birka by Holger Arbman (1904–1968) (Arbman 1940, plate 92.9; 1943, 185). 

The Tapestries from Oseberg 

Drawings by Sofie Kra� and Mary Storm of two of the tapestry-fragments from the ship-

burial excavated between 1904 and 1905 at Oseberg, in what is now Ves�old og Telemark, 

Norway (on this burial: see Chapter 4.1.10), which appear to depict processions of some 

sort, both involving a horned figure (NO-OSE-2 and NO-OSE-13B2: see Chapter 5.3.4 for 
more on these images), were first published by Bjørn Hougen (1898–1976) (see Hougen 

1940, 93, 115, figs. 1, 9, plate [unnumbered; following p. 112]). As with the other finds, 

these pieces also remained rela�vely unno�ced at first, although in 1941, Hans Zeiß 
(1895–1944) pointed out a rela�onship to the mo�fs on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) and 

the pressblech fragment from Obrigheim (DE-OBR) (Zeiß 1941, 44, 46). 

A publica�on of drawings by Sofie Kra� of several of the tapestry fragments (including 
NO-OSE-2 and NO-OSE-13B2) followed in 1955 (Kra� 1955, 30, 32). With regard to the 

horned figure on one of the fragments (NO-OSE-2), Kra� notes that the figure appears to 

be at the centre of the depicted procession. Anecdotally referring to Gabriel Gustafson 
(1853–1915), she describes the figure as being ‘gudeskikkelsen eller kjempen’ (Kra� 

1955, 15). Kra� also notes the larger size of the horned figure on the fragment NO-OSE-

13B2, which she believes had the role of protec�ng what she interprets to be the Oseberg-

queen, who she believes follows in a wagon some rows behind (Kra� 1955, 21). Kra�, 
however, does not men�on the horned headdresses these two figures are being depicted 

as wearing, and consequently, does not draw any parallels to other artefacts depic�ng 

horned figures. 

 Ground-Breaking New Discoveries at Suton Hoo and Valsgärde 

Sutton Hoo and a Parallel from Valsgärde 7 

The most influen�al discovery for the discussion of the horned figures during this �me, 

however, was the discovery of the princely ship-burial at Suton Hoo in 1939 (on this bur-
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ial: see Chapter 4.1.11), shortly before the outbreak of the Second World War. This highly 

significant discovery created a s�r not only in the United Kingdom, but also in Scandinavia, 

where it was quickly noted (see, for example Shetelig 1940). The Provisional Guide (1947) 

by Rupert Bruce-Mi�ord (1914–1994) included pictures of a first reconstruc�on of the 

Suton Hoo helmet (GB-SUH), including the reconstruc�on of a pressblech scene on the 

said helmet showing a warrior-figure wearing a horned headdress holding two crossed 

spears (see Bruce-Mi�ord 1947, 25, fig. 25). 

Herbert Maryon (1874–1965), who was responsible for the reconstruc�on, nonethe-

less soon came to the realisa�on that the scene must actually have featured two such 

horned warrior figures, based on a close parallel on the then s�ll unpublished helmet (SE-

VAL-7) from the Valsgärde 7 boat grave (Maryon 1947, 138–139), which had been exca-

vated in 1933 (on this burial: see Chapter 4.1.12). The similari�es between the pressblech 

design on the Suton Hoo helmet (GB-SUH) and other objects from Sweden such as the 

Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) and the pressblech fragment from Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa) 

were noted almost immediately a�er the first publica�on of the Suton Hoo finds (see, 
for example Åberg 1947, 285–286; Nerman 1948, 80–81), something which culminated 

with the descrip�on and first publica�on of a photograph of the pressblech design from 

Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7) alongside those from Suton Hoo (GB-SUH) and Gamla Uppsala 
(SE-GAUa) in an ar�cle on the Suton Hoo ship burial by Bruce-Mi�ord (1950, 49–50, plate 

X). 

Publishing Valsgärde 8: Greta Arwidsson (1906–1998) 

 
Figure 2.2: Two of the scenes depicted on the helmet from Valsgärde 8 (SE-VAL-8) as interpreted by Greta 

Arwidsson, drawings by Ingrid Dahlén (a�er Arwidsson 1954, figs. 78–79). 

A full descrip�on of the finds from the Valsgärde 7 burial would nonetheless not see 
proper publica�on un�l 1977 (see Chapter 2.3.4). In 1954, however, Greta Arwidsson pub-

lished a book (Arwidsson 1954) on the finds of the 1936 excava�on of the Valsgärde 8 
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boat grave (on this burial: see Chapter 4.1.13). Among the finds was yet another helmet 

with pressblech decora�ons (SE-VAL-8). Limi�ng herself to systema�cally describing the 

images, Arwidsson interprets one of the scenes as depic�ng a warrior riding from right to 

le� holding a spear, with a standing figure to the right holding the reins of the horse; a 

third figure under the horse supposedly being trampled; and a fourth smaller horned 

‘dancing’ figure behind the rider on the horse’s back. As Arwidsson notes, a second scene, 

somewhat less well preserved, depicts what appears to be the mirrored version of that 

same mo�f (on this mo�f group: see Chapter 5.3.3). As Arwidsson points out, similar mo-

�fs could be found on the Valsgärde 7 helmet (SE-VAL-7) (Arwidsson 1954, 128–129). 

 Vola�le Theories: Karl Hauck (1916–2007) 

The discovery of the Suton Hoo ship burial had also caught the interest of the German 

historian Karl Hauck, who argued that the dancing figures on the helmets from Suton 

Hoo (GB-SUH) and Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7) were all performing an Óðinic weapon-dance. 
Based on a quote by Count Eric Carl Gabriel Oxens�erna (1916–1968),17 Hauck also ar-

gued that due to the one-eyedness of the horned figure on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO), 

that par�cular object should be interpreted as containing a depic�on of a re-enactment 
of the fight between Óðinn and the wolf during Ragnarøk18 in the form of a ritual drama 

(Hauck 1954, 46–49). 

Karl Hauck returned to the discourse on the horned figure in two ar�cles three years 
later. There, he argues for a new reading of the pressblech fragment from Obrigheim (DE-

OBR), by demonstra�ng that the dancing figure on that object must have also worn a 

horned helmet, and that there are also traces of a second wolf-skinned figure present, 
details that had apparently gone unno�ced up to then (Hauck 1957a, 11–12; 1957b, 353–

354). Inspired by these observa�ons, Hauck also argued that the earlier-noted pressblech 

on the scabbard from Gutenstein (see Chapters 2.1.3 and 5.3.1) in its hypothe�cal original 

form (before it was allegedly cut up and reassembled on the scabbard: see Figure 2.3) 

 
17 Hauck must have had access to an at the �me unpublished work of Oxens�erna’s, said to be from 1947, 
which was made available to him by the help of Oto Höfler (1901–1987) (Hauck 1954, 47). It was only in 
1956 that Oxens�erna reaffirmed the no�on of the horned figure’s one-eyedness on the Torslunda plate 
(SE-BJO) as part of his own publica�on on the golden horns from Gallehus, where he writes: ‘The inspec�on 
of the original, as well as a special exposure image […], demonstrate unambiguously, that one eye socket is 
deliberately empty. Thus, the Horned One can only be Wodan or a priest, who mimically represents the god 
Wodan. […] On the first golden band [of the second horn of Gallehus] is thus Wodan’s frieze, on the Tor-
slunda stamp a priest of Wodan’ (Oxens�erna 1956, 150, transla�on by present author). ‘Die Besich�gung 
des Originals, sowie eine Spezialaufnahme […], erweisen eindeu�g, daß die eine Augenhöhle absichtlich 
leer ist. Demnach kann der Gehörnte nur Wodan oder ein Priester sein, der den Got Wodan mimisch dar-
stellt. […] Auf dem ersten Goldreifen ist also das Standbild Wodans, auf der Torslundastanze ein Wodan-
priester’ (Oxens�erna 1956, 150). 
18 See stanza 52 (K)/ 45(H) of Vǫluspá (Vǫluspá  2014, 304, 314) and Chapter 51 in Gylfaginning (Snorri 
Sturluson 2005, 50). 
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must have depicted a similar scene as that on the pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-OBR); 

in other words, a dancing warrior-figure wearing a horned helmet with two spears in its 

hands, flanked by two wolf-skin figures (Hauck 1957a, 12–15).19 

In these ar�cles, Hauck clearly retracted his former interpreta�on, now proposing a 
new reading of the mo�fs present on the pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-OBR) (and his 

idea of what was the original depic�on on the object that was later reworked for the 

scabbard from Gutenstein) on the one hand, and on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) on the 
other. The reading was based on the legendary literary background of the Middle High 

German Hetelingen-tradi�on (present as part of the Kudrun-epic), and the Old Norse tra-

di�on of the Hjaðningavíg.20 In the light of these sources, Hauck interprets the scene on 
the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) as being a depic�on of a Ritual der Kampferöffnung — a 

combat ini�a�on ritual. Hauck now iden�fies the one-eyed dancing figure (wearing what 

Hauck now claims to be a snake-helmet)21 as Hagen/Hǫgni, something based on Hagen’s 

one-eyedness in some of the German sources.22 The warrior clad in a wolf-skin is iden�-

 
19 The scabbard was believed to be lost a�er the Second World War and only resurfaced in an exhibi�on in 
Russia in 2007 (Steuer 2008). Naturally, as Hauck’s argument relied solely on earlier photographs, it is of a 
highly specula�ve nature, something which has also been noted by Karen Høilund Nielsen: ‘Haucks rekon-
struk�on af Gutenstein går temmelig vidt i forhold �l, hvad der reelt er bevaret’ (Høilund Nielsen 2002, 
208). Indeed, the evidence for the horned figure on this object is very limited (see Figure 2.3). On this arte-
fact: see Chapter 5.3.1. 
20 Hauck is highly unspecific when it comes to his references to primary sources. The relevant episode in 
Kudrun is covered by Chapters 5–8 (Kudrun  2010, 70–187), while the Hjaðningavíg is covered by Bragi inn 
gamli Boddason’s (9th century) Ragnarsdrápa, quoted and commented in Chapter 50 of Skáldskaparmál 
(Snorri Sturluson 1998, 72–73), among other sources. A similar story is also recounted in Book 5 of Gesta 
Danorum (Saxo Gramma�cus 1979, 149). 
21 Hauck sees the snake as a spirit animal, which he places within the sphere of the God of Death and the 
God of War, who is seen here as being Óðinn/Wodan (Hauck 1957b, 360). 
22 As sources, Hauck vaguely men�ons Waltharius and the sec�on describing the demise of the Burgundians 
in Þiðreks saga af Bern (Hauck 1957a, 16). For more on the sources rela�ng to Hagen’s one-eyedness: see 
Chapter 5.2.2. 

Figure 2.3: Hauck’s reconstruc�on of the image on the scabbard from Gutenstein, drawing by I. Müller 
(a�er Hauck 1957a, plate III). 
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fied as his adversary, Hetel/Heðinn, based on the etymology of his name23 (Hauck 1957a, 

5, 11–21; 1957b, 360–361, 368). 

In the same ar�cles, Hauck applies a similar reading to the pressblech from Obrigheim 

(DE-OBR) and the scabbard from Gutenstein. He claims that unlike on the Torslunda plate 

(SE-BJO), the German examples show an already defeated Hetel to the le�, subordinately 

offering his sword to the victorious dancing Hagen in the centre. ‘Hagen’ is said to be 

simultaneously performing another Ritual der Kampferöffnung, facing another adversary 

in the shape of a wolf-skin-clad warrior to the right, who, to Hauck’s mind, must be the 

legendary figure Wate, a protagonist in the German version of the legend (Hauck 1957a, 

19–20; 1957b, 360–361). Hauck sees this as offering proof that the German objects must 

have been manufactured in Germany, and that the oral tradi�ons related to those legends 

must have already begun to diversify between the con�nent (involving three warriors fac-

ing each other) and Scandinavia (involving two warriors facing each other) during that 

�me (Hauck 1957a, 20–21). Hauck also connects the images to the concepts of the batle 

or the return of the dead during the ‘twelve nights’ (Hauck 1957a, 21–22; 1957b, 360–
361).24 Somewhat contradic�ng the rest of his argument, Hauck also tries to explain the 

secondary use and par�al destruc�on of the pressblech fragment from Obrigheim (DE-

OBR) and of the predecessor of the Gutenstein scabbard as reflec�ng a process whereby 
a mythological epic was transformed into a heroic epic under the influence of Chris�ani-

sa�on (Hauck 1957a, 22–23). 

In these same ar�cles, Hauck also addressed another mo�f group that was evidently 
present on the helmets from Valsgärde 7 and 8 (SE-VAL-7 and SE-VAL-8),25 and Suton 

Hoo (GB-SUH), as well as on a disc brooch from Pliezhausen in Baden-Würtemberg, Ger-

many (on this artefact and the mo�f group in general: see Chapter 5.3.3). As described in 
Chapter 2.2.2, the mo�f in ques�on (see Figure 2.2) features a rider in a combat situa�on 

throwing a spear with a smaller figure behind him on the back of the horse guiding the 

spear. As men�oned in Chapter 2.2.2, in the examples from Valsgärde, this smaller figure 

appears to be wearing a horned helmet, which Hauck now prefers to see as a snake-hel-

met (see above). Hauck interprets this mo�f as the throwing of the Sieg- und Fluchspeer 

— the victory- and curse-spear, which he connects to the literary mo�f of consecra�ng 

 
23 The connec�on between Hetel/Heðinn and wolfskins is based on the assump�on that the Old Norse name 
Heðinn can be translated as ‘man wearing fur’ (Hauck 1957a, 17; see also Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í 
íslenskum fræðum [no year]). 
24 Once again, Hauck is reluctant to specify exactly which par�cular primary sources he is referring to when 
he talks about the concepts of the batle of the dead (referring to the Hjaðningavíg?) and the twelve nights 
(referring possibly to the folkloris�c concept of the wild hunt?).  
25 Of the two Valsgärde examples, Hauck only explicitly men�ons that from grave 7 (SE-VAL-7), even though 
at that �me only grave 8 (SE-VAL-8) had been published properly (see Chapter 2.2.2). 
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enemies to the God of the Dead by throwing a spear over them at the onset of batle.26 

Tracing the mo�f back to origins in late an�quity, Hauck proposes that the imperatorial 

rider figure must be Ermanaric (c. 296–376), king of the Goths. According to Hauck, the 

smaller figure on the horse’s back guiding the spear represents a superhuman being, an 

eidolon-like figure,27 giving supernatural power to the weapon, leading to his conclusion 

that this figure most likely represents the God of the Dead, that is Wodan (Hauck 1957a, 

5–7, 10, 12; 1957b, 361–362). 

The third mo�f group of concern for this thesis is only touched upon briefly by Hauck 

in one of those two ar�cles. The mo�f group in ques�on is that of the so-called ‘weapon-

dancers’ appearing in pairs (on this mo�f group: see Chapter 5.3.2) found on the helmets 

of Suton Hoo (GB-SUH) and Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7) and the pressblech fragment from 

Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa). He interprets these as being members of the God of the Dead’s 

entourage or army, marked as being such by wearing ‘his’ helmet (Hauck 1957b, 361). 

Hauck’s bold and somewhat confused ideas about the horned figures, however, did 

not catch on and indeed, his earlier ar�cle from 1954 was harshly cri�cised by the Hun-
garian scholar András Alföldi (1895–1981), who, while completely ignoring Hauck’s two 

newer ar�cles, generally agreed that ‘Hauck is surely right in postula�ng a mythical pro-

totype for these scenes, the exact defini�on of which must be le� to competent scholars’ 
(Alföldi 1959, 176).28 Karl Hauck himself seems to have later had some qualms about his 

theories from 1957. This became evident in an ar�cle published three years later, when 

he again referred to the helmets as being horned, dropping his earlier, rather odd idea of 
a snake-helmet. Referring to the pressblech image of two dancing warriors on the helmets 

from Suton Hoo (GB-SUH) and Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7), as well as the fragment from 

Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa), he now more cau�ously proposes that the images supposedly 
represent a weapon-dance performed by aristocra�c and heroic figures, forming a ‘cul�c 

connec�on to the powers of the gods and the dead’ (1960, 104, transla�on by present 

author).29 

 Roman Influences? The Cornuti and Weapon-Dancers 

Roman and Gaulish Origins of the Horned Figure: Bertil Almgren (1918–2011) 

Based on stylis�c evidence and referring to the Torslunda plates (including SE-BJO) and 

the pressblech fragments from Gamla Uppsala (including SE-GAUa) in general, late Ber�l 

 
26 On this mo�f: see Chapter 5.2.6. 
27 Eidolon is a representa�on of an idea or an appari�on of some en�ty taking on the role of the classical 
allegory numen victoriae — a divinity of victory. 
28 Here, Alföldi was publishing under his Anglicised name ‘Andrew Alföldi’. 
29 ‘Solche Waffentänze waren kul�scher Dienst und kul�sche Bindung an die Mächte der Göter und Toten’ 
(Hauck 1960, 104). 
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Almgren was by this �me proposing a da�ng of around the year 500 for the Torslunda 

plates, and somewhere during the 5th century for the fragments from Gamla Uppsala, ar-

guing that the source of the mo�f could be found in Roman culture (Almgren 1948, 85–

87). Almgren consequently states that the wolf warrior on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO), 

the pressblech fragment from Obrigheim (DE-OBR) and the scabbard from Gutenstein 

could best be explained as ‘et återgivande av den tradi�onella utrustningen för en av den 

romerska legionens vik�gaste personer: standarföraren med varghuvudskinnet över hjäs-

san’ (Almgren 1948, 96). Referring to the earlier works of András Alföldi on the Roman 

auxiliary troops known as the Cornuti, the ‘horned-ones’,30 Almgren argues that the 

horned figure on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) can be traced back to Roman and Gaulish 

origins (Almgren 1948, 97–98; see also Alföldi 1959 below). 

Horned Figures and the Cornu�: András Alföldi 

A decade later in 1959, András Alföldi would develop this argument s�ll further (Alföldi 
1959).31 A�er not having men�oned the horned figures in his earlier work (see Alföldi 

1935), Alföldi now draws a parallel between the horned figures and elite Germanic auxil-

iary troops serving the late Roman Empire, the Cornuti, the ‘horned-ones’, echoing 
Almgren’s work discussed above (although Alföldi does not cite him). As Alföldi notes, in 

Late Roman art, the Cornuti are represented with a crest which consists of ‘a crescent-

shaped device […] termina�ng in two confronted goats’ heads’ (Alföldi 1959, 172), an im-
age which survives on a Byzan�ne statuete supposedly of Constan�ne I; on the Arch of 

Constan�ne in Rome (which also features an image of a horned warrior); and in shield-

emblems depicted in the Notitia dignitatum32 (see Alföldi 1935; Alföldi 1959, 171–175). 
Alföldi suggests that the same device is present in the shape of the horned headdresses 

worn by the dancing figure on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) and those found on the Suton 

Hoo helmet (GB-SUH). He traces the animal heads on the horn terminals back to the Cel�c 
La Tène culture. Also comparing these images to the horned figures from the Scandinavian 

Bronze Age (see Chapters 5.3.2 and 5.3.3), as well as other Indo European parallels, Alföldi 

proposes a connec�on to ritual dances among Germanic horned warrior groups (Alföldi 

1959, 175–178), which he all sees as forming ‘the background from which Constan�ne’s 

cornuti emerged’ (1959, 178). Alföldi nonetheless rejects Hauck’s earlier claim that the 

horned figure on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) and the Suton Hoo helmet (GB-SUH) and 

their other Scandinavian parallels must represent Wodan, arguing that ‘since on the Sut-

 
30 Here, Alföldi was publishing under his Germanised name ‘Andreas Alföldi’.  
31 Here, Alföldi was publishing under his Anglicised name ‘Andrew Alföldi’. 
32 The Notitia Dignitatum is a late Roman document dealing with the administra�on of the eastern and 
western empires which is preserved in mediaeval manuscripts. With regard to the shield-emblems depicted 
in it, and further references: see Oehrl (2019b, 232). 
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ton Hoo helmet […] there are two such figures, they cannot both stand for Wodan,’ pro-

posing that the horned figures on those images ‘could simply have represented the leg-

endary ancestor of a tribe’ (1959, 176). With regard to the horned figure on the Torslunda 

plate (SE-BJO), Alföldi further elaborates that it ‘is performing the tripudium, the wild 

dance that preceded batle and produced the desired emo�onal frenzy’ (Alföldi 1959, 

177). 

Indigenous Weapon-Dancers: Wilhelm Holmqvist (1905–1989) 

One year later in 1960, the Swedish archaeologist Wilhelm Holmqvist would offer a new 

analysis of the horned figures on the Torslunda plates (SE-BJO) and the helmets from Sut-

ton Hoo (GB-SUH) and Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7), confidently sta�ng that there ‘is not the 

slightest doubt that these are sword dancers’ (Holmqvist 1960, 103). Elabora�ng on the 

theme of cul�c dance, he notes: 

It is surely reasonable to suppose that the horn-helmeted and spear-bearing warriors 
[…] represent a weapon-dance. One can easily catch something of the intricate 
measures, the elas�city of the dance steps and the rhythm. Similar weapon dancers 

are depicted on the Uppland helmets, and it is reasonable to recall Tacitus’s descrip-
�on of the Germani, when he says that young nude men performed weapon dances 

with great proficiency and elegance (Holmqvist 1960, 109).33 

Following these remarks, Holmqvist draws further parallels by referring to Byzan�ne 

sources describing cul�c dances performed by members of the Varangian guard at the 

court in Constan�nople,34 as well as Saxo Gramma�cus’ Gesta Danorum, which men�ons 
dances performed at sacrificial feasts at Uppsala (Holmqvist 1960, 109–110).35 Although 

he agrees that several figural representa�ons from Scandinavia display features borrowed 

from Roman and Late Cel�c art, Holmqvist maintains that the ‘ritual dancing scenes on 

the Torslunda plates, on the Suton Hoo helmet, on the small gold plaques etc. were not 

brought in from the south. They were genuinely indigenous’ (Holmqvist 1960, 126). He 

adds that we ‘must on no account compare the processions of warriors on the helmets 

from Vendel XIV etc. with, for instance, the Ravenne [sic] mosaics – a�er all they represent 
two different worlds,’ arguing that ‘we see the ar�st crea�ng the iconography of his own 

people and giving ar�s�c expression to phenomena that were characteris�c of his own 

environment’ (Holmqvist 1960, 126). 

 
33 Here, Holmqvist refers to Chapter 24 of Germania (Tacitus 1972, 36–37). 
34 On these cul�c dances, that is the so-called gothicon: see Chapter 5.3.1. 
35 These primary sources are dwelt upon in greater detail in Chapter 4.2.1. 
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 Images Including Horned Figures and their Mo�fic Counterparts in Literature 

Fate and Weapon-Dances: Heinrich Beck (1929–2019) 

A much more careful approach than that of Hauck would be proposed by the late literary 

scholar Heinrich Beck, in his own personal atempt to explain the pressblech mo�f featur-

ing the rider and the small guiding figure on the back of the horse (as present on the 

Pliezhausen brooch and the helmets from Suton Hoo, GB-SUH, and Valsgärde 8, SE-VAL-

8)36 with the help of literary sources. Like others before him (see Chapters 2.1.4 and 2.2.3), 

Beck argues that this ‘picture formula’ can be compared to literary topoi, in this case the 

surrendering of the heroic figure (the rider) to his ill fate, which is represented by the 

figure stabbing the horse, despite or even owing to the godly help offered by the smaller 

figure guiding the spear (Beck 1964, 31–33, 37–45, 49–50). Rather than atribu�ng the 

guiding figure to a specific deity, Beck sees the images as a representa�on of a godlike 

controller of batle related to the fate-related concept of urðr/Wurd: 

The victory of the hero is o�en his doom. Heroism lies within this ‘readiness towards 
doom’ […]. The pictorial tes�mony of the hero led by a god and yet threatened by 

death, appears to call for this interpreta�on. The warrior does not fight under the 
salvific sign of the achieved victory, but in the submission to the law of Wurd. This 
no�on of fate reached full maturity in heroic poetry. The pictorial monuments from 

Valsgärde 8, Suton Hoo and Pliezhausen show the same guiding principle in the pic-
torial scope (Beck 1964, 44–45, transla�on by present author).37 

A couple of years later in 1968, Beck published another ar�cle now dealing with the Tor-

slunda plates (SE-BJO), in which he describes the earlier-noted mo�f on the plate relevant 
for this thesis as follows:  

A wolf-masked warrior pulls out a sword. A spear-dancer ar�ully carries a spear in 
each hand. We atribute the observa�on that the dancer is one-eyed to OXENSTIERNA 

[see Chapter 2.2.3]. In conjunc�on with the wolf-warrior, this already draws the at-
ten�on to the one-eyed Odin. The wolf-warrior’s spear carefully comes down behind 

 
36 Beck does not men�on the image from the Valsgärde 7 helmet (SE-VAL-7), which at that �me was s�ll 
unpublished. On the Pliezhausen brooch: see Chapters 2.2.3 and 5.3.3. 
37 ‘Der Sieg des Helden ist meist sein Untergang. In dieser “Bereitscha� zum Untergang” […] liegt das Hel-
dentum beschlossen. Das bildliche Zeugnis vom gotgelenkten und doch todbedrohten Helden scheint diese 
Interpreta�on zu fordern. Nicht unter dem heilmäch�gen Zeichen des errungenen Sieges kämp� der Krie-
ger, sondern in der Unterwerfung unter das Gesetz der Wurd. Dieser Schicksalsgedanke kam in der Helden-
dichtung zur letzten und höchsten En�altung. Die Bilddenkmäler von Valsgärde 8, Suton Hoo und Pliezhau-
sen zeigen im bildlichen Bereich das gleiche Leitbild wie die Heldendichtung’ (Beck 1964, 44–45). 
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the dancer’s stretched foot: a confronta�on between the two armed figures is there-
fore not intended (Beck 1968a, 239, transla�on by present author).38 

Beck describes the theme of this scene as being ‘the hero dependent on supernatural 

combat-arbiters’ (Beck 1968a, 240, transla�on by present author),39 naming the 

pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-OBR) and the Gutenstein scabbard as further examples of 

the said theme, which he classifies as a Subordinationstypus — a subordina�on type (Beck 

1968a, 240). Referring to a wide variety of writen sources40 (Beck 1968a, 247–249), Beck 

reaches to the following conclusion: 

The following reading thus emerges for the stamp from Torslunda: an úlfheðinn, a 
wolf-skinned person, prepares himself for batle with in�mida�ngly opened jaws. 

The god of war, to whom the úlfheðnar are especially connected, dances ahead of 
him, swinging spears. The skaldic phrasing offers an adequate descrip�on of the pic-

ture formula: the hero wears the wolfskin into the one-eyed Odin’s batle (Beck 
1968a, 249, transla�on by present author).41 

Another mo�f type described by Beck is the Koordinationstypus, the coordina�on type. 
Belonging to this type (along with other images not in focus of this thesis), is to Beck’s 

mind, the weapon-dancer scene from the Suton Hoo helmet (GB-SUH) (Beck 1968a, 244). 

Beck’s interpreta�on of this type is mainly based on an analysis of the Proto-Germanic 
noun *laikaz and its deriva�ons in its daughter languages poin�ng to ambiguous mean-

ings such as ‘play/game,’ ‘dance,’ ‘leap,’ and ‘fight’ (Beck 1968a, 244–247), an idea Beck 

elaborates on in more detail in another ar�cle from that same year (Beck 1968b), in which 

he notes that ‘both gods and valkyries, i.e. the personified supernatural figh�ng powers, 
as well as armed warriors, appear as the subject of “play and dance”. The pictorial tes�-

mony of dancing and armed warriors and dei�es of Germanic an�quity should be classi-

 
38 ‘Ein wolfmaskierter Krieger zückt das Schwert. Ein Speertänzer führt kunstvoll in jeder Hand einen Speer. 
OXENSTIERNA verdanken wir die Beobachtung, daß der Tänzer einäugig ist […]. Das lenkt bereits – in Verbin-
dung mit dem Wolfskrieger – die Aufmerksamkeit auf den einäugigen Odin. Der Speer des Wolfshäuters 
setzt vorsich�g hinter dem Fuß des Tänzers auf: nicht ein Gegeneinander der zwei Bewaffneten ist also 
beabsich�gt’ (Beck 1968a, 239). 
39 ‘Der Held in Abhängigkeit von übernatürlichen Kampflenkern’ (Beck 1968a, 240). 
40 For example, Eyvindr skáldaspilli’s (10th century) Háleygjatal, Jordanes’ (6th century) Getica, Procopius of 
Caesaria’s (c. 500–c. a�er 565) De bello Gothico, the Iliad, and the Rigveda. 
41 ‘Damit ergibt sich für die Stanze von Torslunda folgende Lesung: ein úlfheðinn, ein Wolfshäuter, schickt 
sich mit drohend aufgesperrtem Rachen zum Kampfe an. Ihm tanzt der Got des Krieges, dem die úlfheðnar 
besonders verbunden sind, speereschwingend voran. Die skaldische Formulierung bietet eine adäquate Be-
schreibung der Bildformel: der Held trägt den Wolfpelz in den Kampf des einäugigen Odin’ (Beck 1968a, 
249). 
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fied as such’ (Beck 1968b, 14, transla�on by present author).42 Bringing our aten�on back 

to the first ar�cle, Beck concludes, with regard to the Koordinationstypus: 

[With] the pictorial representa�on, one [should] speak of a vo�ve image — and fac-

tor in the playful-drama�c dimension considering all the ‘dancing’ figures. Calling 
combat a dance or game should therefore not be understood metaphorically. Com-

bat is a game and a game is combat […]. Where there are players and opposing play-
ers, the game fulfils the most basic requirement of a drama�c representa�on. The 

pictorial themes of the row of warriors, the passage of arms, and the weapon-danc-
ers correspond, probably not randomly, to the fundamental form of drama�c ac�on, 
which encompasses in equal terms the pompa, the procession, the ludus, the game, 

and the saltatio, the dance (Beck 1968a, 247, transla�on by present author).43 

Horned Figures as Part of a Heroic Pattern: Alice Margaret Arent (Madelung) 

While, as can be seen above, Heinrich Beck tends to interpret some of these images (es-

pecially the horned figure on the Torslunda plate, SE-BJO) as representa�ons of gods, he-

roes and other supernatural en��es, another scholar, Alice Margaret Arent (later Made-

lung), who was wri�ng around the same �me, preferred to return to the idea that the 
images were representa�ons of archetypal rituals and ideas of fate. In another central 

ar�cle published in 1969, she cri�cises Karl Hauck’s atempt (see Chapter 2.2.3) to recon-

struct supposedly lost earlier Iron Age versions of heroic legends only extant in mediaeval 
sources with the aid of Vendel Period pressblech images, describing this approach as ‘cir-

cular and faulty’ (Arent 1969, 132). In her ar�cle, Arent nonetheless underlines the im-

portance of re-evalua�ng ‘the rela�onship between the older pictorial mo�fs and their 
literary “counterparts,”’ but argues that ‘the similari�es between the plas�c and the liter-

ary representa�ons may rest more plausibly in the common mythical-religious ground 

from which both have sprung’ (Arent 1969, 132). In her analysis, Arent roughly divides 

the pressblech images into two thema�c cycles: ‘(1) ini�a�on rites for the warrior, and (2) 

his responsibility and fate’ (Arent 1969, 133). 

 
42 ‘Als Subjekt des “Spieles und Tanzes” erscheinen sowohl die Göter und Walküren, d.h. die personifizier-
ten übermenschlichen Kampfmächte, als auch waffenführende Krieger und Gotheiten des germanischen 
Altertums sind hier einzuordnen’ (Beck 1968b, 14). 
43 ‘[Bei] der bildlichen Wiedergabe [ist] von einem Heilsbild zu sprechen – und bei allen “tanzenden” Ge-
stalten die spielha�-drama�sche Dimension einzubeziehen. Die Benennung des Kampfes als eines Tanzes 
und Spiels ist also nicht metaphorisch zu verstehen. Kampf ist Spiel und Spiel ist Kampf […]. Wo Spieler und 
Gegenspieler agieren, erfüllt das Spiel die einfachsten Bedingungen einer drama�schen Repräsenta�on. 
Den Bildthemen der Kriegerreihe, des Waffenganges und der Waffentänzer entsprechen wohl nicht zufällig 
Grundformen der drama�schen Ak�on, die die pompa, den Aufzug, den ludus, das Spiel, und die saltatio, 
den Tanz, in gleicher Weise umfassen’ (Beck 1968a, 247). 
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According to Arent, the images depicted on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO), the 

Obrigheim pressblech (DE-OBR), and the scabbard from Gutenstein,44 fit into the former 

of these thema�c cycles. In line with Beck’s analysis (see above), she iden�fies the animal 

figure as an ‘úlfheðinn-type warrior’, who she sees as undergoing a transforma�on into 

an animal rather than performing a ‘simple act of costuming’ (Arent 1969, 137). With re-

gard to the wolf figure on the le� in the German objects, she states that the figure ‘pre-

sents a submissive aspect of the warrior, as seen by his gestures of handing over the sword 

and sheath with bowed head and of releasing his grasp on the lance’ (Arent 1969, 137). 

Thereby disagreeing with Hauck’s idea that the wolf-warrior to the right should be inter-

preted as atacking the horned figure in the middle (or — in the case of the Torslunda 

plate, SE-BJO — to the le�), Arent notes:  

It is at once apparent […] that the helmeted figure is not in figh�ng posture, but ra-

ther is leading and drawing the wolf-warrior on. Not only the airy unconcern for an 
impending atack on his person, but also the lightness of step, with the peculiar 

curved foot posi�on and the several lances, mark the depic�on as a ‘weapon dance’ 
(Arent 1969, 138). 

Registering the parallels to the weapon-dancer scenes on the Suton Hoo helmet (GB-
SUH) and the Gamla Uppsala fragment (SE-GAUa), Arent underlines the importance of 

dance among ‘primi�ve peoples’ as a tool used to mediate ‘between the human and su-

prahuman sphere, between the realm of the dead and the realm of the living, a func�on 

atributable to its ecstasy-inducing power,’ no�ng parallels to the batle fury of the ulf-
heðnar and berserkir, and the ‘wild raging of the Totenheer and wilde Jagd’ (Arent 1969, 

139). Taking all of this into considera�on, Arent concludes: 

[The] young Germanic warrior no doubt underwent a ritualis�c ini�a�on consis�ng 
of a kind of mock death and reawakening which cons�tuted his readiness for the 

du�es of manhood and his being accepted as a full-fledged member of the tribe. […] 
It is within this context that the Gutenstein and Obrigheim bracteates […] will find 
their most coherent explana�on: an úlfheðinn in two a�tudes, subdued as in a mock 

death and aroused to batle frenzy. The transi�on from the one to the other is indi-
cated by the media�ng sword-dance figure (Arent 1969, 139). 

As an example of her later thema�cal cycle, dealing with the warrior’s responsibility and 

fate, Arent points to the pressblech mo�f featuring the rider and the small guiding figure 
on the back of the horse (no�ng the appearance of the mo�f on the Valsgärde 8, SE-VAL-

 
44 Interes�ngly, while she rejects his methodology, Arent appears to accept Hauck’s reconstruc�on of the 
piece: see Chapter 2.2.3 and Figure 2.3. 
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8, and Suton Hoo helmets, GB-SUH, and on the Pliezhausen brooch). Regarding the pres-

ence of the ‘smaller figures who guide the spear and/or lead the horse’ (Arent 1969, 142) 

she states:  

These eidolon figures apparently represent numinous powers that aid in the fight. 
[…] Along with the helpful gods, there appears another figure that imperils horse and 

rider […]: the enemy, under the horse, plunging his sword into the horse's belly. Thus, 
despite the aid of the gods and one’s own strength, the outcome of the batle may 

well hang in the balance, even mean the warrior’s doom (Arent 1969, 142–143). 

Arent goes on to note that both warriors and gods are subject to fate, something which 

manifests itself ‘in specific moments, especially in unpredictable situa�ons of sudden dis-

aster and almost contrived cunning’ (Arent 1969, 144), quali�es all present in the batle 

images discussed above.  

Considering the wider context of these images, Arent concludes that the o�en repet-

i�ve assemblage of different pressblech images found on warrior gear (especially helmets) 
across widespread areas, speak ‘for their repe��ve character, sugges�ve of magic formu-

lae, and hence for their universal significance as archetypes used as apotropaic signa sa-

cra, rather than as individualized illustra�ons of specific gods or heroes’ (Arent 1969, 144). 
Represen�ng what she calls a heroic pattern, Arent’s conclusion is that: 

The helmet plates and bracteates confront us with this typical lot of the warrior hero, 

whose life and deeds are to be understood as religious par�cipa�on in the tribal or-
der and cults. […] The cult rituals illustrated above precede systema�zed mythology, 

they are of a more primordial nature, the stuff out of which literary myths grew. The 
many-sided and ambiguous figure of Odin and his cult are the summa�on and final 
expression of these tribal prac�ces and beliefs with their mul�ple aspects (Arent 

1969, 144–145). 

2.3 New Objects Published and Catching up on the Archaeological 
Backlog in the 1960s and 1970s 

During the 1960s, the discovery and publica�on of two new objects in England would 

spark the interest of a new group of archaeologists and historians in England. Up un�l this 

point (apart from the research into the Suton Hoo burial), the mo�f of the horned figure 
had atracted litle to no academic interest in Britain compared to the ongoing discourse 

that was going on in Germany and Sweden. Simultaneously, a new wave of looking back 

and re-examining already published artefacts began, alongside some catching up on the 
archaeological backlog of various more or less unpublished major excava�ons which cul-
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minated in new publica�ons dealing with the Valsgärde 7 boat grave (Arwidsson 1977) 

and the ship grave from Suton Hoo (Bruce-Mi�ord 1978, 1975) in the late 1970s. 

 Newly Discovered Artefacts in England 

The Finglesham Buckle: Sonia Chadwick Hawkes (1933–1999) and  
Hilda Roderick Ellis Davidson (1905–2006) 

In 1965, in a joint ar�cle with the folklorist and historian of religion Hilda Roderick Ellis 

Davidson and Christopher Hawkes (1905–1992), Sonia Chadwick Hawkes announced the 

recent discovery of a gilt belt buckle (GB-FIN-95) that was adorned with the image of a 

naked male with bent legs wearing a horned helmet and holding two spears in the Anglo-

Saxon cemetery at Finglesham, Kent, England (on this burial: see Chapter 4.1.5). Aware of 

the significance of the discovery, Chadwick Hawkes states that the ‘ornament of the plate 

[…] could at once be seen as something out of the common, and something of the greatest 

interest for students not only of Germanic art and archaeology, but of Germanic religion 

and mythology too’ (Chadwick Hawkes, Ellis Davidson, and Hawkes 1965, 17). Da�ng the 

buckle to the middle of the 7th century, Chadwick Hawkes suggests that the figure could 
be inspired by Swedish models, maybe even manufactured by a Swedish ar�san, drawing 

parallels to the helmets from Suton Hoo and Valsgärde (GB-SUH, SE-VAL-7 and SE-VAL-

8), the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) and the pressblech fragment from Gamla Uppsala (SE-
GAUa), as well as to earlier examples from the Bronze Age and the Pre-Roman and Roman 

Iron Age — for example, the Viksø-helmets, and figures on both the Gundestrup cauldron 

(see Chapter 1.1.2) and the second golden horn from Gallehus (see Chapter 5.3.2) 
(Chadwick Hawkes, Ellis Davidson, and Hawkes 1965, 18–23). 

In her own part of the ar�cle (Chadwick Hawkes, Ellis Davidson, and Hawkes 1965, 23–

27), referencing the same six artefacts Chadwick Hawkes had noted, Ellis Davidson argues 

for three different, not necessarily mutually exclusive explana�ons of how the horned 

figures could be associated with Óðinn/Woden: ‘First, considering them in a human set-

�ng, they could represent the possessed warriors of Odin in the ecstasy of batle by en-

tering into a state of ecstasy.’ Secondly, she proposes ‘that these figures may be viewed 

also in an Other-world se�ng, and that their dancing is part of the general rejoicing in the 

kingdom of Odin. Possibly, Odin’s special champions, the Einherjar, were pictured in 

curved helmets of this kind.’ Thirdly, Ellis Davidson men�ons the possibility ‘that these 

warriors are shown performing a ritual of some kind, as is suggested by the posi�on of 
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the spears and the swords which some hold in their hands’ (Chadwick Hawkes, Ellis 

Davidson, and Hawkes 1965, 26).45 

The Dover Implement: Vera Ivy Evison (1918–2018) 

That same year, inspired by the aforemen�oned publica�on of the Finglesham buckle (GB-

FIN-95), the late Bri�sh archaeologist Vera Ivy Evison reported the discovery of yet an-

other small implement (GB-DOV) of unknown use (Evison suggests some sort of toilet 

implement or a sharpening steel, although the later op�on was ruled out a�er further 

research: see Evison 1987, 84), which was also adorned with a head wearing a horned 

helmet. The find had been made during excava�ons in the Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Buck-

land, Dover, Kent, the grave it had been found in being dated to c. 700 (Evison 1965, 214–

215) (on this burial: see Chapter 4.1.2). The fact that the grave had been iden�fied as that 

of a female prompted Evison to state the following:  

The Dover find offers […] no reinforcement to the specula�ons on the significance of 
the man in the horned helmet, atrac�ve though they all are. These were based on 
the fact that all earlier examples were found in a military context.46 The fact that, also 

in Kent, and at the same �me, the same effigy was used to adorn a woman’s toilet 
implement must now lead to further conjectures, but by providing evidence which 

conflicts so strongly with what has gone before, it is a reminder that such conjectures 
must be treated with extreme cau�on (Evison 1965, 217). 

Like Chadwick Hawkes (see above), and drawing on parallels such as similar pins from 
Birka (none of which are wearing horned headgear), the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) and the 

Valsgärde 8 helmet (SE-VAL-8), Evison appears convinced that the implement from Dover 

is a sign of another connec�on between Anglo-Saxon England and Sweden (Evison 1965, 

216–217). 

 
45 Two years a�er her 1965 ar�cle, without coming forward with any new theories, Hilda Roderick Ellis 
Davidson prominently featured the horned figures in her popular book Pagan Scandinavia (1967). In addi-
�on to the objects earlier men�oned in her 1965 ar�cle, she included here — what appears to be — the 
first image of the Birka pendant figurine (SE-BIR) to be published outside those specialist publica�ons fo-
cusing specifically on the excava�ons at Birka, and the figures on the Oseberg tapestries (NO-OSE-2 and 
NO-OSE-13B2) (Ellis Davidson 1967, 98–99, 122–123, 130, 198 and 201, plates 37, 41 and 58), thereby mak-
ing both known to a more general public. Two years later, Ellis Davidson would again be one of the first 
scholars to publish a photograph of the newly discovered pendant from Ekhammar (SE-EKH: see Chapter 
2.3.2) prominently alongside its parallel from Birka (SE-BIR) in her next richly illustrated popular book Scan-
dinavian Mythology (Ellis Davidson 1969, 49), once again making a newly discovered artefact known to a 
more general audience. 
46 Evison does not seem to have been aware of the pendant found in a female grave in Birka (SE-BIR) first 
published in 1938 (see Chapter 2.2.1). 
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 Revisi�ng Scandinavian Objects and Newly Discovered Artefacts in Sweden 

The Coin from the Staatliche Münzsammlung in Munich: Brita Malmer (1925–2013) 

Also, in 1965, the late Swedish numisma�st Brita Malmer published an ar�cle (Malmer 

1965) on the coin of unknown origin kept in the Staatliche Münzsammlung in Munich, 

Germany (XX-MUN), discussed at the very beginning of this chapter (see Chapter 2.1.1). 

Although the focus here was mainly numisma�c (dealing with ques�ons rela�ng to da�ng 

and typology), this ar�cle, and especially Malmer’s disserta�on from the following year, 

in which she compares the mo�f to the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) and the Oseberg tapes-

tries (NO-OSE-2 and NO-OSE-13B2) (Malmer 1966, 59, plates 1.1, and 33.1), clearly made 

the coin known to a broader public, allowing it to be used in wider discussion. 

The Ekhammar Pendant: Per-Olof Ringquist 

The Birka pendant (SE-BIR), the aforemen�oned coin (XX-MUN), and one of the Oseberg 
tapestry fragments (NO-OSE-2) would feature prominently in an ar�cle from 1969 by the 

Swedish archaeologist Per-Olof Ringquist dealing with the discovery of yet another small 

pendant (SE-EKH) in an early Viking Age crema�on grave at Ekhammar in Kungsängen, 
Uppland (on this burial: see Chapter 4.1.4). Outside the other published fragment from 

the Oseberg tapestries which is not men�oned in the ar�cle (NO-OSE-13B2) — these ar-

tefacts were the only other Viking Age parallels to the new find that were known and had 
been published at that �me. While poin�ng out earlier parallels to the newly discovered 

figurine,47 Ringquist also men�ons a second pendant found in the same grave depic�ng 

what appears to be a male in a wolf skin (see Chapter 5.3.1). However, Ringquist’s analysis 
of the horned figure does not go beyond providing a short review of previous scholarship 

(Ringquist 1969). 

Revisiting the Torslunda Plates and their Find Context: Rupert Bruce-Mitford and  
Ulf Erik Hagberg (1932–2012) 

A new period of discussion of the Torslunda plates (one of them SE-BJO) can be said to 

have begun in 1965, when Rupert Bruce-Mi�ord, on a visit on Öland, proposed the exca-
va�on of the site where the plates had been found by chance almost 100 years earlier. 

Excava�ons were then carried out at the corresponding site at Björnhovda in 1966, 1968 

and 1969 (Hagberg 1976, 324). Bruce-Mi�ord’s work on the Torslunda plates also involved 
spectrographic analysis, which was used to determine the composi�on of the alloys of the 

 
47 These are the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO); the helmets from Suton Hoo (GB-SUH), Valsgärde 7 and 8 (SE-
VAL-7 and SE-VAL-8); the pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-OBR); the Finglesham buckle (GB-FIN-95); and 
even figures that feature on earlier objects such as the second Gallehus horn (see Chapter 5.3.2) and the 
Gundestrup cauldron (see Chapter 1.1.2); as well as other depic�ons, figurines and helmets from the Scan-
dinavian Bronze Age (see Chapters 5.3.2 and 5.3.3). 
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plates (Bruce-Mi�ord 1968, 235–236).48 This was followed up by further analysis of the 

samples using atom absorp�on spectrometry and polarography (Bruce-Mi�ord 1974, 

216–219). The results of these analyses confirmed Bruce-Mi�ord’s previous visual obser-

va�ons which had led to his conclusion that two of the plates (the one with the mo�fs of 

the ‘man between bears’ and the ‘man with axe holding roped animal’) belonged to-

gether, whereas the other two plates (one of them SE-BJO) were possibly earlier, less re-

fined artefacts (Bruce-Mi�ord 1968; 1974, 214–219). 

Bruce-Mi�ord had already published some preliminary results from the excava�ons at 

Björnhovda (Bruce-Mi�ord 1974, 219–222). He was followed by the late Swedish archae-

ologist Ulf Erik Hagberg, who had directed the said excava�ons, and published a detailed 

report in 1976 (Hagberg 1976) (on the results of these excava�ons: see Chapter 4.2.7). In 

the same ar�cle, Hagberg announced the discovery of a bronze head-shaped small imple-

ment with horns (SE-GAT), which had been found in a Vendel Period crema�on grave in 

Gåtebo, Bredsätre parish, on Öland (Hagberg 1976, 336, plates 13a & 13b) (on this burial: 

see Chapter 4.1.8). 

 Publishing Suton Hoo: Rupert Bruce-Mi�ord 

Alongside his interest in the Torslunda plates, Bruce-Mi�ord con�nued publishing on the 

Suton Hoo burial. In 1972, he published an ar�cle on the new reconstruc�on of the Sut-

ton Hoo helmet (GB-SUH) by Nigel Williams (1944–1992), which included a revised recon-
struc�on of the dancing ‘twin’-warrior design (Bruce-Mi�ord 1972, 121–122, fig. 2).49 

Sugges�ng that the mo�f ‘may represent men or priests engaged in rituals associated with 

the cult of Odin, the war-god’ (Bruce-Mi�ord 1972, 129), Bruce-Mi�ord draws parallels to 
the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO), the implement from Dover (GB-DOV), in addi�on to pub-

lishing photographs of the Ekhammar pendant (SE-EKH) and the Finglesham buckle (GB-

FIN-95) (Bruce-Mi�ord 1972, 129–130, plates LIa, LIb and LII). A revised and slightly ex-
tended version of this ar�cle was published in Bruce-Mi�ord’s 1974 book Aspects of An-

glo-Saxon Archaeology (Bruce-Mi�ord 1974, 198–209), in which he also published the 

drawing of a pressblech fragment from a tumulus in Caenby, Lincolnshire, England (on this 

burial: see Chapter 4.1.3), showing the dancing warrior mo�f (GB-CAE), which had been 

iden�fied by Leslie Webster (Bruce-Mi�ord 1974, 209, plate 54b). 

 
48 These results were also incorporated into the study ‘Modeln der Merowinger- und Wikingerzeit’ by Tor-
sten Capelle (1939–2014) and Hayo Vierck (1939–1989), without providing any further insights (Capelle and 
Vierck 1971, 45–47). 
49 The previous reconstruc�on by Herbert Maryon misinterpreted the surviving pressblech fragments as 
represen�ng a single figure, a false interpreta�on recognised by Maryon shortly a�er he had completed his 
reconstruc�on of the helmet (see Chapter 2.2.2). 
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The following year saw the publica�on of the first volume rela�ng to the Suton Hoo 

burial (Bruce-Mi�ord 1975), which was followed by a second volume released in 1978 

(Bruce-Mi�ord 1978). This featured a new extensive sec�on on the helmet (Bruce-Mi�ord 

1978, 138–231), which included a detailed descrip�on of the two main figural pressblech 

designs (168–197, fig. 140–144). Drawing parallels to the Valsgärde 7 and 8 helmets (SE-

VAL-7 and SE-VAL-8), the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO), and the Pliezhausen disc brooch — all 

of which had been used as aids to reconstruct the overall designs (Bruce-Mi�ord 1978, 

188–189, 192–197, 216–217, fig. 146, 156, 163–164), Bruce-Mi�ord also underlines par-

allels to the mo�f of the dancing warriors on the pressblech fragments from Caenby (GB-

CAE) and Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa) (Bruce-Mi�ord 1978, 206–208, fig. 153, 155) in line 

with his earlier publica�ons (see above and Chapter 2.2.2). 

 Publishing Valsgärde 7: Greta Arwidsson 

At the same �me that the second volume of the Suton Hoo publica�on was in print but 
not yet published, Greta Arwidsson’s publica�on on the boat grave Valsgärde 7 appeared 

(Arwidsson 1977) (on this burial: see Chapter 4.1.12). As noted above, this grave also fea-

tured a helmet decorated with pressblech images (SE-VAL-7). Arwidsson iden�fies six dis-
�nct designs, of which designs C/D correspond to the rider scenes also present on the 

Valsgärde 8 helmet (SE-VAL-8: see Chapter 2.2.2, Figure 2.2), and design E featuring the 

‘twin’ weapon-dancer mo�f also present on the Suton Hoo helmet (GB-SUH: see Chap-
ters 2.2.2 and 2.3.3), are of par�cular interest in the context of this thesis (Arwidsson 

1977, 116–120). A�er a detailed descrip�on of these designs (Arwidsson 1977, 118–120, 

fig. 28, 122–138), Arwidsson argues for a Roman origin for both designs. Mo�f C/D is said 
to have a background that is reflected on the gravestones of Roman horsemen; whereas 

mo�f E is traced back to the account on dancing naked youths by Tacitus in Chapter 24 of 

his Germania (Tacitus 1972, 36–37), and depic�ons of gladiators on Roman mosaic floors 
in found in modern-day Germany (Arwidsson 1977, 121–122).  

A couple of years later, Arwidsson would publish some reworked reconstruc�ve draw-

ings of the rider mo�f on the helmets from Valsgärde 7 and 8 (SE-VAL-7 and SE-VAL-8) in 

two introductory ar�cles on the Vendel Period boat graves from that site, stressing once 

again her view that these images are copies of late Roman designs (Arwidsson 1980, 58–

59, 62; 1983, 77–79, fig. 3b-c). 
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2.4 More Discoveries, New Theories and Technological Advances 

 Karl Hauck’s Dioscuri 

Arwidsson’s publica�on regarding the Valsgärde 7 burial brought Karl Hauck back on to 

the scene and showed that Hauck’s interpreta�on of the horned figure had evolved sig-

nificantly since he had last published on the topic during the late 1950s (see Chapter 

2.2.3). In a series of new ar�cles over the following five years (Hauck 1978, 1980, 1981, 

1983, 1984), it was apparent that he now regarded the horned headgear as being directly 

associated with Óðinn/Wodan, the one-eyed nature of the dancing figure on the Tor-

slunda plate (SE-BJO) being the primary reason for his claim, Hauck iden�fying this as 

depic�ng the epiphany of Óðinn/Wodan/Mars (Hauck 1978, 42–43; 1980, 247, 267–268, 

281, 288–289; 1981, 197–199, 204–207, 215, 220, 225, 242–243, 255; 1983, 452–454; 

1984, 485). 

The ar�cles in ques�on centre around the two helmets from Valsgärde 7 and 8 (SE-

VAL-7 and SE-VAL-8), which Hauck had now analysed thoroughly. This research was based 

on Hauck’s own observa�ons and a set of detailed photographs of both helmets, as well 
as latex impressions of the helmet from Valsgärde 8 (SE-VAL-8). Hauck demonstrates con-

vincingly and in an exemplarily detailed manner that on these helmets, one could iden�fy 

seven (three on SE-VAL-7, and four on SE-VAL-8) dis�nct variants of the mo�f featuring 
the rider and the small guiding figure on the back of the horse (Hauck 1978, 37, 40; 1980, 

248–264, 291–300; 1981, 211–232, 256–267; 1983, 437; 1984, 485).50 His observa�ons 

represent a revision of the previously held idea that only two variants of the mo�f were 
present on each helmet (primarily dis�nguished on the basis of whether the figures are 

riding towards the right or the le�: see Chapters 2.2.2 and 2.3.4).51 

In short, Hauck now interprets the horned figures appearing on the Valsgärde 7 and 8 

helmets (SE-VAL-7 and SE-VAL-8), the pressblech fragment from Gamla Uppsala (SE-

GAUa), the Suton Hoo helmet (GB-SUH), the Finglesham buckle (GB-FIN-95), the Dover 

implement (GB-DOV), and the pendant from Ekhammar (SE-EKH) as being Dioscuri, divine 

twins,52 in their role as helping figures and messengers of the god of war, Mars, whom 

 
50 Hauck’s findings, as well as his analysis of other objects including the Pliezhausen brooch and his less 
convincing interpreta�on of a pressblech fragment from Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa), where he claims to rec-
ognise another version of the rider and guiding figure mo�f (see Hauck 1980, 270–271, 289–90, 300–307), 
will be dealt with in greater detail in Chapter 5.3.3.  
51 To this day, generally speaking, Arwidsson’s reconstruc�ons are s�ll referenced more o�en than Hauck’s, 
possibly owing to — on one hand — Hauck’s rather scatered way of publishing his findings, and — on the 
other — the generally wider reach and influence of Arwidsson’s publica�ons of Valsgärde 7 and 8, and 
Bruce-Mi�ord’s works on Suton Hoo, which also relied heavily on Arwidsson’s reconstruc�ons of the 
Valsgärde 7 helmet (SE-VAL-7) as an important point of comparison for the Suton Hoo helmet (GB-SUH), 
as has been discussed in Chapter 2.3.3. 
52 The concept of the divine twins will be dealt with in greater detail in Chapter 5.3.2. 
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Hauck equates with Óðinn/Wodan, largely based on Adam of Bremen’s 11th century ac-

count of the sanctuary at Gamla Uppsala (Hauck 1978, 49–55; 1980, 228–241, 247–248, 

253, 256, 263–268, 272, 284–290; 1981, 170, 174–190, 203–237, 240–243, 254–256; 

1983, 437, 449–458, 463).53 While Hauck’s interpreta�on of the pair dancing warrior mo-

�f as represen�ng divine twins, for which he cites Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7), Suton Hoo (GB-

SUH) and Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa) as examples, has some logic, his interpreta�on of the 

individually occurring horned figures naturally requires more detailed explana�on: 

Hauck’s interpreta�on that the single horned figures must also be Dioscuri is based on 

the no�on that the divine twins were a common feature of Indo-European pre-Chris�an 

religions, and the fact that in Roman iconography, the Dioscuri do not only appear in pairs 

but also individually. From a compara�ve perspec�ve, Hauck thus argues that the same 

principle can be applied to Scandinavian and Anglo-Saxon iconography, founding his argu-

ment on a plethora of references to Roman iconography, in which the Dioscuri appear in 

pairs or individually in close associa�on with the war god Mars (Hauck 1978, 50–55; 1980, 

228–241, 247–248, 253, 256, 263–268, 272, 286; 1981, 170, 174–190, 205–237, 240–243, 
254–256; 1983, 453–458, 463). For Hauck, such an explana�on solves the issue of why: 

for the moment, the one-eyedness is only atested in the divine weapon-dancer [who 
Hauck interprets as Óðinn/Wodan: see above] in front of the wolf-mask at Torslunda, 

and why […] the victory helpers of the eidolon-type behind the hero-riders from 
Valsgärde 7 […] and Valsgärde 8 […] are depicted with two eyes, like all the faces of 

the pair of weapon-dancers […], that have come down to us (Hauck 1978, 51, 
transla�on by present author).54 

Periphrases, however, like ‘the embossing die from the Ölandic sanctuary of Thor with the 
one-eyed dancer’ (Hauck 1983, 452–453, transla�on by present author)55 used when re-

ferring to the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO), suggest that Hauck’s theories are at least partly 

based on wishful thinking rather than scien�fic fact. Indeed, Hauck seems to have been 

aware of Erik Hagberg’s excava�ons at the site of the Torslunda plate’s (SE-BJO) discovery 

(see Chapter 2.3.2), since he frequently references the report (see, for example, Hauck 

 
53 For more on Gamla Uppsala as a central site and Adam of Bremen’s account: see Chapter 4.2.1. With 
regard to the guiding figure mo�f, Hauck also draws a parallel to the sustentatio mo�f which is found in 
both Roman and later Chris�an mediaeval iconography. In short, this mo�f depicts dei�es or other super-
natural beings (such as angels in later Chris�an contexts) suppor�ng ruling figures in a ceremonial gesture 
(Hauck 1980, 272–273; 1981, 187, 245–252). 
54 ‘vorerst nur bei dem götlichen Waffentänzer vor der Wolfsmaske auf Torslunda […] die Einäugigkeit be-
legt ist und warum dagegen die Sieghelfer im Eidolon-Typus hinter den Helden-Reitern von Valsgärde 7 […] 
und Valsgärde 8 […] ebenso mit zwei Augen abgebildet werden wie alle Antlitze des Waffentänzerpaares 
[…], die auf uns gekommen sind’ (Hauck 1978, 51). 
55 ‘die Prägeplate aus dem öländischen Thorsheiligtum mit dem einäugigen Tänzer’ (Hauck 1983, 452–453). 
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1978, 62–63, 67; 1981, 196–198, 233; 1983, 453). As will be shown in Chapter 4.2.7, these 

excava�ons revealed the find context of the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) as being a setle-

ment site. There was no trace of any evidence sugges�ng the presence of a sanctuary of 

Þórr here outside the place name of the parish itself. As elsewhere, throughout his career, 

Hauck’s work on the horned figure appears to suffer from some subliminal confirma�on 

bias, in which he seems to atempt to make the writen and archaeological evidence fit a 

predefined framework. This might explain his switching between diametrically opposing 

theories over the course of the years, something which becomes especially evident when 

his ideas from 1957 (see Chapter 2.2.3) are compared to his work from the late 1970s and 

early 1980s.56  

Hauck would publish one more ar�cle largely focused on the horned figure more than 

decade later (Hauck 1994, 208–242), this �me in a festschrift dedicated to Heinrich Beck.57 

With regard to the contents of the ar�cle, no seminally new insights are made: Hauck 

maintains his view that Óðinn/Wodan is represented on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO), this 

�me largely drawing on Beck’s ideas (Hauck 1994, 216–218) as discussed above (see 
Chapter 2.2.5), no�ng that he s�ll regards all the other horned figures as depic�ons of 

Dioscuri (Hauck 1994, 236–241). What might be seen as a novelty is his acknowledgement 

of András Alföldi’s work on the Cornuti (see Chapters 2.2.4), which he reviews in detail 
and adopts into his own framework (Hauck 1994, 208–211, 216–218, 221). With regard 

to Alföldi’s implied ques�on about what might cons�tute the common milieu in which the 

‘mythical prototype of the cornuti in the service of Constan�ne the Great’ and ‘the Scan-
dinavian representa�ons’ thereof might have originated (Alföldi 1959, 177), Hauck pro-

poses the following solu�on: ‘According to the Ölandic mould, even though the piece of 

evidence only originates in the 6th century, the one-eyed god of war is to be discussed as 

the archetype of the Germanic Cornuti in the Roman army’ (Hauck 1994, 221, transla�on 

 
56 This a�tude to Karl Hauck’s overall legacy is shared by other scholars (see, for example, Starkey 1999). 
Referring to his work on gold bracteates, Nancy L. Wicker cri�cises him harshly for his methodology in a 
recent review of two of Hauck’s posthumously published ar�cles (Wicker and Williams 2013, 161–165), 
sta�ng that there ‘are major flaws in his work — in the assump�ons made, the occasionally arbitrary han-
dling of the material, the lack of concern with physical aspects of bracteates, and the unwillingness to con-
sider contrary views’ (Wicker and Williams 2013, 161). Hauck’s ambiguous reputa�on among certain circles 
of scholars might have contributed to the lack of aten�on his otherwise excep�onally well documented 
reconstruc�ons of the pressblech designs on the helmets from Valsgärde 7 and 8 (SE-VAL-7 and SE-VAL-8) 
has received. 
57 This ar�cle is testament to the vola�lity of Hauck’s scholarship, as here he partly abandons his own re-
construc�ons of the pressblech designs from Valsgärde 7 and 8 (SE-VAL-7 and SE-VAL-8) in favour of those 
made by Greta Arwidsson, albeit in some cases slightly supplemented with some of his own findings (Hauck 
1994, 226, 231–233, fig 17, plates 2–3). 
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by present author),58 a comment which illustrates exactly how impera�ve the iden�fica-

�on of the horned figure on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) as Óðinn/Wodan is to Hauck’s 

theore�cal framework. 

 Óðinn or Not? The Pin from Staraja Ladoga 

The Gåtebo implement (SE-GAT) revealed in a publica�on by Erik Hagberg in 1976 (see 

Chapter 2.3.2), regained some new aten�on in the 1980s (Beskow Sjöberg 1987, 213, 

244), when it was used as an object of comparison for both the Dover implement (GB-

DOV) (Evison 1987, 84–85; Vierck 1983, 13–14, 50, fig. 3) and another newly published 

artefact (RU-STL) from the Scandinavian trading site of Staraja Ladoga, Leningrad Oblast, 

in Russia (Callmer 1984, 80; Vierck 1983, 13–14, 50, fig. 3), which would atract some in-

terest on both sides of the Iron Curtain during the following years (on Staraja Ladoga: see 

Chapter 4.2.6). 

A drawing of the pin head from Staraja Ladoga (RU-STL) was first published by the 
Russian archaeologist Evgenij Aleksandrovič Rjabinin (1948–2010) in 1976 (Рябинин 

[Rjabinin] 1976) and the Scandinavian nature of the artefact was soon recognised 

(Давидан [Davidan] 1980, 66; Рябинин [Rjabinin] 1980), the object subsequently being 
made available to scholars on the other side of the Iron Curtain in an ar�cle by Ol'ga 

Ivanovna Davidan (1921–1999) published in 1982 in the Swedish journal Fornvännen 

(Davidan 1982, 175–177, fig. 3.11).  
In another ar�cle from 1980, Rjabinin proposes that there ‘is reason to believe that 

the bronze figure reproduces the popular theme of Old Norse mythology, being the image 

of the supreme god of the northern Germanic people, Óðinn surrounded by two saga-
cious ravens — Huginn and Muninn’ (Рябинин [Rjabinin] 1980, transla�on by present 

author).59 The Finnish archaeologist Carl Fredrik Meinander (1916–2004) supported Rjab-

inin’s interpreta�on of the piece as being a depic�on of Óðinn with his ravens, poin�ng 
out its ‘punkterat’ le� eye (Meinander 1985, 66, 68). With regard to the bird heads, 

Meinander nonetheless allows for the possibility that ‘Eddadiktningens fågelpar har upp-

ståt ur den konven�onella kultbilden’ (Meinander 1985, 68). While he admits that such 

an interpreta�on cannot be applied to the figures appearing as pairs on the Valsgärde 7 

and Suton Hoo helmets (SE-VAL-7 and GB-SUH), Meinander proposes that ‘i deras fall 

kan man kanske rädda hypotesen at dessa krigare har vigt sig åt Odin och därför uppträ-

 
58 ‘Als Urbild der germanischen Cornuti im römischen Heer ist, auch wenn das Zeugnis erst aus dem 6. Jahr-
hundert stammt, nach Auskun� des öländischen Models der einäugige Kriegsgot zu disku�eren’ (Hauck 
1994, 221). 
59 ‘Есть основания полагать, что бронзовая фигурка воспроизводит популярный сюжет древнесканди-
навской мифологии, являясь изображением верховного бога северных германцев Одина в окруже-
нии двух вещих воронов – Хугина и Мугина [sic]’ (Рябинин [Rjabinin] 1980). 
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der i hans ham’ (Meinander 1985, 68). No�ng that the pin head corresponds to Vendel 

Style B, Meinander also points out the discrepancy between the dendrochronological da-

�ng of the find context (around the year 760) and the typological date of the object, which 

would place it around the years 550 to 670, resul�ng in a �me difference of at least 100, 

and up to over 200 years. To explain that difference, Meinander proposes that the object, 

which he regards as a talisman, was handed down from genera�on to genera�on of 

smiths, un�l it was finally deposited (Meinander 1985, 66–67).  

The late Russian archaeologist Anatolij Nikolaevič Kirpičnikov (1929–2020) disagreed 

with Rjabinin and Meinander on the issue of the figure’s iden�ty. To his mind: 

Odin is described as one-eyed, which does not coincide with the two-eyed face from 

Ladoga [Kirpičnikov thus implicitly contests Meinander’s observa�on]. Furthermore, 
the birds’ beaks do not point towards the ears, but instead face each other above the 
head away from the ears. Among European finds from the Early Middle Ages, a num-

ber of warrior-depic�ons are known, which, similar to Ladoga, have bird heads bent 
around the head. These warriors (in Odin’s service?) some�mes appear batling a 

disguised figure, some�mes drawing their weapons, some�mes accompanying a 
horse deity. The assemblage of equipment and headgear are indicators of high status 

and magical roles. The bent bird heads on some of the depic�ons remind of helmets 
with terrifying horns. We are obviously dealing with mythical beings; if, on the other 

hand, we consider their frequent depic�on in pairs, one might not personify them as 
Odin (Kirpičnikov 1988, 320, transla�on by present author).60 

Both Meinander’s and Kirpičnikov’s inputs beau�fully demonstrate the ambiguity of the 
horned figure and the challenges of trying to figure out its meaning and iden�ty, the later 

seeing the figure’s occasional appearance in pairs as proof that it cannot be iden�fied as 

Óðinn, whereas the former argues the virtual opposite. 

 
60 ‘Odin wird einäugig beschrieben, was mit dem zweiäugigen Gesicht aus Ladoga nicht übereins�mmt. Au-
ßerdem sind die Schnäbel der Vögel nicht zu den Ohren gerichtet, sondern von ihnen en�ernt über dem 
Kopf gegenübergestellt. In europäischen Funden des Frühmitelalters ist eine Reihe von Darstellungen von 
Kriegern bekannt, die, ähnlich wie in Ladoga, um den Kopf rundgebogene Vogelköpfe haben. Diese Krieger 
(in Odins Dienst?) tauchen manchmal mit einem Verkleideten kämpfend, manchmal ihre Waffen ziehend, 
manchmal eine Pferdegotheit begleitend, auf. Die Zusammenstellung der Ausrüstung und der Schmuck der 
Köpfe sind Anzeiger eines hohen Ranges und magischer Funk�onen. Die gebogenen Vogelköpfe einiger Dar-
stellungen erinnern an Helme mit furchterregenden Hörnern. Wir haben es offensichtlich mit mythischen 
Wesen zu tun; wenn man jedoch deren häufige paarweise Darstellung in Betracht zieht, kann man sie nicht 
mit Odin personifizieren’ (Kirpičnikov 1988, 320). 
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 Revisi�ng the Torslunda Plates and the Pressblech Fragments 
from Gamla Uppsala 

The Torslunda Plates as Quick-and-Dirty Copies: Morten Axboe 

The figurine from Staraja Ladoga (RU-STL) was not the only object in focus in the period 

from the 1980s into the 1990s. Mo�vated, but not convinced by Rupert Bruce-Mi�ord’s 

work on the Torslunda plates (SE-BJO: see Chapter 2.3.2), Morten Axboe analysed the 

plates again in 1987, arguing that the two less refined plates (including the one with the 

horned figure) are to be seen as ‘quick-and-dirty’ copies made from pre-exis�ng 

pressblech images taken from an older, disassembled helmet (Axboe 1987). 

Laser Scanning: Birgit Arrhenius and Henry Freij (died 1998) 

Further research into both the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) and the pressblech fragments 

from Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa) was then conducted by Birgit Arrhenius and Henry Freij 

in the early 1990s (Arrhenius and Freij 1992, 1994). Analysing the patrix and the 
pressblech fragments with a purpose-built laser scanner, they were able to confirm the 

one-eyedness of the horned figure on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) (Arrhenius and Freij 

1992, 76, 80–81, fig. 5–7), sta�ng that:  

we can observe that this eye [that is, the proper right eye] is removed by a sharp cut, 

probably in the original model used for the mould, that was made for the cas�ng of 
the plate. [… This] gives us an insight into the importance of this element on the 

picture. This is even more interes�ng, considering the many pictures of a man with a 
horned helmet and weapons from the Viking period not being one-eyed […]. If the 

man with weapons and a horned helmet could be iden�fied as Oden, the saga telling 
how Oden lost his eye seems to go back on [sic] tradi�ons many centuries earlier 

than the Viking period (Arrhenius and Freij 1992, 76). 

With regard to the pressblech fragment with the dancing warrior from Gamla Uppsala (SE-

GAUa), Arrhenius and Freij were able to unveil further new details that had not been pre-

viously known (Arrhenius and Freij 1992, 76–79, fig. 1–4; 1994, 103–104, fig. 2, 21–22). 

They were nonetheless unable to confirm Hauck’s claims regarding the interpreta�on of 

a second fragment (see Chapters 2.4.1 and 5.3.3), finding no traces indica�ng the pres-

ence of the rider with guiding figure mo�f, choosing rather to connect the fragment in 

ques�on to the en�rely different mo�f of a warrior with shield walking le�wards 

(Arrhenius and Freij 1992, 82–85, fig. 8–12). Elsewhere, Arrhenius suggests, generally 

speaking, that she believes that the pressblech images show ‘sannolikt scener ur sam�da 

mytologiska sagor’ (Arrhenius 1994, 213). Speaking of the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO), she 

notes that in ‘Snorres Edda sägs at Odin förlorade sit ena öga i utbyte mot runorna, och 
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det är möjligt at man har anpassat bilden för at den skulle passa �ll en dylik Odinslegend’ 

(Arrhenius 1994, 214). 

2.5 Pu�ng the Horned Figure in a Wider Context 

 Horned Figures and Ring-Swords: Heiko Steuer 

In 1987, the German archaeologist Heiko Steuer published a study based on the geo-

graphical distribu�on of high-status helmets and ring-swords during what he refers to as 

the Merovingian Period (Steuer 1987). The ar�cle provides a wider context for the horned 

figure by showing a clear overlap in distribu�on between the northern crested helmets, 

such as, for example, the Suton Hoo (GB-SUH), Caenby (GB-CAE), Valsgärde 7 and 8 (SE-

VAL-7 and SE-VAL-8), and Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa) helmets (Steuer 1987, 199, fig. 5) (on 

those helmets: see Chapter 4.3.7), ring-swords61 (Steuer 1987, 209–210, figs. 9–10), ring 

pairs (Steuer 1987, 212, fig. 11), and the depic�on of ring-swords on pressblech images 
(Steuer 1987, 204, fig. 7). Steuer argues that these high-status helmets and swords are a 

sign of the kind of royal entourage that was becoming common among the Germanic peo-

ples in the 6th and 7th centuries, regardless of whether the respec�ve kingdom was Chris-
�an or heathen (Steuer 1987, 222–227):  

On the con�nent and in the North, helmets represent an ‘imperial ideology’, and they 
are worn by the highest-ranking warriors of the entourage by order of the king. […] 

the Nordic helmets show images of warriors with ring-swords and lie in the graves of 
warriors, who were given ring-swords. […] The trustis dominica was a royal entou-

rage, in which the master of the entourage could have been the Frankish king of a 
sub-empire, the king of the first Ken�sh kingdom, or even the king of the Svear in 

Uppsala (Steuer 1987, 225, transla�on by present author).62 

As Steuer adds, the ‘master of the entourage does not wear a ring-sword; that is why the 

rings on the sword in the Suton Hoo burial are missing’ (Steuer 1987, 226, transla�on by 

present author).63 Based on this assessment, Steuer argues that it cannot possibly be 

Óðinn who is associated with the images of warriors wearing a ring-sword on the Nordic 

pressblech designs (Steuer 1987, 226) which include the horned figure on the Torslunda 

 
61 A type of high-status sword or spatha with rings atached to the hilt. 
62 ‘Helme stellen auf dem Kon�nent und im Norden „Reichsideologie“ dar, und sie werden im Au�rage des 
Königs von den ranghöchsten Gefolgscha�skriegern getragen. Die nordischen Helme zeigen nun Bilder von 
Kriegern mit Ringschwertern und liegen in Gräbern von Kriegern, die Ringschwerter mitbekommen haben. 
[…] Die trustis dominica war eine königliche Gefolgscha�, wobei Gefolgscha�sherr der fränkische König ei-
nes Teilreichs gewesen sein kann, der König im ersten ken�schen Reich oder auch der König der Svear in 
Uppsala’ (Steuer 1987, 225). 
63 ‘Der Gefolgscha�sherr trägt kein Ringschwert; deshalb fehlen Ringe am Schwert im Grab von Suton Hoo’ 
(Steuer 1987, 226). 
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plate (SE-BJO) (Steuer 1987, 232), no�ng that the ‘god himself does not wear a sword 

with a symbol of subordina�on’ (Steuer 1987, 226, transla�on by present author).64 

 The German Perspec�ve 

An Alemannic Origin? Kurt Böhner (1914–2007) 

In 1991, another German archaeologist, Kurt Böhner, published an ar�cle analysing three 

phalerae (a certain kind of embellished horse brass) from a 7th century high-status grave 

in Eschwege in Hessen, Germany, in the context of Nordic pressblech designs (Böhner 

1991). Along with other mo�f groups, Böhner dwells upon the mo�f featuring the rider 

and the small guiding figure on the back of the horse (see Chapter 5.3.3), sta�ng that the 

images on the Valsgärde 7 and 8 (SE-VAL-7 and SE-VAL-8), Suton Hoo (GB-SUH), and also 

from the Vendel I helmets, can ul�mately be traced back to the Alemannic Pliezhausen 

brooch (on this artefact: see Chapter 5.3.3), which Böhner relates to pictures of emperors 

and equestrian saints from late an�quity (Böhner 1991, 707–714). Although Böhner’s ar-

�cle draws heavily on Karl Hauck’s work discussed above (see Chapters 2.2.3 and 2.4.1), 
he is not convinced by Hauck’s more recent Dioscuri-interpreta�on, choosing rather to 

follow Hauck’s earlier iden�fica�on of the guiding figure (be it horned or not) as Wo-

dan/Óðinn (Böhner 1991, 716–717). 
Comparing them to the guiding figures which seemingly hover over the back of horses, 

Böhner suggests that the bent knees of the horned figures on the Torslunda plate (SE-

BJO) and the pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-OBR) might also symbolise some kind of 
hovering or quick movement rather than dancing which had been suggested by most 

scholars before him (see especially Chapters 2.2.3, 2.2.4 and 2.2.5). Böhner suggests that 

the mo�f with the horned figure flanked by one or more animal warriors also first ap-
peared in the Alemannia area, the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) then being modelled on the 

pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-OBR) and possibly the scabbard from Gutenstein (Böhner 

1991, 717–718). With regard to the pair of weapon-dancers depicted on the helmets from 

Suton Hoo (GB-SUH) and Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7), however, he maintains that these have 
a genuine Nordic origin, since no corresponding southern models were known at the �me 

(Böhner 1991, 718). As to the poten�al meaning of the mo�f, Böhner states: 

In any event, the vigorous movement of the outer feet, the incantatory crossing of 
both arms together with the swords strictly poin�ng upwards, suggest a union of the 

two warriors reminiscent of an ‘oath-brotherhood’, which �es them directly to Wo-
dan with the aid of the ‘horned helmets’. Whether, however, they are Dioscuri or 

 
64 ‘Der Got selbst trägt kein Schwert mit einem Abhängigkeitszeichen’ (Steuer 1987, 226). 
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another mythical pair who are under the protec�on of the god, is, in my opinion, not 
to be unambiguously decided (Böhner 1991, 720, transla�on by present author).65 

Representing Oral Traditions: Dieter Quast 

About a decade later, the German archaeologist Dieter Quast published an ar�cle focus-

sing on depic�ons of warriors in the Alemannia area during the Merovingian Period 

(Quast 2002; republished elswhere as Quast 2006), following a similar scope as that taken 

by Kurt Böhner. Unlike Böhner, however, Quast does not believe that the cradle of these 

images lay amongst the Alemanni. He sees them rather as examples of a stereotype group 

that was known over large areas (Quast 2002, 267). All in all, Quast chooses to take a 

more careful approach than Böhner, seeing the images, along with others, as belonging 

to two groups: on the one hand, the mo�f featuring the rider and the small guiding figure 

on the Pliezhausen brooch, the helmets from Suton Hoo (GB-SUH) and Valsgärde 7 and 

8 (SE-VAL-7 and SE-VAL-8),66 and, on the other, the dancing horned warrior mo�f from 

Obrigheim (DE-OBR), Torslunda (SE-BJO), Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa), Suton Hoo (GB-
SUH), Finglesham (GB-FIN), and Caenby (GB-CAE). All of these are viewed as manifesta-

�ons of ideas belonging to old oral tradi�ons (Quast 2002, 267–273). Regarding their 

meaning, Quast states: 

At the �me, the meaning of the mo�fs was certainly known to their onlookers. And 
yet, in the specific areas, there could have been diverging meanings. A �me-related 
change is also possible. The striking conformity, however, points towards an origin of 

the mo�fs in similar beliefs. In addi�on to this, the depic�ons also undoubtedly atest 
to contacts among Germanic ruling classes (Quast 2002, 273, transla�on by present 

author).67 

Quast situates the group of mo�fs discussed here within this ruling class, no�ng the ex-

pensive process of producing pressblech, whose moulds appear to have been cast solely 

for one-�me usage, providing the images with a certain exclusivity (Quast 2002, 273). 

Within the Alemannia area, Quast interprets these warrior images as a reac�on to Chris-

 
65 ‘In jedem Fall deuten die he�ige Bewegung der äußeren Füße, die beschwörende Kreuzung der beiden 
Arme sowie die streng nach oben gerichteten Schwerter eine an eine »Schwurbruderscha�« gemahnende 
Vereinigung der beiden Krieger an, die durch die »Hörnerhelme« in unmitelbare Beziehung zu Wodan ge-
bracht sind. Ob sie freilich Dioskuren oder ein anderes unter dem Schutz des Gotes stehendes mythisches 
Paar sind, ist m. E. nicht eindeu�g zu entscheiden’ (Böhner 1991, 720). 
66 Quast also men�ons Hauck’s atempt to reconstruct that same mo�f from one of the pressblech frag-
ments from Gamla Uppsala (see Chapter 2.4.1). 
67 ‘Den damaligen Betrachtern war die Bedeutung der Mo�ve sicher bekannt. Dabei kann es in den einzel-
nen Gebieten durchaus voneinander abweichenden Bedeutungen gegeben haben. Auch ist eine zeitliche 
bedingte Veränderung möglich. Die auffällige Gleichförmigkeit deutet aber darauf hin, dass die Mo�ve auf 
gleichar�ge Vorstellungen zurückgehen. Die Darstellungen bezeugen darüber hinaus zweifellos auch Kon-
takte der germanischen Führungsschichten untereinander’ (Quast 2002, 273). 
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�anity, although he notes the rela�ve scarcity of such images among the high number of 

contemporary high-status pagan graves, something which he suggests could result from 

the fact that the image did not gain widespread acceptance as a means of passing on oral 

myths (Quast 2002, 275). 

 A Shaman on a Tapestry-Fragment from Oseberg: Anne S�ne Ingstad 

In 1992, addressing a different area and period to Böhner and Quast, the Norwegian ar-

chaeologist Anne S�ne Ingstad (1918–1997) published a central ar�cle on the iden�ty of 

the woman she calls ‘Oseberg-dronningen’ buried in the Oseberg mound (Ingstad 1992; 

see also Ingstad 1995). Although Ingstad does not explicitly discuss the nature of the 

horned figures depicted on the tapestry fragments, she notes the central role one of them 

has in the procession depicted on one of the fragments (NO-OSE-2), since all the other 

figures on the fragment appear to be marching towards it (Ingstad 1992, 234), as Sofie 

Kra� had argued before (see Chapter 2.2.1). Based on this, Ingstad argues that it is ‘na-
turlig å tolke den som en fremtredende person, mulig en sjaman. Den merkelige s�llingen 

skikkelsen har, og alle de underlige �ngene som henger ned fra armene på den, kan kan-

skje tyde på det’ (Ingstad 1992, 235). 

 Horned Figures and Ritual Drama: Terry Gunnell 

Also quite a different approach was taken by Terry Gunnell, who put the horned figure 

into the context of ritual drama in his book The Origins of Drama in Scandinavia published 

in 1995 (Gunnell 1995, 36–80). Referring to Bronze Age rock-carvings and figurines de-
pic�ng horned figures, as well as to the actual horned helmets found in Viksø, Sjælland, 

Denmark, and the horned figures depicted on the second Gallehus horn (for those arte-

facts: see Chapters 5.3.2 and 5.3.3), Gunnell brings forward an argument for a possible 
con�nua�on of the mo�f into the late Iron Age (Gunnell 1995, 41–43, 51). While he ar-

gues that the horned figures on objects such as the Birka (SE-BIR) and Ekhammar (SE-EKH) 

pendants; the pressblech images from Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa), Valsgärde 7 and 8 (SE-

VAL-7 and SE-VAL-8), Suton Hoo (GB-SUH); and the Finglesham buckle (GB-FIN-95) 
‘might be said to represent the gods themselves,’ he notes that in the case of the horned 

figure depicted on two of the Oseberg tapestry fragments (NO-OSE-2 and NO-OSE-13B2), 

that this is unlikely, explaining that since ‘they are standing amidst the other figures in the 

procession, it is more probable that they […] represent human beings in the roles of the 

gods’ (Gunnell 1995, 64). 

While Gunnell acknowledges that the horned figure could represent Óðinn with his 

two ravens, and appears fairly confident that there ‘can be litle doubt that the horn-hel-

meted man in all of these cases was meant to represent one and the same figure’ (Gunnell 
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1995, 70),68 with regard to the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) and the pressblech from 

Obrigheim (DE-OBR), Gunnell states, as with the figures on the Oseberg tapestry frag-

ments (NO-OSE-2 and NO-OSE-13B2), that:  

The Torslunda matrix [sic] […] was obviously not meant to depict a mythological oc-
currence. Indeed, in both the Torslunda and Gutenstein designs it is clear that the 

armed ‘monster’ facing the horned man is no abstract, imagina�ve crea�on, but a 
deliberate picture of a human being wearing a mask and costume. […] The fact that 

the Torslunda matrix [sic] seems to depict an actual event adds further weight to the 
argument that the same applies to the ac�ons depicted on the Oseberg tapestry 

(Gunnell 1995, 70). 

Summarising his argument, Gunnell concludes that: 

drama�c ac�vi�es similar to those on the Bronze Age carvings were s�ll taking place 
as part of religious ceremonies in Scandinavia during the early Viking Age. Many of 

these enactments seem to have taken the form of totemis�c, costumed, ritualis�c 
ac�vi�es associated with ini�a�on ceremonies and/or larger religious fes�vals such 

as that connected with the winter sols�ce. Especially apparent are the recurring mo-
�fs of the mock fight involving costumed figures, [and] those of costumed proces-

sions and dance […]. Central to all of the above are the horned figure, and the animal 
disguise which is o�en associated with a goat, wolf, bear, bull or bird figure (Gunnell 

1995, 76). 

 Horned Figures, Magic and Óðinn: Neil Price 

Seven years later, the English archaeologist Neil Price also addressed the horned figure in 

rela�on to ritual prac�ce and magic, referring to it as a weapon-dancer in his book The 

Viking Way published in 2002 (Price 2002, 372–373, 385–388),69 seeing these figures unit-

ing the strands of religion and magic (Price 2002, 385). Price suggests that a rela�onship 

might have existed between the staff-like objects held by the figures depicted on the pen-

dants from Birka (SE-BIR) and Ekhammar (SE-EKH), as well as on two of the Oseberg tap-

estry fragments (NO-OSE-2 and NO-OSE-13B2); and the physical remains of staffs of sor-

cerers or vǫlur, something he examines in some detail in his book. Similar to Ingstad 

 
68 Elsewhere in his book, Gunnell notes the close associa�on of Óðinn with disguise, something implied by 
his manifold names. As he notes, the Óðinn names Grímnir and Grímr also serve as a heiti for goats, which 
leads Gunnell to propose that this ‘double use of the names accordingly raises the possibility of a direct link 
between Óðinn and the horned figures […]. It also adds weight to the idea that the horned figures on the 
Torslunda matrix and the Oseberg tapestry were not merely wearing regalia but were meant to be repre-
sen�ng somebody, a figure that […] was s�ll associated with a par�cular animal’ (Gunnell 1995, 83). 
69 A revised and expanded edi�on of The Viking Way was published in 2019, although no noteworthy 
changes were made with regard to the discussion of the horned figure: see Price (2019, 308–309, 320–323). 
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before him (see Chapter 2.5.3), Price notes that ‘a number of objects appear to hang from 

the arms of [the horned figure’s] coat [depicted on one of the Oseberg tapestry fragments 

(NO-OSE-2)], which should be borne in mind considering the similar appearance of 

shaman’s jackets from Siberia’ (Price 2002, 386).  

Generally, Price echoes earlier scholars in interpre�ng the horned figure on the objects 

in ques�on as being Óðinn based ‘on the symbolic spear, the fact that at least one of the 

figures is one-eyed, the staff, the ravens, and the connec�on to the ulfheðnar. Perhaps 

the paired dancers are both Óðinn – we should remember that one of his names means 

“Double”’ (Price 2002, 386).70 Price goes on to suggest ‘that the “horns” on the helmets 

of the “dancers” in fact represent stylised birds, circling behind the figures’ heads – a clear 

sugges�on that this really is Óðinn with his ravens Huginn and Muninn’ (Price 2002, 388). 

In order to further underline the figure’s poten�al connec�on to Óðinn, he, like many 

scholars before him, points to the evident one-eyedness of the horned figure on the Tor-

slunda plate (SE-BJO). To this, Price adds that he has ‘examined [the figurine from Staraja 

Ladoga, RU-STL] in the Hermitage magazine in St. Petersburg, and there is a definite trace 
of a blow to the right eye of the figure, again as if to mark it in some way’ (Price 2002, 

388). 

2.6 Taking the Map into the 21st Century 
Up un�l the 1990s, the known objects with horned figures had largely been confined to 

Eastern Sweden and England, only a handful of examples coming from Norway, Russia, 
and Germany (see Map 2.3a). This limited picture had been dominant among many schol-

ars publishing in the 1990s and into 2000s, something which applies to all those contri-

bu�ons addressed in the preceding Chapter 2.5, all of which somewhat failed to no�ce 
the quickly changing situa�on (although in some cases, this can naturally be explained by 

the limited scope of some of these studies). Indeed, from the early 1990s onwards the 

number of objects depic�ng horned figures being discovered and published started in-

creasing exponen�ally, largely in consequence of the increasing popularity of metal de-

tec�ng, par�cularly in Denmark and the United Kingdom, where the prac�ce is legal. The 

newly discovered or published artefacts not only closed the gap between England and 

Eastern Sweden, but also pushed the boundary of the known distribu�on area farther 

south into Hungary, where a Germanic patrix with the horned dancing ‘twin’ mo�f (HU-

KEF), which had already been found in 1979 in the ruins of the Late Roman fort of Keszt-

hely-Fenékpuszta, Zala, did not appear in print un�l 2008 (Müller 2008, 235–237).  

 
70 Price is most likely referring here to the Óðinn-name Tveggi, which is found in the anonymous þula called 
Óðins nǫfn (Skaldic Project Academic Body and Wills [no year]). 
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Map 2.3a: Distribu�on of artefacts depic�ng horned figures published before 1990: artefacts published 
before 1960 (black dots), artefacts published between 1960 and 1990 (red dots). 

Map 2.3b: Distribu�on of artefacts depic�ng horned figures published before 2020: artefacts published 
before 1990 (black dots), artefacts published between 1990 and 2020 (red dots). 
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These discoveries, which drama�cally changed the map (see Map 2.3b), and the reports 

on them will be discussed in the following subsec�ons. 

 Discoveries in Denmark and Skåne 

Up un�l the mid-1990s, no horned figures had been found in Denmark71 or Skåne in 

Southern Sweden. This changed in 1995, when results from recent excava�ons at the cen-

tral site of Tissø, Sjælland (see Chapter 4.2.4) were published (Jørgensen and Østergaard 

Sørensen 1995). Among the finds were a possible ring-headed pin (DK-TISb) (Jørgensen 

and Østergaard Sørensen 1995, [1], 7) and a coin (DK-TISa) (Jørgensen and Østergaard 

Sørensen 1995, 10) almost iden�cal to the coin of unknown origin (XX-MUN) discussed at 

the very beginning of this chapter (see Chapter 2.1.1). A couple of years later, this coin 

would become the focal object of an ar�cle by numisma�st Anne Pedersen (Pedersen 

2000). No�ng the parallels in mo�f and offering a brief scholarly review of other findings 

of the horned figure, she notes that the ‘adapta�on of not only a well-known mo�f but 
one with a specific religious or ideological significance may have strengthened the mone-

tary value of the coins,’ adding that ‘it is sugges�ve that a coin depic�ng a possible myth-

ological figure was found in a wealthy setlement next to lake Tissø, the name of which 
derives from Tyr, the warrior god of the Vikings’ (Pedersen 2000, 37). 

Two years later in 1997, the Swedish archaeologists Lars Larsson and Birgita Hårdh 

published an ar�cle on the excava�ons at another Southern Scandinavian central site, 
Uppåkra in Skåne (see Chapter 4.2.3), which had started in 1996 (Larsson and Hårdh 

1997). Among the finds was a small bronze horned figurine (SE-UPP) which was said to be 

associated with Óðinn based on its one-eyedness (Larsson and Hårdh 1997, 145–147). 
This interpreta�on was adopted by Johanna Bergqvist two years later (although Bergqvist 

also allows for the alterna�ve possibility that the figurine depicts a priest in the service of 

Óðinn). Bergqvist also notes the close parallel to the ring-headed pin from Tissø (DK-TISb) 

introduced above (Bergqvist 1999, 119–121). 

Meanwhile, back in Denmark, the 1997 discovery of yet another possible ring-headed 

pin (DK-SIG) with a similar image during excava�ons in Sigerslevøster, Sjælland, was re-

ported (Kramer 1998). A further similar object found in Tissø (DK-TISc) was then published 
in 2005 (Jørgensen 2005, 119). These objects would not be the last to be discovered in 

Denmark. Another figurine of this kind has been found in recent years by metal detector-

ists in Hakonsgård, Bornholm (DK-HAK) (Helmbrecht 2008, 38, 45; Aarsleff 2008, 20). 

 
71 Various objects discovered 1986 in Ribe, Jylland (Jensen 1986) have also been associated with the horned 
figure (see, for example, Steinsland 1992, 150; Price 2002, 386–388; Helmbrecht 2008, 39–45), but these 
par�cular objects do not fit the narrow defini�on of the horned figure used in this thesis. For more on these 
objects: see Chapter 5.4. 
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Other similar ring-headed pins have been found in Mesinge, Fyn (DK-MES) (Beck 2016a, 

b), and Svinninge, Sjælland (DK-SVI) (Petersen and Rasmussen 2016, 20; Museum 

Vestsjælland 2017). Other types of objects depic�ng horned figures have also been found 

in Denmark in recent years, including a brooch from Nørholm, Nordjylland (DK-NOR) 

(Helmbrecht 2008, 44; 2011, 141, 145, 437), and a patrix from Vestervang, Lolland (DK-

VES) (Petersen and Rasmussen 2016). 

 Recent Discoveries in Norway, Central Sweden, Gotland, and Russia 

In Norway, meanwhile, while not a new discovery, but nonetheless worth of note in the 

present context was the publica�on of the fourth volume of the publica�on on the Ose-

berg ship-burial in 2006, which featured the posthumous release of a chapter on the tap-

estries writen by Bjørn Hougen (Hougen 2006). In this chapter, a third, previously un-

published tapestry fragment depic�ng two horned figures in female dresses along other 

masked female figures (NO-OSE-16) was published (Hougen 2006, 35–37). 
In Sweden, besides the find from Uppåkra in Skåne (SE-UPP) already addressed above, 

other finds depic�ng horned figures appeared in Gamla Uppsala, in the shape of a sort of 

pin head (SE-GAUb) (Ljungkvist 2009, 21), and in Levide on Gotland, where yet another 
possible pin head (SE-LEV) was discovered (Carlsson 2014a, b). Most notable, however, 

were the discoveries by Sigmund Oehrl, who reanalysed the Gotlandic picture stones with 

reflectance transforming imaging and photogrammetry. Using these methods, Oehrl was 
able to iden�fy the depic�on of the horned figure on three of the picture stones: Rute 

St. Valle 2 (SE-STV) (Oehrl 2016, 2017a; 2019b, 227–242), Garda Smiss II (SE-SMI) (Oehrl 

2019b, 242–245), and Gothem kyrka III (SE-GOT) (Oehrl 2019b, 245–256).72 
In Russia, the discovery of a pendant at the site of Gnëzdovo, Smolensk Oblast (RU-

GNE) almost iden�cal to the pendant from Birka (SE-BIR) was reported by the late Russian 

archaeologist Tamara Puškina (1945–2020) (Пушкина [Puškina] 2011). 

 Recent Discoveries in England and Scotland 

In Britain, with Rupert Bruce Mi�ord’s gradual withdrawal from publishing over the course 

of the 1980s, the �es between Scandinavian and Bri�sh scholars seem to have been for 

some reason par�ally cut, at least as far as research on horned figures is concerned. The 

 
72 In addi�on to men�oning the figurine from Levide (SE-LEV) in his work on the Gotland stones, Oehrl also 
claims the existence of further recent metal detec�ng finds which are yet unpublished, referring to personal 
communica�on with the late archaeologist Roger Wikell (1965–2019) as a source. Wikell’s sad un�mely 
passing might result in the knowledge of these further objects being lost. The present author has tried 
approaching Sigmund Oehrl personally, as well as contac�ng all the county museums (länsmuseer) in Swe-
den, but has so far achieved litle success in trying to iden�fy these par�cular objects. Sigmund Oehrl’s 
interpreta�on of the horned figure mo�f will be dealt with in greater detail in the Chapters 2.7.5, 5.3.3, 
5.3.4 and 5.3.5. 
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explosion of mostly metal detec�ng finds of artefacts depic�ng horned figures in the 

United Kingdom that started during the late 1990s therefore went largely unno�ced 

among Scandinavian scholars. An early example of this development was the publica�on 

of a previously unpublished horned head-shaped mount (GB-FIN-138) which was found 

in a grave (on this burial: see Chapter 4.1.6) at the Finglesham cemetery in Kent (Chadwick 

Hawkes 1982a), and received litle to no aten�on from the Nordic countries. This mount 

(GB-FIN-138), alongside the more famous buckle (GB-FIN-95) already discussed above 

(see Chapter 2.3.1) also featured in Chadwick Hawkes’ posthumously published catalogue 

of the Finglesham cemetery (Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 2006). 

The head-shaped mount from Finglesham (GB-FIN-138) was just one of a rapidly grow-

ing group of objects found in England, which so far lack any close parallels in Scandinavia 

or on the con�nent. Similar mounts have since been found in Rempstone, No�ngham-

shire (GB-REM) (Tweddle 1992, 1123–1124); Bloodmoor Hill, Suffolk (GB-BLH) (Thomas 

1999); Soberton, Hampshire (GB-SOB) (Worrell 2002); Atleborough, Norfolk (GB-ATT) 

(Geake 2003, 208, fig. 2d); Blakeney, Norfolk (GB-BLA) (Chris�e’s 2003); Letheringset with 
Glandford, Norfolk (GB-LEG) (Hinds 2003); Melton, Leicestershire (GB-MEL) (Scot 2007); 

Stamford Bridge, North Yorkshire (GB-STB) (Andrews-Wilson 2008); Saxlingham Nether-

gate, Norfolk (GB-SAN) (Whitcombe 2010); Reepham, Norfolk (GB-REE) (Pestell 2012, 82, 
fig. 5.5.a); Suton, Suffolk (GB-SUT) (Brown 2013); Streatley, West Berkshire (GB-STR) 

(Broomfield and Webster 2015); Bainton, East Riding of Yorkshire (GB-BAI) (Wilding 2016); 

Kings Worthy, Hampshire (GB-KIW) (Trevaskus 2018); and Radwinter, Essex (GB-RAD) 
(Bliss 2018). Other mounts depic�ng the upper bodies of horned figures holding two 

spears were meanwhile discovered in West Ilsley, West Berkshire (GB-WEI) (Levick 2006); 

and at an unknown spot in Cambridgeshire (GB-CAM) (Geake 2009). 

Among other recent finds depic�ng horned figures are a buton brooch from Durnford, 

Wiltshire (GB-DUR) (Hinds 2004; Hinds and Ager 2004); a buckle plate from Ayton, Ber-

wickshire, Scotland (GB-AYT) (Blackwell 2007); pressblech patrices from Hethel, Norfolk 

(GB-HET) (Whitcombe 2011); and Crawley, Hampshire (GB-CRA) (Ellis 2013); a ring-

headed pin from Tuddenham St. Mar�n, Suffolk (GB-TSM) (Geake 2000); and figurines 

from Caistor, Lincolnshire (GB-CAI) (Staves 2007); and Marham, Norfolk (GB-MAR) 

(Rogerson 2014). 
Probably the most spectacular find of all, however, was the discovery of remnants of 

a high-status helmet (GB-HAM) among the Staffordshire Hoard which was discovered by 

an amateur metal detectorist in 2009 in Hammerwich, Staffordshire, something which 
represents possibly the most significant discovery in Anglo-Saxon archaeology since Sut-

ton Hoo. The helmet fragments include pieces of a pressblech design that once again fea-
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tures the ‘twin’ horned dancing warrior mo�f (Shearman et al. 2014, 17–18). Another 

mo�f present among the pressblech fragments is that of the rider with guiding figure. 

Although the mo�f only survives in fragments, there is good reason to believe that the 

guiding figure was depicted with a horned helmet, as will be shown in Chapter 5.3.3. 

2.7 Recent Scholarship on the Horned Figures: The Scandinavian 
Perspec�ve 

In recent years, the number of publica�ons dealing with horned figures has started to 

become increasingly scatered and the already growing divergence between Bri�sh schol-

arship on the one hand and Scandinavian scholarship, on the other, has been further ac-

centuated. In this chapter the major recent contribu�ons which are dealing with at least 

part of the newly discovered material (see Chapter 2.6) and are opera�ng from a Scandi-

navian perspec�ve will be addressed. Those contribu�ons with a Bri�sh focus will be dealt 

with in Chapter 2.8. 

 Roman Origins and Twin-Dragon Helmets: Michael Paul Speidel 

In 2004, in a new book on Germanic warriors (Speidel 2004), the German/American his-

torian Michael Paul Speidel argues for a Roman origin of many warrior concepts later 

known from Old Norse sources, such as for example the berserkir and ulfheðnar. Similar 
to András Alföldi and Ber�l Almgren about half a century before him (see Chapter 2.2.4), 

he relates the mo�f to Germanic auxiliary troops (such as the Cornuti) and the mo�f de-

picted on their badges, which he claims is ul�mately of a Germanic origin (Speidel 2004, 
41–44). Rela�vely uncri�cally, Speidel relates those horned figures which are depicted as 

being one-eyed to Woden, including those depicted on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO),73 

the figurine from Uppåkra (SE-UPP) and, for some reason (possibly wrongly assuming that 

the figure is depicted en face: see Chapter 5.1.3), that on one of the Oseberg tapestries 

(NO-OSE-13B2). Other horned figures, such as those depicted on the pressblech from 

Obrigheim (DE-OBR) and Caenby (GB-CAE); the pin head from Dover (GB-DOV); the 

Finglesham buckle (GB-FIN-95); the helmets from Suton Hoo (GB-SUH) and Valsgärde 7 

(SE-VAL-7); those appearing on Bronze Age rock-carvings; and, oddly enough, a strap-end 

from Feldmoching in Bavaria;74 are alternately described as being depic�ons of Woden, 

 
73 Similar to Karl Hauck (see Chapter 2.2.3), Speidel proposes that a horned figure might have been part of 
the original image which is extant on the scabbard from Gutenstein, although his reconstruc�on differs from 
that by Hauck: see Chapter 5.3.1. 
74 This strap-end was found in a grave in a 7th century Bajuwaric grave in Feldmoching, Munich, in Bavaria 
(Speidel 2004, 109–110, fig. 11.4). However, the image depicted on the strap-end is highly stylised and does 
not resemble any Germanic styles such as Style I or Style II. Indeed, it has been argued elsewhere that this 
strap-end can be associated with the Great Moravian Empire (Dostál 1965, 392), something which would 
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followers of Wodan, or Dioscuri (Speidel 2004, 25–28, 103–112). Arguing for an origin of 

the mo�f in the Scandinavian Bronze Age and consistently referring to the headgear as 

‘twin-dragon headgear’, Speidel states that: 

On the Torslunda die Woden, marked by his one eye, dances, wearing twin-dragon 
headgear. It is not a helmet, for the ‘horns’ clearly end in bird heads or snake heads, 

and the le� dragon also has a neckring. The pointed ‘flaps’ at the botom of the head-
gear might be the tails of the two dragons or else tresses of the god like those on the 

bracteate amulets. The twin dragons do not derive from Mercury’s (= Woden’s) ca-
duceus staff but rather from ‘horned’ helmets such as those found at Viksø in Den-

mark, Woden wears this headgear for the war dance. The scene looks like a detail of 
the batle shown on the Oseberg wall-hanging […], where Woden and his animal war-

riors lead the shield wall of the warriors at Bråvalla. Its meaning thus may be “Woden 
leads the wolfwarrior to batle” (Speidel 2004, 27). 

With regard to the guiding figure mo�f (see Chapter 5.3.3), Speidel suggests an origin of 
the mo�f in images depicted on Roman gravestones in the Rhineland, ul�mately arguing 

that this mo�f originated in this area and was spread to the north through the Alemanni 

(Speidel 2004, 136–146). 

 Danish Origins of the Staraja Ladoga pin? Władysław Duczko 

That same year, referring it to the new finds from Denmark (see Chapter 2.6.1), the Polish 

archaeologist Władysław Duczko argued for a Danish origin of the pin head from Staraja 

Ladoga (RU-STL) (Duczko 2004, 73–74), something which illustrates the influence newly 
discovered artefacts can have. At the same �me, he also challenges the popular idea of 

iden�fying the figure with Óðinn. As he writes: 

It has become almost customary to see our mo�f as a representa�on of the god Odin. 
[…] This iden�fica�on rests on a misunderstanding. There is no doubt that we are 

dealing here with one of themes in Wotanic/Odinic ideology manifested in the art 
originally produced for the Norse elite in the sixth and seventh century. In the icono-

graphy of this art the warrior with horned helmet is presented as a representa�ve of 
divine person not the person itself. In some contexts he is obviously playing the role 

of a helper, a middleman ac�ng on behalf of a higher power. In Early Viking Age art 
he stands for high status, and when presented in form of small figures it is a magic 

amulet (Duczko 2004, 73). 

 
suggest a West Slavic origin for that piece rather than a Germanic origin. For those reasons, this artefact is 
not further analysed in this thesis. 
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 Berserkir: Peter Vang Petersen 

Like Duczko, the Danish archaeologist and curator at Na�onalmuseet in Denmark, Peter 

Vang Petersen was not sold on the idea of iden�fying the horned figure directly with 

Óðinn, claiming that during the Late Iron Age, it would have been seen as taboo to depict 

the gods themselves, something which only disappeared with Chris�anisa�on (Petersen 

2005, 86). Petersen’s argument is based on Tacitus’ statement in Germania 9 (see Tacitus 

1972, 16–17) that the Germanic people deemed it inappropriate to depict gods in human 

form (Petersen and Rasmussen 2016, 20).  

As one of the first scholars to take some of the new finds into account, Petersen has 

become the main proponent of the new theory that regards the horned figures as being 

depic�ons of berserkir. His argument is essen�ally based on the interpreta�on of the term 

ber- as meaning ‘naked’ as opposed to the more common interpreta�on of ber- meaning 

‘bear’ (see Chapters 5.2.4 and 5.3.1). Based on the supposed nakedness of the horned 
figure on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) and the explicit nakedness of the horned figure on 

the Finglesham buckle (GB-FIN-95), Petersen concludes that these figures must therefore 

represent actual berserkir, from which he further extrapolates that the horned helmet 
itself must therefore be regarded as a symbol for the class of berserkir (Petersen 2005, 

82–84). The discovery of the Vestervang pressblech die (DK-VES) in 2016 reaffirmed Pe-

tersen’s view, as this artefact — although heavily corroded and damaged — also appears 
to depict a naked horned figure according to Petersen (Petersen and Rasmussen 2016).75 

At the same �me, Petersen raises the possibility of a rela�onship between the shape of 

the ‘horns’ and the Late Roman pelta — a crescent-shaped sign (Petersen and Rasmussen 
2016, 21–22). 

 Looking at the Archaeological Context: Michaela Helmbrecht 

As already men�oned in the introduc�on to this thesis (see Chapter 1.1.3), possibly the 

most important recent ar�cle on the horned figures is a case study published one year 

later by the German archaeologist Michaela Helmbrecht (Helmbrecht 2008; see also 

Helmbrecht 2007a; and Helmbrecht 2007b).76 Helmbrecht’s method is based on context 

 
75 It is, however, possible to detect faint traces of the characteris�c braids belonging to a klappenrock or 
ka�an on photographs of this artefact, something which Petersen apparently did not take note of. Clothing 
(or the lack thereof) will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.2.4. 
76 See also Helmbrecht’s chapter on the horned figure in her PhD thesis (Helmbrecht 2011, 140–146), pub-
lished a couple of years later. Here, Helmbrecht’s focus is mainly set on the objects from Scandinavia. In 
addi�on to the objects already included in her ar�cle (Helmbrecht 2008), Helmbrecht men�ons two addi-
�onal objects: a head found in Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUb) (Helmbrecht 2011, 141, 145, 475); and a depic�on 
of a human in animal disguise on the Källby ås runestone near Lidköping, Västra Götaland, Sweden, suppos-
edly wearing a horned headdress (Helmbrecht 2011, 137, 141, 484), an interpreta�on not shared by the 
present author (see Chapter 5.4.2). Helmbrecht further notes the possibility that the weapon-dancer mo�f 
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analysis (see Chapter 3.2.3), in which she analyses the different artefacts on the basis of 

their archaeological context, which includes find context, type of object, social context, 
da�ng, and spa�al distribu�on (Helmbrecht 2008, 33–34). 

Helmbrecht’s sample consists of a supposed77 total of 36 images (Helmbrecht 2008, 

44–45), not all of which fulfil the narrower defini�on of horned figures that has been ap-

plied in this thesis, something especially evident with her subgroup 6 (Helmbrecht 2008, 

39).78 As can be seen in Map 2.4, while Helmbrecht is successful in showing a complete 

 
might also be present on the Vendel I helmet from Uppland (Helmbrecht 2011, 142, 501), an assessment 
the present author has not been able to verify on the basis of the bibliographic informa�on provided. 
77 Helmbrecht erroneously assumed the coin depicted in Bjørn Hougen’s posthumously published chapter 
on the Oseberg tapestries (Hougen 2006, 93, fig. 1–109) to be a third, previously unpublished example of a 
coin depic�ng the horned figure (Helmbrecht 2008, 45; 2011, 141, 507). However, when the photograph of 
the coin printed in Hougen’s chapter is compared to another photograph of a coin of unknown origin (XX-
MUN) published in Brita Malmer’s book from 1966 (Malmer 1966, plate 33.1), it becomes evident that 
they show one and the same artefact. 
78 Objects classified under subgroup 6 are: a tool grip from Ihre, Gotland; key from Gamla Uppsala; tweezers 
from Vallstenarum, Gotland and another unknown findspot on Gotland; and a mould from Ribe (see Chap-
ter 5.4.1). Other objects men�oned by Helmbrecht not considered by the present author to represent 
horned figures are a cast head from Ribe (see Chapters 2.6.1 and 5.4.2); a pin from Gedehaven, Sjælland; a 

Map 2.4: Distribu�on of artefacts depic�ng horned figures proper (excluding Helmbrecht’s subgroup 6 
and those in her other finds category) men�oned by Helmbrecht (2008) or published before 
2007: artefacts analysed by Helmbrecht (red dots), artefacts not analysed but men�oned by 
Helmbrecht (black dots), artefacts published before 2007 but not men�oned by Helmbrecht 
(empty circles). 
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picture of all the objects depic�ng horned figures from Scandinavia, Russia, and Germany 

that were known at the �me, she does not include most of the more recently published 

finds from Great Britain in her analysis, the Ayton buckle plate (GB-AYT) being the only 

recent example to be included in her analysis apart from the pressblech fragment from 

Caenby which was first published in 1974 (GB-CAE).79 

Helmbrecht categorises the objects into six subgroups, of which the first five are rele-

vant for this thesis. Subgroup 180 consists of the dancing warrior mo�f, including both the 

‘twin’-warrior, and the warrior and wolf-skinned figure(s) mo�f, all of which are dated to 

the Vendel Period (Helmbrecht 2008, 34–35, 44). Subgroup 281 is represented by the 

‘helping figures’ on the horse’s rump behind a rider from the same �me period 

(Helmbrecht 2008, 34, 35, 44). Under subgroup 3,82 Helmbrecht classifies a wide variety 

of objects from the Viking Age consis�ng of pendants, tapestries and coins, all of which 

show figures wearing headgear with horns with unclear or without bird-head terminals 

(Helmbrecht 2008, 34, 37, 44–45). In subgroup 483 are various three-dimensional figurines 

and ring-headed pins with horns without bird-heads, all supposedly from the Viking Age. 
These objects appear to have been fixed to other objects (Helmbrecht 2008, 35, 38, 45). 

Subgroup 584 is very similar to subgroup 4, the main dis�nc�on being that in subgroup 5, 

the horns end in confron�ng bird-heads touching each other. The objects come from both 
the Vendel Period and the Viking Age (Helmbrecht 2008, 38–39, 45). 

 
brooch or pendant from Romerike, Norway; and a ‘head’ from Hjulsta, Uppland (Helmbrecht 2008, 45) (see 
Chapter 5.4.2). 
79 Referring to Blackwell (2007), Helmbrecht acknowledges the existence of six English artefacts: the mounts 
from Finglesham (GB-FIN-138), Rempstone (GB-REM), Blakeney (GB-BLA), Letheringset with Glandford 
(GB-LEG), and Atleborough (GB-ATT), as well as the figurine from ‘Ipswich’, i.e. Tuddenham St. Mar�n (GB-
TSM). With regard to these objects, Helmbrecht states that as ‘this manuscript was finished in summer 
2006, and only minor addi�ons could be made, it was not possible to include them in my analysis’ 
(Helmbrecht 2008, 49). Other artefacts depic�ng horned figures published before 2007 but not men�oned 
by Helmbrecht are the buton brooch from Durnford (GB-DUR), and the mounts from Bloodmoor Hill (GB-
BLH), Soberton (GB-SOB) and West Ilsley (GB-WEI). 
80 The objects classified under subgroup 1 are the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO); the pressblech fragments from 
Caenby (GB-CAE) and Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa); the ‘twin’ dancing warrior mo�fs on the Suton Hoo (GB-
SUH) Valsgärde 7 helmets (SE-VAL-7); the pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-OBR); the buckle from Finglesham 
(GB-FIN-95); and the buckle plate from Ayton (GB-AYT). 
81 The objects classified under subgroup 2 are the guiding figure on the horse’s rump mo�f on the Valsgärde 
7 and 8 helmets (SE-VAL-7 and SE-VAL-8). 
82 The objects classified under subgroup 3 are the brooch from Nørholm (DK-NOR); the pendants from Birka 
(SE-BIR) and Ekhammar (SE-EKH); the three tapestry fragments from Oseberg (NO-OSE-2, NO-OSE-13B2, 
and NO-OSE-16); and the coins from Tissø (DK-TISa) and an unknown find spot (XX-MUN). 
83 The objects classified under subgroup 4 are the figurines from Uppåkra (SE-UPP) and Hakonsgård (DK-
HAK); and the ring-headed pins from Sigerslevøster (DK-SIG) and Tissø (DS-TISb). 
84 The objects classified under subgroup 5 are the ring-headed pins from Tissø (DS-TISc) and Gåtebo (SE-
GAT); the pin head from Staraja Ladoga (RU-STL); the implement from Dover (GB-DOV); and a ‘head’ from 
Hjulsta (although in the eyes of the present author, this object’s design is too abstract to be able to be 
classed as a horned anthropomorphic ‘head’ with any degree of certainty: see Chapter 5.4.2). 
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Helmbrecht argues that during the Vendel Period, the images represented a high sta-

tus, predominately male warrior elite which had contacts throughout northern Europe 

(Helmbrecht 2008, 39–41). Helmbrecht suggests a change towards a more female sphere 

(see Chapter 4.1.14) took place in the Viking Age, when objects began appearing in female 

graves and occasionally some horned figures seem to be shown wearing female dresses. 

Speaking of the pendants from Birka (SE-BIR) and Ekhammar (SE-EKH), Helmbrecht sug-

gests that ‘there are clear indica�ons that women who wore the pendants with horned 

helmets played a special role in cult and religion’ (Helmbrecht 2008, 41). She sees the 

Oseberg grave with its tapestries (NO-OSE-2, NO-OSE-13B2, and NO-OSE-16) in the same 

light. Helmbrecht suggests that other objects show a con�nuing close associa�on with 

ruling elites and ritual, poin�ng to coins and objects from the subgroups 4 and 5 found at 

central places as examples (Helmbrecht 2008, 41–42). Overall, Helmbrecht sees a change 

as having taken place from the image being ‘a lively sign of a warrior elite, […] to a sign of 

a common iden�ty, as part of the cultural memory, rooted in tradi�on, but ac�ve in a 

different context: women who kept the memories of the past alive’ (Helmbrecht 2008, 
42). 

Approaching the topic of iconography, Helmbrecht suggests ‘that the meaning of pre-

historic pictures – as produced in oral socie�es – may vary in different contexts, and may 
shi� in �me, though their shape may have been fixed by conven�ons. Similar mo�fs may 

therefore have had varying meanings, according to the context’ (Helmbrecht 2008, 42). 

Based on this asser�on, Helmbrecht argues that an iden�fica�on of the horned figure as 
Óðinn could certainly be suggested based on the possible iden�fica�on of the two bird 

heads with Óðinn’s ravens, Huginn and Muninn, the one-eyedness of some of the fig-

ures85 being a second reason for arguing for such an iden�fica�on (Helmbrecht 2008, 43). 

On the other hand, with regard to the mo�f context — more specifically the horned fig-

ure’s frequent appearance next to humans in animal disguise (Helmbrecht 2008, 43, 46) 

— Helmbrecht states that the iden�fica�on of the figure with a deity seems unlikely. As 

she writes: ‘If we assume that the hypothesis is correct, that the animal-warriors are de-

pic�ons of the ulfheðnar, then their partners or counterparts should be human warriors 

as well, and not gods’ (Helmbrecht 2008, 46). A third line of argument to her mind can be 

based on the depic�on of some of the figures as dancing and — in some cases — being 

naked, something which might represent a stage of liminality in an ini�a�on ritual. 

Helmbrecht’s conclusion is that the ‘Vendel Period depic�ons could show scenes of such 

dancing ini�ates. During the rituals, they would wear horned headgear with bird heads to 

 
85 Helmbrecht confirms the one-eyedness of the figurine from Uppåkra (SE-UPP) on the basis of her own 
autopsy (Helmbrecht 2008, 43). 
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establish the connec�on to Odin and his ravens.’ In short, to Helmbrecht’s mind, these 

images could possibly have been worn by ‘elite warriors who had undergone this ini�a�on 

ritual at the end of their childhood’ (Helmbrecht 2008, 46). To her mind, there is a possi-

bility that the coins bearing the image of a horned figure: 

depict the issuing ruler, carrying symbols of power and sacral legi�ma�on, based on 
the faith in Odin? In any case, the issuer chose deliberately not to imitate con�nental 

or Anglo-Saxon Chris�an pictures, as was common, but to display his roots in Scandi-
navian pre-Chris�an tradi�ons (Helmbrecht 2008, 46–47). 

Based on the rather realis�c depic�ons of the horns which primarily come in images from 

the Vendel Period, Helmbrecht notes further that these depic�ons ‘are almost unthinka-

ble without really exis�ng models’ (Helmbrecht 2008, 47). Here she draws parallels to 

masks and depic�ons of masks, also no�ng the presence of horns with metal bird head 

terminals which are commonly found in high status Vendel Period graves and have been 

frequently interpreted as being drinking horns (Helmbrecht 2008, 47). Sugges�ng that the 

real-world horned helmets or headdresses might have been made from organic material, 
Helmbrecht draws a parallel to the famous grave of a Cel�c ruler discovered in Glauberg, 

Hessen, Germany. In this high-status grave, the remains of a headdress made out of wire, 

wood, tex�le and leather were found, remains which seem to correspond to strange leaf-
shaped headdresses depicted on statues of high status Cel�c warriors discovered nearby 

(Helmbrecht 2008, 47–48). 

With regard to the one-eyed horned figures, and especially those in which the eye 
seems to have been removed a�er the process of manufacturing the piece was com-

pleted, Helmbrecht proposes two interpreta�ons: She argues this could represent a ritual 

act in which the figure was alluded to Óðinn, or a ritual (probably performed by women?) 

symbolising the gain of wisdom and knowledge by the ini�ate. Lastly, poin�ng to the rel-
a�vely clear depic�ons of a belt being worn by some of the figures, even when they are 

otherwise naked, Helmbrecht men�ons the o�en overlooked possibility that this might 

reference Þórr’s belt86 (Helmbrecht 2008, 48), adding the following comment to her final 

conclusion: 

It has become obvious that one single interpreta�on of a mo�f group is not adequate, 
even if it is clearly demarcated from other mo�f groups. The dynamics in the use of 

the picture show that there are several possibili�es of iconographical interpreta�on, 

 
86 Regarding Þórr’s magic belt megingjörð: see Chapter 5.2.4. 
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depending on the context. This can be seen as characteris�c of the oral socie�es of 
the Vendel and Viking Periods (Helmbrecht 2008, 49). 

 Óðinn in Gotland: Sigmund Oehrl 

As previously noted in Chapter 2.6.2, in the last few years, Sigmund Oehrl has been con-

duc�ng research into the Gotlandic picture stones and had discovered the horned figure 

on a total of three of those stones. Oehrl has published several ar�cles on the topic (see, 

for example, Oehrl 2016, 2017a, b, 2019c), going on to produce a two volume monograph 

published in 2019 (Oehrl 2019a, b). Besides announcing the discovery of a horned figure 

on the Rute St. Valle 2 picture stone (SE-STV), one ar�cle in par�cular, published in 2017 

(Oehrl 2017a),87 deals with the interpreta�on of the horned figure in general (Oehrl 

2017a, 9–23). 

In this ar�cle, Oehrl states that he is convinced that the horned figure must, in all like-

lihood, represent Óðinn or a closely related deity (Oehrl 2017a, 13), a belief that is deeply 

rooted in in Oehrl’s convic�on that the figures depicted especially on Vendel Period press-
blech must either represent dei�es or heroes (Oehrl 2017a, 10–11). Oehrl’s argument is 

largely based on two major factors. Firstly, Oehrl puts forward the figure’s role as a victory 

helper in its depic�on in the guiding figure behind a rider mo�f. Here, he affirms Heinrich 

Beck’s ideas (see Chapter 2.2.5) which �e this mo�f to literary sources, namely those pas-
sages in which the idea of gods leading batles appear, the most famous being the mo�f 

of Óðinn throwing a spear to ini�ate a batle (Oehrl 2017a, 13–14).88 Next, Oehrl points 

to the one-eyedness of some of the figures, which he, like many others, sees as referring 
to Óðinn’s sacrifice of one of his own eyes (Oehrl 2017a, 14–15).89 Other suppor�ng fac-

tors men�oned by Oehrl are the figure’s company of wolf-warriors (Oehrl 2017a, 16–19); 

the fact that figure is o�en armed with spears (Oehrl 2017a, 19–20); the animal head 

terminals on the figure’s horns which Oehrl connects to Óðinn’s ravens (Oehrl 2017a, 20–

21); and the beardedness of the figure (Oehrl 2017a, 21–22), all of these being ideas that 

are not par�cularly new, as can be seen on the previous pages. 

Oehrl’s only serious caveat with regard to the Óðinn-hypothesis is the existence of the 

dancing ‘twin’ mo�f, which he proposes represents Dioscuri (based on Karl Hauck’s ideas: 

see Chapter 2.4.1); cult par�cipants enac�ng the god of war in a weapon-dance; or a du-

plicated mirrored image of Óðinn, underlining its power. Based on that last possibility, 
Oehrl concludes: 

 
87 This ar�cle is a preliminary version of what was later published as a chapter on the Rute St. Valle 2 picture 
stone (SE-STV) in Oehrl’s monograph (Oehrl 2019b, 227–242). 
88 On this spear-throwing mo�f: see Chapter 5.2.6. 
89 On the one-eyedness: see Chapter 5.2.2. 
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In this way, all the manifesta�ons of the wearer of the horned helmet that appear on 
pressblech — the weapon-dancer, victory helper and (one-eyed) warrior in the com-

pany of wolf-warriors — can be defined as representa�ons of the war-god Wo-
dan/Óðinn. That the figures wearing horned helmets on other monuments from the 

Vendel Period and Viking Age should be understood as images of Óðinn is within the 
realm of probability, especially if more of the abovemen�oned indicators are in-

cluded (Oehrl 2017a, 23, transla�on by present author).90 

 Discovering Óðinn? 

In many cases, the horned figure is only briefly addressed in the publica�ons of new dis-

coveries, o�en somewhat stereotypically and without further discussion being described 

as an ‘Odinfigur’ (in the first publica�on of the ring-headed pin from Sigerslevøster, DK-

SIG) (Kramer 1998), as Óðinn with Huginn and Muninn (in the first publica�ons of the 

ring-headed pin from Svinninge, DK-SVI, and the pendant from Gnëzdovo, RU-GNE) 

(Museum Vestsjælland 2017; Пушкина [Puškina] 2011), or simply as ‘Oden’ or an ‘Oden-
figur’ (in the publica�ons on the pin head from Levide, SE-LEV) (Carlsson 2014a, 6; 2014b). 

Another recent representa�ve of the Óðinn standpoint is Bente Magnus, who stated in 

2005 that the horned helmet belonged to Óðinn, who she sees as being the horned figure 
on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) (Magnus 2005, 55–56). 

The Danish archaeologist Malene Refshauge Beck, on the other hand, is slightly more 

cau�ous in her ar�cles on the newly discovered ring-headed pin from Mesinge (DK-MES), 
despite somewhat ‘clickbai�ngly’ playing on the poten�al iden�fica�on with Óðinn in her 

headings (‘Hr. Odin, formoder jeg?’ Beck 2017; ‘Odin dukket op af jorden’ Beck 2016a; 

and ‘Odins kriger’ Beck 2016b). While she clearly considers the iden�fica�on with Óðinn 

to be plausible based on the o�en-present bird-headed terminals (which she equates with 
Huginn and Muninn), Beck also considers other possibili�es, such as, for example, the 

earlier noted iden�fica�ons of the figure as a berserkr (see Chapter 2.7.3) or some other 

mythical warrior somehow connected to Óðinn. Regarding the headgear, she states: 

‘Hovedbeklædningen han bærer, kan være en symbolsk gengivelse af krigerens styrke el-

ler kontakten �l de højere magter, eller det kan være en my�sk hjelm, der gengiver noget, 

vi slet ikke har forstået den fulde betydning af endnu’ (Beck 2017, 22). Aware of the inse-

 
90 ‘Auf diese Weise ließen sich alle auf den Pressblechen au�retenden Erscheinungsformen des Hörner-
helmträgers – Waffentänzer, Sieghelfer und (einäugiger) Krieger im Wolfskriegergeleit – als Darstellungen 
des Kriegsgotes Wodan/Óðinn bes�mmen. Dass auch die Hörnerhelm tragenden Figuren auf anderen 
Denkmälern der Vendel- und Wikingerzeit, insbesondere wenn weitere der oben genannten Indizien hinzu-
treten, als Odinbilder zu verstehen sind, rückt damit in den Bereich großer Wahrscheinlichkeit’ (Oehrl 
2017a). Oehrl’s more detailed interpreta�ons of the images depicted on the Rute St. Valle 2 (SE-STV), Garda 
Smiss II (SE-SMI), and Gothem kyrka III (SE-GOT) picture stones, which are based on his general interpreta-
�on of the horned figure, will be discussed in the Chapters 5.3.3, 5.3.4 and 5.3.5. 
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curi�es that accompany any atempt to interpret such images, she adds that: ‘Hvem den 

hornede mandsfigur er, får vi måske aldrig et endegyldigt svar på. […] Arkæologi er et fag 

i konstant udvikling, hvert nyt fund øger vores viden om for�den, men o�e på en måde, 

så vi må s�lle endnu flere spørgsmål end før’ (Beck 2017, 22). 

2.8 Recent Scholarship on the Horned Figures: The Bri�sh Perspec�ve 
Having explored the recent scholarship from a Scandinavian perspec�ve in the preceding 

Chapter 2.7, the following chapter will look at those scholars who have approached the 

topic from a more Bri�sh point of view. 

 Challenging Established Views: Alice Blackwell 

Dealing with the subject from an Anglo-Saxon perspec�ve, in an ar�cle about the newly 

discovered buckle-plate from Ayton (GB-AYT) (Blackwell 2007), the Bri�sh archaeologist 

Alice Blackwell is yet another scholar who is cri�cal towards the no�on of the horned 
figure represen�ng Óðinn. As Blackwell writes: 

Spears and birds have been iden�fied within Scandinavian literature as symbols of 
Odin, and their presence within the mo�f forms the basis for this associa�on. How-

ever, these symbols may also not be relevant in an Anglo-Saxon context. For example, 
the runic symbol linked with Tîw suggests he too may be associated with the spear. 

Furthermore, there are several examples among the depic�ons of horned headgear 
that do not feature bird terminals, while there are examples […] of helmets with far 

more prominent bird crests, featuring the whole bird seen from the side. This per-
haps suggests that it is the horns in this mo�f that are of central importance. […] 

Preoccupa�on with the birds’ heads and spears signifiers on Scandinavian […] helmet 
foil imagery means that other commonly occurring elements of the horned man mo-

�f such as the headgear and horns, and the belt and buckle, have received far less 
aten�on, and their significance remains unclear. […] Rather than see the horned fig-

ure as representa�ve of Anglo-Saxon concepts of Woden, we should view it within a 
certain poli�cal context, as demonstra�ve of links with Scandinavia, and possibly of 
regional Anglo-Saxon beliefs, in par�cular rela�ng to the élite and royalty (Blackwell 

2007, 169–170). 

 Glorifying the Rempstone Mount: Keith Raynor 

In his self-published book, the Bri�sh enthusiast Keith Raynor uses the mount found near 

Rempstone (GB-REM) as a star�ng point to for lis�ng an impressive number of artefacts 

he somehow relates to the horned figure, many of which are outside the scope of this 

thesis (see Chapter 1.1.2), including artefacts from the Scandinavian Bronze Age and Cel�c 
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Iron Age Britain, numerous other con�nental Cel�c artefacts and images, the Gallehus 

horns, bracteates, certain kinds of buckles and other artefacts (Raynor 2010, 7–28, 51). 

In his somewhat fantas�cal atempt at interpre�ng the horned figure mo�f, Raynor 

proposes an unbroken tradi�on star�ng in the Stone Age and las�ng un�l Chris�anisa�on. 

The horned figure to his mind is seen to be an ancient Sky God which developed into 

Tiwaz and was later supplanted by Woden (Raynor 2010, 29–41). Raynor clearly roman�-

cises what he interprets as an ancient mo�f represen�ng Woden, as his concluding re-

marks clearly illustrate: 

The Woden Mount found in the field near St. Peters in the Rushes Church, Remp-

stone, has a long history which gives us a glimpse into a world now largely lost to 
present day viewers. A world populated by our Anglian ancestors in which the Gods 

inhabited this Middle earth, a world of cults and spirits, in which Woden rode across 
the sky at the head of his wild hunt, a world in which nature and Mother Earth was 

s�ll feared and respected. A world in which our Anglian ancestors danced to music 
and rhythm’s [sic] now forgoten (Raynor 2010, 41). 

Although his lack of scholarly exper�se which becomes increasingly obvious throughout 
his work, Raynor’s contribu�on is commendable for his enthusiasm and the impressive 

number of artefacts men�oned. Indeed, he manages to include more artefacts depic�ng 

horned figures than any scholar before him. 

 Three Possibili�es: Stephen Pollington 

In his book on Anglo-Saxon art from 2010, Stephen Pollington returns to the poten�al 

importance of the dancing mo�f present in many of the images involving horned figures. 

To Pollington’s mind, this mo�f should be connected to weapon-dances and therefore to 

Óðinn/Woden’s role in warrior iconography (Pollington 2010, 434–438), concluding that:  

The consistent features among English and Swedish Dancing Warriors are the horned 

helmet, the ka�an and the spears gripped in a free hand. The figures’ context is ag-
gressive and military, and they are found on items of war-gear which fit into the he-

roic world of war-leaders and kings. However, the helmet, like the shield and the 
scabbard, is essen�ally a protec�ve piece of equipment and should probably bear 

imagery associated with warding and conserving (Pollington 2010, 438). 

Regarding the depic�on of horned headgear, Pollington nonetheless points out its poten-

�al roots in the Scandinavian Bronze Age and addresses several of the other mo�fs ap-
pearing in depic�ons of figures wearing such headgear. Speaking of the mo�f of the small 

guiding figure on the horse’s rump behind a rider (see Chapter 5.3.3), Pollington notes 
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that the ‘figure’s small size rela�ve to the rider has suggested to some observers that he 

is a supernatural character, but it may be nothing more than the mediaeval conven�on 

that less important figures are shown smaller and less obtrusive than the main ones’ 

(Pollington 2010, 442). Addressing the nature of the headdress depicted and its absence 

in the archaeological record, Pollington states that it ‘seems likely, […] that the design is 

not showing something literally present; rather, like a Chris�an saint’s halo, the birds’ 

heads denote a sacred quality – which in the nature of the case must be possession by 

Woden’ (Pollington 2010, 443). Like Michaela Helmbrecht, Pollington nonetheless consid-

ers it possible that the ‘absence from archaeological finds of any such horned headgear 

may be due to their having been made from perishable materials, specifically leather’ 

(Pollington 2010, 443). Following a detailed review of previous scholarship, Pollington 

concludes with lis�ng three possible interpreta�ons of the horned warrior:  

‘[1.] in the secular world, a possessed warrior, a berserk or some other devotee of 

the god. […] His nakedness would then be a typical act of devo�on as noted by Tacitus 
of the Germanic warriors of his day […];91 [2.] in the mythic world, a member of Wo-

den’s re�nue involved in some ac�vity, such as dancing, especially associated with 
that group; [3.] in the world of ritual, a cult member enac�ng some rite or ceremony 
(Pollington 2010, 444). 

 A Focus on East-Anglia: Tim Pestell 

In a chapter focused on pre-Chris�an Anglo-Saxon East Anglia, the Bri�sh archaeologist 

Tim Pestell has also briefly but competently addressed the horned figures on the basis of 
their appearance in the archaeological record from that region (Pestell 2012, 80–84). Pes-

tell is cri�cal of associa�ons of the horned figure with Woden which are based on the bird-

headed terminals being o�en prematurely equated with Huginn and Muninn, poin�ng 

out the obvious inconsistency of this argument considering that the terminals in ques�on 

in fact depict raptors and not ravens (Pestell 2012, 81). Referring to the lack of uniformity 

among the horned figures, he notes that: ‘Differences — including the horn-helmeted 

man variously depicted with beard or moustache or with bird-headed terminals — all hint 
that they depict not a god but his followers’ (Pestell 2012, 83). Sta�ng that these images 

‘may take us a litle closer towards understanding the pre-Chris�an religious beliefs or 

prac�ces within East Anglia’ (Pestell 2012, 83), Pestell suggests with par�cular reference 
to those horned figures which are depicted naked but s�ll wear belts, that: ‘The fact that 

a number of horn-helmeted fi�ngs may be belt-mounts might make them par�cularly 

appropriate for demonstra�ng adherence to Woden, or whichever deity was intended. 

 
91 Pollington refers here to Chapter 6 of Germania (Tacitus 1972, 10–13). 
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They may even have been worn to invoke his power and protec�on’ (Pestell 2012, 83–

84). In his concluding remarks, Pestell interprets the presence of horned figures in the 

archaeological record as follows: 

First, they are as close as any pre-Chris�an, Germanic object in conforming to a stable 
iconographic scheme: the figures are male, wear a common headdress and carry 

spears and/or swords. Second, their use appears to have been either apotropaic (as 
with the helmet plates […]) or amule�c (with those examples used or worn as pen-

dants or mounts […]). Third, their distribu�on is widespread, stretching across Scan-
dinavia […] to southern Germany and midland England. […] Fourth, […] we can see 

the development of these iconographic schemes in the late sixth and seventh centu-
ries, although the late Chris�anisa�on of Scandinavia meant that they con�nued in 

use there into the early ninth century’ (Pestell 2012, 84). 

 Horned Figures as Side Notes 

Many of the contribu�ons of recent years nonetheless deal with the horned figures as 

side notes in the forma�on of larger arguments only remotely connected to them, as can 

be seen in the following two examples by aspiring scholars in the UK. 

Depictions of Face-Masks: Melissa Hermann 

One example of the type of scholar noted aboveis Melissa Herman, who touched on the 

horned figures in her PhD thesis from 2013, in which she interprets the head mounts from 

Melton (GB-MEL) and Stamford Bridge (GB-STB) as being depic�ons of face-masks similar 
to the face-mask atached to the Suton Hoo helmet (GB-SUH) (Herman 2013, I:118–119, 

II:43, fig. 2.103–2.105). She also points out the similari�es that exist between objects such 

as the Finglesham buckle (GB-FIN-95); the buckle plate from Ayton (GB-AYT); the open-

work terminal from West Ilsley (GB-WEI); the ‘twin’ mo�f on the Suton Hoo helmet (GB-

SUH); and the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) (Herman 2013, I:124–126, II:45–47, fig. 2.110–

2.114). 

Bodily Gestures and Bird-Headdresses: Lisa Brundle 

Around the same �me as Herman’s thesis, another aspiring scholar published an ar�cle 

on various figurines in early Anglo-Saxon England, focusing in their bodily gestures 

(Brundle 2013). Brundle analyses a total of twelve figurines, of which two represent 

horned figures: the figurines from Caistor (GB-CAI) and Tuddenham St. Mar�n (GB-TSM) 

(Brundle 2013, 203–210). In her PhD thesis a year later, Brundle briefly returns to the 

subject of the horned figure wearing what she calls a ‘bird-headdress’, here men�oning 

several recent finds such as the mounts from Cambridgeshire (GB-CAM), Atleborough 
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(GB-ATT), Saxlingham Nethergate (GB-SAN), Reepham (GB-REE), and Letheringset with 

Glandford (GB-LEG), and the ring-headed pins from Tuddenham St. Mar�n (GB-TSM), as 

well as another ring-headed pin from Great Waldingfield,92 which ‘may have originally 

held horns that were subsequently broken off and rubbed down’ (Brundle 2014, 80). She 

these figures to the dancing warriors on the Suton Hoo helmet (GB-SUH) and the 

pressblech from Caenby (GB-CAE) (Brundle 2014, I:80–81, II:252, fig. 12.2). 

 Discovering Woden? 

Similar to the development in Scandinavian scholarship (see Chapter 2.7.6), the some-

what stereotypical iden�fica�on of the horned figure with Woden/Óðinn has o�en ap-

peared in connec�on with the publica�on of new finds that are related to the horned 

figure. This includes a sizeable number of entries in the Portable Antiquities Scheme (see 

Geake 2001a; Scot 2007; Trevaskus 2018; Wilding 2016; and, more carefully, Bliss 2018; 

Brown 2013; Daubney 2016; Ellis 2013; Griffiths 2017; and Hinds 2003), although these 
works tend to be generally more disciplined with regard to ci�ng other sources than many 

works by their Scandinavian colleagues are. 

2.9 Research History: Conclusions 
As it has been demonstrated throughout this chapter, the literature dealing with horned 

figures is surprisingly rich and diverse. However, the elusive nature of the horned figures 
and the very low number of known artefacts that existed un�l recently, has led to many 

scholars o�en only superficially addressing the horned figures as a sort of sidenote, few 

of those men�oned above making any atempt to thoroughly research the phenomenon 
of horned figures as a whole. This, as well as the increasingly scatered way in which new 

finds have tended to be published in recent years, has led to the development of new 

stereotypes or something that could be called ‘scholarly lore’: a par�cularly enduring ex-

ample being the ever more popular theory of equa�ng the horned figure with Óðinn/Wo-
den/Wotan. As has been demonstrated above, this theory is o�en based on somewhat 

selec�ve evidence, and unfortunately more o�en than not, accepted as a truism with very 

litle or no discussion at all. Such simplifica�ons may be due to people’s desire to atach 
well-known names to unnamed figures. They could also be interpreted as an atempt to 

seek aten�on considering the rela�ve popularity of Óðinn in popular culture: market it 

as Óðinn and it sells and gets the aten�on. Ul�mately, such an approach might be said to 

border on clickbait. Indeed, it has even led to renowned ins�tu�ons like Na�onalmuseet 

in Denmark trying to sell replicas of the Ekhammar pendant (SE-EKH) directly as a figure 

 
92 For more on this figurine: see Chapter 5.4.2. 
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of Óðinn (see Figure 2.4). This new stereotype has naturally had consequences for other 
scholars’ works which depend on the founda�onal work of their colleagues in archaeol-

ogy, something that becomes par�cularly worrying when this leads to such ideas being 

accepted as alleged facts, poten�ally by scholars who unknowingly end up basing parts of 
their argument on a weak founda�on, seeing horned (or related) figures as supposed 

proof of Óðinn-worship or some kind of associa�on with the god (see, for example, 

Mathisen 2020, 200–201, 209–211; and, more cau�ously, Rood 2017, 135–146, 150–152; 
indeed, the author himself has been guilty of falling into this trap in the past: see Lanz 

2017, 18–23). 

It is by no means the inten�on here to disprove the idea that the horned figure can be 

associated with Óðinn (indeed, star�ng out with such a preconceived no�on would be a 

methodological fallacy in its own right). It is nonetheless hoped that over the course of 

the following chapters it will become clear to the reader that such overly simplified theo-

ries are both somewhat ineffec�ve and distrac�ng, and therefore miss what appears to 

be the ‘bigger’ picture.

Figure 2.4: Screenshot from the website of the Na�onal Museum of Denmark (as of 12 December 2020: 
htps://www.museumsbu�kken.dk/da/odinfigur-med-horn-forgyldt-soelv/ ) 

https://www.museumsbutikken.dk/da/odinfigur-med-horn-forgyldt-soelv/
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3 Methodology 

As outlined in Chapter 1.2, this present chapter deals with the methodological challenges 

involved in the research of the horned figures, many of which have already been high-

lighted in in Chapter 2. It presents an overview of the problems involved with analysing 

imagery from pre-history in general and then imagery involving horned figures in par�c-

ular. Following this, a brief explora�on will be given how these problems can poten�ally 

be dealt with and how such solu�ons will be applied in this thesis. 

3.1 The Problem with Naming the Horned Figure 
As has been shown in Chapter 2, many scholars have atempted to read the images of 

horned figures with the aid of writen sources. Their results have been manifold, some 

scholars iden�fying the horned figures with famous protagonists from heroic legends such 

as Beowulf, Kudrun, Waltharius and the different itera�ons of the Hjaðningavíg (see Chap-
ters 2.1 and 2.2), just to men�on a few. Others have preferred to interpret the horned 

figure as represen�ng a supernatural en�ty, preferably a deity. Although other gods have 

been suggested, such as Týr, Þórr, or the Dioscuri, it has clearly become most popular to 
associate the horned figure with Óðinn, a conclusion at least partly rooted in the popu-

larity of this deity not only among scholars, but also in popular culture. 

Such iden�fica�ons, however, are overly simplis�c and, as has been shown in the pre-
vious chapter, the arguments in favour of such interpreta�ons o�en rely on a chain of 

assump�ons which must all turn out to be true for the conclusion to be substan�ve. Ar-

guments of this kind are o�en highly circular and rely heavily on cherry-picking suppor�ng 
evidence from both the writen and pictorial sources, and extrapola�ng elements from 

one object group to another. A typical example is Karl Hauck’s theory that all the horned 

figures (except for that on the Torslunda plate, SE-BJO) must represent Dioscuri, no mater 

whether they are depicted as individuals or in pairs (see Chapter 2.4.1). Another example 

is the popular atempt to iden�fy the horned figure with Óðinn, an argument which is 

most o�en primarily based on the fact that a handful of images depict the horned figure 

as one-eyed,93 this detail o�en being cited as clear proof of iden�fica�on (see, for a recent 

example, Sigmund Oehrl in Chapter 2.7.5). These same scholars o�en fail to explain why 

the other 58 images involving depic�ons of horned figures do not show them as missing 

 
93 The images in ques�on are the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO), the figurine from Uppåkra (SE-UPP), the pin head 
from Staraja Ladoga (RU-STL), and the mount from Kings Worthy (GB-KIW). For more on this mo�f: see 
Chapter 5.2.2. 
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one of their eyes.94 Such wide generalisa�ons which fail to acknowledge the diversity 

within the corpus of horned figures are a common feature of earlier (but also some re-

cent) scholarship as the previous chapter demonstrates. It might be explained by the fact 

that, as has also been noted, the horned figure itself has rarely been the focal point of the 

studies involved and is o�en instrumentalised in support of some other argument, treated 

mostly as a side note. 

In a polemic published in 2006, Neil Price argues that such a focus on trying to iden�fy 

anthropomorphic images with well-known gods from the Norse ‘pantheon’95 might be 

misleading and o�en leads to scholars ignoring the diversity of other supernatural or he-

roic beings men�oned in the writen sources, as well as the possibility that at least some 

of the images might represent ordinary human beings. As Price states: 

My point is of course that once we abandon the simplis�c atribu�on of divine iden-

�ty to the kinds of images discussed here – and I think there is no doubt that we must 
abandon it – then we are le� with a field of possibili�es. Quite simply we need to be 

rather more humble as we approach these objects, and have the courage to admit 
that we are not en�rely sure what they represent. We also need to acknowledge that 

our iden�fica�ons are offered within worryingly large margins of error. […] If we per-
sist in the iden�fica�ons that I men�oned at the beginning of this paper,96 and ignore 

the alterna�ve interpreta�ons that are every bit as reasonable, then we are not only 
blinding ourselves to a fair part of the material culture of religion but – much more 

importantly – we are blinding ourselves to its implica�ons for the prac�cal nature of 
that belief. What is par�cularly interes�ng, and I respec�ully hope this will worry the 

textual scholars, is that a large propor�on of this material really does not fit with 
anything described in the Old Norse writen sources. In short, it begins to look like a 

truly different picture of the late Iron Age (Price 2006, 182). 

To deal with this issue, Price suggests that we need ‘look beyond the ques�on of iden�ty 

for these images, and instead atempt to correlate the types of image, their exact details 
and nature, with the contexts in which they were found (for example, in graves, setle-

 
94 Neil Price, who is confident that the horned figure on the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) can likely be iden�fied 
with Óðinn, is aware of this diversity. With regard to the two pendants from Birka (SE-BIR) and Ekhammar 
(SE-EKH), he states that they ‘appear to be similar, but are they really? They have two eyes, […] their atrib-
utes and clothing are different, and so on. These two examples were also both found in women’s graves – 
so why would a woman wear a symbol of Óðinn? (Actually there are lots of reasons, but we need to ask the 
ques�on.)’ (Price 2006, 180). 
95 There are numerous issues with the use of the term ‘pantheon’ when applied to Old Nordic religions, 
which cannot be discussed here. For an in-depth discussion of the topic see Gunnell (2015). 
96 The iden�fica�ons earlier referred to by Neil Price relate to several images commonly interpreted as being 
depic�ons of gods, for example, the famous ithyphallic figurine from Rällinge in Södermanland, Sweden, 
which is commonly interpreted as a depic�on of Freyr. 
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ments, buildings, as stray finds, etc.)’; looking at the ‘spa�al paterning in the use of im-

ages such as these’; as well as considering ‘their personal dimension’: ‘Who commis-

sioned them, made them, used them, wore them, displayed them? When, where and for 

whom did they do this’ (Price 2006, 182)? 

3.2 How to Interpret Iron Age Imagery 

 Erwin Panofsky’s Three Steps of Analysing the Meaning of Images 

Bearing Price’s remarks in mind, the bigger picture of historical pictorial analysis and art 

history needs to be briefly addressed. One of the most influen�al scholars in the field of 

art history was Erwin Panofsky (1892–1968), who divides the analysis of imagery into 

three dis�nct steps: Firstly, the pre-iconographical description which concerns itself first 

and foremost with the descrip�on of the picture and the mo�fs present, essen�ally deal-

ing with the factual. Secondly, the iconographical analysis which deals with the interpre-
ta�on of the images, based on themes and concepts known from literary and oral sources. 

The third and final step involves the iconographic interpretation or synthesis which has 

the goal of discerning the intrinsic meaning and/or content, as well as the symbolic value 
and deeper meaning of the image (Panofsky 1939, 9–17). Panofsky’s method, however, is 

geared essen�ally towards the analysis of renaissance art and it is not possible to apply it 

directly to the oral socie�es of the Iron Age pre-Chris�an North. 

 Alexandra Pesch’s Framework to Analyse Germanic Animal Styles 

Regarding the meaning of Germanic animal styles, the German archaeologist Alexandra 

Pesch has atempted to resolve the issue by reminding us of the importance of context, 

which is central to the understanding of these styles. As the lack of substan�al contem-

porary writen sources makes the contexts of these images elusive, Pesch proposes that 

these contexts can poten�ally be reconstructed with the help of an interdisciplinary meth-

odology. She puts forward six star�ng points for such an analysis which are partly based 

on Panofsky’s model (Pesch 2011, 678–682). 

First of all, Pesch proposes that the content of the image needs to be defined ‘as a 

compila�on of figures, shapes, atributes or symbols’ (Pesch 2011, 679, transla�on by 

present author),97 a task which might require the reconstruc�on of an archetypal image 

based on the fragmentary evidence (Pesch 2011, 679). Secondly, both the find context 

and func�on of the image carrier need to be understood, something which can offer fur-

ther clues (Pesch 2011, 680). Neil Price’s sugges�ons (see Chapter 3.1) fall within these 

first two steps. The third step is a comparison with imagery from the ancient world which 

 
97 ‘als Zusammenstellung von Figuren, Formen, Atributen oder Symbolen’ (Pesch 2011, 679). 
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Pesch feels can o�en be advisable, as many of the image codes used by Germanic peoples 

can be traced back to Roman origins, although it is clear that they have since o�en been 

heavily adapted, expanded and recontextualised, which might affect their meaning (Pesch 

2011, 680–681). Fourthly, she suggests the considera�on of contemporary writen 

sources from authors from An�quity to the Middle Ages living outside of the pre-Chris�an 

Germanic/Norse cultural area which can offer a valuable glimpse into the world of Ger-

manic peoples, although it is clear that these sources need to be treated with cau�on (see 

Chapter 3.3.3) (Pesch 2011, 681). The same reserva�ons nonetheless also apply to the 

mediaeval Scandinavian sources writen down mostly in Iceland centuries a�er the Chris-

�anisa�on (see Chapter 3.3.2), sources which Pesch recommends u�lising as a fi�h step 

in reconstruc�ng the context for the images (Pesch 2011, 682–683). Lastly, Pesch pro-

poses the need to consider the seman�cs and typology of beter understood mediaeval 

art, in order to create analogies that might aid in the assessment of earlier images (Pesch 

2011, 682). Aware of the methodological issues, Pesch concludes:  

The aforemen�oned six main approaches to the reconstruc�on of the contexts of 
Germanic pictorial art involve their own complica�ons, all of which need to be as-
sessed within their own disciplines. This makes an overall evalua�on of animal style 

images anything but easy, but it is inevitable as a source-cri�cal approach. Only the 
combina�on of various results from different approaches can make for an overall in-

terpreta�on of animal style images. But even in this interdisciplinary manner, every-
thing remains ‘squishy’, certainly vulnerable to detailed cri�que. […] Ul�mately, the 

interdisciplinary method can only be truly successful, once the era of the Germanic 
peoples, who with all their peculiari�es and beliefs remain in many respects elusive 

even today, is understood in its full complexity. But, given today’s state of research, 
this is scholarly pie in the sky (Pesch 2011, 682, transla�on by present author).98 

 Michaela Helmbrecht’s Context Analysis 

A slightly different but similar approach is taken by the only recent scholar to have dedi-

cated an en�re ar�cle exclusively to the horned figure (see Chapter 2.7.4). Michaela 

Helmbrecht, who addresses the problem with what she calls a context analysis, which 

 
98 ‘Die genannten sechs Haupt-Zugangsmöglichkeiten zur Rekonstruk�on der Kontexte germanischer Bild-
kunst bergen jeweils eigene Schwierigkeiten, die innerhalb ihrer wissenscha�lichen Disziplinen zu bewerten 
sind. Dies macht eine Gesamtbewertung der Tiers�lbilder keineswegs einfach, ist aber als quellenkri�sche 
Herangehensweise unabdingbar. Nur die Kombina�on verschiedener Erkenntnisse aus den unterschiedli-
chen Hilfswegen kann zu einer Gesamtdeutung von Tiers�lbildern führen. Doch selbst auf diese interdiszip-
linäre Weise bleibt alles noch ein wenig „schwammig“, sicher auch im Einzelnen angrei�ar. […] Wirklich 
erfolgreich kann die interdisziplinäre Methode letztlich erst sein, wenn die heute noch in vieler Hinsicht 
rätselha�e Zeit der Germanen mit ihren Eigenarten und Vorstellungen in ihrer ganzen Komplexität verstan-
den worden ist. Doch dies ist auf dem heu�gen Stand der Forschung noch wissenscha�liche Zukun�smusik’ 
(Pesch 2011, 682). 
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closely mirrors Neil Price’s sugges�ons (see Chapter 3.1). Helmbrecht describes her meth-

odology as follows:  

By “context analysis”, I mean that the immediate, situa�onal context of every single 

depic�on is scru�nized. What kind of object is it that bears the image, and how was 
it used? Is it a part of a weapon, a brooch, a means of payment? How was it deposited 

– in a grave, lost in a setlement, or is it a stray find? Can the objects be linked to a 
certain social group? Also important is the exact da�ng of the objects, that will mostly 

not be possible from the object itself, but only through the analysis of e.g. other finds 
in the same grave. Finally, the spa�al distribu�on of the objects sheds light on long-
distance contacts and communica�on (Helmbrecht 2008, 33). 

Helmbrecht’s context analysis largely corresponds to Pesch’s second star�ng point dis-

cussed above. In contrast to Pesch, however, Helmbrecht argues for context analysis to 

be the first step in the procedure before the actual image is scru�nised. As she writes: 

‘The aim of this method is […] not to trace dis�nct mo�f groups or mo�f details through 

�me and space, but to look at the objects themselves and their archaeological context 
first. An iconographic interpreta�on may follow after the context analysis’ (Helmbrecht 

2008, 34).99 Helmbrecht thus sees her methodology as being somewhat different to ‘Karl 

Hauck’s “Kontext-Ikonographie”. Hauck’s method aims primarily at the iconographic inter-
preta�on of prehistoric pictures. He uses a compara�ve method, seeking iconographical 

parallels in Late An�quity and the Middle Ages [see Pesch’s steps number three and six, 

Chapter 3.2.2]’ (Helmbrecht 2008, 49), as has already been discussed in Chapter 2.4.1. 

Helmbrecht refines her methodology in her PhD-thesis from 2011 (Helmbrecht 2011, 
27–48; see also Helmbrecht 2015), in which she uses the modern example of a standing 

s�ck-figure to illustrate the importance of context and the role of the image carrier. If the 

s�ck-figure appears on a traffic light, the message is stop, do not cross. In this case, the 

image is gender-neutral and applies to all pedestrians atemp�ng to cross a road at a traf-

fic light. If, however, the same s�ck-figure appears on a toilet door, the primary message 

is toilet, and the image is gendered, which means that the s�ck-figure is dis�nguished on 

the basis of the gender of the people allowed to make use of the facility (Helmbrecht 

2011, 36–37). 

With regard to Panofsky’s pre-iconographical description (see above), Helmbrecht re-

minds us that this step too is bound to be dependent on the experience and context of 

 
99 The fact that such a strict separa�on of context analysis and iconographic interpreta�on is not en�rely 
feasible in prac�ce becomes evident when Helmbrecht bases her own interpreta�on of the horned figures 
on a division of the corpus into subgroups based on both contextual and iconographical criteria (see Chapter 
2.7.4). 
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the individual doing the analysis, who is bound to make a certain degree of interpreta�on. 

As she notes, it is not reasonable to assume that everyone will recognise the same ele-

ments in a picture in exactly the same way, and the same would apply to people living 

during the late Iron Age (Helmbrecht 2011, 38). To illustrate this problem with an example 

rela�ng to the topic of the present thesis, one does not have to look further than the 

decora�ons of headgear, which are here — for simplicity’s sake — called horns. Even in 

modern �mes, these horns have been interpreted in various ways as crescents, snakes, 

twin-dragons, or bird-necks, although the interpreta�on as horns is by far the most pop-

ular (see Chapter 2), something which in itself might be a reflec�on of the long popular 

image of stereotypical Vikings wearing horned helmets (see Chapter 1). As will be noted 

in Chapter 5.2.1, it is worth men�oning straight away that these horns are most o�en 

clearly depicted as being flat (rather than round, as one might expect actual horns to be 

in the biological sense). This is evident both in the low relief images and figures depicted 

in the round. Even today, people cannot clearly agree about the terminology used for 

these peculiar shapes. Can one go on to assume that people more than a 1000 years ago 
conceptualised them in the same or a similar way as people do today? This caveat always 

needs to be kept in mind, especially when we are dealing with the interpreta�on of im-

ages produced by people who le� litle behind than outside their material culture, which 
for the main part lacked any words. 

3.3 The Problem of Using Literary Sources 

 Looking for a Needle in a Haystack 

The uncertainty regarding the way people in the past conceptualised the horns of the 

horned figure highlights what is possibly the most important issue that comes into play 

when one uses literary sources as a means of interpreta�on. To take one example: besides 

the personal name Hyrningr100 and the nicknames hornabrjótr/hornbrjótr and hornstígi 
(allusions which depend on the interpreta�on of the headgear actually represen�ng 

horns: see above and Chapter 5.2.1),101 there are certainly some Óðinn-names that could 

possibly allude to the horned figure, such as Arnhǫfði (which could poten�ally be based 

 
100 A certain Hyrningr Kleppjárnsson is men�oned in the Þórðarbók-version of Landnámabók (Landnámabók  
1986, 86). Another example is one of the protagonists in Gull-Þóris or Þorskfirðinga saga (Þorskfirðinga 
saga  1991), who is called Hyrningr Hallson. 
101 A certain Þórólfr, son of Herjólfr hornabrjótr is men�oned as being a king in Oppland, Norway in Chapter 
295 of the Hauksbók-version (AM 371 4to and AM 105 fol.) of Landnámabók (Landnámabók  1986, 338–
339). A certain Heriulfuer hornbriotr is also men�oned as being a standard bearer of King Hálfdan svarti 
(c. 810–c. 860) in a document on the demarca�on between Norway and Sweden from the late 13th century, 
a certain Herlaugr hornstigi also being men�oned in the same document (Grændseskjel mellem Norge og 
Sverige  1848, 490). 
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on the bird-headed terminals, although, as has been noted, not all horned figures feature 

them: see Chapter 5.2.1) and Hjálmberi (although not all horned figures are depicted as 

wearing helmets; some seem to be wearing a kind of strap-on headdress: see Chapter 

5.2.1).102 This selec�on of names illustrates the dilemma that has to be dealt with when 

trying to find a literary counterpart to the horned figure; claiming that any of these names 

men�oned here should describe the horned figure depicted on late Iron Age artefacts 

would be specula�ve at best. All in all, it appears that the horned figure is precisely one 

of those phenomena that Neil Price warns literary scholars about (see Chapter 3.1), as it 

clearly ‘does not fit with anything described in the Old Norse writen sources’ (Price 2006, 

182). Indeed, looking for the occurrence of the horned figures in the writen sources re-

sembles the idioma�c search for a needle in a haystack, although with the caveat that we 

are not even sure if it is indeed a needle we are looking for (see Chapters 3.1 and 3.2.3). 

In consequence, with regard to the horned figure, the writen sources can only be used in 

any jus�fiable way for exploring common mo�fs and themes. 

Before delving into the different categories of writen sources that might poten�ally 
be drawn on, it is worth men�oning a further problem which is par�cularly relevant to 

the topic at hand. As will be demonstrated in more detail in Chapter 4, no horned figures 

have (yet) been found in Western Norway, and none have (yet) been found in the context 
of Viking setlements in the Bri�sh Isles and the Northern Atlan�c either (although they 

appear in a Varangian context in the east). In short, the da�ng and the context of the 

objects suggest that the mo�f of the horned figure was slowly fading out of use during 
the Viking Age, most likely fading into near total obscurity decades if not centuries before 

Chris�anisa�on. This suggests that the horned figure was virtually unknown in a 10th to 

11th century West-Norse context, the milieu in which the bulk of Old Norse writen sources 

is thought to have originated (see Nordberg 2012, especially 125–127). 

 Mediaeval Norse Sources 

Some of the most important writen primary sources for the study of the pre-Chris�an 

religions of the Norse is the anonymously composed eddic poetry, containing both myth-

ological103 and heroic material, the later of which can be par�ally traced back to events 

and historical figures from the Migra�on Period (see, for example, Aðalheiður 

 
102 The name Arnhǫfði appears in stanza 2 of the þula Óðins nǫfn (Skaldic Project Academic Body and Wills 
[no year]), whereas the name Hjálmberi appears not only in stanza 2 of the þula Óðins nǫfn (Skaldic Project 
Academic Body and Wills [no year]), but also in stanza 46 of Grímnismál (Grímnismál  2014, 377), which is 
in turn quoted in Chapter 20 of Gylfaginning (Snorri Sturluson 2005, 21). 
103 Fragmentary parallels are also known from Old High German sources: these being the so-called Merse-
burg charms (see further: Simek 2006, 91, 502–503; 2014, 70, 127) and the so-called Wessobrunn prayer 
(Maier 2007, 58). 
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Guðmundsdó�r 2012). The main source for these poems is the Codex Regius or Konungs-

bók of eddic poetry (GkS 2365 4to), a rather unspectacular Old Icelandic manuscript from 

around 1270 (for a recent edi�on see Jónas Kristjánsson and Vésteinn Ólason 2014a, b). 

Although the extant manuscript originates from a rather late date, long a�er the Chris-

�anisa�on of Iceland began taking place around the year 1000, it is believed that the orig-

inals of many of those poems were largely composed centuries earlier and that they were 

transmited orally and possibly in writen form un�l they were finally commited to vellum 

in their extant form during the 13th century, the details of this process s�ll being subject 

to a rich scholarly debate (for a recent overview: see Larrington, Quinn, and Schorn 2016). 

The skaldic poems (for a recent online edi�on and database: see Skaldic Project 

Academic Body and Wills [no year]), a type of court poetry reliant on complex metres and 

a complicated system of circumlocu�ons (kenningar) and poe�c synonyms (heiti), both of 

which require a deep knowledge of the (pre-Chris�an) mythological background if they 

are to be fully understood by both the poets and the audience, cons�tute another vital 

source. Many of these works date back to pre-Chris�an �mes if we can trust those schol-
ars who say they survived centuries in oral tradi�on rela�vely unchanged as a result of 

their complex metres (see further: Simek 2006, 376–378). 

Another important source is the so-called Edda composed in the early 13th century by 
the Icelandic chie�ain Snorri Sturluson (1179–1241). Following a short prologue (a euhe-

meris�c account on the origins of the Norse gods), Snorri’s Edda consists of four main 

parts, a prologue, Gylfaginning (an overview of Norse mythology), Skáldskaparmál (a 
book mainly about the language of skaldic poetry), and Háttatal (a sample skaldic poem 

demonstra�ng different verse forms). The first two parts are based on earlier poetry, both 

eddic and skaldic, as well as other oral sources, the material being rearranged in Gylfagin-
ning and parts of Skáldskaparmál into a rather self-consistent narra�ve about the differ-

ent gods and mythological stories, cosmogony, cosmology, and eschatology, all of which 

is par�ally influenced by Chris�anity and classical learning. Although these first two parts 

provide important informa�on about the mythological world view and the gods of the 
Norse, it is worth men�oning that the work has an agenda. Snorri himself was mainly 

driven by a call to preserve the art of skaldic poetry. In other words, Snorri’s Edda was 

originally intended as a sourcebook for aspiring skalds (for recent edi�ons of the 

individual parts: see Faulkes 2005, 1998b, a, 2007). 

The rich Old-Icelandic prose literature, consis�ng of different genres, such as various 

Chris�an works, the books of law, the famous Íslendingasögur (stories about the first few 
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genera�ons of Icelanders a�er the setlement);104 the Fornaldarsögur (dealing with leg-

endary, o�en pan-Germanic stories similar to/or the same as those which are the subject 

of the heroic eddic poetry men�oned above);105 the Konungasögur (dealing with the lives 

of legendary, semi-legendary and historical, mostly Norwegian kings) and especially the 

first part of Snorri Sturluson’s Heimskringla: Ynglinga saga (Snorri Sturluson 2002b), a eu-

hemeris�c account of the mythical origins of the Ynglinga-dynasty in Uppland, Sweden, 

which is largely based on the skaldic poem Ynglingatal);106 and other historical works such 

as, for example, Landnámabók (Landnámabók  1986), provide some more insight into the 

world of the pre-Chris�an Norse, albeit from a clearly Chris�an perspec�ve looking back 

from the 12th to the 14th centuries (for an extensive overview of Old Icelandic literature: 

see McTurk 2005).  

As to how much of the Old Norse prose and poetry noted above can be trusted to 

describe genuine pre-Chris�an reali�es and events, and how much they may have 

changed in oral tradi�on or the process of wri�ng, is subject to lively scholarly debate, 

which cannot be discussed here in detail (for further reading: see, for example, Gunnell 
2005; Simek 2014, 263–283; Clunies Ross 2008; McKinnell 2005, 37–49; Gunnell 2007, 

353–357). Whatever the case, as noted above, this material is evidently of a different 

provenance to that of the horned figures. 

 Contemporary Sources 

What the sources men�oned above all have in common is that all of them have been 

writen down by Chris�an people, centuries a�er Chris�anisa�on. Besides some runic in-

scrip�ons, no contemporary indigenous writen records survive from Pre-Chris�an �mes. 
Where contemporary records do survive, they are all by authors looking at Germanic and 

Norse socie�es from the outside and these naturally have their own drawbacks (see, for 

example, Janson 2018). 

 
104 One Íslendingasaga which is of relevance here is Gull-Þóris or Þorskfirðinga saga (Þorskfirðinga saga  
1991): see Chapters 3.3.1 and 5.3.3. 
105 Fornaldarsögur of relevance for this thesis are Vǫlsunga saga (Vǫlsunga saga  1965) (see Chapter 5.3.3) 
and Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks (Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks  1956) (see Chapter 5.2.2). Parallels to stories 
found in the Fornaldarsögur can also be found in the Anglo-Saxon epic poem Beowulf (Beowulf  2017), and 
German epic poems such as, for example, the Nibelungenlied (Der Nibelunge Nôt  2010), Kudrun (Kudrun  
2010) and Waltharius (Waltharius  1994), as well as in Þiðreks saga af Bern (Þiðreks saga af Bern  1954) (see 
Chapters 2.2.3 and 5.2.2), all of which draw on similar sources and legends present in the Fornaldarsögur 
and the heroic eddic poems. 
106 See Chapters 4.2.1, 5.2.6 and 5.3.1. Another Konungasaga of relevance here is Óláfs saga helga (Snorri 
Sturluson 2002a) (see Chapter 4.2.1), which forms part of Snorri’s Heimskringla, just like Ynglinga saga. 
Another relevant historiographic work, although writen in La�n, the Gesta Danorum by Danish historian 
Saxo Gramma�cus (c. 1160–c. 1220), is also related to this genre, describing the mythological origins of the 
Danish people in a euhemeris�c way and including different versions of tales known in other Norse sources 
(Saxo Gramma�cus 1979) (see Chapter 4.2.1). 
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Authors belonging to these categories which are of relevance for the thesis at hand 

are the Roman historian Publius Cornelius Tacitus (c. 58–c. 120) with his important work 

De origine et situ Germanorum liber, beter known simply as Germania (Tacitus 1972), 

which is an ethnographical and historical account on Germanic tribes not conquered by 

the Romans, a work which will be referred to on mul�ple occasions throughout the thesis; 

the Roman historian Ammianus Marcellinus (c. 330–c. 395) with his Res Gestae (Rerum 

gestarum Libri XXXI) (Ammianus Marcellinus 1950), of relevance here because of his ac-

count on the batle of Argentoratum (Strasbourg) in 357 (see Chapter 5.3.3); the Byzan�ne 

emperor Constan�ne VII Porphyrogenitus (905–959) with his De cerimoniis aulae Byzan-

tinae (the sec�on relevant for this thesis published as Porphyrogenitus 2001), of relevance 

here because of his eye-witness account on masked members of the Varanguian guard 

performing the gothicon, some sort of cul�c dance (see Chapter 5.3.3); and the German 

chronicler Adam of Bremen (c. 1050–c. 1081/85) with his Gesta Hammaburgensis eccle-

siae pontificum (Adam of Bremen 2002), of relevance here because of his detailed account 

on cul�c ac�vi�es in Gamla Uppsala (see Chapter 4.2.1). 
These sources men�oned here are highly diverse in terms both of the background and 

origins of the authors, and vary in form as ethnographic, historiographic and missionary 

accounts, some of which are based on general stereotypes and literary topoi, while others 
draw on indirect and even direct eye-witness accounts. All these sources, however, in-

cluding the direct eye-witness accounts, were writen by people to whom the Norse and 

Germanic peoples were alien, and one must allow for the possibility that parts of their 
narra�ves and descrip�ons could be based on misunderstandings, their background facts 

literally lost in transla�on. As with the Old Icelandic sources, none of these accounts ever 

men�ons the use of horned helmets or horn-like headdresses. 

3.4 Archaeology as a Source 
Unlike to the literary sources, among which the discovery of ‘new’ manuscripts preserving 

a previously unknown narra�ve would cons�tute a sensa�on (or the subject of an April 

fool hoax: see Crawford 2019), the field of archaeology is much more dynamic, as new 

finds and discoveries con�nually reshape our image of the past, a fact which has been 

effec�vely illustrated in Chapter 2. This is the most important feature to bear in mind 
when drawing conclusions based on archaeological material. Each accompanying inter-

preta�on is as much a reflec�on of the work of the individual scholar(s) involved, as a 

reflec�on of the state of research at that point in �me. New discoveries naturally have the 
poten�al to make previously drawn conclusions totally obsolete, a caveat that naturally 

also applies to the present thesis. 
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In addi�on to this, one must also bear in mind the element of sampling bias as a par-

�cular artefact needs to survive several steps as it moves from usage in the past to its 

modern recovery. The archaeologist Katherine Robbins points to seven major steps an 

object must go through to survive, each of which is ‘considered a sample of the previous 

stage, with the final recorded dataset a small propor�on of the original body of material 

culture’ (Robbins 2014, 23). The first source of bias occurs in step one, which deals with 

the choice involved in an act of deposi�on, and includes wilful deposi�ons of goods in 

graves, hoards, middens, and so on, as well as accidental losses. The second sampling step 

involves the ques�on of whether, how, and if the artefact is preserved or not. Thirdly 

comes the ques�on of long-term survival of the objects, which can be damaged or de-

stroyed by both natural or ar�ficial reasons, something which includes factors like erosion, 

agriculture, and construc�on work. Fourthly, it is necessary for an artefact to become ex-

posed to enable a collector (for example a metal-detectorist or an archaeologist) to find 

the object, something which again depends on various factors such as erosion and agri-

culture, as well as excava�on techniques. The fi�h step involves the stage of discovery, 
which is also dependent on several factors, such as site choice, sampling methods, tech-

niques, visual apparency and the individual interests of the collector. The sixth step de-

pends on whether the find is reported or not. Finally, we have the recording of the artefact 
itself, which also involves a degree of bias (Robbins 2014, 24–36). 

In other words, it must always be remembered that the objects that find their way 

onto paper or the web represent only the �p of the iceberg. How much of this proverbial 
iceberg is visible also depends on mul�ple factors, such as the legal framework surround-

ing collec�ng (for example: is amateur metal-detec�ng permited or restricted? Are finds 

public property or can the finder easily sell them?); the criteria for the funding of archae-

ological inves�ga�ons; and, probably most importantly, how and whether the finds are 

made accessible to scholars and the public. That this last point is unfortunately not always 

given priority can lead to informa�on being lost, as the example of some of the recent 

metal-detector finds from Sweden men�oned in Chapter 2.6.2 demonstrates, the records 

on the artefacts in ques�on most likely now being lost somewhere in the estate of late 

Roger Wikell, as has previously been men�oned. Keeping all of these points in mind, it is 

evident that the corpus of horned figures presented in this thesis will perhaps be incom-
plete as soon as it is submited. 

3.5 Methodology of the Thesis 
Having explored all these different aspects, the following two chapters will be largely 

based on Helmbrecht’s context analysis (see Chapter 3.2.3). Following her example, the 
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archaeological context will be addressed first in Chapter 4 (roughly corresponding to 

Pesch’ second interpreta�onal step: see Chapter 3.2.2), before the actual pictorial content 

of images involving horned figures will be taken up in Chapter 5, a step which largely cor-

responds to Panofsky’s pre-iconographical description (see Chapter 3.2.1) or the first step 

in Pesch’s framework (see Chapter 3.2.2). 

However, it will not be atempted to go much further than that, because, as argued in 

Chapter 3.3, the literary sources (see Pesch’s steps four and five) do not allow for compar-

isons that go much beyond a superficial analysis of shared mo�fs and themes. Pesch’s 

steps three (comparisons to Roman art) and six (comparisons to mediaeval art) will not 

be followed up any further as this aspect lies outside of the present author’s field of ex-

per�se and doing so would make resul�ng theories vulnerable to overreliance on other 

scholar’s work while lacking the necessary basis to cri�cally assess their proposi�ons. 

Generally speaking, it is the author’s impression that previous atempts at making such 

comparisons (see Chapters 2.2.3, 2.2.4, 2.3.4, 2.4.1, 2.7.1 and 2.7.5) are rather unconvinc-

ing, as they appear to be based on rather superficial evidence. Unlike bracteates, whose 
gradual development away from being obvious copies of late Roman medallions is excep-

�onally well documented in the archaeological record (see, with extensive references, 

Simek 2006, 59–60; for a similarly well documented transi�on away from a Roman mo�f 
regarding the head between animals mo�f: see Hilgner 2015), no artefacts which repre-

sent a transi�onal link between the proposed Roman archetypes (or mediaeval parallels) 

and the later Germanic images depic�ng horned figures have been found so far.
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4 Archaeological Context and Func�on 

As Michaela Helmbrecht suggests (see Chapter 3.2.3), it is advisable to look first at the 

archaeological context and the func�on of the artefacts depic�ng horned figures before 

the actual images are analysed, something which will be the focus of Chapter 5. In line 

with this, this chapter will analyse the context from different angles, star�ng with inves�-

ga�ng the graves in which artefacts depic�ng horned figures have been found (Chapter 

4.1), followed by more general contexts such as setlement sites and hoards (Chapter 4.2). 

This is followed by an overview of the actual image carriers (Chapter 4.3), and then a 

survey of the general paterns with regard to period (Chapter 4.3.9) and geographical dis-

tribu�on (Chapter 4.4). 

4.1 Graves 
Probably the most promising way to analyse the da�ng and context of the horned figures 
is by looking at the graves in which some of the artefacts depic�ng them have been found. 

These graves give the closest insight into what kind of people seem to have interacted 

with such objects (or at least into which group they themselves — or their kin — wished 
to be associated with by surrounding themselves with such imagery). In short, the graves 

provide some idea about the social framework within which the horned figures can be 

Map 4.1: Loca�on of the sites men�oned in Chapter 4.1. 
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interpreted and analysed. Although only 13 of the 60 artefacts analysed in this thesis can 

be ascribed to graves with any certainty, these graves provide a good star�ng point for 

further analyses. Over the course of the following pages, an introduc�on will be given to 

the 13 graves in ques�on which come from Sweden, Norway, England, and Germany and 

are dated between the 6th and 10th centuries. 

 Birka Bj 571 

In the Viking Age trading town of Birka on the island of Björkö in Lake Mälaren bordering 

on Uppland (for general informa�on about the trading site: see Chapter 4.2.4), a large 

number of graves have been excavated, of which one par�cular grave is of interest for this 

thesis: the female(?) grave Bj 571. 

Located just north of the hillfort (see Chapter 4.2.4, Map 4.5), in an area between the 

rampart and the setlement, the grave Bj 571 (numbers in brackets refer to the numbered 

items in the grave plan in Figure 4.1) was excavated 1878 as part of Hjalmar Stolpe’s large 
excava�on campaign at Birka during the 1870s and 1880s, and is dated to the first half of 

the 10th century. The grave, oriented west-east, contained the bones of a probably female 

individual107 buried in a trapezoid-shaped wooden coffin, of which traces remained well 
visible. The grave contained a circular brooch (1) placed below the chest, with a pendant 

depic�ng a horned figure (1: SE-BIR) underneath it. On the waist was a comb made of 

horn (2); a needle box (3) made of a bird long bone with traces of an iron ring and pieces 
of iron needles inside; an iron knife (4) with traces of a sheath and pieces of bronze sheets 

at the end of the handle; and a whetstone (5) (Arbman 1943, 185–186, 506–507; Geijer 

1938, 162; Historiska museet 2011a). The person was also wearing a sort of silver-

threaded silk headband around their head (6) (Geijer 1938, 89–90; Arbman 1943, 186). 

An analysis of the bones showed that the deceased suffered from osteoarthri�s in their 

knees and lumbar vertebrae (Arwidsson 1989a, 145). 

Inves�ga�ons by Anne-Sofie Gräslund in 1981 opened up the possibility of Bj 571 be-

ing the grave of a Chris�an individual: As Gräslund notes, the concentra�on of early graves 

surrounding Bj 571 points to the possibility that this was a Chris�an burial place, as the 

placement of mul�ple graves in close proximity to each other with earlier graves some-

�mes being destroyed by new burials o�en indicates the presence of a consecrated  

 
107 As to how the remains have been sexed, osteologically or typologically, no informa�on is available. Hol-
ger Arbman described the remains as female (Arbman 1943, 506), while Agnes Geijer put a ques�on mark 
next to that interpreta�on (Geijer 1938, 162). Later scholars tend to follow Arbman in interpre�ng the grave 
as female (see, for example Gräslund 1981, 10; Arwidsson 1989b, 56; Price 2019, 320). Another grave from 
Birka, Bj 581, was for a long �me regarded as a prime example of a grave of a high-status male Viking warrior 
based on its typology. Recent genomic research showed, however, that the human remains found in that 
grave are biologically female (Hedens�erna-Jonson et al. 2017; Price et al. 2019). This is another reason to 
treat the issue of gender and sex with cau�on. 
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Figure 4.1: Drawing of the Bj 571 grave by Hjalmar Stolpe (a�er Historiska museet). 
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site, this being the only place at Birka where graves overlap in such a fashion (Gräslund 

1981, 10–11, 74, 83–84). The fact that the floor of the burial pit of Bj 571 consists of loose 

ground certainly suggests that the grave was placed on top of an earlier burial, although 

this possibility was not inves�gated further during the original excava�on (Arbman 1943, 

186). The coffin shape gives another clue, as trapezoid-shaped coffins might indicate 

Chris�an influence (Gräslund 1981, 19–20, 84). Finally, another pointer in the same direc-

�on is the fact that Bj 571 does not contain any grave goods in the narrower sense of the 

term, that is objects placed in the burial as ‘gi�s’, such as boxes, weapons, potery, food, 

and so forth. All the objects found in the grave can be classified as ‘wearables’ (the head-

band, brooch, pendant, and the tools at her waist which were most likely hanging from a 

belt of some sorts), indica�ng that the female was simply buried in her clothes. It is none-

theless important to note that, while they are for the most part compa�ble with Chris�an 

burial prac�ces, ‘inhuma�on graves containing no finds other than jewellery and acces-

sories of dress may equally well be pagan’ (Gräslund 1981, 84). Indeed, at Birka it is evi-

dent that the west-east orienta�on cannot be used as an indica�on of religious associa-
�on, as a large majority of the inves�gated graves (83%) were oriented in that way 

(Gräslund 1981, 84).  

In the light of this informa�on, the placement of the horned figure pendant (1: SE-BIR) 
is intriguing. It is not clear whether the pendant was inten�onally placed inside or below 

the brooch or if the objects came to rest at the place where they had been discovered 

due to the decaying of the body. If, however, the pendant was deliberately placed inside 
or below the brooch, which obviously needs to remain specula�ve, it could offer an inter-

es�ng parallel to the female Finglesham 138 burial, in which a mount depic�ng a horned 

figure (GB-FIN-138) was possibly hidden from view by being placed inside a leather pouch. 

Could this ‘pagan’ object have been hidden from view because it conflicted with the pos-

sible Chris�an iden�ty of the deceased, as Sonia Chadwick Hawkes suggested for the 

Finglesham mount (see Chapter 4.1.6)? Another object iden�fying the deceased as a 

‘woman […] clearly of some standing’ (Price 2019, 320),108 could certainly hint at a possi-
ble pagan iden�ty of the buried individual: This is the silver-threaded headband (6), which 

is paralleled by the possible vǫlva-graves Bj 660 and Bj 845 at Birka (see Price 2019, 85–

88, 95–96), in which the two assumed women buried in these graves were both wearing 
similar headbands (Geijer 1938, 89, 164, 169). Contrary to Bj 660 and Bj 845, however, 

Bj 571 was not as lavishly furnished and no trace of a staff otherwise characteris�c for 

 
108 Neil Price refers here to ‘some kind of shawl’, which was ‘found around her shoulders’ (Price 2019, 320). 
As Price only refers to Arbman (1943, 185–186), it is unclear whether this statement represents his own 
interpreta�on of the grave or represents a possible misunderstanding, as both Arbman (1943, 186) and 
Geijer (1938, 89–90), as well as Stolpe himself (see Figure 4.1), talk of a simple band. 
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such vǫlva-graves (see, for example Price 2019, 84–115, 132–168; Gardeła 2016) has been 

found. It can be concluded that, therefore, Bj 571 poten�ally shows both Chris�an and 

pre-Chris�an elements, making the grave a possible testament to some sort of syncre�sm 

being present at Birka in the early 10th century. 

 Buckland Dover 161 

The Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Buckland, part of Dover in Kent, was excavated in a rescue 

excava�on under the lead of the archaeologist Vera Evison between 1951 and 1953 

(Evison 1987, 11), the results of these excava�ons being published in 1987 (Evison 1987). 

According to Evison, the cemetery was in use between 475 and 750 (Evison 1987, 136–

142). Another rescue excava�on in 1994 uncovered more graves, the findings of which 

were published in 2012 (Parfit and Anderson 2012). One of the graves uncovered in the 

1950s is of par�cular interest for this thesis: the female(?) grave 161. 

Based on the grave goods, grave 161 (numbers in brackets refer to the numbered 
items in Figure 4.2), possibly contained the remains of a rela�vely rich woman, although 

since her bones did not survive, the sex of the interred remains tenta�ve.109 The grave 

goods found are a silver pin with garnet inlays lying at a mid-chest posi�on (1); two iron 
keys (4) at the right waist posi�on; a blue glass bead (5) at the le� femur posi�on; a knife 

(2) at the le� waist posi�on; and next to it an elongated implement consis�ng of a thin 

iron pin (inlaid with thin metal strips), covered with a sheath of wood, with a tex�le im-
pression (from the woman’s dress) on one end and a bronze sha� decorated with a 

horned head mounted to the other, possibly a sort of toilet implement (3: GB-DOV). 

Above the area where the skull had been, a fragment of a sheep radius bone (foreshank 

of muton?) was found (Evison 1987, 84, 251–252, 145, 148). According to Evison, the 

grave goods, the grave’s posi�on in the cemetery and ‘the large number of flints on top 

of the grave […], all suggest that the woman was an eminent adherent to a heathen reli-

gion’ (Evison 1987, 85).  

Evison dates grave 161 to phase 6 (675–700/revised phase 5–7: 650–750) of the cem-

etery’s seven total phases (for a revised chronology: see Brugmann 2012), possibly even 

later, sta�ng that the ‘fact that this group of graves [in plot L, of which grave 161 is a part] 

is fairly well furnished need not place it earlier in date than unfurnished graves if, as seems 

likely, its occupants were pagan’ (Evison 1987, 142). This da�ng is based on two objects, 

the silver pin (1), which has a close parallel in grave 134 dated to phase 5 (650–675/re-
vised phase 5–7: 650–750); and the implement with the horned head (3: GB-DOV), which 

 
109 As previously men�oned in Chapter 4.1.1, typological sexing needs to be treated with cau�on. In a sig-
nificant number of graves from the Buckland Dover cemetery in which parts of the skeletons survived, the 
later osteological reports contradicted the ini�al sexing based on grave goods (Evison 1987, 123–126). 
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Evison believes to be a Swedish import (based on the lack of Anglo-Saxon parallels at the 

�me: see Chapter 2.3.1) with parallels from the Viking Age (Evison 1987, 140, 142, 172, 

175). This last assump�on appears to be the main reason why Evison chose this rather 
late date for grave 161. This assump�on, however, does not stand the test of �me, as 

more recent discoveries of a large number of horned figures in England (see Chapter 

2.6.3), make it rather unlikely that the implement from grave 161 was an import from 
Sweden. Evison’s statement that ‘this par�cular type of pin is not found before Viking 

contexts’ (Evison 1987, 142), seems to be largely based on a comparison with pins and 

tweezers from the Viking Age found at Birka (Evison 1987, 84–85), which ignores Vendel 
Period parallels from Gotland (see Helmbrecht 2008, 39, 45), and, most importantly, the 

similar horned figure from Staraja Ladoga (RU-STL), which has been stylis�cally dated to 

the years 550 to 670 (see Chapters 2.4 and 4.3.9). All these factors make an earlier date 

Figure 4.2: Drawing of the artefacts found in the Buckland Dover 161 grave by Elizabeth Fry-Stone: scale 
of 1, 3, and 5 is 1:1; scale of 2 and 4 is 1:2 (a�er Evison 1987, 334, fig. 63); grave plan scale 1:24 
(a�er Evison 1987, 355, fig. 84). 
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for this artefact probable. A tenta�ve da�ng to the middle of the 7th century (625–675) 

appears likely.110 

 Caenby 

The richly furnished high status tumulus at Caenby, Lincolnshire, was excavated as early 

as 1850 under the supervision of the Rev. Edwin Jarvis (1816–1876) and is poorly docu-

mented. The barrow was approximately 2.5 m high and about 33 m in diameter (Everson 

1993, 94). The excava�ng team discovered a skeleton in a si�ng posi�on crushed by the 

weight of the barrow, which was surrounded by rich grave goods and accompanied by the 

remains of a horse (Jarvis 1850, 36–39). Jarvis believed the burial to be that of a Danish 

Viking warrior (Jarvis 1850, 39–44), not recognising its earlier Anglo-Saxon character at 

the �me. Jarvis interprets the contents of the burial as follows: 

[The warrior] must have been placed originally in a si�ng posi�on, his sword proba-
bly on the right side, the shield on his knees; where the remains of the horse, the bit, 

and shoes were placed I was enable [sic] to ascertain; but it is very likely that the 
enormous weight of earth, now 8 feet high, and which originally must have been 

nearer 16 feet, would, in setling, somewhat alter the rela�ve posi�on of the objects 
interred. The skeleton was deposited on the level surface of the field, and not in a 

cist […]. All the pieces of wood are flat, and not convex; but I could find no pieces of 
wood or metal to enable me to form any conjecture as regards the shape or size of 

the shield, nor any part of the boss of the shield […] (Jarvis 1850, 39). 

Based on the contents of the tumulus, the burial is dated to the early 7th century (Bri�sh 

Museum 2020; Everson 1993, 94). The human remains have been iden�fied as the re-
mains of an approximately 25-year-old male. The deceased was accompanied (numbers 

in brackets refer to the numbered items in Figure 4.3) by the remains of a horse,111 frag-

 
110 With Evison’s most important reason for a late da�ng of the grave having been refuted, other objects in 
the grave can be given more weight: Firstly, the silver pin (1) which has a close parallel in a pin from the 
grave 134, assigned to phase 5 (650–675/revised phase 5–7: 650–750) (Evison 1987, 136, 140, 142, 175). 
Secondly, the type of knife found in grave 161 (2; type 3/C, corresponding to Böhner’s type C which would 
suggest a 7th century da�ng) first appears in a grave from the revised phase 1–2 (450–550/560), and appears 
in graves from all the following phases up to phase seven (700–750/revised phase 5–7: 650–750), more 
than half of them (excluding that found in grave 161) being discovered in graves either assigned to phase 
four (625–650/revised phase 3b: 580/600–650) or earlier (Evison 1987, 113, 116, 138–140; Riddler 2012, 
164–165). Based on these two artefacts, the well-furnished nature of the grave, and the parallel from Staraja 
Ladoga (RU-STL), a tenta�ve da�ng to the middle of the 7th century (625–675) appears more likely and can 
be maintained if the revised chronology by Birte Brugmann is brought into the equa�on (Brugmann 2012, 
323, 353). 
111 While the Bri�sh Museum only registers one tooth, Jarvis notes the presence of ‘por�ons of horse’s 
bones and teeth’ (Jarvis 1850, 38). 
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ments of iron,112 potery and clay fragments, and fragments of silver pressblech mounts 

or sheets with Style II decora�on, one circular silver pressblech mount surviving in rela-

�vely good condi�on (1). What Jarvis thought to be the remains of a shield (see above), 
has now been iden�fied as a wooden box richly decorated with gilt bronze pressblech 

pelta- and circular mounts (2) (Bri�sh Museum 2020; Everson 1993, 94). One of the silver 

pressblech fragments has been iden�fied by Leslie Webster as depic�ng a horned figure 

(3: GB-CAE). Rupert Bruce-Mi�ord scep�cally proposes that this ‘fragment of foil could 
have come from a helmet though nothing survives from the burial beyond the fragment 

itself to support the sugges�on’ (Bruce-Mi�ord 1978, 207). 

 Ekhammar 6 

Excava�ons in 1968 under the lead of Per-Olof Ringquist uncovered a Viking Age crema-

�on grave field at Ekhammar, Kungsängen, Uppland consis�ng of 14 stone se�ngs, one 

mound and two fire pits (Ringquist 1969, 287, 296). In the context of this thesis, grave 6 

is of par�cular interest. 
Grave 6 consists of a round stone se�ng, approximately 3 m in diameter. In the cre-

ma�on layer, the bones of a young female, a small dog, as well as horse, piglet, lamb and 

 
112 The iron fragments possibly correspond to what Jarvis interpreted as the fragments of a weapon, a horse 
shoe and a bridle bit (Jarvis 1850, 38). 

1 

2 

3 

Figure 4.3: Artefacts from the tumulus at Caenby:  1 – round silver pressblech mount (a�er Bri�sh 
Museum 2020, asset number: 1613348082), scale 1:1;  2 – one of the fragments of a wooden 
box with gilt mounts (a�er Bri�sh Museum 2020, asset number: 472769001), scale 1:2;  3 – 
silver pressblech fragment (a�er Bruce-Mi�ord 1978, 206, fig. 153), scale 1:1. 
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bird bones were found.113 Ringquist lists the following grave goods (see Figure 4.4) found 

in the crema�on layer: 

en liten hund av brons […], et eldstålsformat hänge av brons […], en del av en flätad 
kedja av brons, et djurhuvudformat ändbeslag �ll en armring eller et ring-spänne 

av brons […], et litet bronsbleck med s�l E ornamen�k (?), et kamfragment, två ler-
kärl, tre små silverringar, en dragkrok (?) av järn, krampor, spikar, nitar av järn samt 

pärlor av glas, glasfluss, silver och brons (Ringquist 1969, 287). 

In the context of this thesis, however, the most interes�ng artefacts discovered in this 

crema�on layer are two addi�onal objects which take shape of anthropomorphic pen-
dants cast in bronze: A pendant of a horned figure (SE-EKH), and another pendant depict-

ing an anthropomorphic figure wearing an animal costume in the shape of a wolf holding 

a curved spear (see Chapters 5.3.1 and 5.3.5) (Ringquist 1969, 287–288). 
The grave can be roughly dated to the early Viking Age based on the fire steel which 

belongs to a group da�ng to the transi�on between the Vendel Period and the Viking Age, 

pearls which have close parallels in graves from Birka from around 900, and the animal-

head-shaped terminal which reflects Viking Age arm rings (Ringquist 1969, 295–296). 

 
113 The bones were analysed by Nils-Gustaf Gejvall. The human remains were iden�fied as female based on 
the weak muscular atachments (Ringquist 1969, 287). 

Figure 4.4: Photograph of some of the artefacts found in grave 6 at Ekhammar (a�er Historiska museet 
2011c). 
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 Finglesham 95 

The Anglo-Saxon cemetery at Finglesham, Kent, has been interpreted by Sonia Chadwick 

Hawkes, who directed excava�ons at that site from 1959 to 1967 (Parfit 2006, 28), as 

being the cemetery of an aristocra�c family with a connec�on to the villa regalis or central 

setlement at Eastry during the 6th century. In the late 6th century, the aristocra�c family 

appears to have le�, and the graves started to become less pres�gious. Burials con�nued 

un�l the early 8th century, indica�ng the con�nuing presence of a large working farm 

(Chadwick Hawkes 1982b). More recent scholars have been more careful about connect-

ing the cemetery with royalty (see, for example Brugmann 2006, 21–22). As Keith Parfit 

states:  

[…] the sixth-century burials at Finglesham do not really stand out as being especially 

rich for the period and cannot fairly be claimed as being of princely status. A prince’s 
residence in the Finglesham area may now seem rather less likely than [Chadwick] 

Hawkes had imagined. Nevertheless, this does not preclude the possibility of a farm-
ing estate here being held by a Ken�sh prince, even if he lived and was buried else-
where, perhaps at Eastry itself (Parfit 2006, 32). 

Two of the graves from the Finglesham cemetery are of par�cular interest for this thesis: 

the male grave 95 and the female grave 138 (see Chapter 4.1.6).  
The first of the two graves in ques�on, grave 95 (numbers in brackets refer to the num-

bered items in the grave plan in Figure 4.5), was possibly covered by a mound and con-

tained the undisturbed remains of an approximately 18-year-old male114 buried in a cof-
fin. At the deceased’s right side was a spear, as is shown by the surviving iron spear head 

(4) with traces of wood inside the socket (Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 2006, 78–80).115 

At his le� shoulder was a wooden casket with metal fi�ngs (1). An iron knife with a horn 

handle in a leather sheath (5: placed in the male’s hand?) and an iron buckle or 

strap/pouch fi�ng (6) were laid to the le� side of the waist of the young male, who was 

wearing a belt with the famous gilt bronze buckle showing a horned figure (7: GB-FIN-95). 

Remains of leather survived sandwiched between the top- and underplate of the buckle. 
On the buckle’s back plate, traces of tex�le were noted, indica�ng a fine linen shirt or 

tunic (Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 2006, 78–80). As Sonia Chadwick Hawkes notes, 

the ‘buckle shows remarkably litle sign of wear […]. It is evident that the buckle was not 
worn very much and was probably nearly new when buried. This was a very young man 

 
114 The skeleton is poorly preserved: only a couple of fragments and loose teeth survive. The remains have 
been osteologically sexed (Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 2006, 316, 322–323, 339). 
115 Traces of tex�le were also discovered on the spear-socket, which might suggest that the weapon was 
either wrapped in a tex�le, or that a cloak or blanket was spread over the contents of the burial before 
being closed (Crowfoot 2006, 361, 364–365). 
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and it is likely that the buckle was made for him’ (Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 2006, 

80; an alterna�ve explana�on for the litle wear of the buckle might be that it was a 

precious heirloom only worn on special occasions: see Pollington 2010, 71). Earlier, Chad-

wick Hawkes had assumed that it (as well as the pendant or mount from grave 138 [see 

Chapter 4.1.6]: GB-FIN-138) was ‘from the period of pagan reac�on in Kent during the 

Figure 4.5: Drawings of the Finglesham 95 grave by Marion Cox (a�er Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 
2006, 186, fig. 2.24). 
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reign of Aethelbert’s son Eadbald’ (Chadwick Hawkes 1982a, 48), who reigned during the 

first half of the 7th century. More artefacts suggest the buried male’s rela�vely high status, 

these being bronze shoe fi�ngs and traces of wooden pegs and leather (8) found by his 

feet which suggest that the young male was wearing shoes. To the le� of his feet was a 

wheel-made potery botle (2), and below his right foot, perhaps outside the coffin, was 

a bronze-bound wooden bucket (3) with iron fi�ngs (Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 

2006, 79–81).  

Sonia Chadwick Hawkes first dated the grave 95 to an ‘advanced date in the 7th cen-

tury’ (Chadwick Hawkes, Ellis Davidson, and Hawkes 1965, 23). However, Birte Brugmann, 

the editor of Chadwick Hawkes’ posthumously published catalogue of the Finglesham 

cemetery, now suggests an earlier date in ‘the second half of the 6th century’ (Brugmann 

2006, 21; see also Hilgner 2015, 409). Stephen Pollington nonetheless supports Chadwick 

Hawkes’ da�ng by sta�ng that the ‘grave-goods suggest a mid- to late 7th c. date for the 

burial, at the end of the period when accompanied inhuma�on was s�ll fashionable’ 

(Pollington 2010, 435), although it is not clear whether Pollington was aware of Brug-
mann’s reassessment. 

 Finglesham 138 

The other grave from the Finglesham cemetery of importance here, grave 138 (numbers 

in brackets refer to the numbered items in the grave plan in Figure 4.6), was an undis-
turbed inhuma�on grave of an approximately 25-year-old female,116 who was also buried 

in a coffin. The female had been placed into the coffin with her arms locked. Below the 

le� elbow, a bone comb (3) was placed, which was possibly atached to a chatelaine (a set 
of short chains atached to a belt with items such as keys and knives atached to it) made 

of iron and bronze (4). Also possibly atached to the chatelaine was a leather pouch with 

iron fi�ngs (5), which came to lie in the lower waist area. An iron knife with a bone han-
dle, possibly originally inside a leathery sheath (6), and an iron shear (7) also lay on the 

le� hip, just over the comb. Just below the female’s feet, a wooden box with iron fi�ngs 

(1) was placed in the lower end of the grave. The most spectacular item placed in the 

burial, however, is a rich necklace (2: see Figure 4.7) consis�ng of beads made from dif-

ferently coloured glass, shell, gunmetal, silver rings, a glass pendant in bronze se�ng and 

two circular bronze pendants decorated with a cross mo�f (Chadwick Hawkes and 

Grainger 2006, 97–101). The distribu�on of the components of the necklace on top of the 

female’s right vertebrae and shoulder suggests that the necklace ‘had not been properly 

 
116 The skeleton is poorly preserved, although beter than the bones in grave 95. It could be inferred that 
the female was 166 cm tall. The remains have been osteologically sexed (Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 
2006, 318, 322–323, 343). 
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fastened before burial and had come loose and slipped onto the right shoulder when the 

coffin was �lted on being lowered into the grave’ (Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 2006, 

98). Most likely separate from the necklace is the pendant or mount depic�ng the head 

of a horned figure (2–52: GB-FIN-138) and made of copper alloy, which was found upside 

down under the female’s mandible among traces of leather. According to Chadwick 

Hawkes, the clipped shanks on the back of the pendant, ‘and the rough finish of the under 

surface suggest that this fi�ng was originally used as a mount on an organic object’ 

Figure 4.6: Drawings of the Finglesham 138 grave by Marion Cox (a�er Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 
2006, 198–199, figs. 2.36–2.37). 
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(Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 2006, 100), while Stephen Pollington suggests that ‘it had 

originally been mounted on a strap (or even a shield?)’ (Pollington 2010, 435). As well as 
poin�ng out the possibility that the pendant/mount might have previously been atached 

to a chatelaine considering the traces of corroded iron on its back, Chadwick Hawkes fur-

ther suggests that the remains of leather might have originated from a small pouch, in 

Figure 4.7: Drawing of the necklace from the grave Finglesham 138 by Marion Cox (a�er Chadwick Hawkes 
and Grainger 2006, 279, fig. 2.117), scale 1:1. 
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which the artefact might have been placed, possibly to hide it from open view.117 The find 

spot of the object in the grave could even indicate that it might have been placed in the 

deceased’s mouth (Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 2006, 100).  

While Chadwick Hawkes does not men�on any par�cular da�ng for grave 138, the 

comment already cited in Chapter 4.1.5 suggests that she considered this grave to be 

roughly contemporary to grave 95 (see Chadwick Hawkes 1982a, 48), that is during the 

middle or late 7th century. 

 Gamla Uppsala Östhögen 

At Gamla Uppsala (for more on this site: see Chapter 4.2.1), several monumental mounds 

were raised during the Vendel Period (Ljungkvist 2005, 2008a). For this thesis, one of them 

is of par�cular interest: Östhögen. 

More than 10 m high and about 66 m in diameter, Östhögen (see Figure 4.8) was exca-

vated between 1846 and 1847 under the direc�on of Bror Emil Hildebrand (1806–1884) 
by means of digging a tunnel from the eastern side of the mound towards its centre. The 

excava�on uncovered a large inner cairn which was erected on top of a clay plateau. The 

deceased and the accompanying grave goods had been cremated in situ in a large pyre, 
a�er which the burnt bones had been collected and placed in a potery urn (Lindqvist 

1936, 129–146, 149–155, 336–337).  

The human remains are heavily burnt and fragmented, but parts of the upper jaw were 
at first iden�fied as possibly belonging to a female individual, which led Sune Lindqvist to 

speculate whether this find represented the remains of a female accompanying a male 

whose remains cannot be iden�fied due to the highly fragmented preserva�on of the 
bones, a no�on based on the grave goods which suggest a male burial (Lindqvist 1936, 

195–199, 207–208, 342–343). However, a re-examina�on of the upper jaw and other cre-

mated human bones by Torstein Sjøvold showed that the jaw probably originated from 

an approximately 10–14-year-old child, who was accompanied by an older adult 

(Arrhenius and Sjøvold 1995, 30–33). Based on this examina�on and the grave goods (see 
 

117 Chadwick Hawkes explains her claim by sta�ng that the ‘object was clearly a pagan amulet, and its wearer 
may have preferred not to display it openly on the necklace with its Chris�an cross-decorated pendants but 
to have worn it hidden in a litle bag’ (Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 2006, 100). As the crosses depicted 
on the pendants are equal-armed (see Figure 4.7), however, it is not given that they are indeed Chris�an, 
as equal-armed crosses were a universal symbol not exclusive to Chris�anity (Pollington 2010, 365). Even if 
these pendants were indeed Chris�an, this would not necessarily mean that the female buried was Chris�an 
herself. A parallel from Birka (Bj 660) can be used as an example of a clearly Chris�an artefact being discov-
ered in the otherwise pagan grave of a possible vǫlva: While also men�oning other examples, Neil Price 
suggests with regard to Bj 660 that ‘the presence of the silver crucifix may […] be interpreted in the context 
of a reference to the supernatural. In this context, the presence of the cross would make sense simply as an 
object of spiritual power, and the fact of its symbolism in a different faith would not contradict its use in a 
non-Chris�an ritual context – indeed, this might have been the very point’ (Price 2019, 88; with reference 
to Andersson 2018, 110–115). 
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below), Birgit Arrhenius concludes that the ‘East Mound at Old Uppsala thus seems to 

have been erected for an infant prince who brought with him a female maid-servant 

equipped with toilet items from eastern Europe. The infant prince was accompanied by 
all the richness witnessing high rank’ (Arrhenius and Sjøvold 1995, 36). 

Aside from the human remains, burnt bones from bears (possibly represen�ng two 

bear hides with paws s�ll atached), horses, dogs, pigs, catle, sheep/goats, and birds have 
been found (Lindqvist 1936, 195–199, 205–207, 342–343). Due to them having been 

burnt, the grave goods surviving are fragmentary and heavily damaged: they include 

pieces of gold filigree (one mount possibly belonging to a seax chape), cloisonné jewellery 

(from a seax pommel?), bronze sheets and other bronze objects (a bronze mirror of east-
ern type?), a bronze animal mask belonging to a helmet, rivets and nails, a strap runner, 

two combs, gaming pieces, a carved bird made of bone (adorning the crest of a sceptre?), 

whetstones and other stone fragments (parts of a make-up palete?), and molten glass 
possibly from one or more beakers, as well as the fragments of different pressblech im-

ages from a helmet, one of them depic�ng the dancing horned ‘twin’-warrior mo�f (SE-

GAUa) (Lindqvist 1936, 168–176, 341; Arrhenius and Sjøvold 1995, 33–36; Ljungkvist 

2008a, 268–272).  

Earlier scholars dated the burial to the Migra�on Period around the year 500, Lindqvist 

being the main proponent of this view (Lindqvist 1936, 210–241, 343–345; an opposing 

view is proposed in Åberg 1947). Lindqvist’s da�ng of the mounds at Gamla Uppsala re-

mained largely unchallenged (Ljungkvist 2008a, 263–266) un�l John Ljungkvist re-dated 

Figure 4.8: The monumental mounds at Gamla Uppsala with Östhögen in the foreground, Mellanhögen 
in the middle, and Västhögen in the background. Photograph by the author. 
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Östhögen to the beginning of the Vendel Period, which in absolute dates means the �me 

between 550 and 600 (Ljungkvist 2008a, 274–275). Ljungkvist has also re-dated Västhö-

gen (another rich crema�on burial below a monumental mound at Gamla Uppsala which 

was excavated in 1874) as being slightly younger: 575 to 625 (Ljungkvist 2008a, 264, 275). 

These more recent interpreta�ons would make the monumental mounds at Gamla Upp-

sala contemporary to the earliest rich boat burials at the nearby site of Valsgärde (see 

Chapters 4.1.12 and 4.1.13).  

Comparing the monumental burials at Gamla Uppsala to the boat graves at Valsgärde, 

Ljungkvist states that despite the poor documenta�on and preserva�on of the grave 

goods at Gamla Uppsala, ‘we can conclude that the graves contained gold, silver, and im-

ported objects of significantly higher quality than those found in the boat burials, making 

it plausible to define the buried persons as princely or royal’ (Ljungkvist 2018, 17). Indeed, 

Egon Wamers suggests that the monumental mounds were built to form a sacral land-

scape and that they were meant as a visible sign of a royal dynasty, underlining both a 

sacral and a civil func�on. By retaining the crema�on burial ritual, Wamers says, the royal 
clan at Gamla Uppsala was evidently more conserva�ve in their burial prac�ces than the 

people buried in the nearby boat graves at Valsgärde, who might represent a class of high-

status warriors of a sub-royal rank, possibly under the rule of the royal clan at Gamla Upp-
sala (Wamers 2018, 232–233). Nonetheless, as Ljungkvist warns:  

The late 6th century is […] not one marked by strong royal power. Perhaps we have at 
least two different poli�cal groups in that society? […] Some kings and kingdoms of 

that period may habe [sic] been very powerful with a strong control of the aristocracy 
and their realm, but as a whole the power structure was constantly fragile and o�en 

shi�ing (Ljungkvist 2008a, 278).  

Ljungkvist’s proposi�on is that we should regard these ‘burials belonging to the elite [as 

being] symbolic and poli�cal manifesta�ons’ (Ljungkvist 2008a, 278). 

 Gåtebo A2 

At Gåtebo, Bredsätra, Öland, only a few kilometres east-northeast of the wetland offering 

site of Skedemosse,118 a grave field of 33 or 34 burials (both crema�on and inhuma�on) 

from the Roman Iron Age was excavated between 1973 and 1976 under the direc�on of 

Kenth Holgersson and Lei� Stenholm. There is evidence that part of the site was overlaid 

with a later setlement layer da�ng to the late Viking Age and early Middle Ages (Schulze 

2006; Beskow Sjöberg 1987, 204, 209, 212). The graves themselves predate the focal pe-

 
118 On Skedemosse: see Monikander (2010). 
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riod of this thesis, which concentrates on the Younger Iron Age, that is the Vendel Period 

and the Viking Age. One of the structures from the grave field, however, is of par�cular 

interest here because of its intriguing later secondary use in the Vendel Period: cairn A2. 
Cairn A2, which is about 15 m in diameter and 1.2 m in height, consisted of two major 

layers: two upper superimposed secondary younger layers (A2a and b) consis�ng of large 

boulders separated by a layer of sand and contained within two overlaying circular stone 

se�ngs; and a lower earlier cairn of burnt stones (A2c) surrounded by another circular 

stone se�ng of alterna�ng lying and standing stones (see Figure 4.9). The uppermost 

layer (A2a) contained the burnt and unburnt human bones of 29 individuals which were 

scatered all over the grave, possibly represen�ng the remains of disturbed secondary 

Vendel Period burials. In the same layer, a bronze tool-handle or handle of a pair of twee-

zers(?) decorated with the head of a horned figure (SE-GAT) and roughly dated to around 

700 was found. Fragments of potery vessels were found in the filling of the middle layer 
(A2b). Under the lower cairn (A2c) was a crema�on pit which contained the remains of 

two adults and a child (Schulze 2006; Beskow Sjöberg 1987, 204, 209, 213, 244; Hagberg 

and Holgersson 1976, 68–69; Hagberg 1976, 336).119 
 

119 Graves similarly equipped to A2c are known from both Västergötland and Öland, but mostly from Poland 
and might reflect a cultural connec�on reaching across the Bal�c (Schulze 2006; Hagberg and Holgersson 
1976, 68–73). 

Figure 4.9: Cairn A2 at Gåtebo during excava�ons 1974 with the lower cairn (A2c) of burnt stones exposed 
and par�ally removed, photograph courtesy of Kalmar läns museum. 
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 Obrigheim I 139 

Grave field I at Obrigheim, Pfalz, Germany, was excavated between 1884 and 1890 under 

the direc�on of Chris�an Mehlis (1850–1933). It was in use approximately from the mid-

dle of the 5th un�l the end of the 7th century, and possibly even into the 8th century. The 

excava�ons were poorly documented and none of the original documenta�on and plans 

are extant — if they ever existed. Likewise, a significant number of recovered artefacts 

either went missing or were poorly registered, so they can no longer be assigned to any 

of the graves. Nonetheless, Helga Polenz managed to par�ally reconstruct the records 

from the various excava�ons and published a catalogue in 1988 (Polenz 1988b, 313–351; 

see also Fesser 2005, 691–713; Engels 2002). One of the graves is of interest in the context 

of this thesis: grave 139. 

Despite the poor documenta�on it was possible to assign the following objects to 

grave 139 (numbers in brackets refer to the numbered items in Figure 4.10): a lance head, 
a shield boss dented by a blow from some weapon (6), a bronze ring on a finger, and a 

three-pieced iron belt-set consis�ng of a belt buckle (2), and two belt mounts (1 and 3), 

all of them silver-plated and inlaid with brass-wires. Other artefacts assigned to the grave 
are two bronze lug fi�ngs (4 and 5), pieces of flint and a fire striker, a comb, a wooden 

bucket with iron hoops and a handle (7), five fragmented bronze and gilt pressblech strips 

mounted on the inside of a maple bowl (9, one of which depicts a possible horned figure: 
DE-OBR), three further fragmented bronze pressblech strips mounted on the inside of a 

second maple bowl (8), and various vessel fragments. Beside the human remains, the 

skeleton of a dog was discovered in the grave (Polenz 1988b, 334).  
Based on its furnishing, grave 139 appears to be the grave of a man who was buried 

in the first half or middle of the 7th century (Fesser 2005, 700–701; Engels 2002, 516). As 

the burial lacks both a seax and a spatha, Jörg Fesser argues that this burial cannot have 
been excep�onally rich, as the only precious metals found in the grave were the silver-

plated belt-set and the gilt pressblech strips. However, the dog might indicate that the 

interred person belonged to a higher social stratum, as no other burial from this period 

and region was accompanied by a dog (Fesser 2005, 155, 700).  

Tradi�onally, this grave has been ascribed to the Germanic confedera�on of tribes 

called the Alemanni (see, for example, Hauck 1957a; Böhner 1991, 717–718). More recent 

research, however, has been more careful about assigning the graves at Obrigheim to 

specific Germanic tribes: Jörg Fesser, for example, notes that while the site might well 

have been founded by Alemannic people in the 5th century, the con�nua�on of the setle-

ment (and thus the grave field) appears to have been dominated by middle German 
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groups from the 6th century onwards (Fesser 2005, 712–713), North Sea Germanic ele-

ments also being present at the site (Engels 2002, 516). The Alemanni-theory nonetheless 

appears to be rather tenacious among some recent scholars, although none of them ex-

plains how they reached that assessment (see Helmbrecht 2019, 293–294; Wamers 2009, 

6, 25; 2018, 225; Quast 2002, 2006). 

Figure 4.10: Artefacts from the Obrigheim I 139 grave: 1–5 and 7a-c, scale 1:2; 6–9, scale 1:4 (a�er Polenz 
1988a, plate 125). 
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 Oseberg 

The approximately 40.5 m in diameter and 6.5 m high mound at Oseberg, in Ves�old og 

Telemark, was excavated in 1904 under the direc�on of Gabriel Adolf Gustafson and is 

most famous for the excep�onally well-preserved 21.5 m long ship (see Figure 4.11) and 

other wooden and tex�le artefacts found inside it (Vedeler 2019, 7–9; T. D. Price 2015, 

358–362; Nordeide 2011, 7; Holck 2006, 188–190). The burial is one of the richest and 

most famous ship graves from the Viking Age, so only a brief overview of its contents will 

be given here.120 Wooden beams from the grave chamber placed a�wards, have been 

dendrochronologically dated to the summer of 834, providing a terminus post quem for 

the burial (Bonde 1997), which was disturbed at some point during the 10th century 

(Gansum 2016, 125–126; Holck 2006, 190–191).  

In the sha� the robbers le� behind, the scatered pieces of two human skeletons were 

found (Gansum 2016, 125–126; Holck 2006, 190).121 These human remains have been 
iden�fied as the bones of two females: One of them was possibly 80 years old or even 

older. Despite likely suffering from osteoporosis and morgagni syndrome (a condi�on 

leading to overweight and reduced sex hormone produc�on in older females), she had 
reached an excep�onally high age for the �me. She most likely died of cancer. The other 

female was slightly younger, about 50 to 55 years old. She had a broken collar bone which 

shows signs of healing. The cause of her death is unknown. Slight traces of wear between 
the younger female’s teeth suggest that she used a metal toothpick. Indeed, thanks to her 

nutri�on (bread being only a small part of her diet) and the use of a toothpick, she was 

evidently so successful in maintaining her dental health that, for a long �me, scholars 
es�mated her age to be around 25. Both females appear to have enjoyed a diet repre-

senta�ve of a higher social class, consis�ng of meat from land animals rather than fish. 

Although aDNA samples from both females have been taken and analysed, it has not been 
possible to establish whether these two individuals were related, as the samples from the 

older female were contaminated. Nor has it been possible to determine which of the two 

 
120 For an extensive treatment of this burial, the reader is referred to the publica�on spanning five volumes 
published over the course of almost a century (Brøgger, Falk, and Shetelig 1917a, b; Brøgger and Shetelig 
1927, 1928; Christensen and Nockert 2006). Other rela�vely recent publica�ons are Oseberg-dronningens 
grav. Vår arkeologiske nasjonalskatt i nytt lys by Christensen, Ingstad, and Myhre (1992); and Oseberg. De 
gåtefulle billedvevene by Marianne Vedeler (2019). A major recent focus of research has been the sequence 
of the construc�on of the grave and the rituals involved (see, for example, Nordeide 2011; Price 2010, 138–
140; Gansum 2004, 171–174; Gansum and Risan 1999). The tapestries will be dealt with in greater detail in 
Chapter 4.3.8. 
121 For a lively interpreta�on about how the plundering might have played out and why the grave goods 
could have been placed where they were: see Herschend (2003, 52–57). 
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was the primary occupant,122 if not both (Gansum 2016, 125; Bill et al. [2008], 8–9, 14; 

Holck 2006, 191–194, 198–205). 

The grave robbers most likely removed all the precious metal and other jewellery and 

precious goods but le� behind an extraordinary collec�on of tex�les, tapestries (including 

three fragments depic�ng horned figures: NO-OSE-2, NO-OSE-13B2, and NO-OSE-16; the 

tapestries will be returned to in Chapter 4.3.8), richly decorated wooden sleighs, a richly 

decorated wooden cart, beds, chests, axes, tents, as well as agricultural, household, and 

weaving equipment including a ver�cal loom. One chest, apparently untouched by the 

robbers, contained, among other artefacts, objects also depicted on the tapestries: a 

 
122 Based on the assemblage of the artefacts, Fjodor Androshchuk suggested that there were originally three 
people buried in the mound, the primary occupant of the burial being a man, whose remains were com-
pletely ritually removed as part of the robbery (Androshchuk 2005), a view that has gained litle trac�on. 
Leszek Gardeła qualified Androshchuk’s main arguments (Gardeła 2013, 291–292), sta�ng that ‘due to the 
lack of male skeletal remains the hypothesis that a man was originally buried in Oseberg is impossible to 
prove’ (Gardeła 2013, 291). Frands Herschend has argued that the primary occupant was the younger fe-
male, since only a few parts of her skeleton have been found. This, according to Herschend, might mean 
that she was the primary target of the robbers, who aimed to remove her from the grave for some reason 
or other (Herschend 2003, 52–55). 

Figure 4.11: The Oseberg-ship exposed during the excava�ons 1904 a�er the grave chamber and other 
grave goods had been removed. Photograph by Olaf Væring (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no 
year]-a, bes�llningsnr: CfO0166). 
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wooden staff, and two iron lamps, possibly ritual objects. Fruits, berries, walnuts, and 

cannabis seeds were also found in the grave chamber. A large number of sacrificed ani-

mals were also placed in the bow of the ship, including birds, two oxen, about 15 horses, 

and four dogs (Vedeler 2019, 7–9; Price 2019, 115–118; T. D. Price 2015, 358–362; 

Nordeide 2011, 7; Ingstad 1992). 

A popular interpreta�on of the burial, rooted perhaps more in na�onal roman�cism 

than scien�fic fact, claims that it was the grave of queen Ása, mother of King Hálfdan 

svarti.123 Other interpreta�ons have been proposed, one of them being the idea sug-

gested by Anne S�ne Ingstad that the so-called Oseberg queen was a sort of ul�mate 

vǫlva-queen taking the role of a worldly representa�on or incarna�on of Freyja, while the 

other female might have represented a hofgyðja (Ingstad 1992, 1995). Neil Price likewise 

refers to the grave as a possible grave of a sorceress, although he notes that ‘its quality is 

such that a possible “vǫlva” theme can at best be considered as only one of the many 

different roles and associa�ons that the women interred there must have played’ (Price 

2019, 115).  

 Suton Hoo Mound 1 

Mound 1 at Suton Hoo, an Anglo-Saxon grave field in Suffolk, England, was excavated in 

1939 under direc�on of Basil Brown (1888–1977) and Charles Phillips (1901–1985), and 

re-excavated between 1965 and 1970 under the direc�on of Rupert Bruce-Mi�ord (Bruce-
Mi�ord 1975, 137–344). The excava�ons uncovered a rich ship burial, which can be easily 

considered the most significant Anglo-Saxon archaeological discovery of the last century. 

A rich literature on this extraordinary ship burial and the burial ground exists, so only a 
brief introduc�on to its contents will be given on this occasion.124 Based on the excavated 

graves, the princely burial ground was in use between c. 590 and the mid-7th century, con-

sis�ng of both rich crema�on and inhuma�on burials, two of which were ship-burials: 
Mound 2 and Mound 1, both of them from the early 7th century (Carver 2017, 120–154). 

For this thesis, however, it is Mound 1 that is of primary interest here. 

The excava�ons here unearthed the imprint of an approximately 27 m long and 4.5 m 

wide ship, with the remains of a collapsed burial chamber placed amidships. Among the 

over 250 artefacts (numbers in brackets refer to the numbered items in Figure 4.12) were 

Byzan�ne silver dishes (4), gold coins, spears, a sword, a shield, a mail coat, a heavy golden 

belt buckle (1), golden shoulder clasps and a purse-lid with garnet and glass inlays (2), and 

 
123 On this theory: see, for example, Holck (2006, 193–194, 205–207); and Ingstad (1992, 224–229). 
124 The reader is referred to Bruce-Mi�ord’s thorough publica�ons of Mound 1 from the 1970s and 1980s 
(Bruce-Mi�ord 1978, 1975, 1983a, b). Further excava�ons at the burial ground are covered in Carver (2005, 
on Mound 1: see 177–199). For a more recent overview: see Carver (2017, on Mound 1: see 135–149). 
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other golden cloisonné jewellery, a whetstone or sceptre (3), rich and colourful tex�les, 

drinking vessels and cauldrons, a lyre, and last, but not least, the fragments of a richly 

decorated helmet, depic�ng, among other mo�fs, horned figures (GB-SUH). No dis�nct 

traces of sacrificed animals were found (Bruce-Mi�ord 1975, 1978, 1983a, b; Marzinzik 

2007, 11–14; Carver 2005, 181–191; 2017, 138–148). 

No human remains were found, but rela�vely high levels of phosphate in the soil in 

the area of the grave chamber suggest the former presence of a body, although it is not 

possible to determine whether it was human or an animal. Also, inside a silver dish, traces 

of ferric phosphate were discovered, which could either represent charred meat or the 

1 

2 
3 

4 

Figure 4.12: A selec�on of artefacts from Mound 1 at Suton Hoo:  1 – golden belt buckle (a�er Bri�sh 
Museum 2020, asset number: 35178001), scale 2:3;  2 – cloisonné purse-lid (a�er Bri�sh 
Museum 2020, asset number: 46578001), scale 1:2;  3 – whetstone or sceptre (a�er Bri�sh 
Museum 2020, asset number: 724350001), scale c. 1:5;  4 – Byzan�ne silver bowls and spoons 
(a�er Bri�sh Museum 2020, asset number: 30104001), not to scale. 
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remains of crema�on. The ambiguity of the grave has led to specula�ons about whether 

the grave might have been a cenotaph, but the placement and the nature of the grave 

goods make it more likely that it was an inhuma�on burial of a man whose remains dis-

appeared due to the soil condi�ons present at the site (Bruce-Mi�ord 1975, 488–577, 

683–685, 713–714; Marzinzik 2007, 52–55). The more recent excava�ons of neighbouring 

mounds further strengthened the case for an inhuma�on. Something else that has been 

a subject of discussion is whether the body was laid out on the chamber floor, on a piece 

of furniture, or inside a coffin, Mar�n Carver recently favouring the later (Carver 2005, 

191–194; 2017, 139–141). 

The Chris�an or pagan nature of the grave has also been discussed. At an early point, 

Sune Lindqvist based his conclusion on his observa�on that the grave appears ‘som utan 

tvivel kristen, anlagd för en konver�t’ (Lindqvist 1948, 96-99), something which is ul�-

mately based on a premature da�ng which turned out to be too late. Lindqvist’s assump-

�on was that the grave was made for the East-Anglian king and convert Æthelhere (died 

around 655). Lindqvist’s assump�on was further based on the fact that the large silver 
bowls were decorated with a cross (4), and on the basis of two silver spoons (4) which 

had the Greek inscrip�ons +ΣΑΥΛΟΣ, and +ΠΑΥΛΟΣ respec�vely (Lindqvist 1948, 96-99). 

Chris�an inscrip�ons and the symbols found on these imported goods are not unexpected 
as they ul�mately come from the Byzan�ne Empire. Carver logically argues that ‘the prin-

cipal investment was in the burial rite, which involved the movement of great quan��es 

of earth, presumably by large numbers of people. Archaeologically, these rites are firmly 
rooted in a pagan past’ (Carver 2017, 185). Indeed, had they been Chris�an, such an in-

vestment of �me and labour ‘would be put to beter use building churches, carving sculp-

ture and crea�ng illuminated manuscripts’ (Carver 2017, 184). Carver and Fern conse-

quently see ‘the Mound 1 burial as a major historical statement of East Anglian autonomy, 

expressing alignment with pagan Scandinavia, and opposi�on to Chris�an France’ (Carver 

and Fern 2005, 313), a no�on which is based on the observa�on that the ship-grave might 

not be a representa�on of a local tradi�on, sta�ng that: 

At Suton Hoo ship-burials seem to belong to the early seventh century, a genera�on 

or more a�er the prac�ce re-emerged in Sweden. The rela�vely late, very wealthy, 
and individual versions of ship-burial seen at Suton Hoo seem to fit with a period in 

which a defiant dialogue with Chris�an Frankish Europe was well developed (Carver 
and Fern 2005, 306). 

The theory that Mount 1 represents the burial of the East-Anglian king Raedwald (died 

around 624/626) had been proposed as early as 1939, an idea which was later picked up 

by Bruce-Mi�ord (1975, 683–717), who, in Carver’s words, improved the arguments ‘in 
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presenta�on rather than substance’ (Carver 1992, 348). The possible connec�on to Raed-

wald is largely based on a previous da�ng of the coins found in the grave to around 625. 

More recent analyses of the coins (see, for example, Stahl and Oddy 1992), however, do 

not present such a clear-cut date, making a date anywhere between 595 and 640 likely. 

The revised burial sequence of the burial ground now suggests a date between 615 and 

635 for Mound 1, which is roughly contemporary to the other ship-burial at the site, that 

is Mound 2, which is dated to 610–630 (Carver and Fern 2005, 307–312). Indeed, Raed-

wald or his son and successor Eorpwald (died in 628/632) are both candidates for having 

been buried in either of the two mounds, if it was indeed kings who had been buried 

there. Sonja Marzinzik consequently suggests a further name, the son of Raedwald: Rae-

genhere, who died in batle in 616. However, she shares Carver’s reserva�ons and notes 

that ‘it is en�rely possible that a king not referred to in any historical account found his 

last res�ng place at Suton Hoo,’ adding that ‘we must consider the possibility that this 

grave did not belong to a king at all’ (Marzinzik 2007, 55). Carver nonetheless sees such 

atempts as distrac�ng, sta�ng that: 

These atribu�ons belong to the realm of the fantas�c and unknowable, and indeed 

to the unnecessary. It is one way of presen�ng archaeology and history that has im-
mediate appeal, but which is unprovable and contrived. More useful, if we would 

seek to understand this pivotal period in English history, is to no�ce that the archae-
ological and documentary no�ces run in parallel. The people named by Bede took 

part in a struggle for the ideological allegiance of East Anglia – for which the power 
blocks of Frankish Chris�anity and Scandinavian paganism competed. […] Given this 
historical vignete […] we should expect an elaborate pagan cemetery somewhere in 

East Anglian territory. The short-lived Suton Hoo cemetery admirably fills this role, 
for the �me being. Here we see material culture at its most symbolically potent: not 

only invoking the assistance of the old gods as protec�on against the new, but also 
proclaiming what matered to the East Anglian dynasty at a crucial moment (Carver 

2005, 503). 

The site Rendlesham in Suffolk, only about 6 km upriver from Suton Hoo, is a prime can-

didate for having been the seat of this dynasty. Recent field-work at the site has revealed 

the presence of a contemporary high-status setlement including a large hall (Carver 2017, 
188–189; Scull, Minter, and Plouviez 2016), a central place that does not have to shun any 

comparison to its counterparts in Scandinavia (see Chapter 4.2). This recent discovery is 

just one more indica�on of the idea that during this �me, the connec�on between the 

emerging early Anglo-Saxon poli�es, in par�cular that is East Anglia, and their Scandina-
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vian counterparts was s�ll strong. Carver suggests that these regions were connected 

through the North Sea (Carver 2005, 499–502), sta�ng that:  

To accept that these poli�es can freely influence and interact with each other is to 

assume that contact across the North Sea was both possible and frequent: so the 
processes of ideological mission and poli�cal emula�on or confronta�on can func-

�on without the need to suppose migra�ons, invasions, diplomats or missionaries. 
In short, the North Sea needs to be seen not as a barrier, but as a thoroughfare or 

arena (Carver 2005, 501). 

Regarding the East Anglian dynasty supposedly buried at Suton Hoo, Carver concludes 

that:  

they may have felt themselves part of […] the broader federa�on of Angles occupying 

much of middle and eastern England. Their ideological zone may have been wider 
s�ll, shared in this case with Danish and Swedish communi�es rather than with 

neighbours in Britain (Carver 2005, 502). 

 Valsgärde 7 

The grave field at Valsgärde, Uppland, lies just a couple of kilometres north of Gamla Upp-

sala on a gravel ridge close to a former ford in the river Fyrisån, an important waterway 

which connects Valsgärde with Gamla Uppsala and Mälaren to the south, and Vendelsjön 
(and the famous grave field at Vendel) to the north. The grave field was inves�gated be-

tween 1928 and 1952 and excava�ons uncovered 15 boat graves, 15 inhuma�on and 

chamber graves, and at least 62 crema�on graves (Arwidsson 1980, 45–50; Ljungkvist 
2008b, 15–18; Gräslund and Ljungkvist 2011, 124–125). The grave field appears to have 

been in con�nuous use from the late Roman Iron Age to the very end of the Viking Age, 

although a few graves date as far back as to the Pre-Roman Iron Age (Ljungkvist 2008b, 

36–46; Gräslund and Ljungkvist 2011, 125–128). Excava�ons from 1994 to 1996 showed 
the presence of a Vendel Period and Viking Age setlement north of the ridge and traces 

of a large hall 14C-dated to the first half of the 7th century built on an ar�ficial terrace (Norr 

and Sundkvist 1995, 369–404; 1997). Of the boat graves at Valsgärde, two are of interest 

for this thesis: graves 7 and 8 (see Chapter 4.1.13). 

Valsgärde 7 is a well-known boat grave, so only a brief overview of its contents will be 

given here (for a grave plan: see Figure 4.13).125 The deceased rested on a feather bed 

 
125 For an extensive treatment of this excep�onally rich burial, the reader is referred to Greta Arwidsson’s 
publica�on from 1977 (Arwidsson 1977). 
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with a pillow in a wagon body126 which was placed into the a� of an approximately 8.5 m 

long boat. The occupant127 was accompanied by weapons: a helmet with pressblech dec-

 
126 Egon Wamers notes the singularity of the wagon body in the context of the presumably male burial, as 
wagon bodies are usually characteris�c of some high-status female burials, appearing during the Viking Age, 
and hint at the possibility that the buried person might have been accompanied by a woman. As an intri-
guing parallel, Wamers men�ons the possible grave of a vǫlva at Fyrkat, Jylland (grave 4: see Price 2019, 
105–113) (Wamers 2018, 222–223, 232). 
127 The human remains, apart from some small traces of bone meal and other bone fragments, are not 
preserved. Arwidsson proposes two explana�ons for why the human remains might have disappeared while 

Figure 4.13: Maps of the Valsgärde 7 boat burial by Allan Fridell (le�) and Roger Blidmo (right) (a�er 
Arwidsson 1977, plate 45), scale 1:60. The helmet is located on the border between the fields 
N5 and S5. 
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ora�ons depic�ng, among other mo�fs, horned figures (SE-VAL-7), a ring-sword, a long-

sword, two seaxes, a baldric, three shields, a spear and more than 50 arrows. Other grave 

goods include a mul�tude of tools, cooking equipment, a roas�ng spit,128 wooden bowls, 

three drinking horns, and gaming pieces. The remains of animals were found outside and 

in the prow of the boat: four horses and their gear, a dog, pigs, catle, and several species 

of bird. Some of the animals have been butchered and might represent some sort of pro-

vision, something that might also apply to the presence of hazelnuts (Lundström 1980, 

72–74; Wamers 2018, 220; Arwidsson 1977). 

 Arwidsson reluctantly dated Valsgärde 7 to the �me around 675 (Arwidsson 1977, 

126–132), a finding which was almost immediately cri�cised by Birgit Arrhenius, who pro-

posed a date during the first half of the 7th century, roughly contemporary with Suton 

Hoo (see Chapter 4.1.11) (Holmqvist and Arrhenius 1978, 190–192; Arrhenius 1983, 44). 

John Ljungkvist, however, at first tenta�vely confirmed Arwidsson’s interpreta�on and 

dated the grave to the period between 620/30 and 700/710 based on its typology and the 

earlier 14C-da�ngs (Ljungkvist 2008b, 18, 27). More recently conducted 14C-da�ngs of 
three samples taken from a cow nonetheless suggest an earlier date, placing the burial in 

the second half of the 6th century (Gräslund and Ljungkvist 2011, 125; Herschend 

[forthcoming]). 
No mater its exact da�ng, however, it is evident that the individual buried here be-

longed to the social and military elite. Arwidsson, who notes that Valsgärde 7 is on a par 

with the very richest boat graves known in Uppland (Arwidsson 1977, 16), suggests that 
the presumed men buried in these boat-graves were ‘peasant landowners or peasant 

chie�ains […] assumed to be members of the period’s foremost families which maintained 

their social standing genera�on a�er genera�on’ (Arwidsson 1983, 82). This no�on is sup-

ported by Björn Ambrosiani, who states that everything ‘suggests that the Vendel and 

Valsgärde graves were of a lower status [compared to Suton Hoo]: they generally con-

tained personal equipment only, however rich, and there were some symbols of power, 

but they lacked the dis�nc�ve objects indica�ve of royal rank’ (Ambrosiani 1983, 29). In 

line with this, Heiko Steuer interpreted these presumed men as being warriors of the 
 

the animal remains are s�ll preserved: one explana�on could be that the buried person was rather old and 
had bones with a higher calcium content than those of the sacrificed animals. The other explana�on might 
be that the deceased was buried in a temporary grave for quite some �me, before finally being laid to rest 
in the boat (Arwidsson 1977, 17, 104). As Frands Herschend proposed with regard to the Valsgärde 8 burial 
(see Chapter 4.1.13), such a ‘temporary’ burial may well have been within the boat itself and could have 
been le� open for quite some �me before being closed and covered by a mound. 
128 In the light of Wamers’ sugges�on that a woman could also have been buried in this grave, and his 
comparison to the Fyrkat 4 grave (see above), the presence of a roas�ng spit is intriguing, bearing in mind 
its similari�es to possible vǫlva-staffs (see, for example, Price 2019, 84–115, 132–168; Gardeła 2016). The 
spit’s placement in the grave among other cooking equipment (see Figure 4.13) nonetheless makes an in-
terpreta�on as a vǫlva-staff rather unlikely. 
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highest rank in the re�nue of a king, who equipped them with rich helmets and ring 

swords (Steuer 1987, 203, 213–214, 219, 221, 226). Recently, Egon Wamers has argued 

that Valsgärde represents a military base under the dominance of the king located in 

Gamla Uppsala which served as a civil and cul�c centre, a difference in func�on which is 

reflected in the diverging burial rites employed at the two sites (see Chapters 4.1.7 and 

4.2.1). Wamers thus interprets the men(?) interred in the boat graves at Valsgärde as high-

status mounted warriors of a sub-royal rank, possibly chosen by the royal clan out of their 

re�nue and commissioned with military and execu�ve roles (Wamers 2018, 232–233). 

 Valsgärde 8 

Like Valsgärde 7 (see Chapter 4.1.12), Valsgärde 8 is a well-known boat grave, so once 

again, only a brief overview of its contents will be given here.129 The furnishing of the 

grave (see Figure 4.14) was very similar to that of Valsgärde 7, although it was not as 

lavish: The deceased rested on a feather bed with a pillow and blanket amidships in an 
approximately 9 m long boat and was possibly covered with birch bark mats. The occu-

pant130 was accompanied by weapons: a helmet with pressblech decora�on depic�ng, 

among other mo�fs, horned figures (SE-VAL-8), a ring-sword and one seax, two shields, 
armour, a spear and about 45 arrows. Other grave goods were comprised of a mul�tude 

of tools, cooking equipment, wooden vessels, a wooden beaker, a drinking horn, a glass 

beaker, and gaming pieces. Remains of animals were also found including those of two 
horses (placed outside the boat) and their gear, catle, sheep, and geese. Some of the 

animals had been butchered and might represent some sort of provision (Arwidsson 

1954, 15–21; Lundström 1980, 76–77). Although not as richly furnished, the social impli-

ca�ons of Valsgärde 8 point to it being a high-status burial of a member of the military 

elite, like Valsgärde 7 (see Chapter 4.1.12). 

Revising Arwidsson’s earlier da�ng to the second quarter of the 7th century (Arwidsson 

1954, 131–140), John Ljungkvist dated the grave typologically to the period from 560/70 

to 620/30 (Ljungkvist 2008b, 18), more or less in line with Birgit Arrhenius’ da�ng of 

560/70 to 600 (Arrhenius 1983, 44). New 14C-da�ngs of five samples taken from a cow 

nonetheless suggest a later date between approximately 645 and 670 (Herschend 

[forthcoming]). Frands Herschend has claimed that the burial was le� open for a consid-

erable amount of �me before the mound was finally sealed, long enough for the boat to 

start deteriora�ng to a point where the ‘rivets in stem and stern had fallen to the ground 

 
129 For an extensive treatment of this rich burial, the reader is referred to Greta Arwidsson’s publica�on 
from 1954 (Arwidsson 1954). 
130 As in Valsgärde 7 (see Chapter 4.1.12), the human remains, apart from some small possible traces of 
adipocere and bone meal, are not preserved (Arwidsson 1954, 17, 121).  
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before some horses were sacrificed and the mound concealed them’ (Herschend 2003, 
46). If Herschend is correct in his assessment, this might par�ally explain why hardly any 

traces of the human remains survived, and at the same �me why the animal remains were 

preserved. It also provides a possible explana�on for why the typological da�ng of the 

grave, which had tradi�onally been considered to be the earliest example of this kind at 

Figure 4.14: Maps of the Valsgärde 8 boat burial by Allan Fridell and Ingrid Dahlén (a�er Arwidsson 1954, 
plate 43), scale 1:60. The helmet is located inside the field N5. 
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Valsgärde, predates the 14C-da�ng by such a surprisingly large margin. With regard to 

these new 14C-da�ngs, Herschend further suggests that:  

This means that the number of older artefacts is very large in Grave 8. In fact, when 

it comes to artefacts the installa�on may well represent the birth of the deceased 
rather than his death. In any case, that is, even if everything was taken from an ar-

moury, the installa�on is consciously alluding to the past (Herschend [forthcoming]). 

 Graves: Conclusions 
Table 4.1: Overview of the graves containing artefacts depic�ng horned figures: 

Grave Type Grave occupants Status Da�ng Category of object with 

horned figures 

Valsgärde 7 inhuma�on 1 male(?) elite c. 540–605 weaponry (helmet) 

Gamla Uppsala 

Östhögen 

crema�on 1 child (male?),  

1 female 

princely c. 550–600 weaponry (helmet) 

Finglesham 95 inhuma�on 1 male high-status c. 550–600 wearable (belt-buckle) 

Caenby Inhuma�on 1 male princely c. 600–635 Weaponry? (helmet?) 

Suton Hoo Mound 1 inhuma�on 1 male(?) princely c. 615–635 weaponry (helmet) 

Obrigheim I 139 inhuma�on 1 male(?) high-status c. 600–680 vessel (wooden bowl) 

Buckland Dover 161 inhuma�on 1 female(?) high-status c. 625–675 tool(?) 

Valsgärde 8 inhuma�on 1 male(?) elite c. 645–670 weaponry (helmet) 

Finglesham 138 inhuma�on 1 female high-status (†?) c. 630–700 jewellery (pendant?) 

Gåtebo A2a crema�on/ 
inhuma�on 

29 individuals ? c. 550–800 tool/wearable(?) 

Oseberg inhuma�on 2 females princely  834 tapestries 

Ekhammar 6 crema�on 1 female high-status c. 800–900 jewellery (pendant) 

Birka Bj 571 inhuma�on 1 female(?) high-status (†?) c. 900–950 jewellery (pendant) 

 

On the basis of the overview of findings in Table 4.1, some first preliminary conclusions 

can be drawn about the evidence rela�ng to the context of the horned figures found in 

graves: It seems clear that the emergence of graves with objects depic�ng horned figures 

roughly coincides with the beginning of the Vendel Period, and the emergence of new 

elites who were increasingly consolida�ng their power a�er an episode of clima�c and 

demographic decline star�ng around 536 (see, for example, Price 2020, 71–82; Andrén 

2014, 178–183; Gräslund and Price 2012). This category of graves appears to have reached 

a peak during the late 6th and 7th century, with occurrences not only in Scandinavia, but 

also England, and the con�nent. While there appears to be a gap in the material record 
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of graves during the 8th century, graves with horned figures re-appear during the Viking 

Age, this �me limited to Scandinavia. 

Another general take-away from these graves is that, although all of them appear to 

belong to the higher stratum of society, the presence of objects depic�ng horned figures 

runs across social boundaries within this group, occurring not only in graves of those of 

princely or even royal status, but also in the graves of the mar�al elite, and of moderately 

rich people. This distribu�on can be observed in both the female and male graves. 

If the graves are categorised based on sex, it is possible to observe that most of the 

male graves seem to have a mar�al associa�on, with at least one weapon being present 

in each case, except for possibly Caenby (see Chapter 4.1.3). This mar�al element is also 

reflected in the objects adorned with horned figures in these graves, which are mostly 

helmets, except for Finglesham 95 (see Chapter 4.1.5), Obrigheim I 139 (see Chapter 

4.1.9), and possibly Caenby. The female graves, on the other hand, are characterised by 

more civil and poten�ally cul�c aspects, which are represented in the grave goods: while 

the objects adorned with horned figures found in female graves can mainly be categorised 
as jewellery, they also include tapestries and a (toilet?) implement. Whereas male graves 

are confined to the Vendel Period, the female graves appear to come from both the Ven-

del Period (England), and the Viking Age (Scandinavia). It might also be noted that the 
only two graves which poten�ally could poten�ally be analysed as being Chris�an or show 

possible signs of syncre�sm (Finglesham 138: see Chapter 4.1.6; and Birka Bj 571: see 

Chapter 4.1.1) are the graves of females. 
As stated in Chapter 2.7.4, Michaela Helmbrecht proposed a shi� in the use of the 

horned figure mo�f from the male ‘interna�onally’ connected mar�al elite during the 

Vendel Period into the sphere of female Scandinavian ritual specialists during the Viking 

Age (Helmbrecht 2008, 39–42). Although the sample of graves is admitedly extremely 

small, the twelve interpretable graves described in this chapter (Gåtebo A2a being too 

elusive to be included in such an analysis: see Chapter 4.1.8) would seem to confirm such 

a view, although it can possibly be refined even further: It appears that the ‘interna�onal’ 

‘male’ prac�ce of depic�ng horned figures on war gear ceased at around the same �me 

that the Germanic elites on the con�nent and in England were adop�ng Chris�anity, caus-

ing the Scandinavian branch of such an elite to lose touch with their immediate ‘interna-
�onal’ contacts. What Helmbrecht interprets as a Scandinavian contrast between the Ven-

del Period and the Viking Age, is thus more likely connected to Chris�anisa�on, as a similar 

development can certainly be observed in Anglo-Saxon England, where the male elite 
princely burials, all of which are from the earlier part of the 7th century, can reasonably be 

associated with ruling figures defiant to Chris�anisa�on. On the other hand, the female 
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graves from Kent appear to be some decades more recent and might come from a period 

when the ruling (male) elites had already embraced Chris�anity, a �me when amongst 

the general popula�on a certain level of pre-Chris�an prac�ces s�ll prevailed, possibly 

within an environment that was more or less syncre�c. In such an environment, women 

might have upheld some of the old rituals in some form of folkloric supers��ous tradi�on, 

thereby building a bridge between the two religions. A similar development seems to be 

observable in Scandinavia, the female(?)Birka Bj 571 grave being both the youngest and 

only grave from Scandinavia analysed here that might possibly have a plausible associa-

�on with Chris�anity or display some sort of syncre�sm. 

Based on such a small sample, however, all these preliminary interpreta�ons must 

naturally remain tenta�ve and must be considered alongside addi�onal analyses that will 

take place over the course of the following chapters. 

4.2 Other Contexts: Setlements and Hoards 
Not all of the find contexts of the artefacts under discussion here are as clearly defined as 
the 13 graves introduced in Chapter 4.1. This leaves 47 artefacts which were not found in 

burials, a fact that creates a need to consider the more general find context. Worth bear-

ing in mind is that twelve of these remaining artefacts were found in or close to setlement 
areas, and one or possibly two forming parts of hoards. The find contexts of these 14 

 

Map 4.2: The places men�oned in Chapter 4.2: setlements (red dots) and hoards (empty circles). 
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artefacts, as well as the more general setlement contexts of two of the graves already 

introduced in Chapter 4.1, are the subjects of this chapter. 

 Gamla Uppsala 

Gamla Uppsala in Uppland, Sweden, was the largest pre-urban setlement in middle Swe-

den, and there is some evidence for a royal manor being established there in the 4th cen-

tury. Star�ng during the late 6th century, the site underwent a period of monumentalising 

with great mounds being built (see, for example, Chapter 4.1.7). At the same �me, a large 

manor complex dominated by a large hall on a man-made terrace (1; numbers in brackets 

refer to the numbered items in Map 4.3), as well as adjacent work-shop areas were built, 

and long lines of wooden posts were constructed lining the roads towards the centre, 

possibly represen�ng some sort of demarca�on or processional road. The process of ex-

pansion and construc�on appears to have faded out during the 8th century, but the manor 

was evidently maintained and remained in use throughout the Viking Age (Ljungkvist 
2018, 16–18; Ljungkvist and Frölund 2015; Ljungkvist 2013; Ljungkvist et al. 2011). The 

setlement then declined in importance during the 12th and 13th centuries and was super-

seded by Östra Aros situated some kilometres to the south, which became the new Upp-
sala that s�ll prospers today (Ljungkvist et al. 2011, 579–580). 

Gamla Uppsala clearly reached a legendary status. This is represented in later writen 

sources, which men�on the place as the home of euhemerised gods, legendary Swedish 
kings, and as an important cul�c centre with large-scale ritual ac�vity.131 The level of trust-

worthiness of these sources has been subject to intense debate (see, for example, Janson 

 
131 The most famous account of the ritual ac�vity at Gamla Uppsala is Adam of Bremen’s descrip�on of a 
golden temple there containing the statues of Thor, Wotan, and Frikko. Adam describes a large feast taking 
place at Uppsala every nine years, which people from all over Sweden were obliged to atend. The fes�vi�es 
are said to have included human and animal sacrifices accompanied by incanta�ons and chants, with the 
sacrificed bodies hanging in sacred groves (Adam of Bremen 2002, 207–208). Overall covering a longer pe-
riod than Adam, Snorri Sturluson later describes the lineage of mythical and legendary kings from Uppsala 
in Ynglinga saga on the basis of the skaldic poem Ynglingatal which he regularly quotes. In Chapter 10, 
Snorri starts with the euhemerised god Freyr, who ‘reis� at Uppsǫlum hof mikit ok se� þar hǫfuðstað sinn, 
lagði þar �l allar skyldir sínar, lǫnd ok lausan eyri. Þá hófsk Uppsalaauðr ok hefir haldizk æ siðan’ (Snorri 
Sturluson 2002b, 23–24); in Chapter 25, Snorri men�ons the legendary king Aun, who Snorri claims sacri-
ficed nine of his sons at Uppsala (Snorri Sturluson 2002b, 48–49); and in Chapter 29, Snorri men�ons a 
dísablót, during which the legendary king Aðils was killed by falling off a horse while riding around a dísarsalr 
at Uppsala (Snorri Sturluson 2002b, 57–59). In Chapter 77 of Óláfs saga helga, Snorri men�ons a seasonal 
feast held at Uppsala in the month of gói, which included sacrifices, a þing, and a market and trade fair 
(Snorri Sturluson 2002a, 109). Saxo Gramma�cus in Book 3 of his Gesta Danorum, similarly men�ons Frø 
taking up residence and shaping the ritual prac�ce at the site, introducing the prac�ce of human sacrifice 
(Saxo Gramma�cus 1979, 73). In Book 1, Saxo also closely associates the place with ‘a man called Odin who 
had the habit of staying more frequently than anywhere at Uppsala’ (Saxo Gramma�cus 1979, 25); and in 
Book 6, Saxo further men�ons the legendary figure Starkather, who, staying ‘at Uppsala in the period of 
sacrifices, […] had become disgusted with the womanish body movements, the clater of actors on the stage 
and the so� �nkling of bells’ (Saxo Gramma�cus 1979, 172).  
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2018, 24–31; Sundqvist 2011, 2004), but this will be of no further concern here. Much 
more important than the details in the accounts is the fact that the site of Gamla Uppsala 

evidently secured itself a place in the collec�ve memory132 as a site connected to royal 

power and ritual ac�vity. 

Bearing all the above in mind, one notes that two objects depic�ng horned figures 
were found at Gamla Uppsala: fragments of a helmet (SE-GAUa) found in Östhögen (2) 

from the early Vendel Period (see Chapter 4.1.7), and a horned figurine head (SE-GAUb), 

possibly a head of an awl, needle or a pair of tweezers from the Viking Age, found a couple 
of hundred metres away from the manor (1) in the immediate vicinity of waste from a 

workshop (Helmbrecht 2011, 475). 

 Tissø 

Emerging roughly at the same �me as the start of monumentalising period at Gamla Upp-

sala (see Chapter 4.2.1), the complex of Tissø, Sjælland, was in use from the mid-6th to 

the 11th century. The setlement lay on the shores of Lake Tissø, which is connected to the 

coast approximately six kilometres away by the navigable river Halleby Å (Jørgensen 2009, 

338; see also Jørgensen 2014, 134–139; 2010, 277–285; 2008, 2005).  

 
132 On collec�ve or cultural memory: see Assmann (1995); and, with a focus on Old Icelandic literature and 
myth, Hermann (2009); and Larrington (2006). 

1 

2 

Map 4.3: Map of Gamla Uppsala (background map © Lantmäteriet), scale 1:5,000: Large hall on an 
ar�ficial terrace (1), Östhögen (2). 
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The site was dominated by two manors, the first of which was in use from the mid-6th 
to the late 7th century at Bulbrogård. This manor was dominated by a great hall similar in 

construc�on to the contemporary great hall at Gamla Uppsala, both of which burnt down 

and were abandoned during the late 7th century (Jørgensen 2009, 338–339; Ljungkvist and 

Frölund 2015, 20, 26). The first manor was superseded by a second manor about 600 m 

to the south at Fugledegård, for which construc�on began around 700. This manor was 

then rebuilt three �mes at the same place, un�l being abandoned in the early 11th cen-

tury. Like the first manor, the second manor consisted of a monumental hall and other 

buildings. During the first three phases from the 8th to the 10th century, a small house in 

an enclosure which has been interpreted as a cult-house was present next to the hall 

(Jørgensen 2009, 338–344).133 North and south of the manor were extensive workshop- 

and market areas, where a large number of pit-houses have been excavated (Jørgensen 

 
133 Similar cult-buildings in a fenced-in area in connec�on to a large hall are known from the sites at Gammel 
Lejre, Sjælland; Lisbjerg, Jylland; Erritsø, Jylland; Järrestad, Skåne; and possibly Birka (see Chapter 4.2.4) 
(see Kalmring, Runer, and Viberg 2017, 11–16; Jørgensen 2014, 134–139; 2009, 338–347). 

Map 4.4: Map of the site at Tissø (a�er Jørgensen 2008, 78, fig. 7.1.1), scale 1:12,500. 
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2014, 280–281). The site displays a high level of ritual ac�vity, which, in addi�on to the 

hall and the associated cult-building, can be seen in the existence of a sacrificial area on 

a hilltop, offerings of weapons, tools and jewellery in the lake, and sacrificed horses in a 

bog to the west of the site (Jørgensen 2009, 343–344). 

Lars Jørgensen (1955–2016) suggests that the site might have been a royal palace. 

However, it does not seem to have been used as a permanent residence, an idea that is 

primarily based on the arrangement of buildings and the lack of long-las�ng ac�vity at 

the marketplace, which was probably only used for short periods of ac�vity. In addi�on 

to this, no graves have been found at the site, something which would have to be expected 

if it were a permanent residence of royal status. Jørgensen suggests that Tissø was con-

nected to Gammel Lejre, which might have served as the permanent royal residence for 

the ruler who visited Tissø (Jørgensen 2008, 81–82). 

Three objects depic�ng horned figures were found at Tissø: Two costume pins or ring 

pin needles adorned with horned heads (DK-TISb and DK-TISc) were found in the area of 

the second manor (Jørgensen 2005, 137–139; 2009, 334), and a coin depic�ng a walking 
horned figure (DK-TISa) which was found in a midden south of Fugledegård (Pedersen 

2000, 7), possibly in connec�on with the sacrificial area on the hilltop. 

 Uppåkra 

The central place of Uppåkra, Skåne, is characterised by an excep�onally long setlement 
con�nuity. It was occupied from the 1st century BCE, and in the 11th century, it was gradu-

ally replaced by Lund, which was founded around 990 just a couple of kilometres to the 

north. The setlement was of a considerable size, and around 400, about 1,000 people 
were living there (T. D. Price 2015, 271, 276; Hårdh 2010).  

The cultural layers here are heavily disturbed, meaning that the more recent layers 

from the Vendel Period onwards have been largely destroyed. The main method of inves-
�ga�on thus began with an extensive metal-detec�ng campaign, star�ng in 1996. An area 

south of the current church stood out in terms of the type and diversity of metal finds and 

was excavated between 2001 and 2004 (Larsson 2011, 189; Hårdh 2008, 145–146) which 

uncovered, among others, a special building.134 The special character of the building, its 

con�nuous use and rebuilding over the beter part of a millennium, and the intriguing 

finds found in the building suggest it was a sort of ceremonial building or cult-house 

 
134 This dis�nct building is about 13.5 m long and 6 m wide, the large approximately 2 m deep post-holes 
suggest a rather tall building with stave construc�on. The house has been built and rebuilt mul�ple �mes 
from the Early Roman Iron Age onwards. The final stage appears to have been used into the 10th century. 
Inside the building, several intriguing finds were made: an inten�onally deposited bronze and silver beaker 
together with a glass bowl, 111 gold-foil figures, and other objects of gold and silver (Larsson 2011, 191–
195; 2004). 
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(Larsson 2011, 191–195; 2004), similar to those found in Tissø and other places (see Chap-

ter 4.2.2), although this one was not fenced in. This possible cult-house (for an alterna�ve 

interpreta�on of the building as a sort of proto-hall: see Herschend 2009, 369–377) stood 

within the centre of the setlement and was accompanied by special features, including 

ancient mounds preda�ng the Iron Age setlement, a large stone pavement west of the 

building, burnt longhouses to the east, and two areas with ritually deposited weapons 

just north and south of the building (Larsson 2011, 195–203). One object depic�ng a 

horned figure was found at Uppåkra: This was a small figurine with horns (SE-UPP), the 

exact find spot of which remains unpublished. 

 Birka 

The trading site of Birka on the island of Björkö was established in the middle of the 

8th century at the latest, and existed un�l the 970s, when the trading site was relocated 

to Sigtuna (Ambrosiani 2008, 97–98). The island is in the centre of Lake Mälaren, which 
used to be a large inlet of the Bal�c Sea un�l around 1200. Around 550, the sea-level was 

8.2 ± 0.4 m higher, slipping to 5.3 ± 0.3 m around 1050 due to post-glacial rebound (Ekman 

2017, 12–13; T. D. Price et al. 2018, 19). This post-glacial rebound might have been re-
sponsible for the abandonment of Birka in favour of Sigtuna, as the raising land ul�mately 

led to the changing of important sailing routes (Ambrosiani 2008, 98).  

Recent geophysical surveys at Korshamn (1; numbers in brackets refer to the num-
bered items in Map 4.5) east of the later town ramparts have indicated the presence of a 

manor-like hall on an ar�ficial terrace (1a) da�ng back to the Vendel Period. When the 

town of Birka was established on the island at the beginning of the Viking Age in around 
750, this manor was possibly relocated to the site of the Viking Age royal manor, Hovgår-

den, on the nearby island of Adelsö. The manor at Korshamn nonetheless seems to have 

con�nued into the Viking Age, and served as the possible residence of the administra�ve 
elite that governed Birka. It consisted of a large hall (1b) and included a fenced off area 

possibly related to cul�c ac�vi�es (similar to those known from Tissø and other sites: see 

Chapter 4.2.2) (Kalmring, Runer, and Viberg 2017). 

The trading town itself was located on the north-western part of the island between 

the Korshamn manor in the east and a hill fort (2) in the south-west and was surrounded 

by a rampart possibly constructed during the 10th century. Adjacent to the hill fort was a 

garrison (3) with a large hall on another ar�ficial terrace (Ambrosiani 2008, 97; T. D. Price 

2015, 341–342). The site of the town is commonly referred to as Svarta jorden (4) because 

of the dark soil indica�ng the former presence of a densely populated setlement, which 

was arranged in a fan-shape around the harbour area to the west. Traces of long wooden 
piers running out into the bay indicate the possible former presence of s�lt houses, ex-
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tending the area of the setlement into the sea. It is es�mated that between 500 and 

1,000 people lived here. Excava�ons have produced evidence of tex�le and fur produc-

�on, as well as the produc�on of combs, beads, and bronze-cas�ng. Other finds indicate 

a high-level of trade showing contacts with the Sámi and Finns, the Rus, Khazars, the Byz-

an�ne Empire, the Abbaside Caliphate, and the Samanid Empire to the east, but also the 

rest of Scandinavia and the Rhineland, including coinage from Haithabu and Frisia 

(Ambrosiani 2008, 96–97; T. D. Price 2015, 342–343). At first, these contacts seem to have 

been mainly oriented towards Denmark and the Rhineland, and towards the early Staraja 

Ladoga (see Chapter 4.2.6) in the east. A�er 800, however, the contacts were mainly to-

wards the east, coinciding with the setlement of the Scandinavian Rus in today’s Russia 

and Ukraine (Ambrosiani 2008, 98–99). 

1a 

2 

3 

4 

5 

1b 

Map 4.5: Map of Birka (background map © Lantmäteriet), scale 1:10,000: Korshamn manor Vendel Period 
hall (1a) and Viking Age hall (1b), hill fort (2), garrison (3), Svarta jorden (4), Bj 571 (5). 
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About 2,000 mounds dot the landscape around the setlement as part of several larger 

and smaller burial grounds. Other grave forms are also present, including unmarked 

chamber and coffin graves, which are mainly concentrated in the area between the garri-

son and hill fort and the setlement. In total, it has been es�mated that there are between 

4,500 and 5,000 graves on the island. Approximately 1,100 of them have been excavated, 

together with the artefacts from Svarta jorden, producing rich finds which are of excep-

�onal value for understanding Viking Age chronology. Slightly more than half of the exca-

vated graves are crema�ons (Ambrosiani 2008, 97–98; T. D. Price 2015, 343–344; T. D. 

Price et al. 2018, 22). A rela�vely large por�on of the excavated graves are female (the 

poten�al connec�on between this large number of female graves and early Chris�anity 

at the site is explored by Wicker 2012).  

As discussed in Chapter 4.1.1, it has been argued that a small group of par�ally super-

imposed coffin graves located between the hill fort and the setlement might belong to a 

Chris�an burial ground. It was here that the grave Bj 571 (5; which produced a small silver 

pendant depic�ng a horned figure: SE-BIR) was found (see Chapter 4.1.1). With regard to 
the possible Chris�an graves, a Chris�an presence is also men�oned in Rimbert’s Vita 

Ansgarii, which describes the atempts of Ansgar (801–865), the first archbishop of Ham-

burg–Bremen, to establish a Chris�an community at Birka. This included the construc�on 
of a church in 829 or 830 (Brink 2008, 623–624; Lindkvist 2008, 669). Although the verisi-

militude of Rimbert’s account can be doubted, Stefan Brink states that: 

There are actually reasons to believe that Chris�ans were residing in Birka already 
before the visits of Ansgar. The early emporia, such as Birka, Hedeby, Ribe etc., were 

probably cultural mel�ng pots, where people from a wide range of countries and 
cultures lived. It is more than probable that in Birka people belonging to the eastern 

Church lived alongside, for example, Frisians belonging to the Catholic Church and so 
on (Brink 2008, 624). 

 Gnëzdovo 

The site of Gnëzdovo lies on the right bank of the Dnepr river, approximately 13 km down-

stream from Smolensk, Russia. Its loca�on enabled the setlement to control many of the 

main trading routes to the Western Dvina river in the west, and the Lovat’ and Volxov 

rivers to the north, towards the Volga to the east, and the Dnepr towards the south 

(Duczko 2004, 155–157; Carlsson and Selin 2012, 73–74). Although subject to ongoing 

debate, the material record indicates that Scandinavian culture dominated here, although 

other groups such as Slavs and Balts were evidently also present at the site. The Norse 

presence appears to have started during the 9th century, the middle of the 10th century 

seeing great expansion of both the setlement and grave fields. This was the period when 
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the Norse presence, mainly from middle Sweden, reached its peak, turning the site into a 

large centre of trade and power only outmatched in size by Haithabu. In the 11th century, 

however, the site lost its importance as the centre of trade moved to Smolensk (Duczko 
2004, 157, 159; Carlsson and Selin 2012, 74–79; Androshchuk 2008, 526–528). 

The site is comprised of two main setlements situated around two hill-forts located 

next to two tributaries of the Dnepr approximately 3 km apart (numbers in brackets refer 
to the numbered items in Map 4.6): the Svinec brook with the so-called central fort (1) 

and setlement (2) in the east, and the Ol'ša river with the Ol'ša fort (3) and smaller set-

tlements (4–5) to the west (Duczko 2004, 157–158). Both setlement areas are sur-

rounded and connected by large burial grounds (6–13) with an es�mated 3,000 to 6,000 

graves, of which more than 1,000 have been excavated. The majority of the excavated 

burials are crema�ons, some of them involving boats, but there are also cenotaphs, as 

well as rich chamber and coffin graves, the later two apparently associated with the Rus 

elite (Duczko 2004, 158–179). 

As in Birka, there was a certain Norse-Chris�an presence at Gnëzdovo which is re-

flected in the chamber and coffin burials from the second half of the 10th century (Duczko 

2004, 176–179). Władysław Duczko goes as far as to propose ‘that those chamber graves 

were burials of the elite that had le� Birka when [the] town begun to loos [sic] its im-

portance’ (Duczko 2004, 178). Among further artefacts sugges�ng a connec�on to Birka 

are two circular pendants from a large silver hoard which have parallels in grave Bj 758 

from Birka, leading to sugges�ons that they might have been manufactured by one and 

Map 4.6: Map of Gnëzdovo (a�er Археологический комплекс Гнёздово [Archaeological Complex 
Gnëzdovo] 2020), scaled-down to scale 1:40,000: Central hill fort (1), central setlement (2), 
Ol'ša hill fort (3), western setlement (4–5), burial grounds (6–13). 
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the same person (Duczko 2004, 180). The same might very well be true of a fragmentary 

copper-alloy pendant depic�ng what appears to be a horned figure (RU-GNE), which was 

found during excava�ons in the south-eastern part of the central hillfort (1). It seems to 

be the spi�ng image of the pendant from Birka (SE-BIR) (Пушкина [Puškina] 2011, 368–

369). This silver figurine and the silver hoard men�oned above were discovered in the 

central hill-fort (1), along with fragmentary moulds, sword fragments, and the majority of 

the coins (Androshchuk 2008, 526). 

 Staraja Ladoga 

Connected to Gnëzdovo by the rivers Lovat’ and Volxov is Staraja Ladoga, one of the ear-

liest trading posts with a significant Scandinavian presence in modern-day Russia. Staraja 

Ladoga is located on the le� bank of the river Volxov, at the site where it is met by the 

smaller river Ladožka, some 12 km south of Lake Ladoga. The name of the place can be 

traced back to the Finnish Alode-joki, which was adopted by the Norse as Aldeigja, trans-
mited as Aldeigjuborg in Icelandic sources. The Norse version of the name was later 

adopted into Russian as Ладога. The name is thereby a testament to the mul�cultural 

nature of the site, which was ini�ally dominated by Finns and Scandinavians. Slavs were 
star�ng to arrive from the 10th century onwards, although this is subject to ongoing de-

bate (Duczko 2004, 65–66; T. D. Price, Moiseyev, and Grigoreva 2019, 6093; Androshchuk 

2008, 520–522). 
The setlement at Staraja Ladoga was created in the middle of the 8th century as a 

small setlement south of the Ladožka, slowly developing into a trading centre towards 

the end of the 8th and the beginning of the 9th century. During the 830s and 840s, the 
setlement expanded to the other side of the Ladožka. Despite being destroyed by a large 

fire in the late 860s, the town was quickly rebuilt. In 894, a large house used un�l the 930s 

was built in the oldest part of the town, which has produced rich finds of Scandinavian 
types, possibly belonging to rich traders or some sort of chie�ain or even a prince. Norse 

influence persisted into the 11th century (Duczko 2004, 66–67, 86–91, 95–96; 

Androshchuk 2008, 520–521). Three main burial grounds have been iden�fied at the site. 

These included, among other types of burials, chamber-graves similar to those found in 

Birka or Gnëzdovo (Duczko 2004, 91–92; Androshchuk 2008, 521–522). 

Trade and manufacturing appear to have dominated Staraja Ladoga from the very be-

ginning. The excava�on of a smithy, constructed in around 760 and destroyed about a 
decade later, unearthed a hearth, a stone anvil, a diverse selec�on of wood- and metal-

working tools, a mul�tude of unfinished objects like knives, rivets, spikes, and an arrow-

head, most of which point towards a Norse origin (Duczko 2004, 67–71; Androshchuk 
2008, 520). Among the finds here was a figurine depic�ng the head of a horned figure 
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(RU-STL), which, intriguingly, can be stylis�cally dated to the �me between 575 and 650. 
Gotland and (old) Denmark have been proposed as the place of origin of this artefact and 

possibly also the smith ac�ve at this par�cular smithy. Duczko favours Denmark, an idea 

based on the now disproven assump�on that such horned figures were absent on Gotland 

(Duczko 2004, 71–74; see also Meinander 1985, 66–67; and Davidan 1982, 177). 

 Other Setlement Contexts 

Björnhovda 

As already discussed in Chapter 2.3.2, the site of discovery of the Torslunda plates (among 

them SE-BJO) at Björnhovda, Torslunda parish, on Öland was inves�gated in the late 

1960s. The excava�ons uncovered the remains of a setlement with traces of three 

houses. One of them, House II, was approximately 40 m long. Both 14C-da�ngs and the 

artefacts themselves suggest an occupa�on from the late Roman Iron Age to the Migra-

�on Period, possibly reaching into the Vendel Period (Hagberg 1976, 330–332, 349).135 

Slag found at the site of the House II indicates the presence of metal working. Analysis of 
this slag showed evidence for bronze cas�ng, making it at least possible that the plates 

were produced at this site, although such a conclusion must be drawn with sincere cau-

�on (Hagberg 1976, 330–332, 337–339). Nonetheless, Ulf Erik Hagberg remains confident 

that the original find spot of the plates has now been iden�fied, and that it can be ruled 

out that they originate from a grave, as the original find spot descrip�on characterising it 

as being ‘et stenrör’ (Montelius 1872, 89) might have suggested (Hagberg 1976, 336). 

 
135 Charcoal from one of the post holes of House II has been 14C-dated to c. 640 (margin of error not dis-
closed). The author expresses his gra�tude to Liv Marit Mathilde Aurdal for helping to make sense of the 
rather confusing way in which the results from the 14C-analysis are presented by Hagberg (1976, 326, 349). 

Map 4.7: Map of Staraja Ladoga (a�er Carlsson and Selin 2012, 38, fig. 20), scale 1:25,000. The extent of 
the Viking Age setlement is shown by the s�ppled area. 
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The bronze cas�ng ac�vity, the finds of glass and high-quality potery, the discovery of 36 

solidi in 1864, and that of other gold artefacts close to the later excavated area, all most 

likely belonging to the same setlement complex, suggest a setlement of rela�vely high 

status (Hagberg 1976, 333, 337). 

Levide 

A bronze and silver figurine or pendant depic�ng the head of a horned figure (SE-LEV) 

dated to the 7th century came to light during a metal-detec�ng survey in 2014 on a field 

close to Pejnarve, Levide, Gotland, in an area which appears to have been a setlement 

with a con�nuity from the Vendel Period into the Viking Age (Carlsson 2014a). The setle-

ment is in rela�vely close proximity to the Vendel Period and Viking Age trading and man-

ufacturing centre at Fröjel which is only about 9 km away (see Carlsson 2008).  

Sigerslevøster 

Excava�ons in 1996, 1997, and 2002 in Sigerslevøster, Sjælland, uncovered a setlement 

of at least ten houses, which was in use from the Viking Age (at least the 9th century) into 
the Middle Ages. It is unclear whether there is con�nuity further back in �me, although 

finds in the area suggest an occupa�on since the Pre-Roman Iron Age. Among the finds 

are two Viking Age silver hoards, various objects made from bone, ceramics, glass, metal, 
and stone, as well as the object in ques�on which has been interpreted as a ring pin nee-

dle depic�ng the head of a horned figure (DK-SIG) (Kramer 1997, 1998, 2003). Michaela 

Helmbrecht argues that this par�cular artefact can be dated to the 8th century and that 
the setlement itself must have started in the 4th or 5th century (Helmbrecht 2011, 141, 

439). 

Keszthely-Fenékpuszta 

A small pressblech die depic�ng two horned figures (HU-KEF) was found in the ruins of 

the thermae in the late Roman fort of Keszthely-Fenékpuszta, located on the south-west-
ern shore of Lake Balaton in Hungary (Müller 2008, 236–237). Although abandoned by 

the Romans, occupa�on con�nued here un�l its destruc�on around 630. The popula�on 

from the middle third of the 6th and the early 7th century appears have been a mixture of 

Romanic and possibly Chris�anised Germanic groups, conceivably related to the Lom-

bards and other Germanic tribes, parts of which remained in Pannonia a�er the take-over 

of the region by the Pannonian Avars in 568 (Peters et al. 2014, 333, 349–358; Müller 

2008, 2002). 
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Bloodmoor Hill 

Also possibly connected to a setlement site is the guilt mount in the shape of a horned 

head (GB-BLH) found by a metal detectorist at Bloodmoor Hill, Carlton Colville, Suffolk 

(Thomas 1999). Excava�ons from 1998 to 2002 close to the find spot uncovered a setle-

ment from the 6th to the early 8th century, comprised of at least nine post-buildings, 38 

pit-houses, middens, and a cemetery from the middle to late 7th century. More than 

160 kg of slag, crucibles, moulds, and scrap metal suggest the presence of remarkable 

metalworking ac�vity at this site (Carver 2017, 178–179; Lucy, Tipper, and Dickens 2009). 

 Hoards 

The Staffordshire Hoard 

The Staffordshire Hoard was discovered by a metal-detectorist in July 2009 in a field in the 

parish of Hammerwich, Staffordshire. Subsequent excava�ons in 2009, 2010, and 2012 
then uncovered more objects. The hoard consists of many rich weaponry fi�ngs, frag-

ments of a par�ally gilt helmet, depic�ng, among other mo�fs, horned figures (GB-HAM), 

mounts, a great gold cross, and pendants. Comprising of a total of approximately 4 kg of 
gold and c. 1.7 kg of silver, the artefacts are of excep�onally high quality and indica�ve of 

high status, making the hoard the most significant and richest Anglo-Saxon discovery since 

Figure 4.15: A small selec�on of the artefacts from the Staffordshire Hoard, photograph by Birmingham 
Museum and Art Gallery (a�er Portable An�qui�es Scheme 2009). 
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Suton Hoo. The artefacts were typologically dated between the 6th century and c. 660, 

some of them having parallels in East Anglia and Northumbria, possibly poin�ng to the 

results of military conflicts between Mercia and the aforemen�oned kingdoms. A com-

prehensive catalogue of the hoard was published in 2019 (Fern, Dickinson, and Webster 

2019). 

Stamford Bridge 

A second object that poten�ally formed part of a hoard is the mount in the shape of a 

horned head (GB-STB) which was found near Stamford Bridge in East Yorkshire. The 

mount, typologically dated to the first half of the 7th century, was found in close proximity 

to various Viking Age artefacts, such as dress accessories from the late 8th to the 11th cen-

tury, two coins, and a fragment from a silver neck ring from the 10th century. As Liz An-

drews-Wilson states: ‘this patern of loss suggests Viking-age ac�vity in the area. It is 

therefore possible that this 7th-century object had spent a while as a piece of Viking loot’ 
(Andrews-Wilson 2008). 

 Setlements and Hoards: Conclusions 

Two main categories stand out among the major setlement sites discussed in this chap-

ter: central places and trading towns. Bente Magnus describes central places as: 

sites characterized by a dis�nct accumula�on of hoarded gold, metal objects and 

workshop material which is not found in ordinary agrarian setlements. These sites 
[…] seem to have func�oned as economic, poli�cal and par�cularly religious centres 

for a whole region. They take up much land as they consist of a number of farms. […] 
The central places have a strategic loca�on in rela�on to important lines of commu-

nica�on both by sea and by land, and the setlements were sta�onary for the whole 
period of occupa�on. The hall, the main building of the largest farm, occupied a con-

spicuous loca�on and was the cul�c centre (Magnus 2002, 16). 

Among the sites discussed in this chapter, Gamla Uppsala (see Chapter 4.2.1), Tissø (see 

Chapter 4.2.2) and Uppåkra (see Chapter 4.2.3) fall into this category, sugges�ng they 

should be considered in the context of other well-known central sites such as Gudme, 

Sorte Muld, To�egård, and Gammel Lejre in Denmark; Helgö in Sweden; Borg, Avaldsnes, 

and Borre in Norway; and Rendlesham (associated with Suton Hoo: see Chapter 4.1.11) 

and Yeavering in England, a list which is far from exhaus�ve. Among these sites, Gudme, 
Sorte Muld, Uppåkra and Helgö belong to a first genera�on of central places, which 

reached their peak in the Roman Iron Age and Migra�on Period. Towards the end of the 

Migra�on Period, these first genera�on places (with the excep�on of Uppåkra) were re-
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placed by a new genera�on of central places established elsewhere at the beginning of 

the Vendel Period which con�nued func�oning into the Viking Age and in some cases 

beyond (Carver 2017, 185–189; T. D. Price 2015, 266–281, 307–309, 328–336; Jørgensen 

2009; Hedeager 2008, 15–18; Magnus 2002, 16–18; Hårdh and Larsson 2002): The places 

where artefacts depic�ng horned figures have been discovered (a total of three objects 

at Tissø: DK-TISa, DK-TISb and DK-TISc; two at Gamla Uppsala: SE-GAUa and SE-GAUb; 

and one at Uppåkra: SE-UPP) all belong to this second genera�on of central places, sug-

ges�ng that it is within this sort of site that future finds of this kind can be expected. The 

associa�on of these places with both cult and the ruling elite is obvious, and it stands to 

reason that the same applies to those artefacts depic�ng horned figures found at such 

places.  

Another common feature of central places (as noted above), is large-scale metal-work-

ing and produc�on (see, for example, Hedeager 2002; Hjärthner-Holdar, Lamm, and 

Magnus 2002; Waller 2002), a trait which is shared with the minor sites of Björnhovda 

and Bloodmoor Hill (see Chapter 4.2.7), as well as the major trading sites of Birka (see 
Chapter 4.2.4), Gnëzdovo (see Chapter 4.2.5) and Staraja Ladoga (see Chapter 4.2.6), all 

of which have produced artefacts depic�ng horned figures (SE-BIR, RU-GNE and RU-STL). 

Indeed, in the case of Staraja Ladoga, the find-spot in ques�on has been indubitably iden-
�fied as a smithy.  

In the wider scheme, the central places in Scandinavia also indicate the existence of a 

more domes�c and stable, economically inward-looking part of society, reflected in most 
cases by their unbroken con�nuity from the Vendel Period to the Viking Age. This, how-

ever, is somewhat different to the new proto-urban trading centres that were being es-

tablished all over Scandinavia at the start of the Viking Age. Birka, founded around 750, 

was the first of such towns, and was soon followed by Ribe in Sydjylland,136 Kaupang in 

Ves�old og Telemark and Haithabu in Schleswig-Holstein, in the decades around 800. 

Once again, this list is far from exhaus�ve, but in the context of this thesis, it is worth 

men�oning the trading site of Fröjel on Gotland, which was established around 700. Alt-

hough trading was naturally also associated with the more rural central places, here it 

took more the shape of regional and seasonal markets. The new proto-urban centres el-

evated trading and manufacturing to a larger, more ‘interna�onal’ scale, with links to 

mayor trading centres outside Scandinavia such as Hamwic in England and Dorestad in 

the Netherlands to the west, and sites like Truso in Poland and Staraja Ladoga to the east. 

Trade to the west nonetheless started to decrease during the mid-9th century, par�ally 

 
136 In and around Ribe, a number of artefacts have been discovered which depict figures some scholars 
associate with the horned figure. Although these figures from Ribe do not meet the narrow criteria for 
horned figures used in this thesis, they will nonetheless be briefly introduced in Chapter 5.4. 
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due to increased poli�cal instability in the Carolingian Empire, and escala�ng Viking raids. 

Around 900, the focus of trade had shi�ed to the east, culmina�ng in the mid-10th century, 

alongside of the development of Scandinavian setlements along the trade routes through 

the river-systems of eastern Europe, of which Gnëzdovo was just one (T. D. Price 2015, 

336–345; Skre 2008; Sindbæk 2008; Androshchuk 2008).  

Bearing this development in mind, it is intriguing that, as of now, it is only in those 

trading sites that form part of this eastern trading network, that artefacts depic�ng 

horned figures have been found: In Birka, Fröjel (through its proximity to Levide), Staraja 

Ladoga and Gnëzdovo. As men�oned above, the pendants found in 10th century contexts 

at Birka and Gnëzdovo (SE-BIR and RU-GNE), appear to have been made by one and the 

same ar�san, an observa�on that beau�fully illustrates the close connec�ons that existed 

between these two sites, through either trade or migra�on. More likely the result of em-

igra�on to Staraja Ladoga is the figurine depic�ng the head of a horned figure (RU-STL), 

found in a smithy from the second half of the 8th century. One wonders whether the smith 

brought this already ancient object with him, specula�vely travelling through the port at 
Fröjel in their old home which might have been Gotland. 

In contrast to the above, the sphere of Viking expansion, trade, setlement, and raiding 

in Western Europe and the North Atlan�c has yet to produce any evidence for the pres-
ence of artefacts depic�ng horned figures that can clearly be atributed to Viking Age 

people of a culturally Scandinavian origin. The only such artefact to be found in a poten�al 

Viking context in England is the mount in the shape of a horned head (GB-STB) from Stam-
ford Bridge (see Chapter 4.2.8), which has seemingly ended up in a 11th century Viking 

hoard. All the same, as this mount has many direct 7th century Anglo-Saxon parallels, and 

lacks any parallels in Scandinavia, it is virtually out of ques�on that this object was brought 

in by Vikings from Scandinavia or that they might have manufactured it themselves. How-

ever, as always, it is important to remember that, as several people have noted, absence 

of evidence does not cons�tute evidence of absence. Future discoveries might well ren-

der many of the points suggested above obsolete.137 
In conclusion, it can be said that the find contexts of the setlements involved, like the 

grave finds examined in Chapter 4.1, would seem to place the horned figure as origina�ng 

 
137 Indeed, finds of similar artefacts, some�mes considered to depict ‘horned’ figures according the some-
what wider defini�ons applied by some scholars, have been made in the region of Limburg some 100 km 
land-inwards of Dorestad, and in and around Ribe (see Chapter 5.4). Together with the two known coins 
depic�ng horned figures (one found at Tissø: DK-TISa, and the other from an unknown find context: XX-
MUN), both of which belong to a group of coins commonly claimed to have been issued in Haithabu (see 
Chapter 4.3.6), these finds make it at least plausible that artefacts depic�ng horned figures proper could 
have also travelled to the west at the beginning of the Viking Age. Such a hypothesis has yet to be confirmed 
with actual finds. 
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predominantly in the context of a rather conserva�ve, economically inward looking, pa-

gan elite situated in central places, a connec�on to a domes�c ruling elite that is also 

reflected in the Staffordshire Hoard. As noted above, the objects found in these places 

are nonetheless o�en difficult to date and might just as well come from the Vendel Period 

as from the Viking Age. In this regard, the pendants from Birka and Gnëzdovo (SE-BIR, and 

RU-GNE) are the odd ones out, both with respect to their 10th century find contexts and 

their associa�on to Scandinavian expansion and trade.  

As has been shown over the previous pages, the find contexts of the 27 artefacts de-

pic�ng horned figures discussed here (13 of them found in graves, twelve in setlements, 

and two as parts of hoards) provide poten�ally important informa�on about the social 

milieu in which such objects were used. The remaining 33 artefacts, however, lack any 

interpretable find context, par�ally as a result of their method of discovery (being, for 

example, chance finds or metal detector finds on sites, without any known archaeological 

context), or due to the lack of sufficient or published documenta�on. These objects need 

to be approached differently, addressing the nature of the artefacts themselves (see 
Chapter 4.3) and their da�ng (see Chapter 4.3.9), as well as their general distribu�on pat-

terns (see Chapter 4.4). 

4.3 Image Carriers 
Having analysed the find context of those artefacts depic�ng horned figures for which the 

archaeological context is analysable (see Chapters 4.1 and 4.2), the objects themselves in 
their func�on as image carriers will be the primary subject of this next chapter. For arte-

fact-specific bibliographic references in this chapter, the reader is referred to the biblio-

graphic entries in the catalogue in Chapter 7. 

 A Note on the Materials 

Most of the artefacts depic�ng horned figures that have survived to this day are made of 

metal, predominately bronze. The only other types of materials represented here are 

stone (the three picture stones from Gotland, SE-GOT, SE-SMI and SE-STV: see Chapter 

4.3.8) and tex�les (the three tapestry fragments from Oseberg, NO-OSE-2, NO-OSE-13B2 

and NO-OSE-16: see Chapter 4.3.8). In total, this means that only 5% of the image carriers 

introduced in this chapter were made of easily perishable materials. With near certainty, 

however, this does not accurately represent the original situa�on. Indeed, this represents 
the probably most impac�ul aspect of sampling bias (see Chapter 3.4), sampling step two 

which concerns itself with the preserva�on of artefacts (something which will also be 

noted with regard to the preserva�on of the pressblech fragments: see Chapter 4.3.7). 
For obvious reasons, artefacts made of organic materials such as tex�les and wood are 
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rarely preserved (Renfrew and Bahn 2015, 48–61, 215–216) although originally, they most 

likely outnumbered objects made from metal. There is no reason to assume that this was 

not the case with regard to the depic�ons of horned figures. Indeed, the excep�onally 

well preserved ship-burial from Oseberg which contained, besides the tapestries, large 

quan��es of highly decorated wooden artefacts (see Chapter 4.1.10) gives us an impres-

sion of the degree to which rich imagery carved into wooden artefacts could have been 

an integral part of the Norse visual language (see further: Helmbrecht 2011, 339–347), an 

aspect that is now largely lost. 

 Figurines 

Four of the artefacts can be classified as small figurines or statuetes (numbers in brackets 

refer to the numbered items in Figure 4.16): the figurines from Hakonsgård, Bornholm 

(DK-HAK: 4), Uppåkra, Skåne (SE-UPP: 3), Caistor, Lincolnshire (GB-CAI: 1) and Marham, 

Norfolk (GB-MAR: 2), all of which depict at least the upper body and upper extremi�es, 
although only the figurine from Caistor (GB-CAI: 1) depicts the whole body from head to 

toe. The figurine from Marham (GB-MAR: 2) might also have originally depicted the en�re 

body, but the lower por�ons of it are broken off: at the point of fracture in the area of the 
figure’s hip, there is a lateral perfora�on similar to that found on the possible ring-headed 

pins or needles discussed in Chapter 4.3.3. As noted above, however, the other two figu-

rines do not show the en�re body either: the legs of the figurine from Uppåkra (SE-UPP: 
3) appear to transi�on into a hollow spout or nozzle (see Helmbrecht 2011, 495), and 

similarly, the torso of the figurine from Hakonsgård (DK-HAK: 4) transi�ons into a pin, 

sugges�ng that both of these artefacts might have been mounted on- or into some other 
object. Another common feature of the later two figurines are the perforated hands, 

which might have originally held some other thin objects. 

1 

2 

3 
4 

Figure 4.16: Figurines, scale 1:1:  1 – GB-CAI, photograph by The Portable An�qui�es Scheme (a�er 
Staves 2007);  2 – GB-MAR, photograph by Norfolk Museums Service (a�er Rogerson 2014);  
3 – SE-UPP (a�er Hårdh 2010, 259, fig. 15);  4 – DK-HAK, photograph by René Laursen (a�er 
Helmbrecht 2011, 145, fig. 31t). 
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With regard to both da�ng and distribu�on, not much definite can be said due to the 

small sample size of only four artefacts. So far, there is only evidence for figurines depict-

ing horned figures in the Denmark/Skåne area and England (see Map 4.8), the da�ng of 

these artefacts sugges�ng a con�nua�on from the Vendel Period into the Viking Age (see 
Figure 4.17). 

 
Figure 4.17: Date-range of figurines (created with Eitri courtesy of Katherine S. Beard). 

 Pin Heads and Ring-Headed Pins 

Unidentifiable Artefacts/Possible Pin Heads 

Closely related to two of the figurines discussed in Chapter 4.3.3 (DK-HAK, and SE-UPP), 

is a group of five three-dimensional heads adorning what appear to be pins or some sort 
of tools or implements (numbers in brackets refer to the numbered items in Figure 4.18): 

the objects from Tissø, Sjælland (DK-TISc: 1), Gamla Uppsala, Uppland (SE-GAUb: 2), 

Levide, Gotland (SE-LEV: 3), Dover, Kent (GB-DOV: 4), and Staraja Ladoga, Leningrad Ob-

Map 4.8: Distribu�on of figurines. 
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last (RU-STL: 5). These objects are difficult to interpret, as they o�en survive in a frag-
mented state and without the objects they were originally atached to. In the case of the 

head from Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUb: 2), for example, it has been argued that it might 

have been atached to tweezers or an awl or needle (see Ljungkvist 2009, 21). The imple-

ment from Dover (GB-DOV: 4), on the other hand, was originally proposed to be a sharp-
ening steel (see Evison 1965, 214). A reinterpreta�on based on a radiograph showing an 

inlaid metal strip on the iron rod encased by wood (possibly a sheath?) that the bronze 

head is atached to, has led to it now being seen as some sort of toilet implement (see 
Evison 1987, 84), although the exact purpose of this remains a mystery. The object from 

Staraja Ladoga (RU-STL: 5), meanwhile, has been described as a ferrule (see Price and 

Mor�mer 2014, 525), indica�ng that its pin might have been hollow as Figure 4.18.5 

seems to suggest, making it similar to the figurine from Uppåkra (SE-UPP) discussed in 

Chapter 4.3.3, and the possible heads on the ring-headed pins from Gåtebo (SE-GAT), and 

Tuddenham St. Mar�n (GB-TSM) discussed below. 

Possible Ring-Headed Pins/Needles 

A second related group of six heads (numbers in brackets refer to the numbered items in 

Figure 4.19) is represented by the artefacts from Mesinge, Fyn (DK-MES: 1), Sigerslevøster, 

Sjælland (DK-SIG: 2), Svinninge, Sjælland (DK-SVI: 3), Tissø, Sjælland (DK-TISb: 4), Gåtebo, 

Öland (SE-GAT: 5), and Tuddenham St. Mar�n, Suffolk (GB-TSM: 6), to which the figurine 

from Marham (GB-MAR) discussed in Chapter 4.3.3 might also belong. This group is 

slightly easier to interpret due to the lateral perfora�ons or indenta�ons running either 

through the heads themselves or through the pins or spouts below the head. These per-

1 

2 3 

4 5 

Figure 4.18: Pin heads and heads of implements, scale 1:1 unless stated otherwise:  1 – DK-TISc, photo-
graph by John Lee / Na�onalmuseet (a�er Jørgensen 2005, 139, fig. 83), not to scale;  2 – SE-
GAUb (a�er Ljungkvist 2009, 21, fig. 12);  3 – SE-LEV, photograph by Roland Hejdström (a�er 
Carlsson 2014a, 6, fig. 3);  4 – GB-DOV, drawing by Elizabeth Fry-Stone (a�er Evison 1987, 334, 
fig. 63);  5 – RU-STL, photograph by Viking Rune (a�er Viking Rune 2013). 
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fora�ons suggest that the heads were used as the decora�ons on ring-headed pins or 
needles, possibly even the heads of needles from annular or penannular brooches. It is, 

however, important to point out that none of these artefacts have been found together 

with their supposed rings, a fact which makes the proposed iden�fica�on of these objects 

tenta�ve at best. Two of these heads — the artefacts from Gåtebo (SE-GAT: 5) and Tud-
denham St. Mar�n (GB-TSM: 6) — adorn a hollow spout or nozzle, once again similar to 

the figurine from Uppåkra (SE-UPP), discussed in Chapter 4.3.3, and perhaps also the ar-

tefact from Staraja Ladoga (RU-STL) discussed above. The other objects appear to be 
some sort of pins. 

Distribution and Dating of Pin Heads and Ring-Headed Pins 

As can be seen in Map 4.9, this group of artefacts is found in almost all the major regions 

in which horned figures appear (see Chapter 4.4), with a clear main area in Denmark (Fyn 
and Sjælland), where five of the eleven objects in this category were found. The artefacts 

are predominately dated to the Vendel Period, but for some (DK-SIG and DK-TISb), a date 

in the Viking Age might also be possible (see Figure 4.20) 

3 

4 

5 6 

1
2 

Figure 4.19: Ring-headed pins or needles, scale 1:1 unless stated otherwise:  1 – DK-MES (a�er Beck 
2016a);  2 – DK-SIG (a�er Helmbrecht 2011, 145, fig. 31s);  3 – DK-SVI, photograph by John 
Lee (courtesy of Severin Tobias Mortensen), not to scale;  4 – DK-TISb, photograph by John 
Lee / Na�onalmuseet (a�er Jørgensen 2005, 139, fig. 83), not to scale;  5 – SE-GAT (a�er 
Beskow Sjöberg 1987, 244);  6 – GB-TSM, drawing by A. Holness (a�er Geake 2000). 
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Figure 4.20: Date-range of pin heads and ring-headed pins (created with Eitri, courtesy of Katherine S. 

Beard). 

 Brooches 

Only two artefacts depic�ng horned figures have been iden�fied as brooches (numbers 

in brackets refer to the numbered items in Figure 4.21). The first is the early Viking Age 

brooch from Nørholm, Nordjylland (DK-NOR: 1), which, due to its fragmented state, could 

either have formed part of an equal-armed (Beck, Chris�ansen, and Henriksen 2019, 186) 

or rectangular brooch (Helmbrecht 2008, 44; 2011, 437). The other brooch was found in 

Durnford, Wiltshire (GB-DUR: 2), this being a buton brooch tenta�vely dated to between 

450 and 550, possibly the oldest of the objects inves�gated in this thesis. As there are 

only two artefacts in this category, litle conclusive can be said with regard to any overall 

distribu�on patern or general da�ng. 

Map 4.9: Distribu�on of pin heads (empty circles) and ring-headed pins (red dots). 
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Figure 4.21: Brooches, scale 1:1:  1 – DK-NOR, photograph by Nordjyllands Historiske Museum (a�er 

Beck, Chris�ansen, and Henriksen 2019, 188, fig. 183);  2 – GB-DUR, photograph by The 
Portable An�qui�es Scheme (a�er Hinds 2004). 

 
Map 4.10: Distribu�on of brooches. 

 Pendants 

Primary Pendants 

A small group of three very similar artefacts (numbers in brackets refer to the numbered 

items in Figure 4.22) can be confidently iden�fied as pendants due to the loops on their 

flat backs (which excludes their iden�fica�on as figurines, an iden�fica�on which might 

be temp�ng if the artefacts are only looked at from the front): the artefacts from Birka, 

Uppland (SE-BIR: 1), Ekhammar, Uppland (SE-EKH: 3), and Gnëzdovo, Smolensk Oblast 

(RU-GNE: 2). As already argued above (see Chapters 4.2.5 and 4.2.9), although the metals 

used for cas�ng them are different, the silver pendant from Birka (SE-BIR: 1) and the cop-

per alloy pendant from Gnëzdovo (RU-GNE: 2) are so similar to each other that it stands 

1 2 
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to reason that they might have been produced by the same ar�san, a hypothesis that is 

further supported by the trading and migra�on rela�onship between the two sites and 

the roughly contemporary find contexts dated to the early or mid-10th century (see Chap-

ters 4.1.1 and 4.2.5). Slightly more dis�nct is the bronze pendant from Ekhammar (SE-

EKH: 3), which was found (along with another pendant depic�ng an animal warrior figure: 
see Chapter 5.3.1) in a crema�on grave roughly dated to the early Viking Age (see Chapter 

4.1.4). As two out of three (SE-BIR: 1, and SE-EKH: 3) of these very similar pendants have 

been found in graves that have been more or less securely iden�fied as the graves of fe-
male individuals (see Chapters 4.1.1 and 4.1.4), one might speculate whether the pendant 

found in Gnëzdovo (RU-GNE: 2) might also have been worn by a woman at some point in 

�me, maybe even a ritual specialist as Michaela Helmbrecht has suggested for its Swedish 
equivalents (SE-BIR: 1, and SE-EKH: 3) (Helmbrecht 2008, 41) (see Chapter 2.7.4)? 

Secondary Pendants 

In addi�on to the three pendants proper addressed above, are three more artefacts which 

have at some point been converted to pendants by punching or drilling a hole into them 

(numbers in brackets refer to the numbered items in Figure 4.23).138 This group comprises 

of different types of objects such as a coin from Tissø, Sjælland (DK-TISa: 1: see Chapter 

4.3.8); a buckle plate from Ayton, Berwickshire, Scotland (GB-AYT: 2: see Chapter 4.3.8); 

and a pressblech die from Hethel, Norfolk (GB-HET: 3: see Chapter 4.3.7). These artefacts 

therefore show evidence of secondary use extending beyond their original purpose and 

func�ons. 

 
138 The mounts from Bloodmoor Hill, Suffolk (GB-BLH); and Saxlingham Nethergate, Norfolk (GB-SAN) also 
display small perfora�ons, although they were used for inser�ng thin rivets in order to fasten them to other 
objects (see Chapter 4.3.6). 

1 3 2 

Figure 4.22: Pendants, scale 1:1:  1 – SE-BIR, le� photograph by Ola Myrin, right photograph by Nina 
Persson (a�er Historiska museet 2011a);  2 – RU-GNE, drawing by A. S. Dement'eva (a�er 
Пушкина [Puškina] 2011, 372, fig. 1);  3 – SE-EKH, le� photograph by Gabriel Hildebrand, right 
photograph by Ulrik Skans (a�er Historiska museet 2011c). 
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Distribution and Dating of Pendants 

Once again, the sample size in in this category is very small and does not allow anyone to 

draw general conclusions with regard to their distribu�on (see Map 4.11). That being said, 

based on the three pendants proper which have been found so far, it is intriguing to see 
that all of these remarkably similar artefacts appear in a rela�vely clearly defined East 

Norse Viking Age context based in Uppland and Gnëzdovo respec�vely. Whether this pre-

liminary impression holds true or not will only become clearer once more artefacts of this 

type are discovered. So far, these artefacts are clearly associated with the Viking Age (see 
Figure 4.24). On the secondary pendants even less can be said with any certainty; the 

1 

2 

3 

Figure 4.23: Secondary pendants, scale 1:1:  1 – DK-TISa, photograph by Andreas Mogensen (a�er 
Na�onalmuseet 2017);  2 – GB-AYT, photograph by Na�onal Museums Scotland (a�er 
Na�onal Museums Scotland);  3 – GB-HET, photograph by Norfolk County Council (a�er 
Whitcombe 2011). 

Map 4.11: Distribu�on of pendants (red dots) and secondary pendants (empty circles). 
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da�ng in par�cular is especially nondescript, as its validity concerns the original manufac-

ture of the pieces in ques�on. The secondary usage on the other hand can poten�ally 

postdate the artefacts’ manufacture and original use by centuries. 

 
Figure 4.24: Date-range of primary pendants (created with Eitri, courtesy of Katherine S. Beard). 

 Cast Mounts and Fi�ngs 

A large group of 18 cast and o�en gilt artefacts exclusively found in England can be iden-

�fied as mounts or fi�ngs (numbers in brackets refer to the numbered items in Figure 

4.25): the objects from Atleborough, Norfolk (GB-ATT: 1), Bainton, East Riding of York-

shire (GB-BAI: 3), Blakeney, Norfolk (GB-BLA: 6), Bloodmoor Hill, Suffolk (GB-BLH: 5), an 

unknown loca�on in Cambridgeshire (GB-CAM: 7), Finglesham, Kent (GB-FIN-138: 2), 
Kings Worthy, Hampshire (GB-KIW: 10), Letheringset with Glandford, Norfolk (GB-LEG: 

12), near Melton, Leicestershire (GB-MEL: 14), Radwinter, Essex (GB-RAD: 4), Reepham, 

Norfolk (GB-REE: 8), Rempstone, No�nghamshire (GB-REM: 17), Saxlingham Nethergate, 
Norfolk (GB-SAN: 9), Soberton, Hampshire (GB-SOB: 11), near Stamford Bridge, North 

Yorkshire (GB-STB: 13), Streatley, West Berkshire (GB-STR: 16), Suton, Suffolk (GB-SUT: 

18), and West Ilsley, West Berkshire (GB-WEI: 15).  
Most of these mounts have integral rivets, shanks, or lugs on their flat backs, clearly 

sugges�ng that they were intended to be atached to some other object. Three artefacts, 

however, the mounts from Bloodmoor Hill (GB-BLH: 5), Soberton (GB-SOB: 11) and West 

Ilsley (GB-WEI: 15) have completely flat backs, lacking any trace indica�ng the earlier pres-

ence of such rivets, shanks, or lugs. The same might poten�ally be the case with the 

mount from Bainton (GB-BAI: 3), the back of which is covered by a thick layer of iron 

corrosion, and the mount from Reepham (GB-REE: 8), for which no published informa�on 

about its back exists. The mount from Soberton (GB-SOB: 11) might have been fixed to 

another object by inser�ng rivets through its eyeholes, and somewhat similarly, the 

mount from Bloodmoor Hill (GB-BLH: 5) has a small perfora�on in its forehead, through 

which a thin rivet could have been inserted. Indeed, in the case of the very similar mount 

from Saxlingham Nethergate (GB-SAN: 9), a thin rivet of this kind inserted through a per-

fora�on in the mount’s forehead survives in situ.  

Be that as it may, these mounts’ actual usage remains elusive, as all but one of them 

— the mount from Finglesham (GB-FIN-138: 2: see Chapter 4.1.6) — are stray-finds  
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lacking any interpretable context. One can therefore only speculate as to what kind of 

objects these mounts were intended to be atached to. Some of the objects may have 

been made of iron, something suggested by the presence of iron corrosion on the back of 

the mounts from Bainton (GB-BAI: 3), Finglesham (GB-FIN-138: 2), Kings Worthy (GB-KIW: 

10), Stamford Bridge (GB-STB: 13), and Suton (GB-SUT: 18). Other possible materials 

could be organic (such as leather), as traces of organic material have been noted on the 

mounts from Finglesham (GB-FIN-138: 2: see Chapter 4.1.6), and Kings Worthy (GB-KIW: 
10). Tim Pestell consequently suggests that such mounts could have been worn mounted 

on belts (Pestell 2012, 82–84). Indeed, in the case of the mount from Finglesham (GB-FIN-

Figure 4.25: Cast mount and fi�ngs, scale 1:1:  1 – GB-ATT, drawing by K. Penn (a�er Geake 2003, 208, 
fig. 2d);  2 – GB-FIN-138, drawing by Marion Cox (a�er Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 2006, 
279, fig. 2.117);  3 – GB-BAI, photograph by York Museums Trust (a�er Wilding 2016);  4 – 
GB-RAD, drawing by Suffolk County Council (a�er Bliss 2018);  5 – GB-BLH, photograph by 
Suffolk County Council (a�er Thomas 1999);  6 – GB-BLA, (a�er Chris�e’s 2003);  7 – GB-
CAM, photograph by Paul Mor�mer (a�er Geake 2009);  8 – GB-REE, (a�er Brundle 2014, 
II:252, fig. 12.2c);  9 – GB-SAN, photograph by Norfolk County Council (a�er Whitcombe 
2010);  10 – GB-KIW, photograph by The Portable An�qui�es Scheme (a�er Trevaskus 2018);  
11 – GB-SOB, photograph by Hampshire Cultural Trust; drawing by A. Cracknell (a�er Worrell 
2002);  12 – GB-LEG, drawing by K. Penn (a�er Hinds 2003);  13 – GB-STB, photograph by 
York Museums Trust (a�er Andrews-Wilson 2008);  14 – GB-MEL, (a�er Scot 2007);  15 – 
GB-WEI, photograph by West Berkshire (a�er Levick 2006);  16 – GB-STR, photograph by 
Berkshire Archaeology (a�er Broomfield and Webster 2015);  17 – GB-REM, (a�er Tweddle 
1992, 1124, fig. 558);  18 – GB-SUT, photograph by Suffolk County Council (a�er Brown 2013). 

Map 4.12: Distribu�on of cast mounts and fi�ngs, scale 1:10 million. 
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138: 2), as has already been men�oned in Chapter 4.1.6, it has been argued that the traces 

of organic material found on the artefact could stem from a belt or pouch made of leather. 

This object, however, is also the only one that has been found in a grave (see Chapter 

4.1.6). Furthermore, its clipped shanks, and its find context in a female grave suggest a 

secondary usage as a sort of amulet. It would naturally be unreasonable to assume, based 

on the find context of this object alone, that all the other mounts were associated with 

women. 

Unlike the other types of artefact, apart from the Gotlandic picture stones (see Chap-

ter 4.3.8), this group of mount stands out on the basis of the fact that, without any excep-

�on, all of the 18 artefacts clearly belong to Anglo-Saxon England, something which sug-

gests that the Anglo-Saxons put their own twist on this mo�f which has made it clearly 

dis�nct (see Chapter 5.2.8). This fact is naturally also present in the da�ng of these ob-

jects, which, for obvious reasons, is restricted to roughly the period between 550 and 700 

(see Figure 4.26). 

 
Figure 4.26: Date-range of cast mounts and fi�ngs (created with Eitri, courtesy of Katherine S. Beard). 

 Pressblech and Pressblech Dies 

The next group of artefacts represent both the produc�on and the resul�ng manufacture 

of objects made of metal commonly known as pressblech. Pressblech are thin sheets of 

metal, mostly made of copper alloy or silver, embossed with designs with the aid of dies 

commonly cast from copper alloy. All the dies addressed in the context of this thesis are 
patrices, which show the image in posi�ve relief (as opposed to matrices, which show the 

design as a recessed nega�ve image). It is suggested that the metal sheets were laid over 

the die and then burnished or hammered onto it in order to press the image into the sheet 

metal (Speake 2019a, 146–147; Pollington 2010, 144–145). The produced pressblech im-

ages were then mounted or fited on different high status objects, such as helmets, 

shields, drinking horns, belts, bowls, boxes, and so on (Pollington 2010, 145, 276–279). 

Pressblech Dies 

Five patrix dies depic�ng horned figures (numbers in brackets refer to the numbered 

items in Figure 4.27) are known from a wide area: the dies from Vestervang, Lolland (DK-

VES: 1), Björnhovda (the Torslunda plate), Öland (SE-BJO: 2), Keszthely-Fenékpuszta, Zala, 

Hungary (HU-KEF: 3), Hethel, Norfolk (GB-HET: 4), and Crawley, Hampshire (GB-CRA: 5). 
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The most famous example is, for obvious reasons, the die from Björnhovda (SE-BJO: 

2). Not only is it one of the very first artefacts depic�ng horned figures to be discovered 

and published (see Chapter 2.1.2), but also the only one of the five artefacts under dis-
cussion for which the intended purpose is fairly apparent: the produc�on of pressblech 

intended to be mounted or fited on helmets, the likes of which are addressed further 

below. As already briefly men�oned in Chapter 2.4.3, based on what he interprets as 
traces of metal strips used to s�tch pressblech foils onto the leather caps of helmets, 

Morten Axboe has argued that this die (as well as a second die found at the same spot) 

represents a copy of an older pressblech image taken from a disassembled older helmet 

(Axboe 1987). Axboe proposes the following ‘quick-and-dirty’ workflow:  

[The ar�san] took a bronze-foil ornamented helmet, which apparently was some-

what worn, and loosened its outer leather cap to which the foils were fastened. Two 
ornamented foils were cut free, perhaps a litle carelessly; in any case they had a 

somewhat ragged outline. They both kept their underlying layer of leather, which in 
�me would give the new plates the necessary thickness. Some details of the mo�fs 

were more or less carefully freshened up. 
Each foil was now embedded in clay, in two turns to form a bipar�te mould. Of course 

they were removed again before the moulds were fired, and besides each mould was 
supplied with a cas�ng-gate at one corner. A�er that, the normal procedure of cast-
ing was followed (Axboe 1987, 20–21). 

If Axboe’s observa�ons are correct, this would imply the former existence of an archetypal 

version (*SE-BJO) of the extant die (SE-BJO: 2). This is significant, as it would suggest that 

the mo�f depicted on this die was poten�ally considerably older than the extant die itself, 

although the exact length of �me that would separate *SE-BJO from SE-BJO must remain 

1 2 

3 

4 5 

Figure 4.27: Pressblech dies, scale 1:1:  1 – DK-VES (a�er Petersen and Rasmussen 2016, 18);  2 – SE-
BJO, photograph by SHM (a�er Historiska museet 2011b);  3 – HU-KEF, (a�er Müller 2008, 
235, fig. 2.2);  4 – GB-HET, photograph by Norfolk County Council (a�er Whitcombe 2011);  5 
– GB-CRA, photograph by Winchester Museums Service (a�er Ellis 2013). 
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subject to specula�on. As men�oned in Chapter 2.1.2, a total of four patrices have been 

found at Björnhovda, only one of which depicts a horned figure (SE-BJO). 

The other artefacts in this category (DK-VES: 1, HU-KEF: 3, GB-HET: 4, and GB-CRA: 5), 

however, are less easy to interpret, as they are considerably smaller and display different 

shapes to those known on the helmets addressed below. It is therefore likely that the 

pressblech produced with these dies were intended to adorn other objects, the exact na-

ture of which can only be speculated. 

Pressblech Mounted on Helmets 

At least five helmets depic�ng horned figures (numbers in brackets refer to the numbered 

items in Figure 4.28) are known to exist: the helmets from Gamla Uppsala, Uppland (SE-

GAUa: 2), Valsgärde, Uppland (SE-VAL-7: 1, and SE-VAL-8: 3), Hammerwich (Staffordshire 

Hoard), Staffordshire (GB-HAM: 5), and Suton Hoo (GB-SUH: 4).  

While some of these helmets are well preserved, such as the two helmets from 
Valsgärde (SE-VAL-7: 1, and SE-VAL-8: 3), others are more fragmented, rendering the at-

tempted reconstruc�ons more tenta�ve. Indeed, the Suton Hoo helmet (GB-SUH: 4) has 

been reconstructed twice with largely differing results (see Chapters 2.2.2, and 2.3.3). 
Likewise, the fragmented remains which comprise part of the Staffordshire Hoard have 

been tenta�vely reconstructed as belonging to a single helmet (GB-HAM: 5), although the 

possibility remains that the pressblech fragments in par�cular might originate from differ-
ent disassembled helmets, or possibly even adorned other types of objects (Fern and 

Speake 2019, 70–71). With regards to the helmet fragments found at Gamla Uppsala (SE-

GAUb: 2), no thorough atempts have been made to reconstruct the original appearance 
of the helmet, although it has been noted that it might have consisted of a pressblech-

decorated leather cap considerably smaller than the other helmets, sugges�ng that it was 

probably made to be worn by a child (Arrhenius and Sjøvold 1995, 30; Arrhenius and Freij 
1992, 109). 

The four helmets from Valsgärde (SE-VAL-7: 1, and SE-VAL-8: 3), the Staffordshire 

Hoard (GB-HAM: 5), Suton Hoo (GB-SUH: 4) and perhaps also that from Gamla Uppsala 

(SE-GAUb: 2), all belong to a dis�nct group of crested helmets139 known from finds both 

in England and Scandinavia (see Chapter 4.4.1, Map 4.17) which are inspired and influ-

 
139 Characteris�c for this type of helmet is a metal crest which is of structural importance. It is most likely 
this type of helmet which is men�oned in the lines 1030–1035 of Beowulf, the crest being described as a 
wala: ‘Ymb þæs helmes hrōf/ hēafodbeorge/ wīrum bewunden/ walu ūtan hēold,/ þæt him fē[o]la lāf/ 
frēcne ne meahte/ scūrheard sceþðan,/ þonne scyldfreca/ onġean gramum/ gangan scolde’ (‘Around the 
crown of the helmet a crest, wound with golden wires, protected the skull from the blows of sharp-filed 
swords hardened in war; it would turn away harm when a warrior went up against his foes’) (Beowulf  2017, 
66–67). 
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enced by late Roman helmets, and appear to have been status symbols of the highest 

ranks in society, poten�ally playing a role in ritual re-enactment and drama (on crested 
helmets see, for example, Speake 2019c; and Steuer 1987, 199–203, 230–231; on the 

ritual aspect see Price and Mor�mer 2014). Most of these helmets except for that from 

Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa) show signs of having been repaired at some point in �me (Fern 

and Speake 2019, 74; Fern 2019a, 271; Bruce-Mi�ord 1978, 224–225, 230; Arwidsson 

1977, 25; 1954, 26-27), something which suggests that they might already have been of 

a considerable age when they were deposited. 

1 
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Figure 4.28: Helmets, not to scale unless stated otherwise:  1 – SE-VAL-7, photograph by Per-Olof Bohlin 
(a�er Arwidsson 1977, plate A);  2 – pressblech fragment of SE-GAUa, photograph by SHM 
(a�er Bruce-Mi�ord 1978, 208, fig. 155), scale 1:1;  3 – SE-VAL-8, photograph by Gunnar 
Sundgren (a�er Arwidsson 1954, plate 2);  4 – second reconstruc�on of GB-SUH (a�er Bri�sh 
Museum 2020, asset number: 35172001);  5 – replica of GB-HAM (a�er Birmingham 
Museums Trust and Poteries Museum and Art Gallery 2020). 
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Pressblech Mounted on Other Objects and Fragments 

As already men�oned above and indicated by the func�onal diversity of the pressblech 

dies, pressblech depic�ng horned figures are not restricted to being mounted on helmets, 

although the interpreta�on of the following two artefacts is less straight forward (num-

bers in brackets refer to the numbered items in Figure 4.29): while the pressblech from 

Obrigheim, Pfalz (DE-OBR: 2) was mounted on a wooden bowl, it has been argued that 

this might represent a secondary usage, although the purpose of the original object re-

mains unclear. Without jus�fying his claim any further, Karl Hauck suggests a box fi�ng 

or some sort of drinking vessel (Hauck 1957a, 22–23, 36). As Michaela Helmbrecht sug-

gests, ‘the repoussé sheet itself probably was produced considerably earlier’ than the 

grave context (see Chapter 4.1.9) would indicate (Helmbrecht 2019, 292). A similar kind 

of ambiguity is a feature of the pressblech fragment from Caenby, Lincolnshire (GB-CAE: 

1), which might well have been part of a helmet if one considers the shared mo�f also 
found on the helmets men�oned above (see also Chapter 5.3.2). However, no other hel-

met fragments are documented to having been found in the Caenby grave (see Chapter 

4.1.3), rendering such a hypothesis to be only one of many possible interpreta�ons. 

 
Figure 4.29: Pressblech mounted on other objects or fragments, scale 1:1:  1 – GB-CAE (a�er Bruce-

Mi�ord 1978, 206, fig. 153);  2 – DE-OBR, photograph by Peter Haag-Kirchner (a�er 
Helmbrecht 2019, 292, fig. 1a). 

Distribution and Dating of Pressblech and Pressblech Dies 

As it has been noted several �mes above, these pressblech patrices and pressblech sheet 

in general appear to be represent some of the earliest groups of image carriers depic�ng 

horned figures (see Figure 4.30), something that would suggest that it might have been 

precisely this par�cular medium which had allowed for the spread of this mo�f group. As 

can be seen on Map 4.13, evidence for both the produc�on and presence of pressblech 
images is present in all the major areas in which the horned figure mo�f appeared (see 

Chapter 4.4). Indeed, the pressblech technique is designed for mass-produc�on, of which 

we can only see the �p of the iceberg due to the fragility of such pressed sheet metal, 
something which explains the rela�vely large propor�on of the naturally sturdier and thus 

more likely preserved patrices among the recovered artefacts. 

1 2 
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In this context, compared to the surviving pressblech artefacts which all have been 
found in predominately male high-status, elite, or even princely contexts (see Chapters 

4.1.3, 4.1.7, 4.1.9, 4.1.11, 4.1.12, 4.1.13 and 4.2.8) and are rela�vely uniform in their pur-

pose (see above), it is important to point out that the patrices are much more diverse in 

terms of form, func�on and the mo�fs depicted on them. Here, we clearly see the first 
two types of sampling bias at play (see Chapter 3.4): Firstly, high-status artefacts are gen-

erally more likely to be deposited in graves or incorporated into hoards than their more 

mundane counterparts, which might simply have been discarded, repurposed, or melted 

down once they had fulfilled their purpose. Secondly, the more massive dies are much 

more easily preserved than their deriva�ons which, due to their fragility, are much less 

likely to survive for longer periods in �me. Indeed, without a deliberate and careful dep-

osi�on, pressblech sheets stand litle to no chance of surviving in any meaningful way for 

Map 4.13: Distribu�on of crested helmets (red dots), pressblech dies (black dots), and other kinds of 
pressblech artefacts (empty circles). 

Figure 4.30: Date-range of pressblech artefacts, crested helmets and pressblech dies (created with Eitri, 
courtesy of Katherine S. Beard). 
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longer than a millennium. Even those pressblech artefacts that did survive in graves and 

hoards mostly did so in a highly fragmentary state. 

 Other Types of Image Carriers 

Buckle Plates 

Two of the artefacts relevant to the topic of this thesis can be interpreted as buckle plates, 

one of them, the buckle plate from Ayton, Berwickshire, Scotland (GB-AYT: 1), surviving 

in a fragmentary state a�er being secondarily used as a pendant (see Chapter 4.3.5), while 

the other object forms part of the famous and excep�onally well preserved buckle from 

Finglesham, Kent (GB-FIN-95: 2). Triangular buckles of this type (Marzinzik Type II.23) are 

generally known from Anglo-Saxon high-status male graves da�ng roughly to the period 

between the late 6th and the 7th century, although contemporary parallels from con�nen-

tal Europe also exist (Flynn and Speed 2020; Hilgner 2015, 404–406). This general associ-

a�on with high-status males is certainly confirmed by the find context of the Finglesham 

buckle (see Chapter 4.1.5). So far, the only evidence for horned figures appearing on 
buckle plates comes from Britain, although the small sample size gives once again a rea-

son to be cau�ous about drawing further conclusions.  

 
Figure 4.31: Buckle plates, scale 1:1:  1 – GB-AYT, photograph by Na�onal Museums Scotland (a�er 

Na�onal Museums Scotland);  2 – GB-FIN-95 (a�er Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 2006, 413, 
plate XIV.A). 

Coins 

Two silver coins depic�ng horned figures (numbers in brackets refer to the numbered 

items in Figure 4.32) are known: the coin from Tissø, Sjælland (DK-TISa: 1); and a coin 

from an unknown find spot kept at the Staatliche Münzsammlung München — the Na-

1 

2 
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�onal Numisma�c Collec�on Munich (XX-MUN: 2).140 The reverses of the coins appear to 

display the same set of mo�fs consis�ng of a walking horned figure and other symbols. 

Despite their striking similari�es, it is evident that they were not minted with the same 

dies, although it is quite plausible that the dies might have been made by the same ar�san 

or the same mint. The obverses, however, show small differences in the mo�fs depicted, 

although both represent distorted imita�ons of the obverses of Carolingian coins from 

Dorestad displaying the inscrip�on ‘CARO/LVS’ which are thought to largely predate the 

790s (Pedersen 2000, 25–27). These coins are classified by Brita Malmer as belonging to 

what she calls the kombinationsgruppe (KG) 3, which includes other combina�ons of sim-

ilar Carolus-imita�ons (CE II) on the obverse with reverses displaying mo�fs such as house, 

boat, and deer (Malmer 1966, 112, plate 42). Malmer dated the coins belonging to KG 3 

and the closely related KG 4 to around 825 (Malmer 1966, 204–209), and argued that 

those belonging to KG 3–6 might have been minted in an area which roughly corresponds 

to the modern Schleswig-Holstein, hypothe�cally at Haithabu (Malmer 1966, 176–186, 

194–196, plate 55; see also Malmer 2016; and Wiechmann 2005, 605–606). 

 
Figure 4.32: Coins, scale 1:1:  1 – DK-TISa, photographs by Andreas Mogensen (a�er Na�onalmuseet 

2017);  2 – XX-MUN, photographs by Staatliche Münzsammlung München (a�er Malmer 
1966, plate 33.1). 

Picture Stones 

The known141 occurrence of picture stones depic�ng horned figures is somewhat logically 

restricted to the Bal�c island of Gotland where most of the Scandinavian picture stones 

have been found. Three such picture stones are known to date, these being (numbers in 

brackets refer to the numbered items in Figure 4.33): Gothem kyrka III (SE-GOT: 1), Garda 

Smiss II (SE-SMI: 2) and Rute St. Valle 2 (SE-STV: 3). All three picture stones are made of 

limestone, with the images hewn into the stones in flat relief. However, none of them 

survive in good condi�on, the image side being footworn on Gothem kyrka III (SE-GOT: 

1), and weatherworn on Garda Smiss II (SE-SMI: 2), Rute St. Valle 2 (SE-STV: 3) only sur-

viving as a small fragment. The original context of these stones is unknown, as Garda 

Smiss II (SE-SMI: 2) was found in a field; Rute St. Valle 2 (SE-STV: 3) in the founda�on ruins 

of a mediaeval house; and Gothem kyrka III (SE-GOT: 1) embedded in the floor of a 
 

140 As already addressed in Chapter 2.7.4, the supposed third coin Michaela Helmbrecht believed herself to 
have iden�fied, is actually one and the same coin as that from Munich (XX-MUN). 
141 Sigmund Oehrl has only reanalysed a small por�on of the extant picture stones (see Chapter 2.6.2). 
Therefore, it is plausible that more yet unrecognised horned figures might be depicted on other stones. 

1 2 
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church. A secondary bowl-shaped transfixion suggests that this later stone may have 

served as a piscina, a drain for holy water, possibly originally situated below the bap�smal 

font. It is nonetheless possible to infer that all three of the stones in ques�on belong to 

the stage C/D according to Sune Lindqvist’s typology, which is now thought to cover the 

period star�ng in the 8th century with a peak in the 9th and 10th centuries (Oehrl 2019b, 

20–21, 227–229, 242, 245–246). 

Like the three stones in ques�on, most of the Gotlandic picture stones have been 

found in secondary contexts, close to half of them in churches. However, from the few 

picture stones found in situ, it is possible to infer that there appears to be a more or less 

direct connec�on to mortuary prac�ces, the stones possibly serving as grave markers, 

commemora�ve monuments, and/or cenotaphs (Oehrl 2019b, 31–42; Andrén 1993, 35–

36). Mushroom-shaped (or, for that mater, phallus-shaped: see, for example, Hedeager 

2011, 109–112; or keyhole- or door-shaped: see, for example, Andrén 1993) stones like 

Rute St. Valle 2 (SE-STV: 3) are usually associated with male deceased. On the other hand, 

cist-stones such as Gothem kyrka III (SE-GOT: 1), and Garda Smiss II (SE-SMI: 2) are asso-
ciated with female deceased, although they might also have served as a site for deposi�ng 

offerings (Oehrl 2019b, 11–13, 28–32, 40, 242, 245; Andrén 1993, 37, 39). The iconogra-

phy depicted on these stones will be addressed in more detail in the Chapters 5.3.3, 5.3.4 
and 5.3.5. 

 
Figure 4.33: Picture stones, all photographs by Sigmund Oehrl, scale c. 1:10 unless stated otherwise:  1 

– SE-GOT (a�er Oehrl 2019a, plate 295c), not to scale;  2 – SE-SMI (a�er Oehrl 2019a, plate 
289b);  3 – SE-STV (a�er Oehrl 2017a, 29, fig. 3). 

Tapestry Fragments 

The occurrence of horned figures on tapestries is limited to three fragments found in the 

Oseberg ship grave (see Chapter 4.1.10; numbers in brackets refer to the numbered items 

in Figure 4.34): fragment 2 (NO-OSE-2: 1), fragment 13 B2 (NO-OSE-13B2: 2), and frag-

ment 16 (NO-OSE-16: 3). Of these fragments, only fragment 13 B2 (NO-OSE-13B2: 2) is 

1 2 
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s�ll reasonably well preserved, while the upper le� corner of fragment 2 (NO-OSE-2: 1), 
and parts of fragment 16 (NO-OSE-16: 3) have deteriorated beyond recogni�on; drawings 

by Sofie Kra� and Mary Storm and old photographs are all that survives documen�ng the 

images visible on these parts of the fragments shortly a�er the excava�ons (Vedeler 2019, 

119). 

The tapestries from Oseberg are some of the very few surviving examples of the po-

ten�ally once widespread occurrence of tapestries depic�ng possible narra�ve sequences 

in Viking Age and mediaeval Scandinavia. A stylis�cally very close parallel is known from 

a single fragment found in a Viking Age grave in Rolvsøy, Viken, Norway, dated to around 

900 (Vedeler 2019, 25–27, 33–34; Helmbrecht 2011, 340–342). As Marianne Vedeler 

points out, the produc�on of such tapestries appears to be associated with women of 

high social standing, as is indicated by Stanzas 15 and 16 from the eddic poem 

1 

2 

3 

Figure 4.34: Tapestry fragments, scale 1:3:  1 – NO-OSE-2, drawing by Sofie Kra� 1917 (a�er 
Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: Saksnr05_8823_2_300_C55000);  2 – NO-
OSE-13B2, drawing by Mary Storm 1940 (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: 
Cf22355_A);  3 – NO-OSE-16, drawing by Mary Storm 1939 (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no 
year]-a, bes�llningsnr: Cf22355_A). 
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Guðrúnarkviða II (Vedeler 2019, 26–27, 33).142 To what degree one or both of the females 

buried at Oseberg (see Chapter 4.1.10) were or were not involved in weaving the tapes-

tries will probably never be possible to determine with certainty. However, the presence 

of a ver�cal loom among the grave goods which would be perfectly suited to weave such 

tapestries suggests that there might well be some sort of connec�on. While the grave 

provides a terminus ante quem of 834 (see Chapter 4.1.10), there is also the possibility, 

as Vedeler argues largely based on parallels to some of the mo�fs depicted on them, that 

the tapestries from Oseberg might already have been of a considerable age at the �me 

they were deposited (Vedeler 2019, 32–33, 117–123). With regard to the horned figures, 

this is however rather unlikely as the horned figures depicted on these fragments resem-

ble more closely other Viking Age horned figures rather than those from the Vendel Period 

(see Chapters 5.1.3, 5.2.1 and 5.2.5). The later tapestry fragment from Rolvsøy, which dis-

plays the same type and style of imagery (although without horned figures), lends further 

 
142 In Guðrúnarkviða II, stanzas 15 and 16 put the following words into Guðrún Gjúkadó�r’s mouth: ‘Hǫfðu 
vit á skriptum/ þat er skatar léku/ ok á hannyrðum/ hilmis þegna,/ randir rauðar,/ rekka Húna,/ hjǫrdrót, 
hjálmdrót,/ hilmis fylgju.// Skip Sigmundar/ skriðu frá landi,/ gylltar grímur,/ grafnir stafnar;/ byrðu vit á 
borða/ þat er þeir bǫrðusk/ Sigarr ok Siggeirr/ suðr á Fjóni’ (Guðrúnarkviða II  2014, 355–356). Further 
writen sources referring to tapestries and other tex�les depic�ng imagery are noted by Helmbrecht (2011, 
342–345). 

Map 4.14: Distribu�on of picture stones (red dots), tapestries (black dots), coins (empty circles), and 
buckle plates (red triangles). 
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support to the idea that the tapestries from Oseberg possibly were not that old when they 

were deposited in the grave. 

Distribution of Other Types of Image Carriers 

As has been pointed out on mul�ple occasions in the preceding pages, due to the small 

sample size of the individual categories, litle can be said with regard to their distribu�on 

(see Map 4.14), the main excep�on being the picture stones, which are naturally confined 

to the island of Gotland. 

 Image Carriers: Da�ng and Conclusions 

As can be seen over the course of the present chapter, a clear patern emerges with regard 

to the artefacts depic�ng horned figures: most of these artefacts can be classified as wear-

ables, something which is especially the case with the pendants (see Chapter 4.3.5), 

brooches (see Chapter 4.3.4), pin heads or ring-headed pins (see Chapter 4.3.3), belt 

buckles (see Chapter 4.3.8) and pressblech-decorated helmets (see Chapter 4.3.7), as well 

as possibly the large group of Anglo-Saxon mounts (see Chapter 4.3.6). This implies that 
these objects were made to be seen and possibly had the role of marking their wearers 

as persons with a special social func�on possibly related to (pre-Chris�an) ritual and 

power, something which is ul�mately in line with the patern already suggested based on 
the archaeological context (see Chapters 4.1 and 4.2).143 It is in this light that some of the 

other artefact categories (see Chapter 4.3.8) such as the picture stones which poten�ally 

were prominent grave markers, as well as the tapestries (originally displayed prominently 
in a hall?) and the coins (represen�ng the poli�cal and ritual authority of a ruling elite?) 

should be seen.  

In the following table (see Table 4.2), the approximate date-ranges of the 60 artefacts 

which depict horned figures are given. As can be seen in the table and in Figure 4.35,144 

artefacts dated to the Vendel Period are more numerous than those from the Viking Age, 

something which can possibly be atributed to the Chris�anisa�on of Anglo-Saxon Eng-

land and the sphere of Frankish influence in con�nental Europe, something which will be 

discussed further in Chapter 4.4.  

 
143 In this context, it is even more puzzling that in the cases of the graves Bj 571 (see Chapter 4.1.1) and 
Finglesham 138 (see Chapter 4.1.9) the artefacts depic�ng horned figures were poten�ally deliberately hid-
den from view. The poten�al explana�on of this phenomenon based of the possible connec�on of these 
two graves to some sort of early (somewhat syncre�c?) Chris�anity has already been discussed in Chapters 
4.1.1, 4.1.6 and 4.1.14). If this interpreta�on of these graves is correct, this would indeed indicate that the 
horned figure was seen with some sort of taboo as being somewhat incompa�ble with Chris�anity. 
144 Da�ng diagrams like this have been made using a yet unpublished clone of the Eitri database frontend 
provided by Katherine S. Beard. For the methodology behind the weighted �meline: see Beard (2019, 114–
116). 
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Figure 4.35: Date-range of artefacts depic�ng horned figures (created with Eitri, courtesy of Katherine S. 

Beard). 

Table 4.2: Da�ng of the artefacts depic�ng horned figures: 145 

Artefact  Da�ng 550 650 750 850 950 10
50

 

Sources 

GB-DUR  450–550             Suzuki (2008, 343) 

GB-CRA  410–700             Ellis (2013) 

SE-VAL-7  515–605             Chapters 4.1.12 (-25 years) and 4.3.7 

GB-FIN-95  525–600             Chapter 4.1.5 (-25 years) 

SE-GAUa  525–600             Chapter 4.1.7 (-25 years) 

HU-KEF  535–630             Chapter 4.2.7 

GB-SUH  550–635             Chapters 4.1.11 (-75 years) and 4.3.7 

GB-CAE  575–635             Chapter 4.1.3 (-25 years) 

RU-STL  550–670             Meinander (1985, 66–67) 

GB-HAM  575–650             Speake (2019c, 85); Fern (2019a, 268)/Ch. 4.3.7 

DE-OBR  550–680             Chapters 4.1.9 (-50 years) and 4.3.7 

SE-VAL-8  570–670             Chapters 4.1.13 (-75 years) and 4.3.7 

DK-VES  550–700             →SE-BJO 

GB-ATT  550–700             Chapter 5.2.8 

GB-AYT  550–700             Chapter 4.3.8 

GB-BAI  550–700             Chapter 5.2.8 

GB-BLA  550–700             Chapter 5.2.8 

GB-BLH  550–700             Chapter 5.2.8 

 
145 The sources for the da�ng are referred to in the far-right column of the table. In those cases, in which 
the da�ng of the respec�ve artefact has been reassessed, the relevant chapter (or related artefact on which 
the reassessment is based on) is referred to. With regard to those artefacts which have been found in graves, 
the date-range from the respec�ve graves are treated as a terminus ante quem. If the artefact in ques�on 
does not appear to have been old at the �me of deposi�on and no clear typological date would contradict 
it, a total of 25 years has been subtracted from the from-date. If the artefact would seem to be older or 
shows signs of repairs, a total of 50 or 75 years has been subtracted. The only excep�on to this rule is the 
Valsgärde 7 helmet (SE-VAL-7), which was found in a grave in which the typological da�ng suggests a more 
recent date than the 14C-da�ngs (see Chapter 4.1.12). In this case, only 25 years were subtracted despite 
the possible signs of repair (see Chapter 4.3.6). In cases in which only period names such as Vendel Period 
or Viking Age were provided without these terms being more closely specified, the year 775 has been used 
as the border between the Younger Germanic Iron Age and the Viking Age in Danish literature (see, for 
example, Rigsan�kvarens Arkæologiske Sekretariat 1998, 98), and the year 800 as the border between the 
Vendel Period and the Viking Age in Swedish literature (see, for example, Hagberg, Stjernquist, and Rasch 
1998, 7). 
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GB-CAM  600–650             Geake (2009) 

GB-FIN-138  550–700             Chapter 5.2.8 

GB-KIW  550–700             Chapter 5.2.8 

GB-LEG  550–700             Chapter 5.2.8 

GB-MAR  600–650             Rogerson (2014) 

GB-MEL  550–700             Chapter 5.2.8 

GB-RAD  550–700             Chapter 5.2.8 

GB-REE  550–700             Chapter 5.2.8 

GB-REM  550–700             Chapter 5.2.8 

GB-SAN  550–700             Chapter 5.2.8 

GB-SOB  550–700             Chapter 5.2.8 

GB-STB  550–700             Chapter 5.2.8 

GB-STR  600–650             Broomfield and Webster (2015) 

GB-WEI  600–650             Levick (2006) 

SE-BJO  550–700             Helmbrecht (2011, 140) 

GB-DOV  600–675             Chapter 4.1.2 (-25 years) 

GB-TSM  600–699             Geake (2000) 

DK-MES  550–750             Chapter 5.2.1 

DK-SVI  550–750             Chapter 5.2.1 

DK-TISc  550–750             Chapter 5.2.1 

GB-HET  600–700             Whitcombe (2011) 

GB-SUT  600–700             Brown (2013) 

SE-LEV  600–700             Carlsson (2014a, 6) 

SE-GAT  650–750             Schulze (2006) 

SE-GAUb  400–1050             Helmbrecht (2011, 141)/→GB-CAI 

GB-CAI  410–1066             Staves (2007) 

DK-SIG  700–800             Helmbrecht (2011, 141) 

SE-UPP  700–900             Helmbrecht (2013, 22) 

NO-OSE-13B2  809–834             Chapters 4.1.10 (-25 years) and 4.3.8 

NO-OSE-16  809–834             Chapters 4.1.10 (-25 years) and 4.3.8 

NO-OSE-2  809–834             Chapters 4.1.10 (-25 years) and 4.3.8 

DK-TISa  810–840             →XX-MUN 

XX-MUN  810–840             Malmer (1966, 209) (825 ±15 years) 

DK-NOR  775–900             Beck, Chris�ansen, and Henriksen (2019, 186) 

SE-EKH  775–900             Chapter 4.1.4 (-25 years) 

DK-TISb  700–1000             →SE-UPP/Bergqvist (1999, 120) 
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SE-STV  700–1000             Oehrl (2019b, 20, 228) 

SE-GOT  750–1000             Oehrl (2019b, 20) 

SE-SMI  750–1000             Oehrl (2019b, 20) 

RU-GNE  875–950             →SE-BIR 

SE-BIR  875–950             Chapter 4.1.1 (-25 years) 

DK-HAK  800–1050             Helmbrecht (2011, 141) 

Artefact  Da�ng 550 650 750 850 950 

10
50

 

Sources 

4.4 Distribu�on in Time and Space 
A�er discussing the archaeological context and func�on of artefacts depic�ng horned fig-

ures at the most detailed level (see Chapter 4.3), it is now �me to look at the distribu�on 

of these objects as part of a wider picture. As Map 4.15 clearly shows, the artefacts in 

ques�on are distributed over a rela�vely large area, centred in regions including Anglo-
Saxon England, Denmark/Skåne and the tradi�onal Viken area (as opposed to the modern 

Norwegian fylke), the major islands in the Bal�c (Bornholm, Öland and Gotland), and Up-

pland, also reaching deep into con�nental Europe along the Rhine/Danube axis on one 
hand, and along the rivers of eastern Europe on the other. However, it is important to 

keep in mind that this overall distribu�on patern covers a period las�ng longer than half 

Map 4.15: Distribu�on of artefacts depic�ng horned figures. 
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a millennium. Naturally, significant changes took place over �me, which is necessary to 

take into the equa�on when drawing further conclusions based on the geographical dis-

tribu�on. 

 An ‘Interna�onal’ Phenomenon 

Depic�ng the distribu�on of the Vendel Period artefacts, Map 4.16 shows a similar picture 

to that of the overall distribu�on, although both the Viken area and eastern Europe are 

absent here.146 It is nonetheless difficult to pinpoint where the horned figure might have 

originated. Indeed, artefacts with date ranges star�ng during Migra�on Period can be 

found in southern England, Uppland and Pannonia. Although the oldest of these artefacts 

is from England (the buton brooch from Durnford, GB-DUR, whose date range of 450–

550 only just touches the beginning of the Vendel Period), it cannot be said with certainty 

whether this is simply an outlier or whether the origin of the mo�f can indeed be traced 

 
146 The pin found in Staraja Ladoga in an early Viking Age context (RU-STL) can clearly be typologically dated 
to the Vendel Period and therefore most likely represents an import from somewhere else. Both Denmark 
or Gotland have been suggested: see Chapters 4.2.6 and 4.2.7. 

Map 4.16: Distribu�on of artefacts depic�ng horned figures dated to the Vendel Period: Artefacts with a 
date range within the Vendel Period (red dots), artefacts with date ranges star�ng in the Mi-
gra�on Period and ending in the Vendel Period (black dots), artefacts with date ranges star�ng 
in the Vendel Period and ending in the Viking Age (empty circles), artefacts with unclear date 
ranges (faint crosses), and artefacts with a date range within the Vendel Period found in a sec-
ondary Viking Age context (red ques�on marks). 
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to this area, although the great number of recovered objects,147 as well as, more im-
portantly, the greater diversity with regard to the types of image carriers (see Chapter 4.3) 

and mo�fs depicted on them (see Chapter 5), have the poten�al to support such a tenta-

�ve interpreta�on. 
Something that can be said with greater confidence, however, is that this early distri-

bu�on patern closely resembles those of the crested helmets and ring-swords (see Map 

4.17) (see further: Steuer 1987), both of which can be confidently linked to the same ‘in-

terna�onal’ culture and social stratum that was also associated with images of horned 
figures (see Chapter 4.1). Indeed, all the helmets with pressblech images depic�ng horned 

figures are crested helmets (see Chapter 4.3.7) and ring-swords were found alongside 

such helmets in both the Valsgärde 7 (see Chapter 4.1.12) and 8 (see Chapter 4.1.13) boat-
graves. In the case of the Staffordshire Hoard (see Chapter 4.2.8), these ring-swords al-

ready had been disassembled into their individual parts (Fern 2019b, 34). According to 

Steuer, the ring-swords are dated to the period between 500 and 700 (Steuer 1987, 208), 

the same period during which artefacts depic�ng horned figures started to appear in 

roughly the same areas. 

 
147 This might be due to sampling bias (see Chapter 3.4), especially since metal-detec�ng is legal in the UK, 
finds most o�en being registered centrally and made easily accessible in the Portable An�qui�es Scheme. 

Map 4.17: Distribu�on of crested helmets (le�, a�er Steuer 1987, 199, fig. 5) and ring-swords (right, a�er 
Steuer 1987, 209, fig. 9) known by the late 1980s. 
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That being said, with only two artefacts (DE-OBR and HU-KEF) coming from this area 
so far, the presence of horned figures in con�nental Europe is rela�vely limited compared 

to that of the ring-swords (see Map 4.17). This could be a further indica�on of the sus-

pected incompa�bility of the horned figures with Chris�anity, something which could ex-

plain why only one such artefact (DE-OBR)148 has been recovered from the territory of the 

increasingly Chris�anised Merovingian realm of the Franks, while the ring-swords appear 

more o�en in that area. This contrasts with the numerous artefacts depic�ng horned fig-

ures that have been found in Anglo-Saxon England which was only gradually being Chris-

�anised over the course of the 7th century, and certain regions of Scandinavia (the Danish 

islands and Skåne, Öland and Gotland, and Uppland), which were only being Chris�anised 

towards the end of the Viking Age. These areas formed part of what could be described 

as an area of loosely associated (s�ll) pre-Chris�an early kingdoms connected by the 

North Sea and Bal�c Sea (see Map 4.18) (Carver 2005, 499–502). 

 
148 This artefact appeared in a rela�vely atypical context with regard to the grave (the buried person, alt-
hough of a rela�vely high status, certainly did not belong to the social elite: see Chapter 4.1.9), and the 
image carrier (see Chapter 4.3.7), possibly metaphorically flying under the radar of the already Chris�anised 
elite.  

Map 4.18: Hypothe�cal early (c. 6th/7th century) kingdoms in the North Sea region (a�er Carver 2005, 500, 
fig. 223), scale 1:12.5 million. 
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 A Retreat to Scandinavia and New Lands in the East 

The gradual integra�on of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms into the larger Chris�an world over 

the course of the 7th century appeared to greatly impede the previously lively cultural and 

ideological exchange between the Anglo-Saxons and Scandinavians noted above. This de-

velopment is reflected by the fact that no more horned figures were found in Anglo-Saxon 

England that could be confidently dated to a more recent date than the year 700. In con-

sequence, as northern Europe entered the Viking Age, the horned figure had become an 

exclusively Scandinavian phenomenon. In this area, the mo�f kept evolving (see Chapter 

5) and the social context of artefacts depic�ng such figures seem to have started to be-

come increasingly female (see Chapter 4.1), ul�mately fading into obscurity when the re-

gion was finally Chris�anised star�ng from the late 10th century onwards. Artefacts da�ng 

from the Viking Age have been found in areas in which they had previously not appeared, 

such as Nordjylland, Bornholm and the Viken area in what is now Norway. Most notably, 
however, is the fact that artefacts depic�ng horned figures appear to follow the eastward 

Viking expansion into the river system of eastern Europe. These are represented by the 

Vendel Period pin (RU-STL), which was brought to Staraja Ladoga very early in the Viking 

Map 4.19: Distribu�on of artefacts depic�ng horned figures dated to the Viking Age: Artefacts with a date 
range within the Vendel Period (red dots), artefacts with date ranges star�ng in the Vendel 
Period and ending in the Viking Age (black dots), artefacts with unclear date ranges (faint 
crosses), and artefacts with a date range within the Vendel Period found in a secondary Viking 
Age context (black ques�on marks). 
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Age (see Chapter 4.2.5), and the pendant found in Gnëzdovo (RU-GNE). The area of west-

ward Viking expansion, on the other hand, has yet not yielded any finds rela�ng to the 

horned figures that can be confidently dated to the Viking Age. The reason why this ap-

pears to be the case can only be speculated about: Was it once again due to the figure’s 

poten�al incompa�bility with Chris�anity? Or did those Scandinavians who travelled 

westwards in this later period come principally from areas or social classes in which the 

horned figures were not known? 

 Distribu�on in Time and Space: Conclusions 

While the ques�ons posed at the end of Chapter 4.4.2 must remain unanswered for the 

�me being, it is evident that there is a strong correla�on between the advance of Chris�-

anity and the, at first, regional, but ul�mately final fading into obscurity of the horned 

figure mo�f. This correla�on strongly suggests that the horned figure must have repre-

sented in some way an en�ty representa�ve and important to some of the pre-Chris�an 
religions of the north, either as a representa�on of real-world prac��oners of rituals or 

as a representa�on of supernatural en��es of some sort. Many scholars have certainly 

suggested the later, most commonly referring to the god Óðinn (see Chapter 2). In this 
respect it is interes�ng to briefly compare the distribu�on of the horned figure to the 

distribu�on of theophoric place names (as compiled by Brink 2007) associated with three 

of the main Norse gods to see whether there is any correla�on: the three gods being Freyr, 
Óðinn and Þórr. As can be seen in Map 4.20, none of these distribu�on paterns matches 

that of the horned figure in any significant or even remotely conclusive way (as it has been 

suggested for Óðinn-place names by Rood 2017, 150). Admitedly, if anything, the Þórr-
related place names appear to come closest. Also worth no�ng is that all three examples 

Map 4.20: Distribu�on of theophoric place names associated with Freyr (a�er Brink 2007, 110, fig. 1), 
Óðinn (a�er Brink 2007, 112, fig. 2) and Þórr (a�er Brink 2007, 114, fig. 3). 
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show place names appearing in regions where there is no evidence for the former pres-

ence of artefacts depic�ng horned figures: most notably Vestlandet and Trøndelag in Nor-

way, and Väster- and Östergötaland, as well as Småland in Sweden. 

As the example with regard to the ring-swords in Chapter 4.4.1 and that above demon-

strate, the spa�al comparison to related groups of artefacts or related imagery (as will be 

further exemplified throughout Chapter 5) proves to be more conclusive than a limi�ng 

focus on famous supernatural en��es known primarily from the Old Icelandic writen 

sources.  

4.5 Archaeological Context and Func�on: Conclusions 
As has been demonstrated throughout this chapter, artefacts depic�ng horned figures are 

clearly associated with the higher part of the social stratum, reaching up to the very top 

of society. This is evident from the graves (see Chapter 4.1) which suggest an associa�on 

with a male ruling and warrior elite emerging around the beginning of the Vendel Period. 

This early Vendel Period male elite appears to have been interna�onally connected, as 
high-status graves that contain artefacts depic�ng horned figures are known from that 

period mainly from England and Scandinavia. Over �me, a shi� towards high-status fe-

males appears to be detectable in the graves, most notably in Scandinavia, where all the 
Viking Age graves containing objects depic�ng horned figures have been iden�fied as be-

ing those of females. A similar development is observable in the 7th century Anglo-Saxon 

female graves which appear to be a couple of genera�ons younger than those of their 
male compatriots. Whereas the male and some of the female graves suggest a decidedly 

pre-Chris�an context, it is interes�ng that two of the female graves (Finglesham 138 and 

Birka Bj 571) show some poten�al contact to Chris�anity, albeit one of a syncre�c nature. 
This general picture of the horned figure being closely associated with ruling elites is 

further confirmed in Chapter 4.2 by the fact that several of such artefacts have been found 

at central sites such as Gamla Uppsala, Tissø and Uppåkra, all of which represent centres 

of high poli�cal and ritual importance, with an unbroken con�nuity running from the Ven-

del Period into the Viking Age. Another relevant observa�on is that during the Viking Age, 

artefacts depic�ng horned figures start to appear within the eastern trading network 

across the Bal�c Sea, something represented by finds at the major predominately Scandi-

navian trading sites of Birka in Uppland, as well as Staraja Ladoga and Gnëzdovo in what 

is now Russia. Interes�ngly enough, as yet, no evidence exists to suggest that objects de-

pic�ng horned figures played a role in the westward Viking expansion. 
With regard to the image carriers (see Chapter 4.3), it becomes evident that the 

horned figure mo�f most commonly appeared on different kinds of wearables such as 
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brooches, buckles, pins, belt(?) mounts, and highly decorated helmets, something which 

suggests that this mo�f might have marked its wearer as belonging to a dis�nct social 

class. Other objects, such as the tapestries, picture stones and coins lend further support 

to the idea that the mo�f was prominently on display in decidedly high-status contexts 

connected to the ruling elite. The rela�vely large number of pressblech patrices found in 

such diverse regions as England, Denmark, Sweden and Hungary are a testament to a 

widespread mass produc�on of images depic�ng horned figures, underlining the spread 

of the mo�f across a considerably large area around the beginning of the Vendel Period. 

This overall emphasis on the prominent visibility of the horned figure mo�f makes the 

possibility that the relevant artefacts were possibly deliberately hidden from view in the 

case of the two female graves men�oned above (Finglesham 138 and Birka Bj 571), some-

thing all the more intriguing considering these graves’ poten�al connec�ons to somewhat 

syncre�c early versions of Chris�anity. Indeed, if this assessment turns out to be true, this 

suggests that the horned figure mo�f was somewhat taboo from a Chris�an point of view, 

something that would further underline the decidedly pre-Chris�an origin and signifi-
cance of the mo�f. 

This perceived incompa�bility with Chris�anity is further underlined by the overall dis-

tribu�on patern of the artefacts depic�ng horned figures and the development thereof 
over �me (see Chapter 4.4). At the beginning of the Vendel Period, it seems clear that the 

mo�f flourished and was most widely spread in Anglo-Saxon England, Denmark/Skåne, 

Öland, Gotland and Uppland, all regions which were not yet Chris�anised at that �me. In 
con�nental Europe, on the other hand, the mo�f seems to have barely managed to gain 

a foothold under the domina�ng influence of the already Chris�an dynasty of Merovin-

gian kings. Following with the gradual conversion of the Anglo-Saxons during the 7th cen-

tury, the horned figure mo�f seems to have started disappearing in Anglo-Saxon England 

only prevailing in Scandinavian contexts for a couple more centuries (although its distri-

bu�on within Scandinavia is clearly not area-wide, sugges�ng a highly diversified land-

scape of different pre-Chris�an religions and cults), only to disappear in the period coin-

ciding with the Chris�anisa�on of Scandinavia during the late Viking Age. 

One can conclude that the horned figure mo�f had its origins in the context of a high-

status, ‘interna�onally’-connected male warrior and ruling elite centred in southern Scan-

dinavia and Anglo-Saxon England. Over �me and owing to the absorp�on of the Anglo-

Saxons into the Chris�an culture, the mo�f seems to have become an exclusively Scandi-

navian phenomenon s�ll associated with high-status and powerful elites, appearing ever 

increasingly in female contexts. With the Chris�anisa�on of Scandinavia, the mo�f finally 

disappeared, underlining its poten�ally important connec�on to some of the pre-Chris-
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�an religions of the North. That being said, one can now go on to shi� the focus from the 

archaeological context of the image carriers to the actual images depicted on these arte-

facts, something which will be the focus of Chapter 5.
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5 Iconographic Mo�fs 

The previous chapter explored the image carriers (that is the artefacts carrying the images 

of horned figures) and their archaeological context and func�on, thereby providing a gen-

eral overview of the social, temporal, and geographical context in which these images 

appeared and were in use. Having explored these important aspects of the topic, it is now 

�me to bring the images themselves into focus. Following a short introduc�on to the 

types of images in which the horned figures appear (see Chapter 5.1), the different types 

and variants of horned figures which form the common thread of images analysed in this 

thesis will be examined (see Chapter 5.2), followed by some discussion of the different 

mo�f groups in which these figures appear (see Chapter 5.3). This is followed by an over-

view of other various related figures and mo�fs which have been associated with horned 

figures in the past but do not comply with the narrower defini�on for the horned figure 

applied in this thesis (see Chapter 5.4). All these images and mo�fs will be simultaneously 
analysed in connec�on with the archaeological contexts introduced in the previous chap-

ter.  

The present chapter thus deals with the extant 62 images which depict horned figures. 
It should be noted that in a couple of cases, these images seem to have appeared mul�ple 

�mes on the same artefact, as is the case with the images appearing on the crested hel-

mets (see Chapter 4.3.7). As long as the differences between these images are negligible 
with regard to the horned figure and are only varia�ons of the same mo�f (see Chapter 

5.3.3), the images in ques�on are counted as one. 

As has been men�oned earlier, the reader is referred to the bibliographic entries in 
the catalogue in Chapter 7 for the artefact-specific bibliographic references used in this 

chapter. 

5.1 General Characteris�cs of the Images 
Before addressing the actual content of the images depic�ng horned figures, certain gen-

eral features of the images under review need to be discussed, star�ng with the general 

types of images dealt with here, the degree of realism of the images, and the general ways 

in which the faces of the horned figures are depicted. 

 Image Type 

The type of image is largely dictated by the material the image carriers are made of (see 

Chapter 4.3.1). As all but three of the objects (the tapestry fragments from Oseberg: NO-

OSE-2, NO-OSE-13B2 and NO-OSE-16) are made of either metal or stone, it is obvious that 

most of the extant images depic�ng horned figures consist of different types of sculpture, 
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in the broad sense that we are dealing with images that are, to varying degrees, repre-

sented in three dimensions: 15 images (24% of the 62 images in total) are depicted in the 
round (see Figure 5.1.1),149 while the bulk of the corpus consists of low relief images (44 

images or 71%; see Figure 5.1.2), only two of which are in mid-relief (see Figure 5.1.2a).150 

Only three of the images (5%) are not depicted in three dimensions, these being the im-
ages on the tapestry fragments men�oned above. 

As already men�oned in Chapter 4.3.1, this marked predominance of three-dimen-

sional images can be atributed to survival bias (see Chapter 3.4): two-dimensional images 

such as those depicted on tapestries, are simply less likely to be preserved a�er an en�re 
millennium has passed. The three-dimensional images, meanwhile, are made of less per-

ishable materials such as metal or stone and are therefore much more likely to survive 

over such a long-�me span. 

 Image Realism 

Poten�ally less affected by survival bias is the degree of realism displayed by the images 

depic�ng horned figures. An overwhelming majority of 45 images (73% of the 62 images 

in total) are depicted in a rela�vely naturalis�c way (see Figure 5.2.1), only 15 images 

(24%) being depicted in a more abstract mask-like fashion (see Figure 5.2.2).151 In two 

further images (3%) the horned figures form part of a puzzle picture,152 a type of ambig-

 
149 These are the images depicted as figurines (see Chapter 4.3.1) or which appear on pin heads/ring-headed 
pins (see Chapter 4.3.3). 
150 These are the mounts from Finglesham (GB-FIN-138) and Stamford Bridge (GB-STB). 
151 These are the brooch from Nørholm (DK-NOR), and the mounts from Atleborough (GB-ATT), Bainton 
(GB-BAI), Blakeney (GB-BLA), Bloodmoor Hill (GB-BLH), Kings Worthy (GB-KIW), Letheringset with Gland-
ford (GB-LEG), Melton (GB-MEL), Radwinter (GB-RAD), Reepham (GB-REE), Rempstone (GB-REM), Saxling-
ham Nethergate (GB-SAN), Soberton (GB-SOB), Streatley (GB-STR) and Suton (GB-SUT). 
152 These are the brooch from Durnford (GB-DUR) and the patrix from Hethel (GB-HET). On puzzle pictures 
in Viking Age art, and their poten�al use as mnemonic devices: see Neiß (2013, 2012, 2010). 

1a 1b 
2a 

2b 

2c 

Figure 5.1: Examples of different three-dimensional image types, scale 1:1: 1a – DK-SIG (a�er 
Helmbrecht 2011, 145, fig. 31s);  1b – GB-DOV, drawing by Elizabeth Fry-Stone (a�er Evison 
1987, 334, fig. 63);  2a – GB-STB, photograph by York Museums Trust (a�er Andrews-Wilson 
2008);  2b – GB-HAM, photograph by Cotswold Archaeology (a�er Barbican Research 
Associates 2019);  2c – GB-ATT, photograph by and curtesy of Norfolk County Council. 
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uous image in which the subject perceived by the viewer can vary dras�cally depending 

on the perspec�ve (see Figure 5.2.3). 
As can be seen in Map 5.1, the distribu�on of the objects suggests that the more ab-

stract images and puzzle pictures appear to be an almost exclusively Anglo-Saxon trait, 

the brooch from Nørholm (DK-NOR) being the only exemp�on to the rule. It thus seems 

Map 5.1: Distribu�on of horned figures broken down by degrees of realism: Naturalis�c images (red dots), 
abstract images (black dots), puzzle pictures (empty circles). 

1 
2c 

3 

2a 

2b 

Figure 5.2: Examples of different grades of realism in images depic�ng horned figures, scale 1:1:  1 – DK-
TISb, photograph by John Lee/Na�onalmuseet (a�er Jørgensen 2005, 139, fig. 83);  2a – GB-
MEL (a�er Scot 2007);  2b – GB-RAD, photograph by Suffolk County Council (a�er Bliss 2018);  
2c – GB-STR, photograph by Berkshire Archaeology (a�er Broomfield and Webster 2015);  3 
– GB-HET, photograph by Norfolk County Council (a�er Whitcombe 2011). 
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apparent, based on the extant evidence that from the Viking Age onwards, that more 

naturalis�c images began to dominate over �me (see Figure 5.3). 

 
Figure 5.3: Date-range of naturalis�c images (created with Eitri, courtesy of Katherine S. Beard). 

 En Face vs. Profile 

Also evident is that, in most cases, horned figures are depicted en face/in front view, only 

six or seven images (10 or 11% of the 62 images in total) being depicted in profile/side 

view. These isolated cases mainly belong to two very dis�nct groups of images: on one 

hand, the tapestry fragments from Oseberg (NO-OSE-13B2, NO-OSE-16 and, based on 

these, NO-OSE-2: see Figure 5.4.1)153 and, on the other, the nearly iden�cal reverses of 

the coins from Tissø (DK-TISa), and the Staatliche Münzsammlung München (XX-MUN) 

(see Figure 5.4.4). These two groups are roughly contemporary, and it is possible that they 
share a common visual language, as they also have other mo�fs and atributes in com-

mon, such as the crossed staffs, and, in two cases, the sword (see Chapter 5.2.5), as well 

as the direc�on and type of movement (see Chapter 5.2.6). It would not be too far-fetched 

to imagine that coins of this kind were known by and circulated amongst the ruling elite 
in the area around Oseberg, even if no direct evidence survives from that region.154 

Possible outliers without close parallels are the pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-OBR: 

see Figure 5.4.3, which is the only horned figure from the Vendel Period that is depicted 
in profile), and, possibly, the picture stone from Gothem (SE-GOT), although the poor 

state of preserva�on of the later makes it difficult to determine whether it was indeed 

depicted in profile (see Figure 5.4.2). 

It naturally remains unclear whether one can talk about a relevant seman�c difference 

exis�ng between the en face and profile images. However, it must be pointed out that the 

group of horned figures which are predominately depicted en face stands out in compar-

ison to other contemporary anthropomorphic images in Scandinavia, which, at least in 

the case of naturalis�c low relief images, tend to be predominately depicted in profile 

(see Helmbrecht 2011, 65–229). 

 
153 Sophie Kra� argued that the horned figure depicted on the fragment 2 (NO-OSE-2) was depicted en face 
(Kra� 1955, 15). However, it needs to be noted that the relevant sec�on of the fragment is poorly preserved 
(see Chapter 4.3.8) and that Mary Storm had interpreted the figure as being depicted in profile (see Chapter 
5.3.4, Figure 5.31.3). 
154 It is worth bearing in mind that the Oseberg burial, like many other similar burial sites in that region, was 
ransacked about a century a�er the burial took place, leading to the probable loss of all kinds of precious 
metal objects that were allegedly present in the original assemblage of grave goods (see Chapter 4.1.10). 
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 General Characteris�cs of the Images: Conclusions 

In conclusion, as far as the basic proper�es of the images are considered, three main find-

ings can be noted: Firstly, the types of images would seem to be largely dictated by the 

material the extant image carriers are made of, three-dimensional images domina�ng. 

Secondly, most of the images depic�ng horned figures are rela�vely naturalis�c, more 

abstract mask-like images and puzzle pictures being almost exclusively restricted to Anglo-

Saxon England. Thirdly, most of the horned figures depicted in the images are en face 

depic�ons, se�ng the horned figure apart from other contemporary anthropomorphic 

mo�fs. 

5.2 The Horned Figure 
As the ques�on of what qualifies as a horned figure in the context of this thesis has already 

been discussed in Chapter 1.1, only a brief summary of the main criteria regarding the 

horned figure will be given here. In short, to qualify as a horned figure, the figure in ques-
�on must be anthropomorphic, and have horn-shaped projec�ons coming out of or at-

tached to its head with confron�ng terminals above the head. Furthermore, the figure 

1a 1b 1c 

4a 4b 3 

2 

Figure 5.4: Horned figures depicted in profile, scale 3:4 unless stated otherwise:  1a – NO-OSE-2, drawing 
by Sofie Kra� (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: 
Saksnr05_8823_2_300_C55000);  1b – NO-OSE-13B2, drawing by Mary Storm (a�er 
Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: Cf22355_A);  1c – NO-OSE-16, drawing by 
Mary Storm (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: Cf22355_A);  2 – SE-GOT, 
photograph and drawing by Sigmund Oehrl (2019a, plates 295c, 301b), not to scale;  3 – DE-
OBR, photograph by Peter Haag-Kirchner (a�er Helmbrecht 2019, 292, fig. 1a), scale 1:1;   4a 
– XX-MUN, photograph by Staatliche Münzsammlung München (a�er Malmer 1966, plate 
33.1), scale 1:1;  4b – DK-TISa, photograph by Andreas Mogensen (a�er Na�onalmuseet 
2017), scale 1:1. 
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must appear on artefacts atributed to the Germanic popula�ons of the Late Iron Age, in 

other words, roughly speaking from the �me between about 550 and 1050. 

Before exploring the pictorial context in which these horned figures appear (see Chap-

ter 5.3), the figures themselves must be analysed, as they are far from uniform in their 

individual designs. This analysis will take place in the present chapter. 

 Horned Headgear 

Throughout this thesis, the figures under review are described as being horned. As to why 

this term should not necessarily be understood in its biological sense has already been 

addressed in Chapter 3.2. Admitedly, as discussed in Chapter 1.1.1, this terminology is 

rather arbitrary as describing these features as horn-shaped projections might be more 

accurate. For simplicity’s sake, however, the decision has been made to refer to these 

features as horns, although the reader is reminded that these horns appear in different 

shapes and sizes, many of them being depicted in a way that might be only remotely in-
spired by the actual shape of bovine horns, leaving plenty of room for alterna�ve inter-

preta�ons and terminologies which might not necessarily be less valid than the term horn 

chosen here. 
One further aspect of the horned figure is o�en affected by the misnomer that the 

headgear in ques�on is actually o�en referred to as a horned helmet, something which 

possibly arises under the influence of the mistaken image of stereotypical Viking warriors 
wearing horned helmets, an idea s�ll somewhat widespread in popular culture (see Chap-

ter 1). Although some of the horned figures are indeed depicted as wearing horned hel-

mets, as will be shown in this chapter, such figures only represent a minority of the figures 
in ques�on. The terms headdress and headgear are therefore used here interchangeably. 

Types of Horns 

That being said, one of the challenges of determining the shape of the horns is that a large 

por�on of the corpus consists of low relief images (as has been noted in Chapter 5.1.1), 

something which makes the determina�on of the horn shape subject to interpreta�on 

rather than a descrip�on of an easily observable fact. Based on sculptures in the round, 

however, a clear tendency towards flat horns with mostly rectangular cross-sec�ons is 

visible (see Figure 5.5.1),155 the only possible excep�ons being the figurine from Ha-

konsgård (DK-HAK), the horns of which appear to have a circular or near-circular cross-

 
155 These are the figurines from Uppåkra (SE-UPP) and Marham (GB-MAR), the pin heads from Tissø (DK-
TISc), Levide (SE-LEV), Dover (GB-DOV) and Staraja Ladoga (RU-STL), and the ring-headed pins from Me-
singe (DK-MES), Sigerslevøster (DK-SIG), Svinninge (DK-SVI), Tissø (DK-TISa), Gåtebo (SE-GAT) and Tudden-
ham St. Mar�n (GB-TSM). 
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sec�on (see Figure 5.5.3), and two other artefacts with atypically thin and short horns.156 

Other rela�vely clear examples can be found in five other images which, despite being in 

low relief, clearly depict the horns as being flat (see Figure 5.5.2).157 Three other low or 

mid-relief images, on the other hand, stand out due to their horns having an obvious im-

plied circular cross-sec�on (see Figure 5.5.4), pu�ng them in the same category as the 

Hakonsgård figurine (DK-HAK) men�oned above.158 
In some of the other cases, the shape of the horns is not that clearly discernible or 

even impossible to determine due to their low state of preserva�on, the small size of the 

image carrier, or the imaging method, something which makes it difficult to show such 
fine details.159 However, a large por�on of the low relief images not analysed yet display 

horns adorned with paterns on them: One group consists of different paterns or stripes 

which are more or less horizontal to the axis of the curved horns (see Figure 5.6.1),160 

 
156 These are the pin head from Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUb) and the figurine from Caistor (GB-CAI). There is 
some reasonable doubt as to whether these artefacts should be grouped together with the horned figures: 
see below. 
157 These are the buckle from Finglesham (GB-FIN-95), the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO), and the pendants from 
Ekhammar (SE-EKH), Birka (SE-BIR) and possibly, on the basis of the later, Gnëzdovo (RU-GNE). 
158 These are the mounts from Finglesham (GB-FIN-138) and Stamford Bridge (GB-STB) in mid-relief, and 
possibly that from West Ilsley (GB-WEI) in low relief. 
159 The former is the case with the picture stones from Gothem (SE-GOT), Smiss (SE-SMI) and Stora Valle 
(SE-STV), while the later applies to the coins from Tissø (DK-TISa) and from the Staatliche Münzsammlung 
München (XX-MUN), as well as to tapestry fragments 2 and 16 from Oseberg (NO-OSE-2 and NO-OSE-16). 
160 Such paterns are especially evident among the pressblech-images from Valsgärde (SE-VAL-7 and SE-VAL-
8), Caenby (GB-CAE) and Suton Hoo (GB-SUH), one of the pressblech-images on the Staffordshire Hoard 
helmet (GB-HAM: the other image on this helmet might have displayed the same type of patern, as will be 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.3.3), Obrigheim (DE-OBR) and possibly, based on these parallels, 
Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa). It should therefore not come as a surprise that the same can be said about the 
pressblech-patrices from Vestervang (DK-VES), Crawley (GB-CRA), Hethel (GB-HET), and Keszthely-Fen-
ékpuszta (HU-KEF), the odd one out being the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO), on which the horns are not deco-
rated with any patern whatsoever. Other images with horizontal paterned horns are the buckle plate from 
Ayton (GB-AYT), and the mounts from Cambridgeshire (GB-CAM), Kings Worthy (GB-KIW), Rempstone (GB-
REM), Streatley (GB-STR) and possibly Atleborough (GB-ATT), as well as possibly the image on one of the 
tapestries from Oseberg (NO-OSE-13B2). 

1 4 3 2 

Figure 5.5: Examples of sculpture in the round and flat relief images with clearly discernible horn shapes, 
scale 1:1:  1 – GB-MAR, drawing by Norfolk County Council (a�er Rogerson 2014);  2 – SE-
BJO, photograph by SHM (a�er Historiska museet 2011b);  3 – DK-HAK, photograph by René 
Laursen (a�er Helmbrecht 2011, 145, fig. 31t);  4 – GB-FIN-138, photograph (a�er Chadwick 
Hawkes and Grainger 2006, 416, plate XVII .F). 
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while the other group is characterised by stripes running parallel to the horns’ axes (see 

Figure 5.6.2).161  

The horizontally paterned horns might well be representa�ons of the flat horns men-

�oned above. Indeed, the fact that two of the three-dimensional images have flat horns 

with faint traces of similar paterns (see Figure 5.6.1e)162 appears to confirm such a hy-

pothesis. The parallel-striped horns, on the other hand, appear to be an allusion to horns 

with circular cross-sec�ons. This idea is based on two observa�ons: Firstly, both the im-

ages depic�ng horns with circular cross-sec�ons and the images displaying parallel-

striped horns appear first and foremost on artefacts found in England (see Map 5.2), only 

two excep�ons being found in Denmark.163 Secondly, all of the English examples but one, 

the mount from West Ilsley (GB-WEI), belong to a par�cular group of mounts which depict 

 
161 These are the brooches from Nørholm (DK-NOR) and Durnford (GB-DUR), and the mounts from Bainton 
(GB-BAI), Blakeney (GB-BLA), Bloodmoor Hill (GB-BLH), Letheringset with Glandford (GB-LEG), Radwinter 
(GB-RAD), Reepham (GB-REE), Saxlingham Nethergate (GB-SAN) and Soberton (GB-SOB), as well as possibly 
those from Melton (GB-MEL) and Suton (GB-SUT). 
162 These are the ring-headed pins from Mesinge (DK-MES) and Svinninge (DK-SVI). 
163 These are the figurine from Hakonsgård (DK-HAK) and the brooch from Nørholm (DK-NOR). 

1a 

2a 

1b 
1c 1d 

1e 

2d 
2b 

2c 

Figure 5.6: Examples of horizontally paterned horns (1) and parallel-striped horns (2), scale 1:1 unless 
stated otherwise:  1a – GB-SUH, (a�er Bri�sh Museum 2020, asset number: 117946001);  1b 
– HU-KEF (a�er Müller 2008, 235, fig. 2.2);  1c – GB-CAM, drawing by Lindsay Kerr (a�er Geake 
2009);  1d – GB-KIW, photograph by The Portable An�qui�es Scheme (a�er Trevaskus 2018);  
1e – DK-MES (a�er Beck 2016a);  2a – DK-NOR, photograph by Nordjyllands Historiske Mu-
seum (a�er Beck, Chris�ansen, and Henriksen 2019, 188, fig. 183);  2b – GB-BAI, photograph 
by York Museums Trust (a�er Wilding 2016);  2c – GB-REE (a�er Brundle 2014, II:252, 
fig. 12.2c);  2d – GB-BLA (a�er Chris�e’s 2003). 
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only the head of the horned figure (see Chapters 5.2.3 and 5.2.8), two of them being de-

picted in mid-relief allowing us to clearly recognise the implied shape of the horns as 

men�oned above. However, it is worth no�ng that three examples belonging to this dis-
�nct group of mounts have horizontally paterned horns,164 in combina�on with parallel 

stripes (see Figure 5.6.1d). 

If the horizontally paterned horns are grouped together with the flat horns, and, on 

the other hand, the parallel-striped horns are grouped together with the horns with cir-

cular cross-sec�ons, as suggested above, some interes�ng paterns appear in connec�on 

with the distribu�on of these two groups: The group of flat horns appears to be evenly 

distributed over all the different regions in which the horned figures are prevalent making 

them seem archetypal, whereas the circular group appears to be a stylis�c devia�on pe-

culiar to Anglo-Saxon England, the two Danish examples possibly represen�ng a conver-

gent development rather than an Anglo-Saxon influence (see Map 5.2), as their more re-

cent da�ng to the Viking Age would suggest. Whether or not these differences represent 

differences in stylis�c preference or have some other seman�c importance must remain 

uncertain, although the author feels the former to be more likely. 

 
164 These are the mounts from Atleborough (GB-ATT), Kings Worthy (GB-KIW) and Rempstone (GB-REM). 

Map 5.2: Distribu�on of horned figures broken down by the types of horns: Flat horns and horns with 
horizontal paterns (red dots), horns with circular cross-sec�ons and parallel-striped horns 
(black dots), and thin or indiscernible types of horns (empty circles). 
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Bird-Headed Terminals 

While, presumably, the shape of the horns has no par�cular seman�c significance, it has 

been popular to argue that such an approach can be more effec�vely applied to the so-

called bird-headed terminals of the horns, the iden�fica�on of the two confron�ng animal 

head terminals with Óðinn’s ravens Huginn and Muninn proving to be especially favoured 

(see Chapter 2). This iden�fica�on, however, is based on shaky evidence: Firstly, the bird-

headed terminals in general resemble birds of prey rather than corvids (something which 

has also been noted by Tim Pestell: see Chapter 2.8.4), although, admitedly, the lacklus-

tre quality of workmanship might in some cases leave some room for alterna�ve interpre-

ta�ons. Secondly, the no�on is o�en jus�fied by describing the birds as whispering into 

the horned figure’s ears,165 an idea which is, to put it mildly, bizarre, as the bird heads are 

actually above the figure’s head poin�ng to each other. The allusion fits most closely with 

Michaela Helmbrecht’s subgroup 6, in which the bird heads point downwards without 
being atached to horns (see Chapter 5.4.1). The fact that this category of images is some-

�mes grouped together and regarded as a par�cular varia�on of the horned figure mo�f 

might explain why some scholars have chosen to project such an interpreta�on on to all 
the horned figures. 

The third and most relevant reason why such an interpreta�on is ques�onable be-

comes obvious when the overall corpus is analysed. It is clear from the evidence that a 
large por�on of the images166 indeed feature bird-headed terminals (see Figure 5.7.1). As 

noted above, these terminals appear mostly to depict raptors on the basis of the clearly 

curved beak, although the quality of cra�manship clearly varies, as has been men�oned 
above (see Figure 5.7.1d). However, even if those images which are indiscernible due to 

their poor state of preserva�on, their broken off horns, and lack of clear parallels167 are 

taken out of the equa�on, a substan�al group of 15 images (24% of the 62 images in total) 

 
165 This is an allusion to Snorri Sturluson’s statement in Chapter 38 of Gylfaginning that: ‘Hrafnar tveir sitja 
á ǫxlum [Óðni] ok segja í eyru honum ǫll �ðindi þau er þeir sjá eða heyra. Þeir heita svá: Huginn ok Muninn. 
Þá sendir hann í dagan at fljúgja um allan heim ok koma þeir aptr at dǫgurðarmáli. Þar verðr hann margra 
�ðinda víss. Því kalla menn hann hrafna guð’ (Snorri Sturluson 2005, 32). For more on Huginn and Muninn 
in par�cular, and on ravens in Old Norse sources in general: see the author’s previous work on the subject 
(see Lanz 2017, 3–17). 
166 A total of 40 (65%) out of the 62 images analysed depict horns adorned with bird-headed terminals, 
including seven images where no direct evidence survives but the presence of bird-headed terminals can 
be assumed based on stylis�cally similar images: These are the buckle plate from Ayton (GB-AYT), the 
mount from Bloodmoor Hill (GB-BLH), the fragmentary pressblech image from Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa), 
both pressblech images from the Staffordshire Hoard helmet (GB-HAM), and the ring-headed pins from 
Mesinge (DK-MES) and Svinninge (DK-SVI); all of which are stylis�cally similar to other images with birds’ 
head terminals. 
167 These are the picture stones from Gothem (SE-GOT), Smiss (SE-SMI) and Stora Valle (SE-STV), the figu-
rines from Hakongård (DK-HAK) and Marham (GB-MAR), and the ring-headed pins from Sigerslevøster (DK-
SIG) and Tuddenham St. Mar�n (GB-TSM). 
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exists which displays different forms of terminals without bird heads, including fused 
horns (see Figure 5.7.4),168 plain outwards swaying terminals (see Figure 5.7.3),169 or the 

lack of terminals altogether (see Figure 5.7.2).170 The fact that roughly one in four horned 

figures does not have bird-headed terminals on their horns suggests that the horns them-

selves are a more meaningful aspect of the image than the bird heads, which clearly ap-

pear to be an op�onal ar�s�c or stylis�c choice.171 

 
168 These are the pendant from Birka (SE-BIR) and, on the basis of this, that from Gnëzdovo (RU-GNE). 
169 These are the brooch from Nørholm (DK-NOR), the pin head from Levide (SE-LEV), and the tapestry 
fragment 13 B2 from Oseberg (NO-OSE-13B2). 
170 These are the brooch from Durnford (GB-DUR), the coin from the Staatliche Münzsammlung München 
(XX-MUN) and, on the basis of this, that from Tissø (DK-TISa), the tapestry fragments 2 and 16 from Oseberg 
(NO-OSE-2 and NO-OSE-16), as well as possibly the figurines from Uppåkra (SE-UPP) and Caistor (GB-CAI), 
the pin head from Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUb), the ring-headed pin from Tissø (DK-TISb), and the mount 
from Finglesham (GB-FIN-138). 
171 As men�oned by Michaela Helmbrecht (2008, 47), for example, cast bird-headed terminals atached to 
the �p of drinking horns have been found in both the Suton Hoo (see Chapter 4.1.11) and Valsgärde 7 
graves (see Chapter 4.1.12) (Arwidsson 1977, 67–69). 

1a 
1b 

1c 
1d 

2a 

2b 

3 

4 

Figure 5.7: Examples of horned figures with bird-headed terminals (1) and non-avian terminals (2–4), 
scale 1:1:  1a – RU-STL, photograph by Viking Rune (a�er Viking Rune 2013);  1b – GB-REM 
(a�er Tweddle 1992, 1124, fig. 558);  1c – SE-VAL-7, by M. Roosmay and Per-Olof Bohlin (a�er 
Bruce-Mi�ord 1978, 217, fig. 164c);  1d – SE-EKH, photograph by Gabriel Hildebrand (a�er 
Historiska museet 2011c);  2a – NO-OSE-2, drawing by Sofie Kra� from 1917 (a�er 
Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: Saksnr05_8823_2_300_C55000);  2b – XX-
MUN, photograph by Staatliche Münzsammlung München (a�er Malmer 1966, plate 33.1);  3 
– SE-LEV, photograph by Roland Hejdström (a�er Carlsson 2014a, 6, fig. 3);  4 – SE-BIR, pho-
tograph by Ola Myrin (a�er Historiska museet 2011a). 
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This view might be challenged to some degree with reference to the distribu�on pat-

tern which, at a first glance, appears to suggest that the bird-less terminals are more com-

mon in Scandinavia than in Britain (see Map 5.3), implying that the difference might have 

some cultural background. This patern, however, can be explained by taking the da�ng 

of the image carriers into account, something which clearly shows that the bird heads 

were more dominant during the Vendel Period but started to become less common and 

probably fell out of fashion during the transi�on into the Viking Age (see Figure 5.8). As 

discussed in Chapter 4.4.2, the horned figures disappeared from the material record in 

Great Britain around the end of the 7th century, coinciding with the Chris�anisa�on of the 

Anglo-Saxons. In Scandinavia however, pre-Chris�an religions, and with them the horned 

figure, clearly survived for another three centuries or so, thereby explaining the rela�vely 

wide-spread con�nued occurrence of horned figures in Scandinavian contexts, albeit now 

with predominately non-avian terminals. The three examples of bird-less terminals in Eng-

land, however, are unlikely to be of Scandinavian origin and are most likely outliers, their 

associa�on to the horned figures in general being ques�onable,172 with the excep�on of 
the case of the mount from Finglesham (GB-FIN-138). 

 
172 These are, on one hand, the figurine from Caistor (GB-CAI), which, together with the pin head from 
Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUb), steps out of line due to its unusual type of horns (see above) and unclear date 

Map 5.3: Distribu�on of horned figures broken down by the shapes of horn terminals: Bird-headed ter-
minals (red dots), horns without bird heads (black dots), and indiscernible types of terminals 
(empty circles). 
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Figure 5.8: Date-range of horns with bird-headed terminals (above), and horns without bird-headed ter-

minals (below) (created with Eitri, courtesy of Katherine S. Beard). 

Types of Headgear 

As men�oned at the beginning of this chapter, only a minority of the figures are clearly 

depicted as wearing helmets. On analysing the corpus of horned figures, it is clear that a 

large variety of different kinds of headgear can be seen. It is only on four images (6% of 

the 62 images in total) that the type of headgear cannot be iden�fied due to the poor 
state of preserva�on of the objects and a lack of solid parallels which could be used to fill 

in the blanks.173 On a total of 15 images (24%), it is possible to more or less confidently 

iden�fy the figure as wearing a sort of helmet-like headdress, although it is not always 
possible to determine whether the images in ques�on depict actual helmets or other 

kinds of caps (see Figure 5.9.1).174 Another quite dis�nguished group of eleven images 

(18%), however, depicts the headgear as being some kind of strap-on headdress, the 

horns being atached to a square block presumably strapped onto the forehead of the 
figure (see Figure 5.9.2).175 On the remaining 32 images (52%), however, the iden�fica�on 

of the headdress is not as straight-forward: These images can be divided into eight images 

 
range (see Chapter 4.3.9), and, on the other, the brooch from Durnford (GB-DUR), which barely fits into the 
chronological frame (see Chapters 4.3.4, 4.3.9 and 4.4.1), its similarity to later images depic�ng horned 
figures possibly being coincidental. 
173 These are the buckle plate from Ayton (GB-AYT), and the picture stones from Gothem (SE-GOT), Smiss 
(SE-SMI) and Stora Valle (SE-STV). 
174 These are the buckle from Finglesham (GB-FIN-95), the coins from Tissø (DK-TISa) and the Staatliche 
Münzsammlung München (XX-MUN), the pin heads from Hakonsgård (DK-HAK) and Dover (GB-DOV), the 
mounts from Finglesham (GB-FIN-138) and Stamford Bridge (GB-STB), the pressblech patrices from Keszt-
hely-Fenékpuszta (HU-KEF) and Björnhovda/Torslunda (SE-BJO), the pendant from Ekhammar (SE-EKH), the 
pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-OBR), the tapestry fragments from Oseberg (NO-OSE-2, NO-OSE-13B2 and 
NO-OSE-16), and possibly the patrix from Crawley (GB-CRA). 
175 These are the pressblech images from Suton Hoo (GB-SUH), Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7; both mo�fs), 
Valsgärde (SE-VAL-8), Caenby (GB-CAE) and, on the basis of these, the Staffordshire Hoard helmet (GB-
HAM; both mo�fs) and that from Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa), as well as the patrix from Vestervang (DK-VES), 
and the ring-headed pins from Mesinge (DK-MES) and Svinninge (DK-SVI). 
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(13%) with horns res�ng on top of the head (see Figure 5.9.3),176 three images (5%) with 
horns behind the head (see Figure 5.9.4),177 and 21 images (34%) where the horns seem 

to grow out of the head (see Figure 5.9.5).178 

 
176 These are the brooches from Nørholm (DK-NOR) and Durnford (GB-DUR), the figurine from Uppåkra (SE-
UPP), the pin head from Levide (SE-LEV), and the mounts from Reepham (GB-REE), Streatley (GB-STR) and 
possibly West Ilsley (GB-WEI). The pin head from Tissø (DK-TISc) belongs to this group as well, but also bears 
a certain resemblance to the strap-on type headdresses owing to the characteris�c square block at the base 
of the horns which rests on top of the figure’s head (see Figure 5.9-5). 
177 These are the pin head from Staraja Ladoga (RU-STL), the mount from Cambridgeshire (GB-CAM) and 
the ring-headed pin from Tuddenham St. Mar�n (GB-TSM). 
178 These are the figurines from Caistor (GB-CAI) and Marham (GB-MAR), the pin head from Gamla Uppsala 
(SE-GAUb), the ring-headed pins from Sigerslevøster (DK-SIG), Tissø (DK-TISb) and Gåtebo (SE-GAT), the 
mounts from Atleborough (GB-ATT), Bainton (GB-BAI), Blakeney (GB-BLA), Bloodmoor Hill (GB-BLH), Kings 
Worthy (GB-KIW), Letheringset with Glandford (GB-LEG), Melton (GB-MEL), Radwinter (GB-RAD), Remp-
stone (GB-REM), Saxlingham Nethergate (GB-SAN), Soberton (GB-SOB) and Suton (GB-SUT), as well as the 
patrix from Hethel (GB-HET) and the pendant from Birka (SE-BIR). Based on the later, one can also include 
Gnëzdovo (RU-GNE). 

1a 2a 

3a 

2b 

4 5a 5b 5c 

3b 

1b 

Figure 5.9: Examples of the different types of headdresses, scale 1:1 unless stated otherwise:  1a – GB-
FIN-95, drawing by Lindsay Kerr (a�er Pollington 2010, 435, fig. 13.48);  1b – GB-STB, 
photograph by York Museums Trust (a�er Andrews-Wilson 2008);  2a – DK-SVI, photograph 
by John Lee (courtesy of Severin Tobias Mortensen), not to scale;  2b – GB-CAE, drawing by 
Leslie Webster (a�er Bruce-Mi�ord 1974, plate 54b);  3a – DK-TISc, photograph by John 
Lee/Na�onalmuseet (a�er Jørgensen 2005, 139, fig. 83), not to scale;  3b – SE-UPP (a�er 
Hårdh 2010, 259, fig. 15);  4 – GB-TSM, drawing by A. Holness (a�er Geake 2000);  5a – SE-
GAT, photograph by and curtesy of Kalmar läns museum;  5b – GB-SOB, drawing by A. 
Cracknell (a�er Worrell 2002);  5c – GB-LEG, drawing by K. Penn (a�er Hinds 2003). 
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As Map 5.4 demonstrates, the strap-on headdress and helmet/cap groups, as well as 
the other less clear-cut headdress variants appear to be widely distributed, while the hel-

met/cap group is the only one which also appears in non-Scandinavian contexts on the 

con�nent. Except for the strap-on headdress group, which can be dated to the Vendel 

Period, the other groups are less homogenous, variants of the same mo�f appearing dur-

ing both the Vendel Period and the Viking Age (see Figure 5.10). 

 
Figure 5.10: Date-range of strap-on headdresses (above), and helmets/caps (below) (created with Eitri, 

courtesy of Katherine S. Beard). 

Map 5.4: Distribu�on of horned figures broken down by types of headgear: Strap-on headdresses (red 
dots), helmets or caps (black dots), and indiscernible types of headgear (empty circles). 
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Horned Headgear: Conclusions 

In conclusion, based on the three variables of horn shapes, terminal shapes, and headgear 

type, it is evident that the headgear appears in many shapes and combina�ons, as has 

been discussed above. This diversity makes it difficult to categorise the images into sta�s-

�cally significant mo�f groups based solely on the headgear, the result being that only 

one rela�vely dis�nct group stands out due to the homogeneity implied by both the mo-

�fs displayed and the da�ng: This is a group of twelve figures with flat horns adorned with 

bird-headed terminals and characterised by a square block at the base of the horns. These 

are found in both England and Scandinavia and can roughly be dated to the Vendel Period. 

Apart from four stray finds,179 all of these images appear in graves or hoards atributed to 

the male ruling and warrior elite.180 

Whether or not this group represents an archetypal version of the horned figure mo�f 

remains unclear. However, the fact that the headdresses within this group are depicted in 
a remarkably naturalis�c way, suggests the presence of a real-world model known to the 

ar�sans who produced these images. Indeed, as Michaela Helmbrecht points out, it is 

unlikely that the ar�sans would have come up with such a par�cular design without hav-
ing been influenced by a real-world phenomenon. The fact that this remarkable group 

appears during the earliest stages of the development of the horned figure mo�f, to-

gether with the fact that the horns are depicted in a naturalis�c way in only a rela�vely 
small number of images, suggests that the headdress itself represents an already ab-

stracted concept connected to the hypothe�cal real-world a�re of ritual par�cipants or 

specialists. As Helmbrecht suggests, these real-world headdresses might have been made 
of organic material, a theory which might serve to explain the absence of such head-

dresses in the archaeological record to date (Helmbrecht 2008, 47–48). 

In spite of this, it is clear that naturalis�c depic�ons of horned helmets or caps are also 

found among the earliest of the images, making one wonder whether those represent a 

different type of real-world headdresses. The fact that this par�cular mo�f survived into 

the Viking Age, while the explicit depic�on of strap-on headdresses disappeared and all 

kinds of other more abstract mo�fs started to emerge, suggests the poten�al fading of 
the real-world model for the horned figure mo�f and its transi�on from a representa�on 

of a real-world phenomenon into a more symbolic imagery and iconography.  

 
179 These are the patrix from Vestervang (DK-VES), and the ring-headed pins from Mesinge (DK-MES) and 
Svinninge (DK-SVI), as well as the pin head from Tissø (DK-TISc). 
180 These are the pressblech images from Suton Hoo (GB-SUH: see Chapter 4.1.11), Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7; 
both mo�fs: see Chapter 4.1.12), Valsgärde (SE-VAL-8: see Chapter 4.1.13), Caenby (GB-CAE: see Chapter 
4.1.3) and, on the basis of these, the Staffordshire Hoard helmet (GB-HAM; both mo�fs: see Chapter 4.2.8) 
and Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa: see Chapter 4.1.7). 
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In short, there is good reason to believe that the evidence from the 62 images depict-

ing horned figures suggests that the mo�f of the horned headdress had its roots in the 

real-world headdresses of ritual specialists or par�cipants. As these real-world head-

dresses faded into obscurity, it seems that the depic�ons started to become less natural-

is�c and more diverse as �me went on. 

 Facial Features 

A�er discussing the nature of the headdress, the facial features (specifically the eyes and 

the facial hair) of the horned figures are the focal point of this sec�on. 

One-Eyed Figures 

An aspect that is o�en appropriated as being the metaphorical smoking gun when it 

comes to arguing in favour of iden�fying the horned figure with Óðinn is the fact that 

some of the figures are depicted as being one-eyed (see Chapter 2).181 This argument is, 

 
181 Óðinn’s one-eyedness is hinted at in stanza 28 of the Konungsbók (K) version of the eddic poem Vǫluspá, 
where a vǫlva is quoted saying to Óðinn that: ‘Allt veit ek, Óðinn,/ hvar þú auga falt:/ í inum mæra Mímis-
brunni’ (Vǫluspá  2014, 298), the sacrificed eye consequently being referred to as the veð Valfǫðrs in both 
the Konungsbók (K) and Hauksbók (H) versions of the poem (Vǫluspá  2014, 298, 311: stanzas 27 and 28 in 
K; stanza 23 in H). In Chapter 15 of Gylfaginning, Snorri Sturluson explains the stanza as follows: ‘[Mímir] er 
fullr af vísindum fyrir því at hann drekkr ór brunninum […]. Þar kom Alfǫðr ok beiddisk eins drykkjar af 
brunninum, en hann fekk eigi fyrr en hann lagði auga sit at veði’ (Snorri Sturluson 2005, 17).  
 Considering how Óðinn’s one-eyedness is taken for granted in both popular culture and scholarship, and 
how much emphasis is placed on this atribute of the deity, it is remarkable how scant the literary evidence 
actually is. Besides Vǫluspá and Gylfaginning, only three other clear references to Óðinn’s one-eyedness 
exist: One of these is a riddle in the Gátur Gestumblinda in Chapter 10 of Hervarar saga ok Heiðreks: ‘Hverir 
eru þeir tveir,/ er �u hafa fætr,/ augu þrjú/ ok einn hala?’ (the answer being Óðinn and Sleipnir) (Hervarar 

1 

2 

3 4 

Figure 5.11: One-eyed figures detail views:  1 – SE-BJO, contours and profile from the laser-scan (a�er 
Arrhenius and Freij 1992, 81, figs. 6–7), scale 10:1;  2 – SE-UPP (a�er Hårdh 2010, 259, fig. 15), 
scale 4:1;  3 – RU-STL, photograph by Viking Rune (a�er Viking Rune 2013), scale 4:1;  4 – 
GB-KIW, upper image before the removal of verdigris, photograph by The Portable An�qui�es 
Scheme (a�er Trevaskus 2018), lower image a�er the removal of verdigris (a�er TimeLine 
Auc�ons 2019), scale 4:1. 
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however, somewhat flawed, since only four images (6% of the 62 images in total) can be 

said to depict the figure as one-eyed with any confidence (see below). Even if it is consid-

ered that in the case of 22 images (35%), the poor state of preserva�on or workman-

ship,182 or the depic�on of the figure in profile183 does not allow us to rule out with any 

certainty the fact that at least some of them might have been intended to depict one-

eyed figures, there s�ll exists a clear majority of 36 images (58%) which more or less cer-

tainly depict the figure as possessing two eyes. This clear patern appears to confirm the 

idea that the one-eyed figures are the excep�on rather than the rule. 

That being said, the reason why this aspect gained some considerable aten�on is that 

one of the most well-known artefacts depic�ng horned figures is the Torslunda plate (SE-

BJO). Whether the horned figure depicted on this patrix is actually one-eyed or not was 

subject to discussion from the middle of the last century (see Chapter 2.2.3), un�l it was 

finally confirmed by Birgit Arrhenius and Henry Freij with the aid of a laser-scanner in the 

early 1990s that this was indeed the case: The analysis affirmed that the figure’s proper 

right eye had been removed with a chisel of some sorts. It nonetheless remains unclear 

 
saga ok Heiðreks  1956, 50). The second reference is found in Saxo Gramma�cus’ paraphrased version of 
the Old Norse poem Bjarkamál in Book 2 of his Gesta Danorum: ‘But now, where is the one whom the 
people call Odin, powerful in arms, content with a single eye?’ (Saxo Gramma�cus 1979, 62). Finally, the 
third reference is, according to the Skaldic Project database (Skaldic Project Academic Body and Wills), a 
kenning in stanza 12 of the skaldic poem Haraldskvæði (Hrafnsmál) atributed to either Þorbjǫrn hornklofi 
or Þjóðólfr ór Hvini, in which Óðinn is described as inn eineygi faðmbyggvir Friggjar. However, none of the 
204 different Óðinn-names as collected by Neil Price (2019, 62–68) clearly refer to Óðinn’s one-eyedness, 
with the poten�al excep�on of the name Bileygr (Grímnismál  2014, 377: stanza 47), although the etymol-
ogy of this name is unclear (see Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í íslenskum fræðum [no year]). There are also 
a number of Óðinn-names which end on or are related to -blindi, such as, for example, Helblindi (Grímnismál  
2014, 377: stanza 46), Gestumblindi from the Gátur Gestumblinda men�oned above, and simply Blindi in 
Gylfaginning, Chapter 20 (Snorri Sturluson 2005, 22). Whether these blindness-names really refer to Óðinn’s 
one-eyedness is doub�ul, as, strictly speaking, being blind is not the same thing as being one-eyed. 
 The one-eyed mo�f, however, is not restricted to Óðinn. In the German legendary tradi�on, Hǫgni/Hagen 
is also described as being one-eyed. In the Þáttr af Valtara ok Hildigunni in Þiðreks saga af Bern, Chapter 
244 (Þiðreks saga af Bern  1954, 330), as well as in line 1393 of the La�n epic poem Waltharius (Waltharius  
1994, 172), a descrip�on is given on how he lost an eye in a fight with Valtari/Waltharius. In Niflunga saga 
in Þiðreks saga af Bern, Chapter 375, Hǫgni is described as being ‘mjór um miðjan ok breiðr um herðar, 
langt andlit hefir hann ok bleikt sem aska ok eit auga ok allsnart, ok eigi er hann at síðr allra manna 
drengiligastr’ (Þiðreks saga af Bern  1954, 507). In Chapter 3 of the Nibelungenlied, Hagen’s one-eyedness 
is also hinted at in stanza 82 (or 84, depending on the manuscript and edi�on): ‘sîn ouge er dô wenken/ zuo 
den gesten lie’ (Der Nibelunge Nôt  2010, 30), which can be translated along the lines of ‘he let his eye 
wander towards the guests.’ 
182 These are the pressblech images from the Staffordshire Hoard helmet (GB-HAM; both mo�fs) and Gamla 
Uppsala (SE-GAUa), the patrices from Vestervang (DK-VES) and Crawley (GB-CRA), the figurine from Ha-
kongård (DK-HAK), the pin head from Levide (SE-LEV), the pendant from Gnëzdovo (RU-GNE), the brooch 
from Nørholm (DK-NOR), the buckle plate from Ayton (GB-AYT), the mounts from Atleborough (GB-ATT), 
Radwinter (GB-RAD), Saxlingham Nethergate (GB-SAN) and Suton (GB-SUT), and the picture stones from 
Gothem (SE-GOT), Smiss (SE-SMI) and Stora Valle (SE-STV). 
183 These are the coins from Tissø (DK-TISa) and the Staatliche Münzsammlung München (XX-MUN), the 
pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-OBR), and the tapestries from Oseberg (NO-OSE-2, NO-OSE-13B2 and NO-
OSE-16). 
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whether this altera�on was made to the patrix itself or its cas�ng model, in other words, 

whether this was a later development (see Figure 5.11.1, and Chapters 2.4.3 and 4.3.7)  

A couple of years later, the figurine from Uppåkra (SE-UPP) was added to the one-eyed 

group by Johanna Bergqvist, who states that the figure in ques�on ‘är enögd: den högra 

ögonhålan är tom’ (Bergqvist 1999, 119), a feature which is clearly visible on photographs 

(see Figure 5.11.2). This was soon followed by the pin head from Staraja Ladoga (RU-STL), 

iden�fied as one-eyed by Neil Price, who ‘examined this object in the Hermitage maga-

zines in St. Petersburg,’ and notes that ‘there is a defini�ve trace of a blow to the right eye 

of the figure, […] as if to mark it in some way’ (Price 2002, 388),184 a feature which is, 
however, not clearly visible on photographs (see Figure 5.11.3). 

Finally, the mount from Kings Worthy (GB-KIW) can be added to this group: Although 

it was not possible to examine the mount in person,185 it is possible to infer from photo-
graphs that below the garnet or glass inlay in the proper right eye, the characteris�c cross-

hatched gold foil is missing, making it appear darker than the figure’s proper le� eye, 

where the gold foil is present (see Figure 5.11.4).  
As shown by Map 5.5, the horned figures depicted as one-eyed appear in England, 

Scandinavia, and Russia, proving that the mo�f itself was widespread and not confined to 

a par�cular area. The same can be said about the da�ng of these figures, which spans 
from the Vendel Period into the Viking Age (see Figure 5.12). A similar patern can be 

observed with other images that seem to make use of the one-eyed mo�f. 

Indeed, the one-eyed mo�f is not restricted to horned figures. Michaela Helmbrecht 

men�ons a Viking Age figurine from Lindby, Skåne, and a possibly Viking Age cas�ng 

model made from lead found in Ribe, Sydjylland,186 as further examples of unambiguously 

one-eyed figures in Scandinavia (Helmbrecht 2011, 167–169, 438, 485).187 Taking a larger 

area into focus, a slightly more recent ar�cle by Neil Price and Paul Mor�mer (2014) lists 

 
184 Price later mistakenly contradicted his previous statement, claiming that it was the le� rather than the 
right eye which was missing (Price and Mor�mer 2014, 525, 531). However, in the second revised edi�on 
of The Viking Way, he reverts to his correct previous statement that it was indeed the proper right eye 
which had been altered (Price 2019, 322) (personal communica�on with Neil Price on 26 January 2021). 
185 Unfortunately, this invaluably significant artefact was returned to the finder and subsequently sold off at 
an auc�on to an undisclosed buyer (TimeLine Auc�ons 2019, 3 September 2019, lot 0509). 
186 For more on this artefact: see Chapter 5.4.2. 
187 To these might perhaps be added a Viking Age pin from Gedehaven, Sjælland, although in this case it 
could simply reflect a cas�ng flaw. For more on this artefact: see Chapter 5.4.2. 

Figure 5.12: Date-range of one-eyed horned figures (created with Eitri, courtesy of Katherine S. Beard). 
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a number of other objects which supposedly allude to the one-eyed mo�f, most notably 

the Suton Hoo helmet (GB-SUH), which possesses rows of inlaid garnets on its eyebrows: 

Similar to the proper right eye on the mount from Kings Worthy (GB-KIW), the gold foils 

which are present below the garnet inlays on the helmet’s proper right eyebrow are miss-

ing on the le� side, crea�ng the impression of its wearer being one-eyed under certain 

ligh�ng situa�ons,188 as Price and Mor�mer vividly embellish:  

We can picture the scene: a great hall full of warriors, retainers, and servants, some 
si�ng, others moving about the benches and tables. It is very dark, the air filled with 

heavy layers of smoke from the fire, lit erra�cally by its shi�ing flames. Perhaps some-
one is reci�ng poetry, perhaps there is a lyre; people are talking, listening, and sing-

ing. At the head of the company, in the high seat, sits the lord of the hall himself—
his helmet shining silver, its surface covered in writhing litle figures as the raised 

images on its surface seem to move in the firelight, the giltcovered animal heads and 
facial features glowing. His eyes are in shadow and cannot be seen, appearing as 

blank and empty holes in the mask, but one nonetheless stands out with its eyebrow 
a glitering red line, bright against the blackness. The effect is replicated on the face 

of the animal above his brows. When seen indoors by the flickering light of the fire, 
the wearer of the Suton Hoo helmet was one-eyed (Price and Mor�mer 2014, 522). 

The ques�on of whether the one-eyed mo�f present in these artefacts really suggests an 
allusion to Óðinn/Woden and/or some kind of ritual prac�ce, as Price and Mor�mer pro-

pose in a compelling fashion (Price and Mor�mer 2014, 522–534), cannot be answered 

 
188 The same phenomenon can be observed in the garnet eyes of the animal head terminals atached to the 
crests of the helmets from Suton Hoo (GB-SUH), Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7), and another animal head terminal 
on a shield found in the Vendel XII grave in Uppland, as well as on a buckle from Taplow, Buckinghamshire 
(albeit in this case in a more abstract sense), all of these objects coming from the Vendel Period. Other more 
or less unambiguously one-eyed figures which can be added to the figures already men�oned are a 6th cen-
tury buckle tongue from Elsfleth, Niedersachsen; one of the faces depicted on the Suton Hoo sceptre; and 
a one-eyed figure depictured on tex�les found in the high-status grave from Högom, Medelpad, from 
around the year 500. More ambiguous finds are a mask-weight from Øster Vandet, Nordjylland, on which 
one of the ambers inlaid into its eyes is missing (c. 700–900), similar to one figure on the Suton Hoo purse 
lid which is missing a garnet. Other ambiguous finds are a detached single helmet ocular found in Gevninge, 
Sjælland, and a single helmet eyebrow from Uppåkra, Skåne, as well as a late 2nd century Roman cavalry 
helmet mask with secondarily added eyes found in a mid-6th century context in Hellvi, Gotland, one of the 
eyes of this artefact being found separately and detached from the mask (Price and Mor�mer 2014, 521–
531). To these might be added the early 10th century si�ng figurine found in Gammel Lejre, Sjælland, with 
regard to Elisabeth Arwill-Nordbladh states that ‘the two eyes are depicted differently. The right eye has a 
more dis�nct gaze compared to the le� eye, which is more diffuse’ (Arwill-Nordbladh 2012, 51). Arwill-
Nordbladh bases this observa�on on personal communica�on with the archaeologist Tom Christensen, who 
she quotes saying: ‘“Vi har diskuteret øjene og er kommet �l den konklusion, at det venstre øje er �lføjet 
en skade e�er figurinen er støbt. Dog kan det også argumenteres for, at den lille næsten mikroskopisk streg 
på øjet er ’medfødt’ og et tegn på blindhed”’ (Arwill-Nordbladh 2012, 51). For more on this artefact: see 
Christensen (2010). Christensen’s observa�on has since been confirmed by a microscopic scan (personal 
communica�on with Neil Price on 26 January 2021). 
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with any absolute certainty. As Helmbrecht notes: ‘It turns up rela�vely seldom, in differ-
ent mo�fic contexts, on various image carriers, and over a long period of �me, with the 

result that it cannot always be assumed to originate from an iconography of Óðinn’ 

(Helmbrecht 2011, 169, transla�on by present author).189 Helmbrecht’s assessment gains 

further support from the fact that, as men�oned above, the literary evidence confirming 
Óðinn’s one-eyedness is also rather scarce and more or less restricted to Old Icelandic 

sources, the likes of which belong to a dis�nc�vely West Norse cultural area (see Nordberg 

2012, especially 125–127), an area which lacks any archaeological evidence of the occur-

rence of the one-eyed mo�f whatsoever (see Map 5.5). 

Facial Hair 

The second facial feature to be addressed here is the presence of facial hair, that is 

whether the figure is depicted with a beard, a moustache or beardless. Answering this 

ques�on is of par�cular significance when it comes to determining the presumable gen-

der of the figures in ques�on, as will be further explored in Chapter 5.2.5. 

 
189 ‘Es findet sich aber vergleichsweise selten, in unterschiedlichen mo�vischen Zusammenhängen, auf ver-
schiedenen Bildträgern und über einen langen Zeitraum, so dass nicht immer selbstverständlich von einer 
Odinsikonographie ausgegangen werden kann’ (Helmbrecht 2011, 169). 

Map 5.5: One-eyed horned figures (red dots), other one-eyed figures (black dots), and poten�ally one-
eyed figures (empty circles). 
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While once again, on a rela�vely large por�on of the images (19: 31% of the 62 im-

ages), it is not possible to discern whether the figure is depicted with or without facial 
hair for various reasons,190 a majority of 33 images (53%) are indeed depicted with facial 

hair: 26 of them depicted with both a moustache and a chin-beard (see Figure 5.13.1),191 

six of them with only a moustache (see Figure 5.13.2),192 and one, the pressblech image 

from Obrigheim (DE-OBR), possibly with only a chin-beard (see Figure 5.13.3). On the re-
maining ten images (16%), however, the horned figures are beardless (see Figure 

5.13.4).193 

As is evident when the distribu�on patern is analysed, none of the two main types 
(the bearded and the beardless type respec�vely) are restricted to a par�cular area, both 

 
190 These are the buckle plate from Ayton (GB-AYT), the coins from Tissø (DK-TISa) and the Staatliche Münz-
sammlung München (XX-MUN), the pressblech from Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa), the figurine from Caistor 
(GB-CAI), the mounts from Suton (GB-SUT) and West Ilsley (GB-WEI), the patrices from Vestervang (DK-
VES) and Crawley (GB-CRA), the pendants from Gnëzdovo (RU-GNE), Birka (SE-BIR) and Ekhammar (SE-
EKH), the picture stones from Gothem (SE-GOT), Smiss (SE-SMI) and Stora Valle (SE-STV), the tapestries 
from Oseberg (NO-OSE-2, NO-OSE-13B2 and NO-OSE-16), and the brooch from Nørholm (DK-NOR). 
191 These are the brooch from Durnford (GB-DUR), the figurine from Uppåkra (SE-UPP), the pin heads from 
Tissø (DK-TISc), Dover (GB-DOV), Staraja Ladoga (RU-STL) and Levide (SE-LEV), the ring-headed pins from 
Mesinge (DK-MES), Tissø (DK-TISb) and probably those from Sigerslevøster (DK-SIG) and Svinninge (DK-SVI). 
Further images are found on the patrices from Keszthely-Fenékpuszta (HU-KEF) and Hethel (GB-HET), and 
on the mounts from Atleborough (GB-ATT), Blakeney (GB-BLA), Cambridgeshire (GB-CAM), Finglesham 
(GB-FIN-138), Kings Worthy (GB-KIW), Letheringset with Glandford (GB-LEG), Melton (GB-MEL), Reepham 
(GB-REE), Rempstone (GB-REM), Soberton (GB-SOB) and Stamford Bridge (GB-STB), as well as, possibly, on 
those from Bainton (GB-BAI), Bloodmoor Hill (GB-BLH) and Streatley (GB-STR). 
192 These are the pressblech images on the helmet from Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7; both mo�fs), the figurine 
from Hakonsgård (DK-HAK), the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO), and the mount from Saxlingham Nethergate (GB-
SAN). Based on the later, one can also include the mount from Radwinter (GB-RAD). 
193 These are the buckle from Finglesham (GB-FIN-95), the pressblech images on the helmets from the Staf-
fordshire Hoard (GB-HAM: certainly the ‘twin’-warrior mo�f, and possibly also the guiding figure mo�f), 
Suton Hoo (GB-SUH) and Valsgärde 8 (SE-VAL-8), the figurine from Marham (GB-MAR), the pin head from 
Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUb), the pressblech fragment from Caenby (GB-CAE), and the ring-headed pins from 
Tuddenham St. Mar�n (GB-TSM) and Gåtebo (SE-GAT). 

1a 
1b 
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Figure 5.13: Examples of horned figures depicted with or without facial hair, scale 1:1:  1a – GB-DUR, 
photograph by The Portable An�qui�es Scheme (a�er Hinds 2004);  1b – SE-LEV, photograph 
by Roland Hejdström (a�er Carlsson 2014a, 6, fig. 3);  2 – GB-SAN, photograph by Norfolk 
County Council (a�er Whitcombe 2010);  3 – DE-OBR, drawing by I. Müller (a�er Hauck 1957a, 
plate II.4);  4 – GB-HAM, drawing by George Speake (a�er Barbican Research Associates 
2019). 
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being rather widespread (see Map 5.6). A similar conclusion can be drawn about their 
distribu�on in �me, as both types appear during both the Vendel Period and the Viking 

Age (see Figure 5.14), although the beardless images seem somewhat more closely asso-

ciated with the Vendel Period. These observa�ons suggest that both types seem to be 

variants of the same mo�f, although the bearded type clearly appears to dominate. All in 

all, there is good reason to ques�on whether anything should be read into this dis�nc�on 

as the reason why an ar�san decided to depict a horned figure with or without a beard 

appears to have been a rather arbitrary ar�s�c choice and more likely than not reflects 

their personal preference. 

Map 5.6: Distribu�on of horned figures broken down by the depic�on of facial hair: Figures with facial 
hair (red dots), figures with no facial hair (black dots), and indiscernible (empty circles). 

Figure 5.14: Date-range of bearded figures (above) and beardless figures (below) (created with Eitri, cour-
tesy of Katherine S. Beard). 
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Facial Features: Conclusions 

The one-eyed mo�f is very intriguing in the context of the writen sources, whether it is 

seen in connec�on with Óðinn’s one-eyedness in the Old Icelandic writen sources, or the 

one-eyed Hǫgni/Hagen in the German legendary tradi�on. It is, however, important to 

emphasise the fact that the one-eyed mo�f only appears in four out of 62 images depict-

ing horned figures, making such one-eyed figures the odd ones out, as intriguing as they 

are. Regarding the facial hair, this is less easily connected to the writen sources. The mo�f 

of a certain male character being bearded can be said to be commonplace rather than a 

defining atribute, something which is also apparent in the horned figures, more than half 

of which are depicted with facial hair. The value in analysing which figures are bearded, 

and which are not lies elsewhere, as will become evident in Chapter 5.2.5, where a dis-

cussion of the presumed gender of the horned figures will be made. 

 Bodily Representa�on 

The preceding two sec�ons (see Chapters 5.2.1 and 5.2.2) have addressed peculiari�es in 
connec�on with the heads of the horned figures as a common denominator of all the 

horned figures analysed in this thesis (even if the head of the figure is no longer extant in 

some cases, it can be safely assumed that it was originally present). Before proceeding to 

Map 5.7: Distribu�on of horned figures broken down by their bodily representa�on: Full-body figures 
(red dots), head only figures (black dots), and upper body figures (empty circles). 
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analyse other atributes such as clothing (see Chapter 5.2.4), objects held by or atached 

to the figures (see Chapter 5.2.5), and their implied movement (see Chapter 5.2.6), how-

ever, it is necessary to address the fact that only half of the 62 images depict full body 

horned figures.194 Almost as common as the full-body figures are the 28 images (45% of 

the 62 images) which only depict the head of the horned figure,195 the three images de-

pic�ng only the upper body of the figure196 only narrowly making up 5% of the total.  

As can be observed in Map 5.7, all of these three categories are rela�vely evenly dis-

tributed, no par�cular region showing a sta�s�cally significant prevalence of one category 

over the other. The da�ng, however, would suggest that the head-only figures were more 

prevalent during the Vendel Period, all the while the full-body figure appear propor�on-

 
194 These are the buckle from Finglesham (GB-FIN-95), the buckle plate from Ayton (GB-AYT), the coins from 
Tissø (DK-TISa) and the Staatliche Münzsammlung München (XX-MUN), the pressblech images on the hel-
mets from Suton Hoo (GB-SUH), Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7; both mo�fs), Valsgärde 8 (SE-VAL-8), Staffordshire 
Hoard (GB-HAM; both mo�fs) and Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa), the pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-OBR) and 
Caenby (GB-CAE), the figurines from Caistor (GB-CAI), Uppåkra (SE-UPP) and Marham (GB-MAR), the pa-
trices from Vestervang (DK-VES), Keszthely-Fenékpuszta (HU-KEF) and Björnhovda/Torslunda (SE-BJO), the 
pendants from Gnëzdovo (RU-GNE), Birka (SE-BIR) and Ekhammar (SE-EKH), the picture stones from 
Gothem (SE-GOT), Smiss (SE-SMI) and Stora Valle (SE-STV), the tapestry fragments from Oseberg (NO-OSE-
2, NO-OSE-13B2, and NO-OSE-16), the brooch from Nørholm (DK-NOR), and the mounts from Cambridge-
shire (GB-CAM) and West Ilsley (GB-WEI). 
195 These are the brooch from Durham (GB-DUR), the pin heads from Tissø (DK-TISc), Dover (GB-DOV), 
Staraja Ladoga (RU-STL), Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUb) and Levide (SE-LEV), the ring-headed pins from Mesinge 
(DK-MES), Sigerslevøster (DK-SIG), Svinninge (DK-SVI), Tissø (DK-TISb), Tuddenham St. Mar�n (GB-TSM) and 
Gåtebo (SE-GAT), the patrix from Hethel (GB-HET), and the mounts from Atleborough (GB-ATT), Bainton 
(GB-BAI), Blakeney (GB-BLA), Bloodmoor Hill (GB-BLH), Finglesham (GB-FIN-138), Kings Worthy (GB-KIW), 
Letheringset with Glandford (GB-LEG), Melton (GB-MEL), Radwinter (GB-RAD), Reepham (GB-REE), Remp-
stone (GB-REM), Saxlingham Nethergate (GB-SAN), Soberton (GB-SOB), Stamford Bridge (GB-STB) and Sut-
ton (GB-SUT). 
196 These are the figurine from Hakonsgård (DK-HAK), possibly the mount from Streatley (GB-STR) and the 
patrix from Crawley (GB-CRA). 

Figure 5.15: Date-range of full-body figures (above), and head-only figures (middle), and upper body fig-
ures (below) (created with Eitri, courtesy of Katherine S. Beard). 
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ally more o�en than the head-only figures. Curiously, in the early Vendel Period, full-body 

figures seem to have appeared first, something that suggests that the somewhat later 

head-only figures represent a reduced version of the mo�f (see Figure 5.15). 

 Clothing 

As men�oned in the previous sec�on (see Chapter 5.2.3), 34 images in total depict more 

than just the head of the horned figure. Five of these figures (15% of the 34 images) are 

depicted as possibly being naked (see Figure 5.16.1),197 although only one of them explic-

itly so: the figure depicted on the buckle from Finglesham (GB-FIN-95: see Figure 5.16.1a). 

On the bulk of the 34 images in ques�on, 26 (76%) in total, the horned figures are clearly 

depicted as wearing clothes. On only three images (9%) it is not possible to determine 

whether those figures are dressed or not.198 

Of the images in which the horned figure appears dressed, eight depict it as wearing 

a tunic (see Figure 5.16.2),199 with another two showing it wearing a shirt and trousers 
(see Figure 5.16.3).200 On five of the images, the type of clothing cannot be determined.201 

Two types of clothing depicted on the remaining images are par�cularly intriguing: Firstly, 

one notes that both of the horned figures depicted on the tapestry fragment 16 from 
Oseberg (NO-OSE-16: see Figure 5.16.4) appear to be wearing some sort of long dress of 

a type which is commonly associated with female figures (see Chapter 5.2.7). Secondly, in 

 
197 These are the buckle from Finglesham (GB-FIN-95), and possibly the figurines from Hakonsgård (DK-
HAK), Caistor (GB-CAI) and Marham (GB-MAR), as well as perhaps the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO). The sup-
posed nakedness of the horned figure has mo�vated the Danish archaeologist and curator at the Na�onal-
museet in Denmark, Peter Vang Petersen, to propose that the horned figures represent berserkir (see Chap-
ter 2.7.3). This theory is based on a rather controversial etymology of the word which claims that the 
element ber- means ‘naked’ (see Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í íslenskum fræðum [no year]; Simek 2006, 50; 
and Näsström 2002, 44–48; and for a rela�vely recent argument in favour of the naked-hypothesis: see 
Speidel 2004, 51–72; and Speidel 2002). Even if this etymology turns out to be accurate, Petersen’s argu-
ment about the horned figures is s�ll fundamentally flawed, since, as noted above, only a small por�on of 
the horned figures are depicted naked. With regard to the ques�on of nakedness, in Chapter 24 of Germa-
nia, the Roman historian Tacitus men�ons naked youths as leaping among swords and spears while being 
observed by spectators (Tacitus 1972, 36–37), something which could suggest some sort of ritual weapon-
dance. Tacitus, however, recorded this phenomenon roughly half a millennium before the images of naked 
and dancing (see Chapter 5.2.6) horned figures started to appear, making it unlikely that he is indeed de-
scribing a phenomenon similar to that which is depicted on the images from the Vendel Period and the 
Viking Age. 
198 These are the buckle plate from Ayton (GB-AYT), and the picture stones from Smiss (SE-SMI) and Stora 
Valle (SE-STV). 
199 These are the coins from Tissø (DK-TISa) and the Staatliche Münzsammlung München (XX-MUN), the 
figurine from Uppåkra (SE-UPP), the mount from Cambridgeshire (GB-CAM), the pendants from Gnëzdovo 
(RU-GNE), Birka (SE-BIR) and Ekhammar (SE-EKH), and probably the picture stone from Gothem (SE-GOT). 
200 These are the patrix from Keszthely-Fenékpuszta (HU-KEF) and tapestry fragment 13 B2 from Oseberg 
(NO-OSE-13B2). 
201 These are the brooch from Nørholm (DK-NOR), the mount from West Ilsley (GB-WEI) and possibly the 
ones from Streatley (GB-STR) and Crawley (GB-CRA), as well as tapestry fragment 2 from Oseberg (NO-OSE-
2). 
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a group of ten images,202 all of which date to the Vendel Period, the horned figures appear 

to be wearing a characteris�c braided klappenrock or ka�an (see Figure 5.16.5).203 

 
202 These are the pressblech images from the helmets from the Staffordshire Hoard (GB-HAM; the ‘twin’-
warrior mo�f), and those from Suton Hoo (GB-SUH) and Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7; the ‘twin’-warrior mo�f 
and possibly also the guiding figure mo�f), and possibly those from Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa), Valsgärde 8 
(SE-VAL-8), and the pressblech fragment from Caenby (GB-CAE), as well as perhaps, based on the faintly 
visible braids, the patrix from Vestervang (DK-VES), as well as possibly the pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-
OBR). Based on all of these, one can maybe also include the guiding figure mo�f on the Staffordshire Hoard 
helmet (GB-HAM). 
203 Klappenröcke or ka�ans appear to have been pieces of clothing associated with high status warriors, 
something which is also reflected in their rela�vely widespread depic�on on anthropomorphic images from 
the Vendel Period. They are far from limited to the horned figure mo�f. It is believed that this type of coat 
had its origins in the east, and that it reached the Germanic tribes through the westward migra�ons of the 
Goths, contacts with the Avars, or Byzan�um. Although depic�ons of such coats are only found in Vendel 
Period images, archaeological evidence exists from both Haithabu and Birka which suggests that this type 
of coat was s�ll in use during the Viking Age (Hägg 1984, 73–89, 188–192; 1991, 48–55). According to Inga 
Hägg, there is good reason to believe that the Old Norse term kápa might have originally referred to klap-
penröcke or ka�ans (Hägg 1984, 191–192; see also Almgren 1980, 165–166). 

1a 1b 

2a 

2b 

3 4 

5a 5b 5c 

5d 

Figure 5.16: Different examples of naked or dressed horned figures, scale 1:1:  1a – GB-FIN-95, drawing 
by Lindsay Kerr (a�er Pollington 2010, 435, fig. 13.48);  1b – GB-CAI, photograph by The Port-
able An�qui�es Scheme (a�er Staves 2007);  2a – DK-TISa, photograph by Andreas Mogensen 
(a�er Na�onalmuseet 2017);  2a – RU-GNE, drawing by A. S. Dement'eva (a�er Пушкина 
[Puškina] 2011, 372, fig. 1);  3 – NO-OSE-13B2, drawing by Mary Storm (a�er 
Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: Cf22355_A);  4 – NO-OSE-16, drawing by 
Mary Storm (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: Cf22355_A);  5a – GB-SUH 
(a�er Bruce-Mi�ord 1978, 186, fig. 140);  5b – SE-VAL-8, drawing by Isa Müller and H. Lange 
(a�er Hauck 1981, plate XXXII.53);  5c – SE-VAL-7, drawing by H. Lange (a�er Hauck 1980, 
plate 22.50);  5d – GB-HAM, photograph by Cotswold Archaeology (a�er Barbican Research 
Associates 2019). 
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Klappenröcke of the Haithabu-type were held together by a belt,204 and thus it does 

not come as a surprise that belts also tend to be prominently featured on those images 
depic�ng horned figures, on a total of 23 images (68% of the 34 full- and upper body 

images) to be precise. One even finds two of the otherwise apparently naked figures being 

clearly depicted as wearing such an item (see Figure 5.16.1).205 On only four images (12%) 
are the horned figures clearly not wearing belts (see Figure 5.16.2, 6).206 Of the remaining 

seven images (21%), it is either no longer possible to discern whether the figures originally 

wore belts,207 or, as in the case of the upper body figurine from Hakonsgård (DK-HAK), 

the waist was never part of the artefact to begin with. 

Concerning the distribu�on based on clothing and belts, no clear paterns emerge. All 

of the major categories, naked horned figures and clothed figures (see Map 5.8), as well 

 
204 As noted by Michaela Helmbrecht (2008, 48), it is worth men�oning Þórr’s magic belt megingjörð, which 
appears in Chapters 22 and 45 of Gylfaginning (Snorri Sturluson 2005, 23, 38), and Chapters 4 and 18 in 
Skáldskaparmál (Snorri Sturluson 1998, 14, 24–25, 27) as an intriguing parallel from the Old Icelandic writ-
ten sources. 
205 Those on the buckle from Finglesham (GB-FIN-95) and the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO). 
206 These are the figurines from Caistor (GB-CAI) and Marham (GB-MAR), and the tapestry fragments 2 and 
16 from Oseberg (NO-OSE-2 and NO-OSE-16). 
207 These are the buckle plate from Ayton (GB-AYT), the mount from Streatley (GB-STR), the patrix from 
Crawley (GB-CRA), and the picture stones from Gothem (SE-GOT), Smiss (SE-SMI) and Stora Valle (SE-STV). 

Map 5.8: Distribu�on of full-body, and upper body horned figures broken down by clothing: Clothed fig-
ures (red dots), naked figures (black dots), and those in which the presence of clothing is indis-
cernible (empty circles). 
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as horned figures wearing belts and figures without belts (see Map 5.9), appear to be 

present in both Anglo-Saxon England and Scandinavia. A similar conclusion can be drawn 
about the da�ng: Again, there seems to be no noteworthy difference present between 

the various categories, as, in all cases, all the general mo�fs are atested to in both the 

Vendel Period and the Viking Age, the only excep�on being the klappenröcke or ka�ans, 

which only appear on Vendel Period images (see Figure 5.17). These observa�ons, how-

ever, must be treated with cau�on, as the 34 images (31 of them being analysable with 

regard to clothing and 27 with regard to belts) are a rela�vely small sample. 

The remarkable realism displayed here, especially on those images which depict the 

horned figures as wearing klappenröcke, underlines s�ll further what has previously been 

observed in connec�on with the headgear (see Chapter 5.2.1): the images appear to re-

flect a real-world phenomenon, something also seen in the strap-on headdresses. It thus 

Map 5.9: Distribu�on of full-body, and upper body horned figures broken down by the wearing of a belt: 
Figures wearing a belt (red dots), figures without belts (black dots), and indiscernible (empty 
circles). 

Figure 5.17: Date-range of depic�ons of klappenröcke (created with Eitri, courtesy of Katherine S. Beard). 
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comes as no surprise that the klappenrock-wearing horned figures should also be those 

shown wearing strap-on headdresses, represen�ng what seem to be figures belonging to 

a high-status warrior elite. 

 Atributes 

In general, most of the full- or upper body horned figures are depicted as holding objects 

in their hands, only three of them (9% of the 34 images depic�ng full- and upper body 

horned figures) being depicted as being completely empty-handed (see Figure 5.18.2).208 

The two figurines (6%) from Hakonsgård (DK-HAK) and Uppåkra (SE-UPP), which might 

also appear as being empty handed at a first glance, both have hands with holes (see 

Figure 5.18.1), something which suggests that some unknown objects were originally at-

tached to their hands. 

Only three kinds of objects are held or worn by the horned figures depicted on the 

remaining 29 images (85%). On these images, the figure holds one or more spears (19 
images/56%); one or more staffs or s�cks (ten images/29%); or swords which appear to 

be op�onal, being depicted as being held by the horned figure on a total of eleven images 

(32%). On two more images (6%), the sword is depicted as hanging around the figure’s 
upper body. These three types of object are held and/or worn by the horned figure in 

several different combina�ons. These can be classified as follows: 

• A group of twelve images in which the figures holds a spear in each hand (see Figure 
5.18.3–5).209 In two of these cases, the horned figures also wear a sword strapped 
around their upper body (see Figure 5.18.5).210 

• One image in which the figure holds a spear in one hand and two spears in an X-
shaped fashion in the other (see Figure 5.18.6).211 

• One image in which the figure may possibly be holding a spear in one hand, while 
it is indiscernible what it holds in the other (see Figure 5.18.7). 212 

 

 
208 These are the figurines from Caistor (GB-CAI) and Marham (GB-MAR), as well as possibly the mount from 
Streatley (GB-STR). 
209 These are the buckle from Finglesham (GB-FIN-95), the buckle plate from Ayton (GB-AYT), the guiding 
figure mo�f on the helmets from Valsgärde (SE-VAL-7 and SE-VAL-8) and, based on these, the guiding figure 
from the Staffordshire Hoard helmet (GB-HAM), the mounts from Cambridgeshire (GB-CAM) and West Ils-
ley (GB-WEI), the patrices from Vestervang (DK-VES), Keszthely-Fenékpuszta (HU-KEF), Torslunda (SE-BJO) 
and possibly Crawley (GB-CRA), and perhaps the picture stone from Gothem (SE-GOT). 
210 These are the Torslunda plate (SE-BJO) and possibly the picture stone from Gothem (SE-GOT). 
211 This is the pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-OBR) 
212 This is the picture stone from Stora Valle (SE-STV). 
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Figure 5.18: Different examples of atributes, scale 1:1 unless otherwise stated:  1 – DK-HAK, photograph 
by René Laursen (a�er Helmbrecht 2011, 145, fig. 31t);  2 – GB-MAR, photograph by Norfolk 
Museums Service (a�er Rogerson 2014);  3 – GB-AYT, photograph by Na�onal Museums 
Scotland (a�er Na�onal Museums Scotland);  4 – SE-VAL-8, drawing by Isa Müller and H. 
Lange (a�er Hauck 1980, plate 18.41);  5 – SE-BJO, drawing by Bengt Händel (a�er Arbman 
1980, 25);  6 – DE-OBR, drawing by I. Müller (a�er Hauck 1957a, plate II.4);  7 – SE-STV, 
drawing by Sigmund Oehrl (a�er Oehrl 2019a, plate 287b), scale c. 1:5;  8 – SE-GAUa (a�er 
Bruce-Mi�ord 1978, 208, fig. 155);  9 – SE-VAL-7, drawing by H. Lange (a�er Hauck 1981, plate 
XLII.77);  10 – DK-NOR, photograph by Nordjyllands Historiske Museum (a�er Beck, 
Chris�ansen, and Henriksen 2019, 188, fig. 183);  11 – SE-BIR, photograph by Ola Myrin (a�er 
Historiska museet 2011a);  12 – SE-EKH, photograph by Gabriel Hildebrand (a�er Historiska 
museet 2011c);  13 – SE-SMI, drawing by Sigmund Oehrl (a�er Oehrl 2019a, plate 294a), scale 
c. 1:5;  14 – NO-OSE-16, drawing by Mary Storm (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, 
bes�llningsnr: Cf22355_A). 
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• A group of four images in which the figures hold two spears in an X-shaped fashion 
in one hand and a sword in the other (see Figure 5.18.8).213 Very similar to these is 
one image in which the figures hold two spears in parallel in one hand and a sword 
in the other (see Figure 5.18.9).214 

• One image in which the figure holds a staff/s�ck in each hand (see Figure 
5.18.10).215 

• Two images in which the figures hold a staff/s�ck in one hand and a sword in the 
other (see Figure 5.18.11).216 

• A group of four images in which the figures hold two staffs/s�cks in an X-shaped 
fashion in one hand and a sword in the other (see Figure 5.18.12). 217 

• One image in which the figures hold two staffs/s�cks in an X-shaped fashion in each 
hand (see Figure 5.18.14).218 

• Two images in which the figures hold two staffs/s�cks in an X-shaped fashion in one 
hand, while it is indiscernible what it holds in the other (see Figure 5.18.13).219 

While no sta�s�cally relevant conclusions can be drawn from the distribu�on of the im-
ages based on these atributes (the only two clear occurrences of empty-handed horned 

figures come from England, although this might simply be coincidence considering the 

small sample size), two other major observa�ons can be drawn from them: Firstly, the 
atributes suggest a clear mar�al connec�on, as two of the three objects commonly de-

picted in connec�on with the horned figure can clearly be iden�fied as weapons, these 

being various types of spears and swords. Secondly, the horned figure either holds on to 
spears, or staff-like s�cks, but spears and staffs are never depicted together in the same 

image. A closer look at the da�ng (see Figure 5.19) reveals that the images depic�ng 

spears predominately belong to the Vendel Period (the picture stones from Stora Valle, 
SE-STV, and Smiss, SE-SMI, being the only poten�al excep�ons from the Viking Age, alt-

hough in these two cases the presence of spears is far from certain due to the poor preser-

va�on of the stones). In the Viking Age, while the spears are generally replaced with staff-
 

213 This is the pressblech image on the helmets from Suton Hoo (GB-SUH) and, based on this, those from 
the Staffordshire Hoard (GB-HAM; the ‘twin’-warrior mo�f) and Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa), as well as the 
pressblech fragment from Caenby (GB-CAE). 
214 This is the ‘twin’-warrior mo�f depicted on the helmet from Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7). 
215 This is the brooch from Nørholm (DK-NOR). 
216 These are the pendants from Gnëzdovo (RU-GNE) and Birka (SE-BIR). 
217 These are the pendant from Ekhammar (SE-EKH) and the tapestry fragments 2 from Oseberg (NO-OSE-
2), as well as the coin from the Staatliche Münzsammlung München (XX-MUN) and, based on this, that from 
Tissø (DK-TISa).  
218 This is the tapestry fragment 16 from Oseberg (NO-OSE-16). 
219 These are the picture stone from Smiss (SE-SMI) and the tapestry fragment 13 B2 from Oseberg (NO-
OSE-13B2). Sofie Kra�, however, describes the somewhat twisted staffs on the tapestry fragment as light-
ning: ‘Han har en lynildformet gjenstand i sin ene hånd, den annen er dessverre vekk. Han er der nok for å 
holde alt vondt borte fra dronningen, med sin makt gjennom lynilden’ (Kra� 1955, 21). These twisted staffs 
might also allude to the ‘waving’ spear mo�f which will be the subject of Chapter 5.3.5. 
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like s�cks, in many cases, they con�nued to be held by the horned figure in pairs in an X-

shaped fashion, like many of the spears in the earlier Vendel Period imagery, something 

which might suggest that the images from the Viking Age were a somewhat corrupted 

version of an earlier mo�f that was perhaps regarded as rela�vely obscure and ancient 

during the Viking Age. 

 
Figure 5.19: Date-range of figures holding spears (above), and figures holding staffs/s�cks (below) (cre-

ated with Eitri, courtesy of Katherine S. Beard). 

This development away from a rela�vely realis�c depic�on of spears towards a more 

abstract and unspecific depic�on of staffs/s�cks appears to be mirrored by similar devel-
opments that seem to have taken place with regard to the headgear (see Chapter 5.2.1) 

and clothing (see Chapter 5.2.4), underlining a trend away from a realis�c depic�on of the 

horned figure as a possible real-world phenomenon during the Vendel Period towards a 
poten�ally more abstract idea in the Viking Age. 

 Movement 

When it comes down to analysing the movement of the horned figures, the selec�on of 

images must be further limited to just those 31 images in which the full body of the figure 

is depicted (see Chapter 5.2.3). Apart from the four images (13% of the 31 full body im-

ages) in which the movement is indiscernible due to the lower body por�on of the image 

having been broken off and lost (and the lack of clear parallels from which any supposed 

movement could be inferred),220 there is a group of eight images (26%) in which the 
horned figures are evidently depicted as standing s�ll (see Figure 5.20.1).221 On the ma-

jority of the full body images (19 images/61%), however, the horned figures are depicted 

 
220 These are the brooch from Nørholm (DK-NOR), the buckle plate from Ayton (GB-AYT), and the mounts 
from Cambridgeshire (GB-CAM) and West Ilsley (GB-WEI). 
221 These are the figurines from Caistor (GB-CAI), Uppåkra (SE-UPP) and, based on these, that from Marham 
(GB-MAR), possibly the pendants from Gnëzdovo (RU-GNE), Birka (SE-BIR) and Ekhammar (SE-EKH), and 
perhaps also the picture stones from Gothem (SE-GOT) and Smiss (SE-SMI). 
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in mo�on: On five images (16%), they are depicted as walking (see Figure 5.20.2),222 on 

ten (32%) as dancing (see Figure 5.20.3),223 and on the remaining four (13%) as hovering 

or jumping (see Figure 5.20.4).224 
The dis�nc�on between the later two categories, in other words between dancing 

and hovering/jumping, however, is subject to interpreta�on and the method chosen here 

to dis�nguish between the two is certainly not infallible. To qualify as dancing here, the 
horned figure must be depicted either with bent knees (see Figure 5.20.3b), or performing 

a sort of lunge with the sole of the other foot poin�ng upwards (see Figure 5.20.3a).225 

 
222 These are the coin from the Staatliche Münzsammlung München (XX-MUN) and, based on this, that from 
Tissø (DK-TISa), as well as the tapestry fragments from Oseberg (NO-OSE-13B2, NO-OSE-16 and, based on 
these, NO-OSE-2) 
223 These are the pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-OBR), the patrices from Vestervang (DK-VES), Keszthely-
Fenékpuszta (HU-KEF) and Torslunda (SE-BJO), the buckle from Finglesham (GB-FIN-95), and the ‘twin’-
warrior mo�fs depicted on the helmets from Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa), Suton Hoo (GB-SUH), Valsgärde 7 
(SE-VAL-7) and the Staffordshire Hoard (GB-HAM). Based on these, one can also include the pressblech 
fragment from Caenby (GB-CAE). With regard to ritual dancing, the relevant account by Tacitus has already 
been men�oned in Chapter 5.2.4, scholars who extensively discussed the horned figure in the connec�on 
with ritual dance being Wilhelm Holmqvist (see Chapter 2.2.4) and Heinrich Beck (see Chapter 2.2.5). With 
regard to the ritual dances performed by members of the Varangian guard at the Byzan�ne court: see Chap-
ter 5.3.1. 
224 These are the guiding figure mo�fs on the helmets from Valsgärde (SE-VAL-7 and SE-VAL-8) and based 
on these, that from the Staffordshire Hoard helmet (GB-HAM), as well as that on the picture stone from 
Stora Valle (SE-STV). 
225 In early scholarship, this posture has also been connected to running or jumping (see Chapter 2.1). Since 
the discovery of the ‘twin’ horned figure mo�f from the Suton Hoo (GB-SUH) and Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7) 
helmets, on which the two figures are depicted in this posture with their arms interlocked (see Chapter 
5.3.2), the interpreta�on as a depic�on of dance appears to be commonly accepted (see Chapter 2.2), the 
Swedish archaeologist Wilhelm Holmqvist (1905–1989) being one of the main proponents of this view in 
his old but s�ll relevant ar�cle ‘The Dancing Gods’ (1960). 

2a 

2b 1 

3a 

3b 

4a 4b 

Figure 5.20: Different examples of depic�ons of movement, scale 1:1 unless otherwise stated:  1 – SE-
UPP (a�er Hårdh 2010, 259, fig. 15);  2a – XX-MUN, photograph by Staatliche Münzsammlung 
München (a�er Malmer 1966, plate 33.1);  2b – DK-TISa, photograph by Andreas Mogensen 
(a�er Na�onalmuseet 2017);  3a – DK-VES (a�er Petersen and Rasmussen 2016, 18);  3a – 
HU-KEF (a�er Müller 2008, 235, fig. 2.2);  4a – SE-STV, drawing by Sigmund Oehrl (a�er Oehrl 
2019a, plate 287a), scale c. 1:5;  4b – SE-VAL-8, drawing by H. Lange (a�er Hauck 1981, plate 
XXXIV.56). 
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The later, however, is also the case in those images in which the horned figure is depicted 

in its role as a spear-guiding figure (see Chapter 5.3.3 and Figure 5.20.4b), seemingly 

jumping onto or hovering over the horse’s croup, the consequence being that these par-

�cular images are here classified together with the more clearly hovering figure on the 
picture stone from Stora Valle (SE-STV: see Figure 5.20.4a) as has been noted above. 

Alongside the movements addressed above, which are deduced based on the way in 

which the legs of the horned figures are depicted, five images (16% of the 31 full-body 
images) show a second type of movement based on the posi�ons of the figures’ arms. 

The movement in ques�on is the act of hurling or guiding a spear,226 something which is 

an integral part of the spear-guiding mo�f which will be described in more detail in Chap-
ter 5.3.3. 

As with previous aspects addressed above, the differences in movement depicted in 

these 31 full body images would seem to be indica�ve of changes over �me rather than 
differences rela�ng to distribu�on. In the Vendel Period, the full body depic�ons of the 

horned figures appear more dynamic, depic�ng them as dancing or jumping/hovering. In 

the Viking Age, the depic�ons are more sta�c, the horned figures either standing s�ll or 

walking, something which, in the end, also applies to the hovering figure on the picture 

stone from Stora Valle (SE-STV: see Figure 5.20.4a) (see Figure 5.21). 

 
226 These are the guiding figure mo�fs on the helmets from Valsgärde (SE-VAL-7 and SE-VAL-8) and based 
on these, that from the Staffordshire Hoard helmet (GB-HAM), and possibly the picture stones from Gothem 
(SE-GOT) and Stora Valle (SE-STV). Several writen sources men�on the act of hurling a spear at the onset 
of batle as a sort of ritual act performed by Óðinn: see, for example, Stanza 25(K)/29(H) of Vǫluspá (Vǫluspá  
2014, 297, 312) and, most notably, in Stanza 27 of Hlǫðskviða in which the legendary figure Gizurr invokes 
Óðinn: ‘ok lá� svá Óðinn flein fljúga/ sem ek fyrir mæli’ (Hlǫðskviða  2014, 428). This mo�f is reminiscent of 
the similar mo�f of dedica�ng someone to Óðinn by piercing them with a spear: see, for example, Stanza 
138 of Hávamál in which Óðinn is quoted to say: ‘Veit ek at ek hekk/ vindga meiði á/ […] geiri undaðr/ ok 
gefinn Óðni,/ sjálfr sjálfum mér’ (Hávamál  2014, 350), and Chapter 9 of Ynglinga saga in which it is stated 
that the euhemerised King Óðinn ‘lét […] marka sik geirsoddi’ (Snorri Sturluson 2002b, 22) while dying of 
an illness, something that was repeated by his successor, Njǫrðr: ‘Lét hann ok marka sik Óðni, áðr hann dó’ 
(Snorri Sturluson 2002b, 23). On Óðinn’s spear Gungnir: see Chapter 5.3.5. 

Figure 5.21: Date-range dancing/hovering figures (above) and standing/walking figures (below) (created 
with Eitri, courtesy of Katherine S. Beard). 
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 Gender 

While wishing to avoid the proverbial hornets’ nest that can be s�rred up by touching on 

maters rela�ng to gender,227 this is a topic that demands some discussion with regard to 

the horned figures. As Michaela Helmbrecht points out regarding imagery, the issue is 

complicated since for obvious reasons, not even the biological sex can be determined 

(Helmbrecht 2011, 51, 237). Helmbrecht nonetheless proposes that one can o�en deter-

mine the gender of anthropomorphic figures on images from the Vendel Period and Viking 

Age, a no�on which is based on the assump�on that during the �me in ques�on, there 

was a rela�vely clear divide between the presenta�on of female and male.228 An atempt 

will thus be made here to determine the gender of the horned figures on the basis of her 

criteria. 

In general, the horned figure appears to have been conceptualised as male, something 

based on the admitedly simplis�c assump�on that sex and gender generally coincide. As 
noted above (see Chapter 5.2.4), on one image the penis of the horned figure is explicitly 

depicted, that is the buckle from Finglesham (GB-FIN-95). Elsewhere too, the sex of the 

figure can be rela�vely confidently recognised as being male based on the depic�on of 
facial hair in 33 of the images (53% of the 62 images in total) (see Chapter 5.2.2). To these 

can be added 14 images (23%) on which beard-less horned figures are depicted wearing 

clothing commonly atributed to men (see Chapter 5.2.4) and a further seven images 
(11%) on which the body shape vaguely implies a male figure.229 

While all of these preceding images imply a male figure with various degrees of cer-

tainty, a group of six images (10%) are more ambiguous, lacking any of the gender markers 
listed above.230 Finally, as has already been men�oned in Chapter 5.2.4, on one of the 

tapestry fragments from Oseberg (NO-OSE-16), one finds the horned figures wearing long 

 
227 Ques�ons rela�ng to gender have become highly problema�c in recent years (see, for example, Price 
2019, 340–342; and, with regard to female warriors based on the example from the grave Bj 581, Price et 
al. 2019). Naturally, one has to approach maters rela�ng to gender with some cau�on, as both the ‘tradi-
�onal’ dualis�c view of humans being either female or male (something supposedly determined by their 
respec�ve biological sex), and more recent views involving the blurring of such ideas and the introduc�on 
of new categories such as transgender, non-binary, and so on, are both essen�ally modern no�ons that 
cannot be simply applied to those that existed in pre-historic socie�es. 
228 Helmbrecht bases her view mainly on the way in which women and men are described in Skáldskaparmál 
(Snorri Sturluson 1998, 40, chapter 31), descrip�ons which, according to her analysis, fit par�cularly well 
with Vendel Period imagery, although to her mind the lines between male and female start to blur some-
what in the Viking Age, especially with the emergence of depic�ons of supposedly female warriors during 
the later period (Helmbrecht 2011, 54–55, 237–239). 
229 These are the brooch from Nørholm (DK-NOR), the guiding figure depicted on the Staffordshire Hoard 
helmet (GB-HAM), the mount from West Ilsley (GB-WEI), the figurines from Caistor (GB-CAI) and Marham 
(GB-MAR), and the picture stones from Smiss (SE-SMI) and Stora Valle (SE-STV). 
230 These are the buckle plate from Ayton (GB-AYT), the pin head from Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUb), the mount 
from Suton (GB-SUT), the patrix from Crawley (GB-CRA), and the ring-headed pins from Tuddenham 
St. Mar�n (GB-TSM) and Gåtebo (SE-GAT). 
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flowing dresses, something which is generally considered as being stereotypical female 

a�re. The figures in ques�on do not seem to be depicted with long hair, something else 

which is commonly treated as being a typically female atribute. There is thus a possibility 

that these figures represent males wearing female clothes.231 As has been noted in Chap-

ter 4.3.8, an addi�onal problem is that the state of preserva�on is par�cularly bad in the 

case of this artefact, something which makes a definite conclusion problema�c. 

All in all, the fact that approximately 89% of the images depict the horned figure as 

being male, albeit with various degrees of certainty, implies that the same can poten�ally 

be applied to those figures classified above as ambiguous. The elephant in the room is the 

single image which seems to deviate from this general norm, in other words, the image 

on one of the tapestry fragments from Oseberg (NO-OSE-16), which will be addressed in 

more detail in Chapter 5.3.4. 

 The Horned Figure: Conclusions 

Generally, as has been demonstrated in the preceding pages, the horned figure comes in 

many forms and shapes, something which needs to be kept in mind when analysing par-

�cular features or atributes of horned figures (as for example those figures which are 
depicted as being one-eyed, a feature which is only present in four images or 6% of the 

images in total: see Chapter 5.2.2; similarly, the horned figure is only depicted as being 

naked on five images or 8%: see Chapter 5.2.4). Regarding da�ng, two features have 
turned out to be highly diagnos�c: On the one hand, these are the presence of bird-

headed terminals (see Chapter 5.2.1) which would poten�ally indicate a Vendel Period 

date (the later disappearance of the terminals suggests that they were op�onal elements 

of the mo�f), and, on the other, the ques�on of whether the figure is depicted holding 

spears or s�cks/rods (see Chapter 5.2.5), the spears sugges�ng a Vendel Period date, 

while the s�cks/rods appears to be much more closely associated with the Viking Age. In 

 
231 This interpreta�on is not that unreasonable as men dressing in female clothes are atested to in a diverse 
range of writen sources rela�ng to the Germanic/Old Norse world, such as the Eddic poem Þrymskviða for 
example, in which Þórr dresses up as Freyja (Þrymskviða  2014), and Tacitus’ account of the male priests 
belonging to the Germanic tribe of the Nahanarvali, who dressed in female clothes (Tacitus 1972, 58–59, 
chapter 43). In archaeology, a recent discourse unfolded with regard to the early 10th century si�ng figurine 
from Lejre (see also Chapter 5.2.2 regarding its poten�al one-eyedness), which has been proposed to be a 
depic�on of Óðinn based on it si�ng on what seems like a throne with two birds, possibly ravens, si�ng on 
the armrests on both sides of the figure (Christensen 2010). This figure, which either appears to be mous-
tached or to have some kind of scarf over its mouth, is nonetheless wearing a long dress and what appears 
to be a rich collar, encouraging some scholars to propose that the figurine is female, possibly Freyja 
(Mannering 2013; more carefully: Arwill-Nordbladh 2012, 49–51; Arwill-Nordbladh 2013). Tom Christensen, 
who was responsible for the original publica�on of this artefact, nonetheless argues that such dresses were 
rela�vely common in depic�ons of ruling figures such as, for example, those of Byzan�ne emperors during 
the 10th century (Christensen 2010, 18–21), something which would make the long dress a marker of status 
rather than gender. This artefact underlines the methodological challenges involved in atemp�ng to iden-
�fy the gender based on clothing alone. 
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general, early depic�ons of horned figures at the beginning of the Vendel Period appear 

to have been remarkably realis�c (most notably represented by the strap-on headdresses: 

see Chapter 5.2.1), something which clearly suggests that, at first, the horned headdress 

was based on a real world headdress that was worn by people either as a form of repre-

senta�ve display or during the performance of some sort of rituals, which is further sup-

ported by the figure o�en being depicted as dancing. As �me goes on, however, the im-

ages depic�ng horned figures seem to become less detailed, the type of headdress worn 

o�en becoming rather unclear, something which became increasingly prevalent in the 

more symbolic and less detailed imagery of the Viking Age. As has been noted earlier, this 

might poten�ally point to a fading into obscurity of the real-world model for the mo�f, 

the horned figure likely only surviving in the form of images. 

An Anglo-Saxon Twist to the Motif: Head-Shaped Open-Work Mounts  

Such a development away from realis�c depic�ons to more abstract images can also be 
observed in one par�cular group of images, which has not been possible to capture using 

those parameters employed in the preceding pages. The highly dis�nct group in ques�on 

consists of 14 head-shaped open-work mounts which were exclusively found in Anglo-
Saxon England (see Map 5.10) and are dated to the period between 550 and 700.232 These 

mounts, which have been informally and somewhat presumptuously called ‘WAINEs (Wo-

den Avatars In Numerous Environments)’ by Paul Mor�mer (2019), are mostly heavily 
stylised, with the excep�on of two mounts which are depicted in a more naturalis�c fash-

ion (see Figure 5.22.1).233 Six of the more abstract mask-like mounts are of a nearly iden-

�cal design (see Figure 5.22.4),234 something that would suggest the mass-produc�on of 
mounts depic�ng a fairly standardised design. This idea gains further support from the 

fact that none of these six mounts are die-linked. Another group of two smaller mounts 

nonetheless exists which are near-iden�cal (see Figure 5.22.2),235 as well a further three 

mounts which have similar varia�ons of the design in ques�on (see Figure 5.22.3).236 Fi-

nally, carrying the stylisa�on to the extreme, is the mount from Reepham (GB-REE: see 

Figure 5.22.5). 

 
232 This da�ng represents a ‘consensus’-da�ng based the on eleven date-ranges suggested (Wilding 2016; 
Thomas 1999; Trevaskus 2018; Fathers and Leahy 2018, 15; Hinds 2003; Scot 2007; Bliss 2018; Whitcombe 
2010; Worrell 2002; and Andrews-Wilson 2008) for a total of ten artefacts (GB-BAI, GB-BLH, GB-KIW, GB-
LEG, GB-MEL, GB-RAD, GB-SAN, GB-SOB and GB-STB). The from- and to-dates have been averaged and the 
threefold standard error of the mean (3σ) subtracted or added respec�vely, the resul�ng values rounded 
to the closest decade. 
233 These are the mounts from Finglesham (GB-FIN-138) and Stamford Bridge (GB-STB). 
234 These are the mounts from Atleborough (GB-ATT), Blakeney (GB-BLA), Kings Worthy (GB-KIW), Lether-
ingset with Glandford (GB-LEG), Melton (GB-MEL) and Rempstone (GB-REM) 
235 These are the mounts from Bloodmoor Hill (GB-BLH) and Saxlingham Nethergate (GB-SAN). 
236 These are the mounts from Bainton (GB-BAI), Radwinter (GB-RAD) and Soberton (GB-SOB). 
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Despite its internal similari�es, this group of mounts covers the en�re spectrum run-

ningfrom naturalis�c to heavily stylised images, the mounts from Finglesham (GB-FIN-

138) and Stamford Bridge (GB-STB) (see Figure 5.22.1) being at one extreme of the spec-

trum, with that from Reepham (GB-REE: see Figure 5.22.5) at the other. Alexandra Hilgner 

suggests that the more naturalis�c images might possibly be older, feeling that the more 

stylised images might represent younger and more reduced variants of the same mo�f 

(Hilgner 2015, 409). With this in mind, it is worthwhile men�oning yet one other small 

1a 1b 
2a 2b 3a 3b 3c 

4a 4b 4c 4d 

5 4e 4f 6 

Figure 5.22: Head-shaped open-work mounts, scale 1:1:  1a – GB-FIN-138, photograph (a�er Chadwick 
Hawkes and Grainger 2006, 416, plate XVII.F);  1b – GB-STB, photograph by York Museums 
Trust (a�er Andrews-Wilson 2008);  2a – GB-BLH, photograph by Suffolk County Council (a�er 
Thomas 1999);  2b – GB-SAN, photograph by Norfolk County Council (a�er Whitcombe 2010);  
3a – GB-RAD, photograph by Suffolk County Council (a�er Bliss 2018);  3b – GB-BAI, 
photograph by York Museums Trust (a�er Wilding 2016);  3c – GB-SOB, drawing by A. 
Cracknell (a�er Worrell 2002);  4a – GB-ATT, photograph by and curtesy of Norfolk County 
Council;  4b – GB-BLA (a�er Chris�e’s 2003);  4c – GB-KIW (a�er TimeLine Auc�ons 2019);  
4d – GB-MEL (a�er Scot 2007);  4e – GB-LEG, drawing by K. Penn (a�er Hinds 2003);  4f – 
GB-REM (a�er Tweddle 1992, 1124, fig. 558);  5 – GB-REE (a�er Brundle 2014, II:252, 
fig. 12.2c);  6 – mount from Ousden, photograph by Suffolk County Council (a�er Brown 
2012). 
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group of two mounts (see Figure 5.22.6)237 which possibly depicts an even more stylised 

variant of the mo�f. Here, the face is replaced by two confron�ng birds which together 
echo the overall shape of the most standardised group of six mounts men�oned above 

(see Figure 5.22.4). Here, however, what used to be a clearly recognisable anthropo-

morphic face is now only hinted at by the small openings in between the two confron�ng 

birds. As none of these artefacts men�oned here have been found in a dateable primary 

context,238 Hilgner’s hypothesis, as plausible as it is, must remain theore�cal for the �me 

being. It would nonetheless certainly mirror what has been observed above with regard 

to the development of the horned figure mo�f in general. 

 
237 One of these mounts (or pendants?) was found near Ousden, St. Edmundsbury, in Suffolk by a metal-
detectorist. It is registered in the Portable An�qui�es Scheme (PAS) with the ID SF-92CD45. The pin head is 
dated to between 650 and 720 (see further: Brown 2012). Alongside this artefact, Paul Mor�mer men�ons 
another almost iden�cal object of an unclear provenance that was auc�oned off through TimeLine Auc�ons 
(Mor�mer 2019). 
238 The find contexts of the mounts from Finglesham (GB-FIN-138: see Chapter 4.1.6) and Stamford Bridge 
(GB-STB: see Chapter 4.2.8) are of a secondary nature. 

Map 5.10: Distribu�on of head-shaped open-work mounts, scale 1:10 million: Mounts depic�ng stylised 
horned figures (red dots), naturalis�c horned figures (black dots) and related zoomorphic im-
ages (empty circles). 
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5.3 The Horned Figure in its Mo�fic Context 
In the previous chapter (see Chapter 5.2), the horned figure itself was the main focus, 

detached from its pictorial context. Indeed, in most of the cases (46 images/74% of the 

62 images in total), the figure appears on its own. However, some of the horned figures 

appear embedded in larger images, interac�ng with other figures and/or objects, and 

since they provide some context, this group of images arguably takes us one more step 

closer towards figuring out what or who the horned figure might be meant to represent. 

 Horned Figure(s) and Animal Warrior(s) 

The mo�f group that has goten the most aten�on, par�cularly since it is present on one 

of the first artefacts depic�ng a horned figure to be discovered, the Torslunda plate (SE-

BJO) (see Chapter 2.1.2), is actually represented in four artefacts (6% of the 62 images in 

total) which depict horned figures alongside warriors clad in an animal disguise,239 a mo�f 

that is represented in artefacts from both the Vendel Period and the Viking Age. 

The images are not uniform, however, as both the type and number of animal warri-

ors240 are rela�vely diverse. On the older two images, those on the Torslunda plate (SE-
BJO: see Figure 5.23.1) and the pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-OBR: see Figure 5.23.2), 

the animal warriors appear to be wearing what seems to be a wolf skin, one on the Tor-

slunda plate and two on the pressblech from Obrigheim. In both images, the horned figure 
seems to be the focal point, either because it is depicted dancing en face in case of the 

Torslunda plate, or between the two animal warriors on the pressblech from Obrigheim. 

In the later case, the animal warrior to the le� (who only appears in the image from 
Obrigheim) of the horned figure appears to be rather submissive, its head slightly bent 

downwards, and seemingly presen�ng a ring-sword to the horned figure while its spear 

points towards the ground. The posture of the other animal warrior (who appears in both 

images) is nonetheless more ambiguous. Like the other figure, its spear points down-

wards, but it also appears to be drawing a sword, as if it were about to atack or defend 

itself. It is worth no�ng that a silver pressblech mounted on a scabbard from Gutenstein, 

Baden-Würtemberg, Germany (see Figure 5.23.5), depicts animal warriors similar to 

those depicted on the pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-OBR).241 

 
239 The fact that these animal warriors are not depicted as some sort of animal/human hybrid beings but 
rather as humans disguised or masked as an animal adds further weight to the idea that these images depict 
‘real’ humans rather than supernatural en��es (see also Gunnell 1995, 70; Helmbrecht 2008, 46).  
240 The images in ques�on do not depict actual animals but anthropomorphic figures with animal heads, 
some of them even wearing what appear to be knee-long pelts. The characterisa�on of these figures as 
warriors is simply because they appear to be armed. 
241 This scabbard was found in a high-status warrior grave (grave 1) in Gutenstein, Baden-Würtemberg, 
during construc�on work in 1887. The spatha itself is dated to the late 7th century, but the pressblech de-
signs can be dated to around or even before the year 600. A�er the Second World War, this artefact was 
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The only two other images on which the horned figure appears alongside animal war-

riors are two of the tapestry fragments from Oseberg (NO-OSE-13B2 and NO-OSE-16). 

Both fragments appear to depict some sort of procession involving warriors, the horned 

figures seemingly leading (for more on this mo�f: see Chapter 5.3.4). On fragment 13 B2 

(NO-OSE-13B2: see Figure 5.23.6), the horned figure is followed immediately by two fig-

ures disguised as an animal that resembles a bear, both of these equipped with a shield, 

one of them addi�onally holding a spear poin�ng downwards in a fashion that clearly 

resembles those animal warriors depicted to the right of the horned figures on the Tor-

slunda plate (SE-BJO) and the pressblech from Obrigheim (DE-OBR). The other of the two 

tapestry fragments, fragment 16 (NO-OSE-16: see Figure 5.23.7), depicts a similar scene 

to fragment 13 B2 (NO-OSE-13B2), although in this case, there are two horned figures, 

once again seemingly leading the procession of warriors, all of whom (like the horned 

figures here) wearing what appear to be long drooping dresses, possibly marking them as 

female warriors (see Chapter 5.2.7). In this scene, each of the horned figures, one above 

the other, are followed immediately by animal warriors. In each case, there is one figure 
disguised as what appears to be a boar, each one holding a shield (or a drum?) high up in 

front of their heads. Behind these boar-women are other figures (one in each case) dis-

guised as animals that seem to have open beaks, resembling some sort of duck, goose, or 
swan, each equipped with a shield and a spear. 

Also, worth bearing in mind in this context are other images of animal warriors, and 

especially another pendant (see Figure 5.23.4)242 which depicts an anthropomorphic fig-
ure wearing what appears to be the skin of some sort of carnivore, perhaps a wolf or bear. 

 
believed missing, but it resurfaced in 2007 in an exhibi�on at the State Hermitage Museum in St. Petersburg 
(Steuer 2008; Speidel 2004, 20–27, fig. 1.3; Garscha 1970, 82–83; Naue 1889). Some scholars argue that the 
pressblech was originally mounted to a different object, such as a box or drinking vessel, before being cut 
up, rearranged and mounted on the scabbard (Steuer 2008, 74; Hauck 1957a, 12–15, 22–23). Based on this 
assump�on, Karl Hauck proposes that, before being cut up, the original Gutenstein image might have shown 
the same mo�f as the parallel from Obrigheim (DE-OBR), depic�ng a horned figure between the two animal 
warriors (see Chapter 2.2.3, Figure 2.3). Other scholars, however, argue that the pressblech, as it is mounted 
on the scabbard, was made of one con�nuous sheet of silver (Speidel 2004, 22; Garscha 1970, 83). Michael 
Speidel proposes that the ar�san reused parts of older patrices which might have originally included a 
horned figure. Unlike Hauck, he thus proposes that two different patrices were used, both of which suppos-
edly depicted mirrored versions of an image similar in composi�on to that from Torslunda (SE-BJO) (Speidel 
2004, 22–24, fig. 1.4). However, just like Hauck’s atempt at reconstruc�on, as plausible as they are, these 
reconstruc�ons are s�ll highly specula�ve and based on litle to no direct evidence, as there is litle evidence 
for the depic�on of a horned figure on the original patrices. Furthermore, as will be discussed below, de-
pic�ons of animal warriors lacking the presence of a horned figure are rela�vely common, this being the 
main reason why the Gutenstein scabbard is not included here as an image featuring the horned figure. 
242 This copper alloy pendant was found in grave 6 at Ekhammar, Uppland (see Chapter 4.1.4). The pendant 
is registered at Historiska museet under the inventory number 30254, its ID-number being 8046 (see 
further: Historiska museet 2011c; Helmbrecht 2011, 172–173, 473, fig. 45b; Ringquist 1969, 287–289, fig. 2). 
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This figure seems to be bi�ng the head of a spear it carries with a curved or waving sha� 
(for more on this odd type of spear: see Chapter 5.3.5). As has been noted earlier (see 

Chapter 4.1.4), this pendant was found in the same grave as the pendant from Ekhammar 

which depicts a horned figure (SE-EKH: see Figure 5.23.3). 
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Figure 5.23: Horned figures and animal warriors, scale 1:1 unless otherwise stated:  1 – SE-BJO, drawing 
by Bengt Händel (a�er Arbman 1980, 25);  2 – DE-OBR, drawing by I. Müller (a�er Hauck 
1957a, plate II.4);  3 – SE-EKH, photograph by Gabriel Hildebrand (a�er Historiska museet 
2011c);  4 – second pendant from Ekhammar 6, photograph by Bengt A Lundberg (a�er 
Historiska museet 2011c);  5 – scabbard from Gutenstein (a�er Steuer 2008, 75);  6 – NO-
OSE-13B2, drawing by Mary Storm (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: 
Cf22355_A), scale 3:4;  7 – NO-OSE-16, drawing by Mary Storm (a�er Universitetsmuseene 
[no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: Cf22355_A), scale 3:4. 
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Besides the scabbard from Gutenstein and the second Ekhammar pendant men�oned 

above, it is worth considering those other artefacts depic�ng animal warriors that do not 

involve horned figures, to see if they provide any further contextual informa�on. These 

include a pressblech die from Fen Drayton, Cambridgeshire, which depicts a figure dressed 
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4 
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5b 

Figure 5.24: Images depic�ng animal warriors and masks, not to scale unless otherwise stated:  1 – 
fresco inside the Hagia Sophia cathedral in Kyiv (a�er Na�onal Historical Reserve ‘St. Sophia 
Cathedral in Kiev’);  2 – patrix from Fen Drayton, drawing by The Portable An�qui�es Scheme 
(a�er Staves 2006), scale 1:1;  3 – runestone from Skälvum/Källby (a�er Helmbrecht 2011, 
137, fig. 29m);  4 – third band of the first golden horn from Gallehus, drawing by Borghild 
Kamph-Weiss (a�er Oxens�erna 1956, fig. 19);  5a – mask fragment 14 D from Haithabu har-
bour (a�er Hägg 1984, 71, fig. 46.2), scale 1:5;  5b – mask fragment 25 from Haithabu harbour 
(a�er Hägg 1984, 70, 72, figs. 45.1, 47), scale 1:5. 
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in what appears to be a wolfskin holding a spear and a sword (see Figure 5.24.2);243 a 

runestone now situated in Källby, Västergötland, depic�ng an anthropomorphic figure 

with an animal head (with antlers?) which is possibly holding a sword (see Figure 

5.24.3);244 and one of the scenes depicted on the first of the Gallehus horns, which shows 

two presumably naked figures facing each other wearing animal masks resembling a wolf 

and possibly a bird, a sword and an axe respec�vely (see Figure 5.24.4).245 Somewhat rem-

iniscent of the later image, but in a very different context is a bare-chested warrior hold-

ing a spear and wearing an animal mask resembling a bird who is depicted on a fresco in 

the Hagia Sophia cathedral in Kyiv (see Figure 5.24.1).246 These images are only a selec�on 

of a larger group of anthropomorphic figures with animal heads. What makes them rele-

vant here is the fact that they are armed; the remaining images generally depict the ani-

mal figure in a non-mar�al context (Helmbrecht 2011, 172–175). The actual prac�ce of 

people disguising themselves as animals in the Viking Age would appear to be confirmed 

with the discovery of two mask fragments in the harbour of Haithabu (see Figure 

5.24.5).247 All in all, the implica�on is that the animal warriors depicted on the images 

 
243 This copper alloy patrix, secondarily used as pendant, was found by Fen Drayton, Cambridgeshire, by a 
metal-detectorist. The artefact was registered in the Portable An�qui�es Scheme under the reference NLM-
468D41 and was subsequently returned to the finder. The patrix is dated 600–700 (Staves 2006). 
244 This runestone has been moved to Källby in 1669 from the neighbouring Skälvum, Västergötland, where 
it secondarily served as a bridge. The runestone is registered in the Rundata-database as Vg 56 and at Riks-
an�kvarieämbetet as Källby 23:2. The stone is dated from 950 to around 1000 (see further: 
Riksan�kvarieämbetet 2018; 2018, Vg 56; Helmbrecht 2011, 135–137, 141, 172–174, 484, fig. 29m). 
245 Two golden horns were found in Gallehus, Sydjylland, on two separate occasions, only a few metres 
apart. The first one was discovered in 1639 and the second in 1734. Unfortunately, both horns were stolen 
in 1802 and melted down. Despite the loss of the original horns, some drawings, engravings and early imi-
ta�ons exist which provide an overall impression of what the horns might have looked like. Despite this 
limita�on, it is s�ll possible to analyse the images depicted on these horns, and they are commonly dated 
to around the year 400, which marks the transi�on from the Roman Iron Age into the Migra�on Period. 
Although Nordic mo�fs dominate, some Cel�c and possibly even Mediterranean influences can be de-
tected. The runic inscrip�on on the second horn nonetheless underlines its Germanic origin (see further: 
Simek 2006, 124–125; Gunnell 1995, 49–53, figs. 28–30; Oxens�erna 1956). 
246 The fresco in ques�on is found on an arch in the northern tower of the Hagia Sophia cathedral in Kyiv. 
The cathedral was built during the 11th century and the fresco might have been painted around 1050. The 
image in ques�on is found among other frescoes which depict scenes of various kinds of performances at 
the hippodrome in Constan�nople (Na�onal Historical Reserve ‘St. Sophia Cathedral in Kiev’ ; Price 2019, 
307; and, including a detailed overview of previous scholarship, Gunnell 1995, 71–73, fig. 48), possibly de-
pic�ng events taking place during the visit of Olga (890/925–969), regent of the Kyivan Rus, at the court of 
the Byzan�ne emperor Constan�ne VII Flavius Porphyrogenitus (905–959) in 957 (Na�onal Historical 
Reserve ‘St. Sophia Cathedral in Kiev’). Naturally, this fresco has been associated with Porphyrogenitus’ per-
sonal account of the gothikon, a sort of weapon-dance believed to have been performed by masked skin-
clad members of the Varangian guard during Christmas fes�vi�es in Constan�nople (see further: Price 2019, 
306–307; and, with extensive references to previous scholarship, Gunnell 1995, 72–75; for a recent 
transla�on of the account: see Porphyrogenitus 2001). For more on weapon-dances: see Chapter 5.2.6. 
247 Two fragments have been found, the smaller (14 D) being made of felt and the larger (25) of roughened 
twill, while the later was possibly originally atached to a sort of hood. Both fragments were found during 
excava�ons in the harbour of Haithabu from 1979 to 1980 in the remains of a 10th-century ship in which 
they were (secondarily) used as caulking. What kind of animal these masks were originally intended to rep-
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men�oned above might be inspired by actual warriors masked as animals, and that the 

overall context was performa�ve rather than belligerent. 

As can be seen in Map 5.11, the distribu�on of images depic�ng animal warriors 

closely mirrors the overall distribu�on patern of images depic�ng horned figures (see 

Chapter 4.4), something which further supports the idea that the depic�on of animal war-

riors belongs to the same type of milieu as the horned figures. This is naturally underlined 

by the fact that, as discussed above, both figures appear together on the same image in 

four or possibly even five cases (if one accepts either Hauck’s or Speidel’s reconstruc�ons 

of the scabbard from Gutenstein). This assump�on is further supported by the case of the 

grave 6 from Ekhammar, in which two pendants were found, depic�ng a horned figure 

(SE-EKH) and an animal warrior respec�vely. Both mo�fs thus demonstrably appear to-

gether in the same contexts (for a similar type of associa�on of horned figures and ring-

swords: see Chapter 4.4.1). If we expand on the topic of context, as has been shown 

above, a clearly interpretable archaeological context is known for two of the addi�onal 

images depic�ng animal warriors, that on the scabbard from the high-status warrior grave 
in Gutenstein and that in the fresco in the Hagia Sophia cathedral in Kyiv, both which mir-

ror the overall patern already explored in the Chapters 4.1 and 4.2, sugges�ng a close 

rela�on between the horned figures and the warrior elite that was star�ng to surround 
ruling figures in the North. 

The idea of animal warriors, however, naturally spans a greater �me period than the 

images of horned figures, the earliest images star�ng at the end of the Roman Iron Age in 
around 400 (the first horn from Gallehus) and con�nuing into the middle of the 11th cen-

tury, when the animal warrior appears in a clearly Chris�an context, in the fresco in the 

Hagia Sophia cathedral in Kyiv.248 In this light, the atempts made by Hauck and Speidel at 

reconstruc�ng the original mo�f(s) par�ally present on the scabbard from Gutenstein and 

automa�cally connec�ng it to the missing horned figure (see above) must be reconsid-

ered. If the horned figure was indeed part of the original mo�f as they suggest (something 

which can only be speculated about), its deliberate absence on a scabbard found in a late 

7th-century grave is intriguing, this being a period when it can be assumed that a sizeable 

 
resent remains unclear (Price 2019, 127–128, figs. 3.58–60; Gunnell 1995, 72, 76, fig. 49; Hägg 1984, 69–72, 
185–188, figs. 45–47). Neil Price also men�ons similar masks which were found during excava�ons at Nov-
gorod. However, these have been stra�graphically dated to the 13th century, something which, according to 
Price, is based on a ques�onable methodology (Price 2019, 128–129). 
248 Again, it is worth also considering Constan�ne VII Flavius Porphyrogenitus’ factual account of the gothi-
con in Constan�nople men�oned above. This account predates the fresco in the Hagia Sophia cathedral by 
approximately a century, making it roughly contemporary some of the youngest artefacts depic�ng horned 
figures (see Chapter 4.3.9). 
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part of the Alemanni had already converted to Chris�anity (Kaiser 2018; Müller 1975). As 
Michael Speidel notes:  

Since the upper, right-facing wolf-warrior was to be the main image on the scabbard, 
the cra�sman placed it upright near the top. All he wanted was the warrior himself, 

so he cut off most of the decora�ve square below the warrior. Further down the 
scabbard the ar�st needed a die that gave him a cross as the main feature. For this 

he used another wolf-warrior die, one with a le�-facing warrior. What matered here 
was the cross, not the warrior, hence most of the warrior is cut off (Speidel 2004, 22). 

This can be interpreted as providing a further clue that the horned figure (if it was origi-

nally present) was considered incompa�ble with Chris�anity, and indeed, as explored in 

Chapters 4.1, 4.2 and 4.4, there is litle in the archaeological context that suggests other-

wise. The major thing to remember, however, is that animal warriors are evidently de-

picted on artefacts that are both older249 and younger than those depic�ng horned fig-

 
249 Horned figures are admitedly also depicted on the second golden horn from Gallehus (see Chapter 5.3.2, 
Figure 5.26.6). However, as has been noted in Chapter 1.1.2, the type of horns depicted here (resembling 
those of an ibex) make it ques�onable whether the horned figures here can be considered as predecessors 
to those horned figures which are the focus of this thesis. 

Map 5.11: Distribu�on of images depic�ng animal warriors: Animal warriors accompanied by horned fig-
ures in the same image (red dots), single animal warriors (black dots), animal masks (empty 
circles). 
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ures, sugges�ng that they were an older, ini�ally independent tradi�on. Michael Speidel 

even goes as far as to speculate that animal warriors (especially wolf warriors) could be 

traced back as far as to a common Indo-European origin (Speidel 2004, 9–49). 

The fact that the depic�on of animal warriors con�nued in Chris�an contexts might 

also explain why such figures are s�ll found as a literary mo�f in the mediaeval Old Norse 

literary sources in the shape of the berserkir and ulfheðnar (literally ‘those who wear 

bearskins’ and ‘those who wear wolfskins’)250 and why no explicit references to horned 

figures survive in the writen record (see Chapter 3.3). Sources such as Haraldskvæði 
(Skaldic Project Academic Body and Wills) describe the berserkir and ulfheðnar as power-

ful bellowing and howling warriors, while in Chapter 6 of Ynglinga saga, Snorri Sturluson 

talks of how Óðinn’s warriors ‘fóru brynjulausir ok váru galnir sem hundar eða vargar, […], 

váru sterkir sem griðungar,’ their effec�ve figh�ng being called ‘berserkrgangr’ (Snorri 

Sturluson 2002b, 17). These literary figures naturally bring to mind the animal warrior 

figures depicted in the images described above, making it plausible that (if they are re-

lated) the horned figure might have had a similar context, in other words an associa�on 
with those groups of elite warriors associated with powerful ruling figures and thus po-

ten�ally the figure of Óðinn. 

 ‘Twin’ Horned Figures 

Another rela�vely clearly defined mo�f group are the ‘twin’ horned figures. This mo�f is 
best preserved in the pressblech images from the helmets from Suton Hoo (GB-SUH: see 

Figure 5.25.1) and Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7: see Figure 5.25.3), and on the pressblech die 

from Keszthely-Fenékpuszta (HU-KEF: see Figure 5.25.2), the mo�f thus only being une-
quivocally represented in three images (5% of the 62 images in total). Less securely iden-

�fiable are the images depicted on the pressblech fragment from Caenby (GB-CAE: see 

Figure 5.25.4) and the helmets from the Staffordshire Hoard (GB-HAM: see Figure 5.25.6) 

and Gamla Uppsala (SE-GAUa: see Figure 5.25.5), as, despite their close resemblance to 

their counterparts from Suton Hoo (GB-SUH) and Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7), here there is 

only direct evidence for the presence of one of the two figures. Stylis�cally, however, the 

Swedish and English examples are remarkably similar with regard to the headgear (see 
Chapter 5.2.1), clothing (see Chapter 5.2.4), weapons (see Chapter 5.2.5) and posture of 

 
250 There is a rich literature on the topic of berserkir and ulfheðnar, something which cannot be addressed 
here in detail: see, for example, Näsström (2002); and Wamers (2009). For a general overview of the writen 
and archaeological sources: see Price (2019, 303–313); and for an overview of previous scholarship, Simek 
(2006, 49–50, 446–447); and Lindow (2001, 75–76). More generally on the concept of human-animal hy-
bridity: see Hedeager (2011, 61–98). For a recent work on shape-shi�ing: see Oxley (2019). The alterna�ve 
interpreta�on of the berserkir being naked rather than wearing a bearskin has already been addressed in 
Chapter 5.2.4. 
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the figures. The Hungarian example, on the other hand, differs from the rest based on the 
fact that the horned figures appear to be wearing helmets rather than strap-on head-

dresses, and shirts and trousers rather than klappenröcke, carrying spears in each hand 

rather than a set of two spears in one hand and a sword in the other, and the way in which 

their legs are bent. Despite these differences, however, both types of horned ‘twin’ im-

ages share the common feature that the figures are depicted as dancing (see Chapter 

5.2.6) and that when both figures appear, they are closely mirrored versions of each other. 

The images described above can all be dated to the Vendel Period. However, the mo�f 

appears to have been less common during the Viking Age, only one example of an image 

including two horned figures being extant from this period, this being tapestry fragment 
16 from Oseberg (NO-OSE-16: see Figure 5.25.7). Contrary to the earlier versions of the 

mo�f, however, the horned figures depicted on this fragment are not depicted in a mir-

rored way, as they are walking seemingly next to each other in the same direc�on (rather 

than dancing together), each being followed by a virtually iden�cal set of animal warriors, 
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Figure 5.25: ‘Twin’ horned figures, scale 1:1 unless otherwise stated:  1 – GB-SUH (a�er Bruce-Mi�ord 
1978, 186, fig. 140);  2 – HU-KEF (a�er Müller 2008, 235, fig. 2.2);  3 – SE-VAL-7, drawing by 
H. Lange (a�er Hauck 1981, plate XLII.77);  4 – GB-CAE, drawing by Leslie Webster (a�er 
Bruce-Mi�ord 1974, plate 54b);  5 – SE-GAUa (a�er Bruce-Mi�ord 1978, 208, fig. 155);  6 – 
GB-HAM, drawing by George Speake (a�er Barbican Research Associates 2019);  7 – NO-OSE-
16, drawing by Mary Storm (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: Cf22355_A), 
scale 3:4 
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something which has already been discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.3.1. It is there-
fore unclear whether these figures can be considered represen�ng twins at all. 

Map 5.12 demonstrates a distribu�on patern which suggests that the ‘twin’ horned 

figures were known throughout the area in which the presence of horned figures during 
the Vendel Period is atested to (see Chapter 4.4). The apparent absence of the mo�f in 

Denmark and Skåne can most likely be accounted for by the small sample size, only three 

artefacts surviving from the period in which the ‘twin’ horned figures mo�f can be said to 

appear without any doubt. 

Of all the different mo�fs under discussion in this thesis, the ‘twin’ mo�f is the one 

which finds the closest parallels in imagery from the Scandinavian Bronze Age. Apart from 

the rock carvings (see Chapter 5.3.2), this mo�f occurs in most of the Bronze Age finds 

that might be related to horned figures, and most par�cularly those from Denmark and 

Skåne (Vandkilde 2013). Under discussion here are the two horned helmets found to-

gether in Veksø, Sjælland (see Figure 5.26.1);251 the two horned figurines from Grevens-

 
251 Two bronze horned helmets were discovered by chance by Veksø (also known as Viksø), Egedal, in Sjæl-
land, during peat cu�ng in the Brøns Mose bog, which was possibly s�ll a lake when the helmets were 
deposited there at some �me between 1200/1000 and 1000 BCE. The helmets are now on exhibi�on in 
Na�onalmuseet in Copenhagen (Vandkilde 2013). 

Map 5.12: Distribu�on of images depic�ng ‘twin’ horned figures: Mirrored ‘twin’ horned figures (red 
dots), poten�ally mirrored ‘twin’ horned figures (empty circles), duplicated horned figures 
(black dot). 
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vænge, Sjælland (see Figure 5.26.2);252 the two horned heads forming part of a yoke from 
Fogdarp, Skåne (see Figure 5.26.5);253 the two horned figures on a boat depicted on a 

 
252 The figurines were found in the 18th century at the Grevensvænge manor close to Rønnebæk, Næstved, 
in Sjælland. At least six figurines were found, the pair of kneeling horned figures, three female acrobats and 
a standing female figure, although only one of the horned figures and one of the female acrobats survive 
to this day and are now on exhibi�on in the Na�onal Museum in Copenhagen. Fortunately, a drawing by 
Chris�an Brandt from around 1779/80 survives (see Figure 5.26.2). Roughly contemporary to the Veksø 
helmets, the figurines can be roughly dated to the period from c. 1100 to 900 BCE (Iversen 2014, 242–244, 
fig. 1; T. D. Price 2015, 218, fig. 6.19). 
253 The fragments of two bronze tubes containing two heads each, one displaying apparently male figures 
wearing horned helmets similar to those from Veksø while the other displays two apparently female heads 
(although these are not horned), were found during inves�ga�ons in 1972, 1992 and 2013 following earth-
moving work in pastureland in a valley close to Fogdarp, Bosjökloster, Höör, in Skåne. The hollow tubes, 
which possibly served as yokes, are tenta�vely dated to the Late Bronze Age (Larsson 2017). 
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Figure 5.26: ‘Twin’ horned figures from the Bronze Age and Early Iron Age, not to scale unless otherwise 
stated:  1 – helmets from Veksø, photograph by Lennart Larsen (a�er Na�onalmuseet 2020d);  
2 – figurines from Grevensvænge, drawing by Chris�an Brandt (a�er Iversen 2014, 244, fig. 1);  
3 – head from Kallerup, photograph by Søren Greve (Na�onalmuseet 2020c); 4 – razor from 
Vestrup (a�er Glob 1962, 14, fig. 9);  5 – yoke from Fogdarp, photograph by Arne Sjöström 
(a�er Larsson 2017, 113, fig. 2), scale c. 1:2;  6 – first band from the second golden horn from 
Gallehus, copperplate engraving by Jochen Richard Paulli (a�er Oxens�erna 1956, fig. 4a). 
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razor from Vestrup, Nordjylland (see Figure 5.26.4);254 and the two-faced horned head 

from Kallerup, Nordjylland (see Figure 5.26.3).255 Beside the Bronze Age images, the ‘twin’ 

mo�f is also apparent on the second horn from Gallehus from the late Roman Iron Age or 

Migra�on Period (see Chapter 5.3.1), on which a pair of horned figures is depicted on the 

first band (see Figure 5.26.6). 

Despite the obvious similari�es, it is nonetheless ques�onable whether these Bronze 

Age figures represent the same concept or can be considered as being predecessors to 

the horned ‘twins’ that appeared during the Iron Age, whether we are talking about those 

from the Vendel Period and Viking Age or even the earlier image which appeared on the 

second horn from Gallehus. Indeed, even more �me has elapsed between these Bronze 

Age images (c. 1200–900 BCE) and the horns from Gallehus (c. 400 CE), than between the 

Vendel Period and the present day. 

It is, however, intriguing to compare these ‘twin’ figures with the concept of divine 

twins, something which appears to have been a common feature of many early Indo-Eu-

ropean religions (see, for example, Eliade 1958, 97–99, 121–122). Even though nothing 
survives in the Old Norse literary sources that would support the earlier presence of di-

vine twins, it is not en�rely unplausible to suggest that such en��es might have once 

formed part of the worldviews of some or all of the Germanic peoples. The most famous 
clue to their existence is the account dealing with the Naharnarvali, who, according to 

Tacitus in Chapter 43 of his Germania, worshipped a pair of youthful brothers called Alcis. 

Tacitus equates these dei�es with the Roman Dioscuri, Castor and Pollux, although he 
stresses that the cult of the Alcis is indigenous (Tacitus 1972, 58–59).256 Besides Tacitus, 

however, the only writen clues to support this idea come from genealogies which trace 

the ancestors of various Germanic tribes back to mythical pairs of brothers (see further: 
Andrén 2014, 154–155; Dumézil 1973, 16–18, 77–78; Ward 1968; Ellis Davidson 1964, 

169–171; Turville-Petre 1964, 217–220; and, with an extensive overview over previous, 

mainly German scholarship, Simek 2006, 70–72; Rosenfeld 1984).  

In the light of this, it is quite reasonable to imagine that the Bronze Age ‘twin’ figures 

might have represented divine twins of this kind (see, for example, Vandkilde 2013, 170–

 
254 The razor was found in Vestrup, Vognsild, Vesthimmerland, in Nordjylland (Glob 1962, 14, fig. 9). Based 
on the S-shaped handle, it can be tenta�vely dated to Period IV of the Nordic Bronze Age, making it thus 
roughly contemporary to the other Bronze Age artefacts men�oned here (Warmenbol 2015, 491). 
255 In 2019, one of the most spectacular Bronze Age finds in recent years was made by a metal detectorist 
near Kallerup, Thisted, in Nordjylland. Subsequent excava�ons unearthed a large bronze ceremonial axe, 
two bronze twin-horse terminals and the two-faced bronze head with a double-horned helmet. This pre-
sumably ritual deposit has been roughly dated to around the year 1000 BCE (Museum Thy 2020). At the 
�me of wri�ng, this highly significant find s�ll awaits proper publica�on. 
256 This account on the Naharnarvali has previously been men�oned in Chapter 5.2.4 regarding their priests 
that are said to have been dressed in female clothes. 
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171), and it is plausible that the same applies to the Vendel Period ‘twin’ figures as Karl 

Hauck argued (see Chapter 2.4.1), although the verdict here is less clear than he would 

like us to believe. Hauk’s bold hypothesis that even those horned figures which do not 

appear in pairs represent Dioscuri clearly stretches the point. While the Vendel Period 

‘twin’ horned figures might indeed have their roots in some sort of belief in divine twins, 

being depic�ons of the actual dei�es themselves or of some kind of ritual in connec�on 

with them, this interpreta�on is certainly less plausible when it comes to the Viking Age 

tapestry fragment 16 from Oseberg (NO-OSE-16). As has been argued above, it is unclear 

whether this image can be classified as twin-like to begin with. It is therefore possible that 

this artefact marks the watershed, as the ‘twin’ mo�f disappears from that point in �me, 

a�er which the horned figure appears only as a single figure. Indeed, as Anders Andrén 

points out, the divine twins ‘disappeared or were transformed’ following the 8th century 

(Andrén 2014, 188). 

 Horned Figure as a Guiding Figure 

The images in which the horned figure appears poten�ally in the role of a guiding figure 

can be divided into two groups: in three images (5% of the 62 images in total) it seems to 
be guiding the spear of a mounted warrior, while on one other image (2%) it is depicted 

as apparently guiding a ship. 

Horned Figure Guides Spear of Mounted Warrior 

The most complex mo�f group involving horned figures in this guiding role is a small but 
very dis�nct group of images which depict the horned figure as seemingly hovering be-

hind a charging rider, holding, or guiding the rider’s spear. The core of the mo�f is rather 

uniform and consists of at least three different figures: Firstly, at the centre of the mo�f 

is a mounted warrior, who appears to be charging into batle holding a spear ready to be 

hurled. Secondly, behind the rider, a small figure is depicted in the act of hovering over or 

jumping onto (see Chapter 5.2.6) the horse’s croup, seemingly guiding or assis�ng (or 

even holding back?)257 the rider’s spear (for simplicity’s sake, this figure is henceforth re-

 
257 Poten�ally a late echo of this mo�f might be on an image found on the wagon from the Oseberg grave 
(see Chapter 4.1.10). On one side of the wagon, a somewhat similar mo�f is carved into the wood, in which 
a rider faces a warrior on foot in front of him (see Figure 5.28.4). The foot warrior appears to be preparing 
to stab either the rider or the horse, while holding the horse’s reins. However, the hand which holds the 
weapon raised is being held back by an apparently female figure standing behind him. Likewise, one of the 
rider’s arms is being held back in a similar fashion by an animal resembling a cat (or, according to Helm-
brecht, a dog) which is depicted as jumping onto or hovering over the horse’s croup (Helmbrecht 2011, 76, 
96-97, 101, 458, fig. 10f), much like the guiding figure in the Vendel Period images. The fact that this mo�f 
is integrated into the overall ornament decora�ng the side of the wagon by further gripping beasts holding 
the horse, cat and the female figure, could indicate that the holding back element of the mo�f might be of 
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ferred to as a ‘guiding figure’). In the case of the Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7: see Figure 5.27.1) 

and Valsgärde 8 helmets (SE-VAL-8: see Figure 5.27.2) and possibly that from the Stafford-

shire Hoard (GB-HAM: see Figure 5.27.3),258 this small figure is wearing a horned head-

dress. On two more objects, the helmet from Suton Hoo (GB-SUH: see Figure 5.28.2) and 

a phalera/disc brooch from Pliezhausen, Baden-Würtemberg (see Figure 5.28.1),259 one 

finds a similar figure that is depicted as being bareheaded,260 sugges�ng that the horned 

headgear might not be essen�al here. The third figure in the mo�f is a foot soldier that is 

depicted as being overrun by the horse while he either atempts to stab or has already 

succeeded in stabbing the horse in its breast, chest, or belly.261 In the case of the image 

 
a stylis�c nature rather than something that is of a seman�c significance, although the later naturally can-
not be ruled out. 
258 Of the fragments of this mo�f that are preserved here (i.e. the Staffordshire hoard helmet, GB-HAM: see 
Figure 5.27.3), only one survives which depicts parts of the guiding figure, although the headgear is missing. 
In the reconstruc�on of the helmet, the figure has been reconstructed as being bareheaded based on that 
from the Suton Hoo helmet (GB-SUH: see Figure 5.28.2). Although this interpreta�on could well be accu-
rate, based on the photographs published, there is good reason to assume that the figure was originally 
wearing a horned headdress. Indeed, if the figures and images are compared, the guiding figure from the 
Staffordshire Hoard has more in common with the horned guiding figures on the Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7: see 
Figure 5.27.1) and Valsgärde 8 helmets (SE-VAL-8: see Figure 5.27.2) than with the bareheaded guiding 
figures from the Suton Hoo helmet (GB-SUH: see Figure 5.28.2) and the Pliezhausen disc brooch (see Figure 
5.28.1): Firstly, like the Staffordshire figure, the horned guiding figures in the cases of the Valsgärde helmets 
are depicted with two spears (see Chapter 5.2.5), a small spear poin�ng downwards, the other being that 
which belongs to the mounted warrior. The bareheaded guiding figures, on the other hand, although natu-
rally also guiding the warrior’s spear, are depicted as holding a shield in the other hand instead of a spear. 
Secondly, like the horned guiding figures, the Staffordshire figure appears to be depicted en face (see Chap-
ter 5.1.3), unlike the bareheaded guiding figures which are depicted in profile. Finally, the bareheaded guid-
ing figures appear in conjunc�on with a bareheaded mounted warrior. On the other hand, the mounted 
warrior depicted on the Staffordshire image is wearing a helmet just like those from Valsgärde. These three 
clues lie at the basis of the present author’s hypothesis that the fragments from the Staffordshire hoard 
indeed originally depicted a guiding figure which was wearing a horned headdress. 
259 This disc brooch (c. 7 cm in diameter) was found in a high-status female grave in Pliezhausen, Tübingen, 
in Baden-Würtemberg, during excava�ons in 1929. The excava�on records were largely destroyed during 
the Second World War, but based on the objects found in the grave, it is at least possible to tenta�vely date 
the grave to the period between the last third of the 6th century and the second third of the 7th century 
(Böhner and Quast 1994, 383–384, 398–399). Karl Hauck suggests that the golden pressblech was only sec-
ondarily mounted on the disc brooch and might have originally formed part of a set of mirrored phalerae 
decora�ng the horse gear (Hauck 1957a, 5-6, 10, 36; see also Böhner 1991, 707-708; Böhner and Quast 
1994, 388-391). This phalera was possibly produced north of the Alps during a rela�vely short period span-
ning the last third of the 6th century and the period around the year 600 (Böhner and Quast 1994, 399). 
260 Karl Hauck also believed he recognised the mo�f of the horned figure guiding the spear of a mounted 
warrior on a fragment from the Gamla Uppsala helmet (SE-GAUa) (Hauck 1980, 303–305, fig. 47, plate 
8.15e–f). Hauck’s highly specula�ve interpreta�on has been decisively refuted by Birgit Arrhenius and Henry 
Freij, who re-examined the piece (here referred to as item 2) with a laser scanner (see Chapter 2.4.3). They 
nonetheless propose that this or some related mo�f might well be represented by some of the other frag-
ments (items 5–9, 18) from that helmet (see Arrhenius and Freij 1992). These interpreta�ons must naturally 
remain on an unsure foo�ng, and since no traces of the guiding figure are preserved, this poten�al image 
cannot be included in the analysis here. 
261 A hint that this kind of batle tac�c was used by the Alemanni in the 4th century can be found in the 
descrip�on of the batle of Argentoratum (Strasbourg) in 357 by the Roman historian Ammianus Marcellinus 
(c. 330–c. 395), in which West-Roman imperial troops defeated the Alemanni. Ammianus Marcellinus states 
that ‘the infantry soldier in the very hotest of the fight […] can creep about low and unseen, and by piercing 
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from the Staffordshire Hoard (GB-HAM: see Figure 5.27.3), this apparent adversary of the 

mounted warrior is depicted in front of the horse in the moment just before being over-

run, but similar to the other images, he is thrus�ng his sword into the horse’s breast. 

Based on these three basic figures which are, in some way or other, present in all of 

these artefacts men�oned above, the scene, at a first glance, appears to be depic�ng a 

single fateful moment in a batle, the only obvious ambiguity being the unclear fate of the 

mounted warrior, who appears in a seemingly victorious posture but might already be 

doomed as his horse is already or about to be fatally wounded. However, this general first 

impression is decep�ve, as indicated by some of the variants of the mo�f on the helmets 

from Valsgärde 7 (SE-VAL-7: see Figure 5.27.1a) and Valsgärde 8 (SE-VAL-8: see Figure 

5.27.2a, c–d)262 where, in addi�on to the three basic figures already men�oned above, a 

fourth figure appears in front of the horse. This figure, apparently some sort of squire or 

groom, appears to be calmly standing in front of the horse, leading it by holding the bridle, 

something which is clearly at odds with the belligerent dynamics of the rest of the  

 
a horse’s side throw its unsuspec�ng rider headlong, whereupon he can be slain with litle trouble’ 
(Ammianus Marcellinus 1950, 277, Book XVI, Chapter 12). Michael P. Speidel men�ons further Roman 
sources men�oning similar batle techniques and suggests further parallels to images depicted on Roman 
gravestones in the Rhineland, ul�mately arguing that this mo�f originated in that area and was spread to 
the north through the Alemanni (Speidel 2004, 133–146). The mo�f of defea�ng a superior foe by striking 
it from below also appears in the Old Norse literary sources, most notably in the scene in which Sigurðr kills 
Fáfnir, which Snorri Sturluson men�ons in Chapter 40 of Skáldskaparmál: ‘Þá gróf Sigurðr grǫf á veg Fáfnis 
ok se�sk þar í. En er Fáfnir skreið �l vatns ok hann kom yfir grǫfna, þá lagði Sigurðr sverðinu í gǫgnum hann 
ok var þat hans bani’ (Snorri Sturluson 1998, 46; see also Vǫlsunga saga  1965, 30–31, Chapter 18; and 
Fáfnismál  2014, 303). Somewhat vaguer, but possibly s�ll related to this mo�f (although with a different 
outcome) is a sec�on in Chapter 17 of Gull-Þóris or Þorskfirðinga saga: ‘Þormóðr […] var fólginn í þangi, þar 
er Þórir skyldi á land ríða, ok er hann reið af vaðlinum, hljóp Þormóðr upp ok lagði �l hans, ok kom lagit í 
síðu á hes�num ok hljóp millum ri�anna. Þórir hljóp af baki hes�num; en hestrinn ærðist ok hljóp út á sjóinn. 
Þórir brá sverði og hjó Þormóð banahögg’ (Þorskfirðinga saga  1991, 215).  
262 These helmets also differ from those from Suton Hoo (GB-SUH) and the Staffordshire Hoard (GB-HAM) 
on the basis of the fact that the mo�f is represented by more than one model. According to Karl Hauck’s 
minute research of the two Valsgärde helmets (see Chapter 2.4.1), two variants of the mo�f appear on each 
side of the helmet, the rider usually facing forward. This applies especially in the case of the Valsgärde 8 
helmet (SE-VAL-8), on which a total of four different patrices were used to emboss the pressbleche used for 
this mo�f (see Figure 5.27.2a–b for the images on the proper right side of the helmet, and Figure 5.27.2c–
d for the images on the proper le� side) (Hauck 1980, 248–256, 291–295, plates 17–21; 1981, 211–224, 
256–261, plates XXX–XXXV). The same patern (two separate image variants on each side of the helmet) is 
present on the Valsgärde 7 helmet (SE-VAL-7), although apparently only three different patrices were used 
for this mo�f (see Figure 5.27.1a–b for the images on the proper right side of the helmet, and Figure 
5.27.1c–d for the images on the proper le� side): The image in Figure 5.27.1c appears to be made using the 
same patrix as that used for the image in Figure 5.27.1a, this being the only instance in which the rider faces 
in the opposite direc�on, something which might be explained by a possible repair wherein the ar�san only 
had access to patrices previously intended to be used for embossing images for the right side of the helmet 
(Hauck 1980, 256–264, 295–300, plates 22–27; 1981, 224–232, 261–267, plates XXXVI–XLI). 
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Figure 5.27: Horned figure guides spear of mounted warrior, scale 1:1:  1 – SE-VAL-7, drawings by H. 
Lange (a and b a�er Hauck 1981, plate XXXVIII.65, and plate XL.71; c and d a�er Hauck 1980, 
plate 22.48, 22.50);  2 – SE-VAL-8, drawings by Isa Müller and H. Lange (a and c) and H. Lange 
(b and d) (a and b a�er Hauck 1981, plate XXXII.53, and plate XXXIV.56; c and d a�er Hauck 
1980, plate 18.41, and plate 20.45);  3 – GB-HAM, photograph by Cotswold Archaeology (a�er 
Barbican Research Associates 2019). 
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image.263 In the case of a further mo�f variant found on the Valsgärde 7 helmet (SE-VAL-

7: see Figure 5.27.1b and d), instead of the ‘squire’, two addi�onal apparent adversaries 
are shown facing the rider, one very similar to that depicted on the Staffordshire Hoard 

helmet (GB-HAM: see Figure 5.27.3), while the other smaller figure appears to be falling 

out of the air, being impaled by the rider’s spear in the process. Arguably, the presence of 
the ‘squire’ in some of the mo�f variants implies that what is depicted here might repre-

sent a sequence of events rather than a single snapshot in �me (see below). 

 
263 A similar image involving the charging mounted warrior and the ‘squire’ (or, according to Hauck a marshal 
or strator) but without a guiding figure appears on the helmet from grave I at Vendel (see Figure 5.28.3) 
(Helmbrecht 2011, 75–78, 501, fig. 6h; Hauck 1981, 214). Hauck’s claim that the birds depicted on this image 
take on the role of the guiding figure (Hauck 1981, 216–217) is nonetheless rooted in his vivid imagina�on 
rather than having any basis in reality, something which is unfortunately rela�vely characteris�c of his long-
winded and diffuse contribu�ons to the field (see also Chapter 2.4.1). 

2 
1 

3 4 

Figure 5.28: Figure without horns guides spear of mounted warrior and other related images, scale 1:1 
unless otherwise stated:  1 – Disc brooch from Pliezhausen, photograph by Anagoria (a�er 
Anagoria 2013);  2 – GB-SUH (a�er Bruce-Mi�ord 1978, 190, fig. 143);  3 – image from the 
helmet from Vendel I, drawing by W. Hilpert (a�er Hauck 1980, plate 11.19b);  4 – detail from 
the wagon from Oseberg (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: CfO0280), not 
to scale. 
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As can be seen in Map 5.13, the distribu�on patern of the figure guides spear of 

mounted warrior mo�f closely mirrors that of the ‘twin’ horned figure mo�f (see Chapter 
5.3.2), appearing in Anglo-Saxon England, the Uppland area of Sweden and in central Eu-

rope. However, as already men�oned in Chapter 5.3.2, the distribu�on patern (and 

therewith the apparent absence of the mo�f in Denmark) is not that conclusive due to 

the small sample size. Poten�ally more meaningful and interes�ng is the fact that the 

figure guides spear of mounted warrior mo�f appears together on the same artefacts as 

the ‘twin’ horned figure mo�f (see Chapter 5.3.2) in three of the five cases, the only ex-

cep�on to this rule being the disc brooch from Pliezhausen and the Valsgärde 8 helmet 

(SE-VAL-8). It thus seems clear that like the ‘twin’ horned figure mo�f, the figure guides 

spear of mounted warrior mo�f can again be closely associated with a mounted warrior 

elite (see Chapters 4.1 and 4.2), which appears to have seen the mo�fs as belonging to-
gether in some way. If the golden pressblech mounted to the Pliezhausen disc brooch was 

originally one of a set of two phalerae adorning a horse’s harness (see above), this artefact 

would also fit in well in this context. 

Map 5.13: Distribu�on of images depic�ng guiding figures: Horned guiding figures and mounted warriors 
(red dots), guiding figures without horns and mounted warriors (black dots), horned guiding 
figure and ship (empty circle). 
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Horned Figure Guides Ship 

One of the more significant recent discoveries regarding the horned figures was made by 

Sigmund Oehrl in his research on the picture stones from Gotland (see Chapter 2.7.5). On 

the Rute St. Valle 2 stone (SE-STV see Figure 5.29), he managed to iden�fy a horned figure 

hovering above what seems to be a wave. With one hand the figure appears to touch the 

sternpost of a ship. On the ship between the sternpost and the mast, a second figure 

appears to be si�ng, looking away from the horned figure in the direc�on of the stem. In 

addi�on to that, it is possible that the horned figure was originally depicted as throwing 

(on the poten�al mythological significance of this mo�f: see Chapter 5.2.6) or guiding a 

spear at or past the figure si�ng on the ship (see Figure 5.29.2), although this observa�on 

is less certain (Oehrl 2019b, 229–230; 2019a, plates 276–283). 

In his interpreta�on of this image, Oehrl draws a parallel to certain Bronze Age rock-

carvings in southern and central Sweden which depict the skeppbärare mo�f, and in par-
�cular those found in Brandskog near Boglösa, Enköping, Uppland (see Figure 5.30.1), and 

Österöd near Kville, Tanum, Bohuslän (see Figure 5.30.2), the later of which actually de-

picts the skeppbärare as a horned figure.264 In spite of the poten�al parallels, Oehrl un-

 
264 As has been noted earlier (see Chapter 5.3.2), horned figures, o�en depicted as being ithyphallic and 
wearing a tail of some sort (or scabbard?), are a regular mo�f in Bronze Age rock carvings across southern 
Scandinavia, especially in Bohuslän. These figures appear in different pictorial contexts, such as in depic�ons 
of ma�ng, batle scenes, blowing lurs (see, for example, those from Kalleby Långemyr near Tanum in Bo-
huslän, Figure 5.30.3), and o�en in connec�on with ships, depic�ng the horned figure in apparently ritual 
contexts (see further, with extensive references: Gunnell 1995, 37–47, figs. 8, 13–15, 20; on rock art studies: 
see Goldhahn 2008). This connec�on to ships is reflected by the razor from Vestrup (see Chapter 5.3.2, 
Figure 5.26.4) and possibly the figurines from Grevensvænge (see Chapter 5.3.2, Figure 5.26.2), as they 
might have originally been mounted on a miniature cult ship (Glob 1962). This theory of the possible exist-
ence of miniature cult ships is intriguing, which may provide a context for the horned figure from Österöd 
noted above (see Figure 5.30.2), which might depict a cult specialist wearing horned headgear (maybe a 
helmet similar to those from Veksø: see Chapter 5.3.2, Figure 5.26.1) holding up a miniature cult ship rather 
than depic�ng a larger than life-size protec�ve or guiding deity (as proposed by, for example, Oehrl 2019b, 
241–242; and Gunnell 1995, 41–43). 

1 2 

Figure 5.29: Two interpreta�ons of SE-STV, drawings by Sigmund Oehrl (a�er Oehrl 2019a, plates 287a-
b), scale 1:5. 
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derlines what has already been stressed above (see Chapter 5.3.2), about the long lapse 

of �me between the Bronze Age images and the image on Rute St. Valle 2 (SE-STV). As he 

says, this �me difference virtually rules out the likelihood of a con�nua�on, although 
there is s�ll a possibility that the images depict similar sets of beliefs (Oehrl 2019b, 241–

242). 

Horned Figure as a Guiding Figure: Conclusions 

No mo�f group involving horned figures lends itself more to being interpreted in a way 

that suggests the horned figure should be seen as a dis�nct supernatural character, 

whether it be as a victory-helping eidolon-like numen victoriae;265 as a representa�on of 

a godlike controller of batle related to the fate-related concept of Wurd (as proposed by 

Beck: see Chapter 2.2.5); as a depic�on of a psychological reality or an unspecified numi-

nous power aiding in batle (as proposed by Arent: see Chapter 2.2.5); or simply as Wo-

 
265 Hauck interprets this eidolon-like numen victoriae as being an epiphany of Óðinn/Wodan/Mars, either 
directly (see Chapter 2.2.3), or somehow represented by the Dioscuri (see Chapter 2.4.1). Hauck’s later pro-
posed equa�on of the guiding figure mo�f with the classical mo�f of the sustentatio (see Chapter 2.4.1) is 
far-fetched, as it depicts the figures as suppor�ng the ruler’s arm rather than the guiding/hurling/holding 
back of a spear. 

1 

2 

3 

Figure 5.30: Bronze Age rock carvings depic�ng skeppbärare and/or horned figures, not to scale:  1 – 
Brandskog, photograph by Eva Kjellén (a�er Svenskt HällristningsForskningsArkiv 2020, image 
ID 3624);  2 – Österöd, photograph by Catarina Ber�lsson (a�er Svenskt 
HällristningsForskningsArkiv 2020, image ID 1037);  3 – Kalleby Långemyr, photograph by Ber-
�l Almgren (a�er Svenskt HällristningsForskningsArkiv 2020, image ID 1196). 
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dan/Óðinn in his role as a victory-helper in batle and escort of a ship (of the dead?) (as 

proposed by Oehrl 2019b, 240–241). 

These interpreta�ons all assume that the images in ques�on depict a snapshot in �me, 

something which very well might be the case. In such interpreta�ons, the guiding figure’s 

o�en unnaturally small size is used as a main reason to ascribe it with a supernatural 

nature. Arent takes a slightly different approach. While she ul�mately considers the guid-

ing figure to be some sort of supernatural en�ty (see above and Chapter 2.2.5), she sug-

gests that the figure’s size might be due to ar�s�c principles:  

The guiding figure is smaller in propor�on to the rider, perhaps in accordance with 

the ar�s�c principle, common in medieval art, which subordinates related themes to 
the main subject. The reduced size does not mean that the figure is of lower rank or 

ul�mately of less importance, only of lesser ar�s�c importance within the pictorial 
context (Arent 1969, 142). 

It is nonetheless also necessary to consider the likelihood that, as suggested above in con-
nec�on with the figure guides spear of mounted warrior mo�f in par�cular, the images in 

ques�on may depict a sequence of events condensed into a single image.266 If this were 

the case, it would greatly expand the possibili�es of what these depic�ons involving guid-
ing figures mean. Although the main theme of the image (that is the fine line between 

success and defeat in batle represented by the seemingly victorious mounted warrior 

who might nonetheless be doomed because his mount is being stabbed) might remain 

the same in all cases, the seemingly supernatural proper�es of the somewhat out of place 
figures such as the guiding figure and the ‘squire’ could poten�ally be explained in a more 

natural way: rather than a supernatural guide or protector, the guiding figure might rep-

resent a ritual specialist performing a sort of ritual involving a dance including weapons 
(see Chapters 5.2.5 and 5.2.6) which could have taken place before batle. The ‘squire’, 

meanwhile, might represent an actual squire or groom readying the horse before batle. 

An analogous argument can be made for the image on the Rute St. Valle 2 picture stone 

(SE-STV), on which the horned figure might similarly represent some ritual which might 

have taken place before se�ng sail or as part of a funerary ritual if the ship indeed repre-

sents a metaphorical ship of the dead, as Oehrl suggests (Oehrl 2019b, 240–241). 

 
266 A fine example of an image which clearly depicts a sequence of events is the runestone Sö 101 on 
Ramsundsberget near Ka�ärden, Eskilstuna, in Södermanland, which depicts in a non-linear way different 
events that form part of the legend of Sigurðr Fáfnisbani within a single image (see further: Bertelsen 2015). 
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 Horned Figure(s) in a Group of People 

The images men�oned in the sec�ons above (see Chapters 5.3.1, 5.3.2 and 5.3.3), depict 

the horned figure together with only a few other figures. In a small number of images, 

however, all of them appearing on tapestry fragments from the Oseberg grave (see Chap-

ter 4.1.10), the horned figures appear in scenes that might depict processions of some 

sort, depic�ng them alongside a rela�vely large number of other par�cipants. 

Horned Figure in a Procession 

The first of the scenes that have relevance here are depicted on the fragments 2 (NO-OSE-

2: see Figure 5.31.1) and 1 (see Figure 5.31.2), which clearly form a unit as can be seen in 

the reconstruc�ve drawing in Figure 5.31.3. The horned figure appears in the upper le� 

corner of the extant por�on of the image, which makes it seem as if the figure is leading 

the procession. Based on the horned figure’s size and what she interprets as being the 

arm of another figure walking from le� to the right towards the horned figure, Sofie Kra� 

argues that the horned figure ‘blir den sentrale figur, som det kommer en prosesjon �l fra 
begge sider. Hele denne frems�llingen mente professoren [Gabriel Gustafson] var en kul-

tusvandring �l gudeskikkelsen eller kjempen’ (Kra� 1955, 15). Kra� nonetheless possibly 

overes�mates the horned figure’s rela�ve size (and thus its rela�ve significance), as in fact 
it appears to be of a similar size to the two figures which follow in its path, one of them 

walking and the other riding on a horse. These figures as a group appear to be larger than 

other figures depicted in this image, something which might admitedly suggest their rel-
a�ve importance as a trio (see Arent’s reflec�ons on the size of the guiding figure quoted 

in Chapter 5.3.3). 

No mater what the exact role of the horned figure was, the image in ques�on appears 
to depicts a procession of men and women, horses and wagons, all of them moving from 

right to the le� (Vedeler 2019, 40 – 44, 47; Hougen 2006, 17–24). Anne S�ne Ingstad in-

terprets this image in a ritual context, sugges�ng that this image depicts a procession 

involving the king who, to her mind, is depicted as riding the horse and his queen who 

she believes is si�ng in the first wagon below the king’s horse. She further speculates 

that the other wagons contain concealed images of dei�es, these being the images of 

Óðinn, Njǫrðr and Freyja. Like Kra�, Ingstad suggests that the whole procession is moving 

towards the horned figure who Ingstad interprets as being a sort of shaman (Ingstad 1992, 

234–240). Marianne Vedeler has argued that this image, and other fragments depic�ng 

processions, could depict a mythical or idealised ritual procession, poten�ally even a fu-
nerary procession. Indeed, as Vedeler points out, some of ritual objects depicted on the 

tapestry fragments have their equivalents among the grave goods from the actual burial: 

especially the ceremonial wagon and the oil lamps (Vedeler 2019, 47–63). Such an inter-
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preta�on is intriguing, as it might put the horned figure in a funerary context, crea�ng a 

poten�al seman�c parallel to the image on the Rute St. Valle 2 picture stone (SE-STV) as 
has been discussed in Chapter 5.3.3.267 

Another image that poten�ally depicts the horned figure as a par�cipant or leader of 

a procession appears on the Gothem kyrka III picture stone (SE-GOT: see Figure 5.32.1). 
Oehrl interprets this image as depic�ng a ‘pagan deity, possibly Wodan/Óðinn, which — 

 
267 That objects depic�ng horned figures were placed in female graves in a highly deliberate fashion has 
already been pointed out regarding the two graves from Birka Bj 571 (see Chapter 4.1.1) and Finglesham 
138 (see Chapter 4.1.6). 
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Figure 5.31: One of the procession scenes from Oseberg, scale 1:4:  1 – Fragment 2 (NO-OSE-2), drawing 
by Sofie Kra� (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: 
Saksnr05_8823_2_300_C55000);  2 – fragment 1, drawing by Sofie Kra� (a�er 
Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: Saksnr05_8823_2_301_C55000);  3 – recon-
struc�ve drawing by Mary Storm (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: 
Saksnr05_8823_2_305_C55000). 
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in the style of Chris�an-classical conven�ons — defeats a sea demon’ (Oehrl 2019b, 256, 
transla�on by present author).268 However, this hypothesis is not convincing, as the ‘sea 

demon’, which the horned figure with raised arms appears to be stepping on, looks, 

frankly speaking, anything but in�mida�ng. Although Oehrl draws extensive parallels sup-

posed iconographical counterparts in classical and Chris�an images which depict the so-
called calcatio, the triumphal mo�f of delivering a kick to a defeated foe (Oehrl 2019b, 

249–256; 2019a, plates 303–306), he surprisingly does not men�on an arguably much 

closer and rela�vely contemporary parallel depicted on a small piece that has been sepa-
rated from tapestry fragment 13 B2 from Oseberg (NO-OSE-13B2: see Figure 5.32.2). On 

this fragment, one can see a row of worshipers or so-called ‘celebrants’ (see Gunnell 1995, 

60–62, fig. 36; Vedeler 2019, 56–57, 61, fig. 33; Hougen 2006, 38, 44, figs. 1–27, 1–33; 

Kra� 1955, 14, 22, 33), all of which hold the same posture as that of the horned figure 

on Gothem kyrka III (SE-GOT), with arms raised and �ptoeing on top of an ornamental 

band displaying a jagged design. Keeping in mind the heavily footworn state of the picture 

stone (see Chapter 4.3.8), it is possible that the jagged object which is depicted below the 

horned figure might actually be part of a similar ornamental band rather than being a 

depic�on of a fish as Oehrl suggests (Oehrl 2019b, 248). In short, the possibility remains 

that the picture stone in ques�on might originally have depicted a similar scene to the 

tapestry fragment, only one of the figures in the procession of ‘celebrants’ having survived 

centuries worth of tread wear. 

 
268 ‘Die gehörnte Figur auf dem Bildstein GOTHEM KYRKA III stellt eine pagane Gotheit, wahrscheinlich Wo-
dan/Óðinn, dar, die – in Anlehnung an christlich-an�ke Konven�onen – einen Meeresdämon bezwingt’ 
(Oehrl 2019b, 256). 

2 1 

Figure 5.32: SE-GOT and other possible depic�ons of processions:  1 – SE-GOT, drawing by Sigmund 
Oehrl (2019a, plate 301b), not to scale;  2 – NO-OSE-13B2, drawing by Sofie Kra� (a�er 
Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: CfO0624_NBR0212_01274), scale 1:1. 
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Horned Figure(s) and Warriors 

The other two tapestry fragments from Oseberg that are of relevance here are fragments 

13 B2 (NO-OSE-13B2: see Figure 5.33.1) and 16 (NO-OSE-16: see Figure 5.33.2). Elements 

of these fragments have already been discussed with regard to the animal warrior (see 

Chapter 5.3.1) and ‘twin’-warrior (see Chapter 5.3.2) mo�fs. Like the image on fragments 

2 (NO-OSE-2) and 1 described above, the two fragments depict some sort of processions 

moving from right to the le� seemingly led by one or two horned figures, although as with 

the previously discussed image, the horned figures appear at the edge of the fragments, 

making it unclear how much of the original image is missing. Also, unlike the other image, 

which displays a rather civil theme, the theme on the images depicted on the fragments 

13 B2 and 16 is clearly mar�al, something made evident by the heavily armed par�cipants 

in the processions. Both images are similar in composi�on, depic�ng different kinds of 

warriors (including what appear to be animal warriors: see Chapter 5.3.1) marching in the 
same direc�on, the only excep�ons being a couple of figures in the upper le� corner of 

fragment 13 B2 which seem to be mee�ng the other figures (in batle?). Between the fig-

ures, more on 13 B2, and fewer on 16,269 supposedly flying arrows are depicted, suggest-
ing that these two tapestries might depict ongoing batles. The major difference between 

 
269 On fragment 16 (NO-OSE-16), only one arrow appears and the scene in general appears more ‘peaceful’ 
than that on the fragment 13 B2 (NO-OSE-13B), as both the horned figures and the boar women (unless the 
items they are holding alo� are shields) appear to not to be armed. If the fragments did once belong to the 
same image, it is thus possible that 13 B2 shows the frontline, all the while fragment 16 might represent the 
rear guard. 

1 

2 

Figure 5.33: Tapestry fragments depic�ng processions of warriors, scale 2:5:  1 – NO-OSE-13B2, drawing 
by Mary Storm (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: Cf22355_A);  2 – NO-
OSE-16, drawing by Mary Storm (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: 
Cf22355_A). 
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the two fragments is, however, that all the figures on fragment 16 seem to be depicted as 

wearing female clothes (including at least one of the horned figures: see Chapter 5.2.7). 

Nonetheless, the similari�es between both images are so great that it has been proposed 

that these fragments might have belonged to the same tapestry (see further: Vedeler 

2019, 72–79; Hougen 2006, 35–41; Ingstad 1992, 244–245), Marianne Vedeler sugges�ng 

that these batle scenes ‘kan […] oppfates som et bilde på krigeraristokra�ets ideelle krig-

føring i viking�den’ (Vedeler 2019, 73). 

Horned Figure(s) in a Group of People: Conclusions 

The three images from the Oseberg tapestries noted above underline that the horned 

figure can clearly appear in both civil and mar�al contexts, the former being represented 

by fragment 2 (NO-OSE-2) (and possibly the Gothem kyrka III picture stone: SE-GOT), the 

later by fragment 13 B2 (NO-OSE-13B2) and, to a lesser degree, fragment 16 (NO-OSE-

16). As noted above, the horned figures in these images have o�en been considered as 
being the focal point of these processions or batle marches. However, it is important to 

bear in mind that the apparently dominant posi�on of the horned figures arises because, 

in all three cases, the figures in ques�on always appear at the le� edges of the extant 
fragments. Due to the fragmentary state of these images, it is therefore not possible to 

conclusively jus�fy these observa�ons. Nonetheless, these images underline what has al-

ready been suggested in connec�on with the animal warrior mo�f (see Chapter 5.3.1): 
the depic�on alongside decidedly human figures suggest that the horned figure was hu-

man too (see also Gunnell 1995, 64), possibly taking on a ritual role of some sort, perhaps 

in rela�on to funerary rites270 and warfare. Such an interpreta�on, however, would not 
necessarily rule out what has been suggested in Chapter 5.2, that being the possibility 

that the presumed real-world model for the horned figure might already have been a 

thing of the past at the beginning of the Viking Age. Indeed, based on the horned figures 
and other archaic mo�fs depicted on the tapestries, Vedeler points out that said tapes-

tries from Oseberg might be a reference to old ideas or tradi�ons (Vedeler 2019, 117–

123).  

 
270 As has been noted in Chapter 4.3.8, the Gotlandic picture stones might have served as grave monuments, 
the cist-stones, to which the Gothem kyrka III (SE-GOT) and Garda Smiss II (SE-SMI) stones belong, possibly 
being associated with female deceased. This forms a close parallel to the tapestry fragments from the Ose-
berg grave, which was an important decidedly female funerary monument (see Chapter 4.1.10). Perhaps, 
in the Viking Age, the horned figure played an important role in funerary rituals, maybe especially so in 
connec�on with female deceased? 
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 Horned Figure(s) and ‘Waving’ Spears 

The last mo�f to be discussed here differs from all the preceding mo�fs on the basis of 

the fact that the horned figure is depicted alongside some type of strange objects, which 

look like bent or ‘waving’ spears. 

Such ‘waving’ spears appear in two images involving horned figures; the first image is 

that on the picture stone Garda Smiss II (SE-SMI: see Figure 5.34.2), on which, according 

to Sigmund Oehrl’s research (see Oehrl 2019b, 243–244; 2019a, plate 292b), two clearly 

bent and crossing bands appear close to the le� edge of the stone. The second image is 

the tapestry fragment 16 from Oseberg (NO-OSE-16: see Figure 5.34.1), on which they 

appear alongside other mo�fs already discussed above (see Chapters 5.3.1, 5.3.2 and 

5.3.4), somewhat farther away and not directly associated with the horned figures. The 

4 

1 
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Figure 5.34: Horned figures and ‘waving’ spears and related pictures:  1 – NO-OSE-16, drawing by Mary 
Storm (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: Cf22355_A), scale 3:4;  2 – SE-
SMI, drawing by Sigmund Oehrl (a�er Oehrl 2019a, plate 294a), scale c. 1:5;  3 – second pen-
dant from Ekhammar 6, photograph by Bengt A Lundberg (a�er Historiska museet 2011c), scale 
1:1;  4 – image from the Vendel XIV helmet, drawing by Isa Müller (a�er Hauck 1978, plate 
IV.5a), scale 1:1;  5 – NO-OSE-13B2, drawing by Mary Storm (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no 
year]-a, bes�llningsnr: Cf22355_A), scale 3:4. 
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seemingly interwoven bent spears appear to be held up high into the air (see below) by a 

group of warriors densely crowded together behind a shield wall. 

A close parallel to these images is the second pendant from grave 6 at Ekhammar (see 

Chapter 4.1.4), on which the animal warrior holds and perhaps bites another clearly bent 

spear (see Figure 5.34.3).271 Other somewhat remote and earlier parallels can be found 

on two closely related pressblech images on the helmets from the Vendel XI (see Hauck 

1978, plate V) and XIV boat graves (see Figure 5.34.4). Oehrl explains the image by no�ng 

that the long sha�s of javelins tend to rotate and bend during flight272 and suggests that 

this aspect might be reflected in the name of Óðinn’s spear, Gungnir.273 The name and 

images might also be connected to the shaking of spears by warriors before batle, a mo�f 

that appears in Stanza 8 of Haraldskvæði274 (Oehrl 2019b, 244–245). Indeed, it certainly 

seems plausible that the images referred to above depict spears being shaken. This is es-

pecially evident regarding the spears depicted on the tapestry fragment 16 (NO-OSE-16), 

which, if the interpreta�on of the image as a batle scene proves to be accurate (see Chap-

ter 5.3.4), could well depict a group of warriors violently shaking their spears or javelins 
in an in�mida�ng display. This idea of shaking spears might also explain the strangely 

twisted staffs held by the horned figure depicted on the tapestry fragment 13 B2 from 

Oseberg (NO-OSE-13B2: see Figure 5.34.5).275 

 The Horned Figure in its Mo�fic Context: Conclusions 

As has been demonstrated in this chapter, in 16 images (26% of the 62 images in total) 

the horned figure forms part of larger images and mo�fs. Possibly the most famous of 

these mo�f groups are the images in which the horned figure appears alongside or inter-
ac�ng with animal warriors appearing in images from the Vendel Period and the Viking 

Age (see Chapter 5.3.1). The fact that these animal warriors are depicted as anthropo-

morphic beings wearing animal skins or masks suggests that they represent actual human 
beings in disguise, something which further supports the idea that the horned figures 

depicted alongside them also represent actual humans rather than supernatural beings. 

Depic�ons of such animal warriors nonetheless also appear on their own in a diverse 

 
271 For more on this pendant: see Chapter 5.3.1. 
272 Oehrl claims that this phenomenon is also visible on another Gotlandic picture stone, Stenkyrka kyrka 
46, on which he discovered a figure hurling a bent javelin (Oehrl 2019b, 243; 2019a, plate 26c). 
273 Indeed, the name Gungnir can be translated as ‘the trembling spear’ (see Stofnun Árna Magnússonar í 
íslenskum fræðum [no year]). On the mythological origins of Gungnir: see chapter 35 of Skáldskaparmál 
(Snorri Sturluson 1998, 41–42). 
274 ‘Hlaðnir vôru þeir hǫlða/ ok hvítra skjalda,/ vigra vestrœnna/ ok valskra sverða./ Grenjuðu berserkir;/ 
guðr vas þeim á sinnum;/ emjuðu ul�eðnar/ ok ísǫrn dúðu’ (Skaldic Project Academic Body and Wills [no 
year]). Note the close parallel to the spear-throwing mo�f at the onset of batle discussed in Chapter 5.2.6. 
275 For an alterna�ve interpreta�on of these twisted staffs as lightning: see Chapter 5.3.5 
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range of contexts both pre- and postda�ng those of the horned figures. Figures such as 

these animal warriors in all probability form the background of literary mo�fs such as the 

berserkir and ulfheðnar. In contrast to the horned figures, such animal warriors also ap-

pear in the predominately Chris�an writen sources, as well as appearing in other Chris-

�an contexts (most notably in a mid-11th century fresco in the Hagia Sophia cathedral in 

Kyiv), something which lends further support to the idea already explored in Chapter 4 

which suggests that the horned figures were taboo from a Chris�an point of view. 

The second mo�f group explored here is that of the ‘twin’ horned figures which ap-

pears predominately in images dated to the Vendel Period (see Chapter 5.3.2). This mo�f 

group is less tangible, however, as it mainly consists of the mirrored depic�on of two 

dancing horned figures. These images might possibly represent an associa�on of some 

sort to the common Indo-European concept of divine twins, although only litle and rather 

vague evidence survives for the possible former presence of such divini�es in pre-Chris-

�an religions of the north. 

A third mo�f group is closely linked to the ‘twin’-warrior mo�f by o�en being present 
on the same artefacts: this is the horned figure guides spear of mounted warrior mo�f 

(see Chapter 5.3.3). The mo�f is rather complex and involves a charging rider in a dynamic 

batle scene, the outcome of which is unclear. A small and in most cases horned figure is 
depicted in such images hovering over the horse’s croup and seemingly guiding or holding 

the rider’s spear. Other figures which occasionally appear in some of the images seem 

somewhat out of place in the overall dynamic of these images: these are the depic�ons 
of a ‘squire’ calmly standing in front of the charging horse and holding its bridle. The ap-

parent disparity between the ‘squire’ and the other figures might suggest that the images 

in ques�on poten�ally depict a sequence of events rather than a single snapshot in �me. 

This opens up the possibility of a mul�tude of different atempts of interpreta�on for the 

role of the (mostly horned) guiding figure, which could, for example, represent some su-

pernatural en�ty somewhat related to fate, or, in the case the images depict a sequence 

of events, a ritual specialist performing some sort of ritual at the onset of batle. Both 

lines of argument might also apply to another image in which the horned figure appears 

to be depicted in this guiding figure role: the Rute St. Valle 2 picture stone (SE-STV). Here, 

the horned figure appears to be guiding or pushing a ship while possibly throwing a spear 
over the figure si�ng inside this ship. Although this variant of the mo�f can be interpreted 

in a funerary context (possibly represen�ng the deceased’s journey into the a�erlife, 

something naturally underlined by the stone’s probable func�on as a grave marker: see 
Chapter 4.3.8), the possibili�es with regard to the role of the horned figure remain the 

same. 
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Yet another group of mo�fs depicts the horned figure among groups of people (see 

Chapter 5.3.4), on one hand taking part in peaceful (funerary?) processions, and, on the 

other, being part of possible marches into batle involving a large number of other warrior 

figures including animal warriors. These images, which depict the horned figures along-

side decidedly human figures, lend further support to the no�on that the horned figures 

might represent actual humans taking on certain role, possibly in rela�on with funerary 

rituals and (ritual?) warfare. Closely related to this group of mo�fs is the depic�on of 

horned figures in the same image as strange ‘waving’ spears (see Chapter 5.3.5), which 

might represent spears being shaken by warriors in some sort of in�mida�ng display. Var-

ia�ons of these two closely related mo�f groups appear on both Viking Age picture stones 

which were possible (female?) funerary moments (see Chapter 4.3.8) and on tapestry 

fragments from the female Oseberg ship burial, something which might suggest that the 

horned figure was indeed associated with funerary rituals (par�cularly in honour of fe-

male deceased?) in the Viking Age. 

The overall impression from these mo�f groups discussed here is that the horned fig-
ure appears to be overwhelmingly depicted in ritual contexts, alongside other, some�mes 

masked but otherwise decidedly human figures, something that suggests that the same 

might be the case with the horned figure. This naturally does not exclude the possibility 
that some of the images s�ll conceptualise the horned figure as being a representa�on of 

a supernatural en�ty. Such an interpreta�on is especially jus�fiable with regard to those 

images in which the horned figure appears in the role of a guiding figure, although even 
in those images an interpreta�on of this being a depic�on of a ritual act could be main-

tained. The ques�on of what kind of rituals might be depicted in these images can tenta-

�vely be answered as follows: In the Vendel Period, these might have been rituals related 

to (ritual?) warfare. In the Viking Age, this aspect was possibly complemented by funerary 

rituals. 

5.4 Ambiguous and Related Figures 
As men�oned on mul�ple occasions throughout this thesis (see, for example, Chapter 1.1 

and the introduc�on to Chapter 5.2), the defini�on of which images qualify as depic�ons 

of horned figures in this thesis is rela�vely narrow. As noted in Chapter 1.1, other scholars 
have o�en used a wider defini�on in order to include more artefacts in their analyses. A 

brief selec�on of a few such addi�onal artefacts will be given in this chapter. 

 Helmbrecht’s Subgroup 6 

The most notable group of artefacts that needs to be discussed here is the so-called sub-
group 6 in Michaela Helmbrecht’s classifica�on. This subgroup consists of predominately 
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double-faced276 heads ‘with bird-heads bent downwards’ (Helmbrecht 2008, 39; see also 

Helmbrecht 2011, 142–143). Of the five277 artefacts men�oned by Helmbrecht as belong-

ing to this group (see Helmbrecht 2008, 45), three originate from Gotland: the pairs of 

tweezers found in a grave at Vallstenarum (see Figure 5.35.4)278 and at an otherwise un-

known spot on the island (see Figure 5.35.3),279 and the possible fragment of a key from 

a grave at Ihre (see Figure 5.35.6).280 Further objects of this kind men�oned by 

Helmbrecht are a key fragment found in Gamla Uppsala, Uppland (see Figure 5.35.2),281 

and a group of 16 nearly iden�cal cas�ng moulds found in Ribe, Sydjylland (see Figure 

5.35.5).282 A sixth artefact can possibly be added to this group, this being a pin head found 

in the Belgian part of the region Limburg (see Figure 5.35.1).283 All of these objects have 

been dated to the Vendel Period with the unlikely excep�on of the pin from Limburg, for 

which a date in the late 9th century has been proposed. This da�ng, however, is almost 

certainly based on a misunderstanding, making a da�ng to the Vendel Period more prob-

able for this artefact. 

 
276 All of the artefacts in this group, except for the moulds from Ribe (see below), appear to depict two 
faces, although in some cases the ‘second’ face is less elaborate and/or more worn. One notes the similar-
i�es to the Bronze Age double-faced head from Kallerup (see Chapter 5.3.2, Figure 5.26.3) and the overall 
implica�ons of that mo�f for the interpreta�on of the ‘twin’-figure mo�f (see Chapter 5.3.2). 
277 The 16 almost iden�cal cas�ng moulds from Ribe (see below) are here counted as one. 
278 This pair of tweezers was found in a grave at Vallstenarum close to Vallstena, Gotland. The tweezers are 
registered at the Historiska museet (SHM) under the inventory number 5493, their ID-number being 
850532. The grave context is poorly documented, but the tweezers can be roughly dated to the Vendel 
period (see further: Historiska museet 2011g; Helmbrecht 2011, 141, 499; 2008, 45). 
279 This pair of tweezers was found at an unknown loca�on, possibly in Gotland. The tweezers are registered 
at the Historiska museet (SHM) under the inventory number 10658:21, their ID-number being 371775. The 
tweezers are tenta�vely dated to the Vendel Period (see further: Historiska museet 2011d; Helmbrecht 
2011, 140, 144, 506, fig. 31b ; 2008, 39, 45, fig. 6a ). 
280 This possible fragment of a key was found in the rich (possibly) female crema�on grave 133 at Ihre near 
Hellvi in Gotland. The key is registered at the Historiska museet (SHM) under the inventory number 
20550:133, its ID-number being 471605. The key is tenta�vely dated to the Vendel Period (see further: 
Historiska museet 2011f; Helmbrecht 2011, 140, 144, 480, fig. 31c; 2008, 39, 45, fig. 6b). 
281 This possible key was found in a field between Västhögen and a gravel pit at Gamla Uppsala in Uppland. 
The key has been dated to the early part of the Vendel Period (see further: Helmbrecht 2011, 140, 144, 475, 
fig. 31e; 2008, 39, 45, fig. 6c; Olsén 1952). 
282 16 similar cas�ng moulds were found during excava�ons in 1986 at Nicolajsgade 8 in Ribe, Esbjerg, in 
Sydsjælland, in workshop-layers that were coin-dated to the first half of the 8th century (see further: 
Helmbrecht 2011, 141, 144, 439, fig. 31i; 2008, 39, 45, fig. 6d; Jensen 1990; Frandsen and Jensen 1988, 24–
25, fig. 5; Jensen 1986). 
283 This pin head was found at an unknown spot in the Maas valley in the Belgian part of Limburg. Van Impe 
and Dries propose that the pin was of Scandinavian origin and might have been brought into the region by 
people associated with the Great Viking Army during the late 9th century (van Impe and Tys 2015). Van 
Impe’s and Dries’s interpreta�on might, however, be based on a misunderstanding as they, somewhat inex-
plicably, assigned this artefact to Helmbrecht’s subgroup 5 (see Chapter 2.7), claiming that these objects 
were dated to the Viking Age (van Impe and Tys 2015, 180). Here, they clearly seem to have misunderstood 
Helmbrecht, who actually dated this group to a broader period running from the 7th to the 9th century 
(Helmbrecht 2008, 39). In the light of the parallels men�oned above, it appears more plausible to tenta�vely 
date this object to the Vendel Period. 
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Helmbrecht, however, is uncertain about whether these artefacts indeed depict 

horned figures. To her mind, it ‘is disputable whether this subgroup should be included 

here, or if they rather should be seen in connec�on with the common mo�f “head with 

two flanking animals”’ (Helmbrecht 2008, 39; see also Helmbrecht 2011, 143).284 She later 

adds that ‘here, the horned helmet nature of the depic�ons is not clearly discernible,’ 

jus�fying her decision to include this group with the others on the basis of the supposed 

fact that ‘it appears on similar carrier objects’ (Helmbrecht 2011, 143, transla�on by 

 
284 On this mo�f: see Helmbrecht (2011, 181–186). 
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Figure 5.35: Artefacts conforming to Helmbrecht’s subgroup 6, not to scale unless otherwise stated:  1 
– Pin from Limburg, photographs by H. Denis (a�er van Impe and Tys 2015, 179), scale 1:1;  2 
– pair key from Gamla Uppsala, photographs by Allan Fridell (a�er Helmbrecht 2011, 144, 
fig. 31e; Olsén 1952, 117, fig. 1);  3 – pair of tweezers from Gotland (a�er Helmbrecht 2011, 
144, fig. 31b);  4 – pair of tweezers from Vallstenarum, photograph by S��elsen Föremålsvård 
i Kiruna (a�er Historiska museet 2011g), scale 1:1;  5 – one of the 16 cas�ng moulds from Ribe 
(a�er Helmbrecht 2011, 144, fig. 31i);  6 – pair of tweezers from Ihre (a�er Helmbrecht 2011, 
144, fig. 31c). 
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present author),285 something that is open to ques�on, as neither clearly iden�fiable pairs 

of tweezers, nor clearly iden�fiable keys appear among those image carriers which depict 

the horned figures proper (see Chapter 4.3). To add to these reserva�ons, it needs to be 

pointed out that the double-faced mo�f does not appear among the horned figures 

proper either, at least not among those from the Iron Age which have been discovered 

and published to date and have been discussed in this thesis. 

 Other Ambiguous and Related Figures 

The artefacts forming part of subgroup 6 are not the only other images men�oned by 

Michaela Helmbrecht and other scholars as poten�ally depic�ng horned or related figures 

which do not meet the narrower defini�on applied here. The most famous of these addi-

�onal objects is a lead cas�ng model found in Ribe, Sydjylland (see Figure 5.36.1),286 

which is colloquially known under the rather preten�ous name ‘Odin from Ribe’ (see 

Jensen 1990). This artefact has been iden�fied as a horned figure by several scholars (see, 
for example, Steinsland 1992, 150; Helmbrecht 2008, 43–45; 2011, 141, 438; Price 2019, 

321–322), a classifica�on that is not shared by the present author. To the mind of the 

present author, what some of these other scholars refer to as horns, look more like a bird 
spreading its wings and si�ng on top of the figure’s head. Indeed, in the case of the other 

objects under discussion, the horns are depicted as evenly bending towards each other 

(see Chapter 5.2.1), something which is not the case here where the alleged ‘horns’ have 
a prominent bend shortly before they meet what could be interpreted as the body of a 

bird. These prominent bends could therefore represent the bend which appears in wings 

at a bird’s wrist. Helmbrecht’s sugges�on that the feature resembling a bird’s body was 
actually a sprue that was le� over from cas�ng (Helmbrecht 2008, 438) is now being 

drawn into ques�on, as this same feature is now also present on the newly discovered 

brooch(?) from Gørding, Sydjylland (see Figure 5.36.2).287 

 
285 ‘Der Hörnerhelmcharakter der Darstellungen ist hier nicht klar erkennbar. Einerseits kann diese Gruppe 
zu den Hörnerhelmen gezählt werden, da sie auf ähnlichen Trägergegenständen vorkommt’ (Helmbrecht 
2011, 143). 
286 This lead cas�ng model was found in soil origina�ng from an excava�on below the Ribe Art Museum in 
Ribe, Esbjerg, in Sydjylland in the 1920s. The model is tenta�vely dated to the Viking Age (see further: 
Helmbrecht 2011, 141, 144, 438, fig. 31h; 2008, 43–45, fig. 8[9]; Jensen 1990, 1986). The figure depicted on 
this model appears to be one-eyed (Helmbrecht 2011, 168–169; 2008, 43): see Chapter 5.2.2. 
287 This heavily corroded cast copper alloy object (produced with the aid of the model from Ribe?), which 
may be a brooch, was found in 2019 by the metal-detectorist Doris Birch Mathiesen near Gørding, Esbjerg, 
in Sydjylland, not far from Ribe (personal communica�on with Doris Birch Mathiesen on 1 December 2020). 
This recently discovered artefact is registered in the DIME database with the number 35846 (see further: 
Aarhus Universitet et al. [no year], ID: 35846). 
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Other objects explicitly men�oned by Helmbrecht (2008, 45; 2011, 141) in connec�on 

with horned figures are a pin or needle from Gedehaven, Sjælland (see Figure 5.36.4),288 

which depicts a small rider with a loop on its head; a brooch or pendant from an unknown 

loca�on somewhere in the Norwegian region of Romerike, in Viken (see Figure 5.36.8),289 

which depicts a head with projec�ons resembling horns, but interwoven with Borre- or 

Jelling-style animal ornamenta�on; and a pin head(?) from Hjulsta, Uppland (see Figure 
5.36.9),290 which has projec�ons resembling horns with large animal head terminals. In 

the case of the later, no dis�nct facial features are visible on the knob at the base of the 

horns, which begs the ques�on of whether this artefact can be considered being anthro-
pomorphic at all. A final object named by Helmbrecht is the animal warrior figure (see 

Chapter 5.3.1) depicted on the runestone from Skälvum/Källby, Västergötland (see Figure 

5.36.3),291 which has some sort of headdress that resembles the clusters of fanned out 

tendrils characteris�c of the Ringerike-style. 
Other objects associated with horned figures have been found in England. These are 

a ring-headed pin from Great Waldingsfield, Suffolk (see Figure 5.36.5),292 which depicts 

a head with very faint traces on both sides that could indicate that the figure once had 
 

288 This cast bronze pin or needle was found in Gedehaven near Magleby, Slagelse, in Sjælland before 1991 
by a metal-detectorist. The object is kept at the Museum Vestsjælland and is registered as danefæ with the 
reference NMII j.nr. 7136/90. The pin is dated to the Viking Age (see further: Slots- og Kulturstyrelsen ; 
Helmbrecht 2011, 76–78, 433, fig. 6i; 2008, 45; Petersen 1992, 211–212). The figure depicted on this pin 
appears to be one-eyed, although this might be a cas�ng flaw (Helmbrecht 2011, 433; 2008, 43; Petersen 
1992, 212): see Chapter 5.2.2. 
289 This cast copper alloy brooch(?) was apparently found in a mound in the Norwegian region of Romerike 
in Viken, although the exact findspot is unknown. It is registered at the Kulturhistorisk museum in Oslo with 
the number C4640. The brooch is tenta�vely dated to the Viking Age (see further: Universitetsmuseene [no 
year]-b, MuseumNo: C4640; Helmbrecht 2011, 141, 309, 459, fig. 89a; 2008, 45). 
290 This cast copper alloy pin head(?) was found in a grave in Hjulsta near Spånga, Stockholm, in Uppland. 
The artefact is tenta�vely dated to the Viking Age (see further: Helmbrecht 2011, 141, 144, 478, fig. 31g; 
2008, 45; Callmer 1984, 80, fig. 6). 
291 For more on this runestone: see Chapter 5.3.1. 
292 This cast copper alloy hollow-bodied ring-headed pin was found north-east of Great Waldingfield, 
Babergh, in Suffolk, in March 1993 by a metal-detectorist. It is registered in the Portable An�qui�es Scheme 
(PAS) with the ID SF5471 and was returned to the finder. The ring-headed pin is dated to between 600 and 
650 (see further: Brundle 2013, 203–205, 209, fig. 3; Geake 2001a; Geake 2001b, 243, fig. 2d; Geake and 
Webster 2001). 

Figure 5.36: Other related or ambiguous figures, scale 1:1 unless otherwise stated:  1 – Mould from 
Ribe, photograph by Lennart Larsen (a�er Na�onalmuseet 2020b);  2 – brooch(?) from Es-
bjerg Kommune, photograph by and courtesy of Doris Birch Mathiesen;  3 – runestone from 
Skälvum/Källby (a�er Helmbrecht 2011, 137, fig. 29m);  4 – pin from Gedehaven, photograph 
by Kit Weiss, drawing by Michaela Helmbrecht (a�er Helmbrecht 2011, 78, fig. 6i);  5 – ring-
headed pin from Great Waldingfield, photograph by Suffolk County Council (a�er Geake 
2001a);  6 – uniden�fied object from Barkston Ash, photograph by York Museums Trust (a�er 
Griffiths 2017);  7 – pin head from near Louth, photograph by Lincolnshire County Council 
(a�er Daubney 2016);  8 – brooch from Romerike, photograph by Kirsten Helgeland (a�er 
Universitetsmuseene [no year]-b, MuseumNo: C4640);  9 – pin head(?) from Hjulsta (a�er 
Callmer 1984, 80, fig. 6). 
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horns which either broke off or were removed (Brundle 2014, 80); a pin head found near 

Louth, Lincolnshire (see Figure 5.36.7),293 which displays a (double-faced?) head wearing 

a simple headdress with a crest that remotely resembles those worn by the figures in 

Helmbrecht’s subgroup 6 (see Chapter 5.4.1); and an uniden�fied type of object found at 

Barkston Ash, North Yorkshire (see Figure 5.36.6),294 which depicts an anthropomorphic 

head with thick but short horns poin�ng downwards. 

Naturally, this brief overview does not cover all the poten�al addi�onal artefacts 

which might depict, be influenced by, or allude to horned figures. Helmbrecht, for exam-

ple, also men�ons a group of stylised masks in the Borre- and Mammen-style, which she 

feels might possibly allude to horned figures (Helmbrecht 2011, 143, 199–200, figs. 53a-

g); Birger Nerman men�ons a group of early Vendel Period annular brooches from Got-

land which he calls ‘hjalmbärare’, as they have a human head atached to them which 

makes them resemble horned figures (Nerman 1962); Christopher Hawkes suggests that 

the large so-called ‘Long Man of Wilmington’ hill figure in Sussex was originally horned 

(Chadwick Hawkes, Ellis Davidson, and Hawkes 1965, 27–30, plate IVb); and Keith Raynor 
men�ons many more objects that could not be included here (Raynor 2010, 7–28, 51, 56–

86). All of these figures have been le� out of the present examina�on because their con-

nec�on to the horned figures must be seen as even more ques�onable than those arte-
facts discussed in this chapter. 

 Ambiguous and Related Figures: Conclusions 

As can be seen in Map 5.14, the distribu�on of the images noted in this chapter generally 

matches the overall distribu�on patern of the horned figures proper (see Chapter 4.4). 
That being said, as noted above, it remains doub�ul as to whether there is enough reason 

to consider these images as belonging to the extended family of horned figures. Some of 

the similari�es to the horned figures proper might simply be due to coincidence, the 
scholarly decision to include some these artefacts poten�ally being mo�vated by a desire 

to expand the sample size used in research (something that is to some extent understand-

able, considering the fact that up un�l the 1990s, the number of known and published 

horned figures proper was s�ll rela�vely small: see Chapter 2.6). All the same, it naturally 

cannot be totally ruled out that these figures may have alluded in some way to the same 

or similar concepts as those seen in the horned figures proper. 

 
293 This pin head was found near Louth, East Lindsey, in Lincolnshire by a metal-detectorist. It is registered 
in the Portable An�qui�es Scheme (PAS) with the ID LIN-756E6A and registered as treasure with the case 
number 2016 T838. The pin head is dated to between 675 and 700 (see further: Daubney 2016). 
294 This uniden�fied cast copper alloy artefact was found south of Barkston Ash, Selby, in North Yorkshire by 
a metal-detectorist. It is registered in the Portable An�qui�es Scheme (PAS) with the ID YORYM-CB17FB and 
was returned to the finder. The artefact is dated to between 675 and 700 (see further: Griffiths 2017). 
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5.5 Iconographic Mo�fs: Conclusions 
As opposed to the previous chapter (Chapter 4), which dealt with the archaeological con-

text and func�on of artefacts that depict horned figures, the current chapter explored the 

actual 62 images in which horned figures appear. Generally speaking (see Chapter 5.1), 

these images are predominately three-dimensional, owing to the nature of the image car-

riers. Other general characteris�cs are the facts that the images in ques�on are mostly 

naturalis�c (although more abstract mask-like depic�ons and even puzzle pictures are 

known mainly from Anglo-Saxon England), and that most of the horned figures are de-

picted en face. 

The horned figure in par�cular is depicted in highly diverse way, there being few at-

tributes and features that unite all of the images apart from the actual horns and the 

general anthropomorphic nature of these figures (see Chapter 5.2). This observa�on nat-

urally does not exclude atributes such as, for example, the one-eyedness which can only 

be proven for a total of four images. Similarly, the figure is depicted as being naked on 

only five of the images. Other features, however, are more informa�ve, as, for example, 

the bird-headed terminals which tend to only occur on images dated to the Vendel Period, 

something that suggests they are of a stylis�c nature rather than the actual subject of the 

Map 5.14: Distribu�on of images depic�ng ambiguous and related figures: Helmbrecht subgroup 6 (red 
dots), other ambiguous and related figures (empty circles). 
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horns. Also central is the observa�on whether the horned figure is holding spears (indi-

ca�ng a Vendel Period date) or s�cks/rods (sugges�ng a Viking Age date). This second 

example seems to point to a development in �me, the images changing from being highly 

realis�c and detailed depic�ons (most notably represented by the detailed depic�ons of 

strap-on horned headdresses) in the Vendel Period, to increasingly becoming less detailed 

over the course of the Viking Age. This development suggests that at first, the mo�f was 

clearly based on real-world models, possibly some ritual specialists wearing horned head-

dresses and performing some sort of ritual dances. Over �me, however, the real-world 

model seems to have largely disappeared, possibly leaving only the memory which is de-

picted in the later images during the Viking Age. 

These so far admitedly rather sparse conclusions can, however, be supplemented by 

reference to the wider mo�fic context in which horned figures appear (see Chapter 5.3). 

Indeed, in a total of 16 images (26% of the 62 images in total), the horned figure is em-

bedded in larger images, the analysis of which can yield further results. Mo�f groups such 

as those in which horned figures appear alongside warriors dressed in animal skins or in 
which they form part of larger processions of some sorts lend further support to the idea 

that at the core of the horned figure mo�f lies the representa�on of actual humans (per-

forming some sort of ritual?) rather than that of some sort of supernatural en�ty. Keeping 
this in mind, some of these images might be referring to phenomena that were already a 

thing of the past. Other mo�f groups, however, and especially those that depict the 

horned figure in the role of a guiding figure, might nonetheless represent a supernatural 
figure that is possibly somewhat related to concepts of fate. Something similar might also 

be the case with the ‘twin’ horned figure mo�f, which might be alluding to the (in a Norse 

context) admitedly diffuse concept of divine twins. However, even with those images, 

their interpreta�on as being a depic�on of a ritual act could also be maintained. The kind 

of rituals that could be depicted in these images nonetheless remains somewhat unclear, 

although a general mar�al context can be safely assumed with regard to the images from 

the Vendel Period. In the Viking Age, some of the images seem to suggest a connec�on to 

funerary rituals. A point already argued in Chapter 4, that the horned figure probably was 

a figure that was decidedly non-Chris�an, receives further support from the fact that an-

imal warrior figures similar to those depicted together with horned figures also appear in 
clearly Chris�an contexts, something which is possibly also represented in the later Old 

Icelandic literary mo�fs of berserkir and ulfheðnar, sources in which the horned figure is 

virtually absent (see Chapter 3.3). 
As Chapter 5.4 demonstrates, the parameters chosen to define what can be regarded 

as a horned figure (see Chapter 1.1.2) appear to be sufficient for the purpose of this thesis. 
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Including other more ques�onable objects that in the past had been associated with the 

horned figure for some reason or another would have only muddied the waters, making 

it even more difficult to define what is considered to be a horned figure and what not. As 

has been shown, these images are therefore beter analysed on their own terms. 

In conclusion, this chapter can be said to highlight the remarkable diversity that exists 

in the various depic�ons of the horned figure: Early Vendel Period images appear to de-

pict a figure that possibly had its origin in real-world ritual specialist wearing a type of 

strap-on horned headdress that is clearly replicated with remarkable aten�on to detail 

in some of the early images. Over �me, the evidence suggests that this real-world proto-

type perhaps ceased to exist, the memory of the figure being kept alive in the images 

which started to become less specific and detailed as �me went on. Although some mo�fs 

suggest that in some cases the horned figure might indeed have represented a supernat-

ural en�ty, in general an interpreta�on of the mo�f as depic�ons of ritual ac�vity seems 

more natural in the light that the horned figure is o�en depicted alongside decidedly hu-

man figures, such as the warriors clearly depicted as dressed in animal skins. These animal 
warriors, which o�en appear alongside the horned figure, appear to have survived Chris-

�anisa�on and even seem to appear in mediaeval Old Icelandic texts as berserkir and ulf-

heðnar. Unlike them, the horned figure was probably so closely �ed to the essence of pre-
Chris�an rituals, that they became taboo from a Chris�an point of view, something that 

might have ul�mately denied their immortalisa�on by mediaeval Chris�an scribes.
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6 Conclusions 

In Chapter 1, the overall aims of the thesis at hand were defined as being to provide an 

overview of the published artefacts depic�ng horned figures with a focus on their archae-

ological context, distribu�on, and da�ng, as well as a descrip�on and analysis of the mo-

�fs and images which are depicted on these artefacts. The defini�on of what is considered 

to be a horned figure was defined as follows: The depicted figure has to be anthropo-

morphic and needs to be depicted wearing some sort of headdress with two horn-shaped 

projec�ons, the terminals confront each other above the figure’s head. The scope was 

further limited by only considering artefacts that come from either the Vendel Period or 

the Viking Age and which can be confidently associated with peoples speaking early vari-

ants of Germanic languages. 

The research in ques�on naturally brings with it a certain number of limita�ons, some-

thing which is to be expected considering the general scope of an MA-thesis earning no 
more than 60 ECTS which has not received any special funding. This meant that only a 

handful of the artefacts in ques�on could be viewed in person, these being the Torslunda 

plate (SE-BJO) and Ekhammar pendant (SE-EKH) during a visit at Historiska museet in 
Stockholm in May 2018, and parts of the helmet from the Staffordshire Hoard (GB-SUH) 

and the Suton Hoo helmet (GB-SUH) during visits at the Birmingham Museum and Art 

Gallery and the Bri�sh Museum in London in July 2019. In consequence, the main part of 
the research laid out here, and especially the detailed analysis of the images described in 

Chapter 5, is heavily reliant on already published descrip�ons, as well as published pho-

tographs and drawings. Also, due to the rela�vely scatered way in which the informa�on 
on the relevant artefacts is being published, it cannot be ruled out that one object or 

another might have been overlooked. However, having dedicated a large por�on of the 

�me spent on this thesis to the collec�on of informa�on on these artefacts, the author is 

confident that the artefacts which are listed in the catalogue in Chapter 7 represent a 

fairly complete picture of all the artefacts which meet the criteria men�oned above and 

had been published up to the end of November 2020. 

The necessity for this research is shown in Chapter 2, in which the current state of 

research is reviewed. It is evident that a large por�on of the literature is either out of date 

(which is to be expected considering the exponen�ally growing number of artefacts being 

discovered in recent decades, something which will naturally also be the inevitable fate 

of this current piece of wri�ng); rela�vely superficial (the horned figure commonly only 

being treated as a sidenote in the crea�on of larger arguments); and/or increasingly scat-

tered, o�en focused on the interpreta�on of a single artefact or of a small subset of 
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horned figures. As the chapter demonstrates, in recent years, scholars have been increas-

ingly drawn towards prematurely iden�fying the horned figure with Óðinn/Wodan/Wo-

tan, an argument which tends to be supported with somewhat selec�ve evidence, or, 

even more worryingly, with litle or no discussion at all. 

The difficul�es in atemp�ng to iden�fy the horned figure with characters known from 

the writen sources, and why this approach is ul�mately doomed to fail at achieving any-

thing more substan�al than educated guesswork, form the point of departure for Chap-

ter 3, which focuses on the methodological challenges involved with analysing imagery 

from pre-historical �mes. Indeed, as the chapter underlines, it has not been possible to 

confidently iden�fy anything in the writen sources that might refer to horned figures, a 

task that is further complicated by the fact that there is no consensus about how these 

horn-like projec�ons (which are somewhat arbitrarily described as horns in this thesis for 

the sake of simplicity) might in fact have been conceptualised by the people who pro-

duced and/or interacted with such imagery more than a thousand years ago. Metaphori-

cally speaking, looking for horned figures in the writen sources resembles the proverbial 
search for a needle in the haystack, something which is further complicated by the fact 

that we actually do not know if it is indeed a needle we should be looking for. This coming 

on top of the fact that especially the later Old Icelandic writen sources draw from a pre-
dominately West-Norse cultural background related to areas in which litle to no evidence 

for artefacts depic�ng horned figures exists. Ul�mately, the horned figure might have 

been foreign to most of the people who setled Iceland in the decades following the 870s. 
Bearing these methodological limita�ons in mind, the analysis in this thesis is built on 

context analysis, which approaches the topic from an archaeological point of view. The 

archaeological find context of the extant 60 artefacts depic�ng horned figures, their func-

�on and da�ng, as well as their geographical distribu�on were thus analysed in detail in 

Chapter 4. This was followed by a predominately descrip�ve analysis of the 62 images 

depicted on these artefacts, supplemented by occasional comparisons with related im-

agery and/or mo�fs along with considera�ons of relevant writen sources (see Chapter 5).  

Something that becomes apparent from the analysis of the context in which artefacts 

depic�ng horned figures have been found (see Chapter 4) is that such objects are o�en 

found in high-status contexts. This is certainly the case with the graves, which cover the 
en�re spectrum from rela�vely rich and high-status up to the very top of the ruling elite. 

In the beginning of the Vendel Period, this elite appears to be both ‘interna�onally’ con-

nected and male. This is par�cularly evident from the analysed graves in Uppland and 
Anglo-Saxon England which demonstrate a certain overlap in material culture, something 

which is exemplified by the artefacts depic�ng horned figures found in these graves, all of 
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which share very similar designs. As �me goes on, an apparent shi� towards similarly 

high-status or even elite female graves can be observed in Anglo-Saxon England during 

the 7th century, and in Scandinavia during the Viking Age. The close associa�on with the 

ruling elite is made further apparent by the fact that artefacts depic�ng horned figures 

have also been found in central places such as Tissø, Uppåkra and Gamla Uppsala, all of 

which were important centres of power and ritual ac�vity with unbroken con�nui�es run-

ning from the Vendel Period to the Viking Age. In Anglo-Saxon England, the discovery of 

horned figure imagery among the excep�onally rich artefacts which form part of the Staf-

fordshire Hoard underlines s�ll further the connec�on to the highest stratum of society, 

while the overall distribu�on patern of Vendel Period objects depic�ng horned figures 

(which includes regions such as Anglo-Saxon England, Denmark/Skåne, Öland, Gotland 

and Uppland, and reaches deep into con�nental Europe along the Rhine/Danube axis) 

adds confirma�on to its ‘interna�onal’ character. 

This aforemen�oned ‘interna�onal’ character that can be witnessed right at the be-

ginning of the Vendel Period is further reflected by the fact that a rela�vely large number 
of pressblech patrices have been found in areas such as Sweden, Denmark, England and 

even Hungary, something which suggests that mass-produc�on of horned figure imagery 

seems to have been taking place and that it was distributed over a considerably large area. 
Patrices like these were used to emboss decora�ve pressblech images which were in turn 

used to decorate high-status artefacts such as, for example, crested helmets. Like these 

helmets, other types of artefacts depic�ng horned figures such as belt buckles, belt(?) 
mounts, pins, brooches and pendants can all be classified as being wearables, possibly 

marking their wearers as persons of a certain standing. Such an emphasis on visibility and 

the concomitant symbolism is also apparent in the tapestries, coins, and picture stones, 
underlining that these objects were meant to be seen, displaying their owners’ or com-

missioners’ status and power. 

As Chapter 4 underlines, a�er the 7th century, however, the horned figure seems to 

have disappeared from Anglo-Saxon England and became an exclusively Scandinavian 

phenomenon, at the same �me expanding into the Viken region (not to be confused with 

the modern fylke) of what now forms part of Norway, something evidenced by the find-

ings of the Oseberg ship grave. During the Viking Age, artefacts depic�ng horned figures 
also start appearing in the eastern trading network spanning across the Bal�c Sea into the 

river system of eastern Europe, something exemplified by the finds from the largely Scan-

dinavian trading towns of Birka in Uppland, as well those of Gnëzdovo and Staraja Ladoga 
in modern-day Russia. Contrary to this eastward expansion, however, no evidence sur-

vives for horned figures being part of the westward Viking expansion. 
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Without much doubt, the male and a good por�on of the female graves are decidedly 

pre-Chris�an based on their rich furnishings. Two of the female graves, however, appear 

to show signs of a poten�al associa�on with an early and somewhat syncre�c version of 

Chris�anity: these being the grave Bj 571 in Birka, based on its placement in a supposed 

Chris�an burial ground, and 138 in Finglesham based on the cross-decorated pendants 

found in the same grave. These two graves have one more thing in common, this being 

the possibility that the artefacts depic�ng horned figures (SE-BIR and GB-FIN-138) might 

have been deliberately placed in a way that made them hidden from view, the former 

below a brooch (see Chapter 4.1.1), the later inside a pouch or the female’s mouth (see 

Chapter 4.1.6). If these interpreta�ons prove to be accurate, these curious placements of 

the artefacts are clearly at odds with the general emphasis on the prominent and conspic-

uous display of the horned figure that is suggested by the types of image carriers (see 

above). Perhaps the horned figure was taboo from a Chris�an point of view considering 

its possible pre-Chris�an significance? 

Something that would lend further support to this theory is the development of the 
geographical distribu�on patern in �me, which shows a clear correla�on between the 

advance of Chris�anity and the disappearance of the horned figure mo�f. As noted above, 

at the beginning of the Vendel Period, the horned figure was present in a large area in-
cluding Anglo-Saxon England, where the majority of artefacts depic�ng horned figures 

from that period have been found. Compared to this, fewer objects are known from con-

�nental Europe than could be expected based on other aspects of the material culture 
commonly associated with the male and ‘interna�onal’ elite men�oned above. Most no-

table in this context are the ring-swords, the distribu�on patern of which, while it closely 

matches that of the early horned figures in Anglo-Saxon England and Scandinavia, also 

has a marked presence in con�nental Europe. One explana�on for this discrepancy could 

be the fact that from very early in the 6th century, the ruling elite in the Frankish kingdom 

had adopted Chris�anity, something which might have prevented the horned figure mo�f 

from gaining a foothold in that region. At the same �me, the mo�f con�nued to flourish 

in s�ll pre-Chris�an Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian centres of power. Following the grad-

ual adop�on of Chris�anity by the Anglo-Saxons in the 7th century, one notes how the 

horned figure mo�f seems to have disappeared from that region, becoming an exclusively 
Scandinavian phenomenon, s�ll associated with powerful elites but now appearing for 

some reasons in increasingly female contexts. In Scandinavia, the mo�f similarly seems to 

have dropped out of use when this region adopted Chris�anity at the end of the Viking 
Age. 
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The actual images involving horned figures analysed in Chapter 5 provide a further 

clue to what was going on, and most notably those in which horned figures appear along-

side animal warrior figures (see Chapter 5.3.1). As the chapter underlines, such animal 

warrior figures also appear on their own with a distribu�on patern closely matching that 

of the horned figures, something which further underlines the close connec�on between 

those two mo�fs. Contrary to the horned figures, however, animal warrior figures con-

�nue appearing in decidedly Chris�an contexts, most notably in a mid-11th century fresco 

in the Hagia Sophia cathedral in Kyiv. Such animal warrior figures possibly lie behind the 

later literary mo�fs of figures like the ulfheðnar and berserkir, ul�mately preserved in the 

work of mediaeval Icelandic and Chris�an scribes, a fate that was denied the horned fig-

ures. Arguably, this might further underline the poten�al founda�onal incompa�bility of 

the horned figures with Chris�anity. In this context, however, it needs to be noted that in 

Scandinavia, the horned figure never seems to have become a phenomenon spread 

across the whole region, as it was apparently absent both from northern Scandinavia and 

regions such as Trøndelag and Vestlandet in Norway, as well as from Väster-/Östergötland 
and Småland in southern Sweden, something which would suggest that the horned figure 

played a role in only some of the pre-Chris�an religions of the north but not all of them. 

Indeed, the horned figure’s absence from the Old Icelandic writen sources might also be 
explained by the essen�ally West Norse cultural background of these sources, an area in 

which the horned figure was probably foreign to begin with. 

The ques�on about what the horned figure might actually represent is certainly the 
most problema�c. The most useful clues which could provide some sort of answers lie in 

the images themselves. As noted in Chapter 5, many of the earliest images are character-

ised by a remarkable aten�on to detail which makes it hard to imagine that they were 

based on anything else than a real-world prototype of some kind. This is most clearly il-

lustrated by one type of headgear depicted on many of these early images, which takes 

the form of a sort of strap-on headdress with flat horns projec�ng from a square block 

strapped to the forehead of the figure. Together with the fact that most of these early 

figures are depicted as dancing and holding clearly recognisable weapons such as spears 

and swords, this feature suggests that the figures in ques�on might have represented rit-

ual specialists of some kind performing some sort of weapon dance, the nature and mean-
ing of which, as well as the kind of supernatural en�ty such ritual might have have been 

associated with, must remain unanswered. A broader mar�al context nonetheless seems 

obvious. 
A further clue sugges�ng that what we are dealing with here are references to or de-

pic�ons of actual human beings rather than supernatural figures is the fact that the 
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horned figures are commonly depicted alongside other decidedly human figures, such as, 

for example, the animal warriors already men�oned above. One notes that such figures 

are not depicted as some fantas�cal human/animal hybrids, but rather as unmistakeably 

human figures wearing animal skins or masks. 

Other images, however, have the poten�al to support the idea that in some cases, the 

horned figure might indeed be meant to represent some sort of supernatural en�ty. This 

might poten�ally be the case with the dancing ‘twin’ horned figure mo�f which might be 

some sort of allusion to the concept of divine twins (a concept which is nonetheless rela-

�vely diffuse in a Late Iron Age Norse context: see Chapter 5.3.2). Such a sugges�on, how-

ever, is more promising with regard to another mo�f group discussed in Chapter 5.3.3, in 

which the horned figure appears as a guiding figure somewhat eerily hovering behind a 

mounted warrior in batle or behind a ship (of the dead?). Such mo�fs would poten�ally 

suggest a connec�on to some sort of personified concept of fate, or perhaps ideas of pro-

tec�ng/antagonis�c spirits. Such interpreta�ons, however, tend to stand or fall in line with 

the way the overall images in which these guiding figures appear are interpreted. An in-
terpreta�on of the images as depic�ng a single event would certainly support an explan-

atory approach involving a poten�al supernatural en�ty. If the images, on the other hand, 

are interpreted as depic�ons of a sequence of events (the reasoning behind this idea is 
discussed in detail in Chapter 5.3.2), an explanatory approach rela�ng to the depic�on of 

ritual ac�vity could be maintained, such rituals perhaps being in connec�on with prepa-

ra�ons for batle or some sort of funerary rites. 
As underlined in several places in Chapter 5, the remarkable aten�on to detail pre-

sent in many of the earliest images appears to have faded as �me went on, the images of 

horned figure generally becoming less detailed. This is exemplified by the way in which 

the headdresses depicted become increasingly unclear as to what kind of headgear was 

represented. Other examples are the spears which seem to be almost uniformly replaced 

by some sort of unspecific s�cks or rods at some point in the transi�on between the Ven-

del Period and the Viking Age. This general development towards less specific depic�ons, 

including some kind of simplifica�on of the mo�f, might suggest that the real-world model 

for the horned figure became less common or even disappeared completely at some point 

in �me. Such later images involving horned figures were possibly of a more symbolic na-
ture. These later images might thus have represented some cultural memory of a sort of 

idealised ritual figure that was becoming increasingly legendary or mythicised, albeit the 

figure, in its essence, was s�ll possibly seen as decidedly human. These ideas are espe-
cially evident in the tapestries from Oseberg and possibly the picture stones from Gotland, 

all of which depict rich images with a poten�ally funerary and/or mar�al theme. 
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As it has been stressed above and throughout this thesis, there is ul�mately litle to 

no evidence to support the iden�fica�on of horned figures with named characters known 

from the predominately Old Icelandic writen sources. To address the metaphorical ele-

phant in the room, the undeservedly popular associa�on of the horned figure with Óðinn 

noted above needs to be revisited. As noted above and in Chapter 2, the implied one-

eyedness of some of these figures and the bird-headed terminals on some of the horns 

(o�en suggested to be represen�ng Óðinn’s ravens) are o�en cited as proof for an Óðinnic 

interpreta�on. In the end, both lines of the argument are deeply flawed. As Chapter 5 

clearly demonstrates, the horned figure is actually depicted in a remarkably diverse way, 

the only common denominator of these figures being their anthropomorphic nature and 

the actual horns. When it comes to atributes like the one-eyedness (see Chapter 5.2.2), 

it is evident that the presence of this mo�f is only clearly discernible on four of the 62 

images in total. While the one-eyedness is certainly significant for these four images, it 

does not say much about the remaining 58 images. Furthermore, even in these four im-

ages which are indeed one-eyed, the mo�f itself is not necessarily proof of an associa�on 
with Óðinn, as the one-eyed mo�f is not exclusively �ed with Óðinn in the writen sources. 

Indeed, in the German legendary tradi�on, the legendary figure Hetel/Heðinn is also said 

to be one-eyed. The seman�c importance of bird-headed terminals is similarly o�en over-
rated, among other things ignoring the fact that the terminals tend to clearly depict birds 

of prey rather than corvids. As noted in Chapter 5.2.1, it also needs to be borne in mind 

that bird-headed terminals are first and foremost a stylis�c feature predominately indic-
a�ve of Vendel Period styles (most notably Style II), something which is in its essence an 

op�onal varia�on of the mo�f. This is especially evident in those cases in which the small 

size or the proper�es of the image carriers naturally leads to more reduced and rugged 

images, the depic�ons of the horns being priori�sed over the depic�on of the bird-

headed terminals. 

As the three main conclusions men�oned above demonstrate, it is evident that the 

horned figures represent an area-based, culturally, and temporally specific aspect of pre-

Chris�an religions which underlines the need to talk about these religions in the plural 

rather than assuming a unified system of beliefs and ritual prac�ces. As is well known and 

has been underlined above, most of what we know about old Norse mythology and the 
old Norse gods has come down to us through the lens of mediaeval Icelandic Chris�an 

authors and scribes who come from a cultural background which can mostly trace its roots 

back to western Norway and the (Viking Age) Bri�sh Isles, neither of which have given us 
any clear evidence for the presence of horned figures. As noted above, trying to iden�fy 

and explain phenomena like the horned figures on the basis of the terms laid out by these 
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Old Icelandic sources is an approach likely doomed as being a search for the metaphorical 

needle in a haystack, but one is also arguably looking in the wrong haystack to begin with.  

As it has been demonstrated in this thesis, the most promising approach to deal with 

phenomena such as the horned figure is to allow the subject of research to dictate the 

approach. In the case of horned figures, this has led to them being essen�ally analysed 

on the basis of their archaeological contexts, their distribu�on and da�ng, as well as by 

analysing the actual images, not only focusing on what they depict but also how they do 

so. In short, this research, as noted above, has pointed to the following basic conclusions: 

first of all, that the horned figure was associated with the social elite, secondly, that the 

figure is decidedly pre-Chris�an, so much so that it seems to have become taboo from a 

Chris�an point of view; and thirdly, that the horned figure possibly had its origins in ritual 

specialists wearing horned headdresses, most of the later imagery possibly represen�ng 

an idealised and mythologised memory of such ritual prac�ces. This thesis can thus be 

said to have hopefully shed some light on a poten�ally significant and integral aspect of 

some of the pre-Chris�an religions of the north, something which is related to, but is 
clearly not the same as the image preserved in the Old Icelandic sources. This par�cular 

aspect and varia�on of pre-Chris�an religions of the north as represented by the horned 

figures naturally remains rela�vely elusive, but the author is op�mis�c that our under-
standing will con�nue to expand if we ask the right ques�ons and allow the relevant evi-

dence to point us in the right direc�on.
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7 Catalogue 

As already men�oned in Chapter 1.2, and as it has been applied throughout this thesis, 

the 60 artefacts which depict horned figures have been referenced using short acronyms 

in upper-case bold leters. These acronyms refer to the catalogue entries in this chapter. 

Behind the catalogue lies a PostGIS-enabled PostgreSQL database, which has been used 

as an important analy�cal tool. The following catalogue is a derivate295 of said database, 

with a selec�on of the informa�on stored within. This derivate has only been slightly 

adjusted to accommodate the needs of the present chapter and layout, as well as being 

supplemented with images and bibliographic informa�on. The informa�on in this 

catalogue is structured by the countries in which the respec�ve artefacts have been 

found. This starts with artefacts from Denmark, and followed by those from Norway, 

Sweden, the United Kingdom, and then all other areas in which artefacts depic�ng horned 

figures have been found. 
  

 
295 Another derivate of the database in the open geospa�al format GeoPackage is available here: 
htps://1drv.ms/f/s!Ar4106qg1q-u1knLugAnKSav2tVF;  htps://reiknistofnun-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/per-
sonal/ngl2_hi_is/EpOhx7dYpvJEjWcLEuP1tSYBSXur-fPAzQjGPdWk7EyXhw?e=aBGuxd. 

Map 7.1: Distribu�on of artefacts depic�ng horned figures. 

https://1drv.ms/f/s!Ar4106qg1q-u1knLugAnKSav2tVF
https://reiknistofnun-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/ngl2_hi_is/EpOhx7dYpvJEjWcLEuP1tSYBSXur-fPAzQjGPdWk7EyXhw?e=aBGuxd
https://reiknistofnun-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/ngl2_hi_is/EpOhx7dYpvJEjWcLEuP1tSYBSXur-fPAzQjGPdWk7EyXhw?e=aBGuxd
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Denmark 

DK-HAK Hakonsgård 

Find context: stray metal-detector find in 2006 

Find loca�on: Hakonsgård, Vestermarie, Bornholm 
Artefact type: figurine 

Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 
Date-range: 800–1050 

Literature: Aarsleff (2008, 20); Helmbrecht (2008, 38, 45, fig. 4c; 2011, 141–142, 145, 256, 434, 
fig. 31t). See Figure 7.1.1 

DK-MES Mesinge 

Find context: stray metal-detector find by Søren Andersen in August 2016 
Find loca�on: Mesinge, Kerteminde, Fyn 

Current loca�on: Vikingemuseet Ladby 
Artefact type: ring-headed pin(?) 

Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 
Date-range: 550–750 
Literature: Beck (2016a, 2016b, 2017). See Figure 7.1.4 

DK-NOR Nørholm 

Find context: stray metal-detector find 
Find loca�on: Nørholm, Aalborg, Nordjylland 

Collec�on ID: NMK C 35487 
Artefact type: brooch 

Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 
Date-range: 775–900 

Literature: Helmbrecht (2008, 44; 2011, 141, 145, 437, fig. 31p); Beck, Chris�ansen, and 
Henriksen (2019, 186, 188, fig. 183). See Figure 7.1.2 

DK-SIG Sigerslevøster 

Find context: excava�on at setlement site (see Chapter 4.2.7) 
Find loca�on: Sigerslevøster, Strø, Hillerød, Sjælland 

Collec�on ID: NMK I 7919/96 
Artefact type: ring-headed pin(?) 

Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 
Date-range: 700–800 

Literature: Kramer (1998); Helmbrecht (2008, 45; 2011, 141, 145, 439, fig. 31s). See Figure 7.1.3  
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Figure 7.1, scale 1:1:  1 – DK-HAK, photograph by René Laursen (a�er Helmbrecht 2011, 145, fig. 31t);  

2 – DK-NOR, photograph (a) by Nordjyllands Historiske Museum (a�er Beck, Chris�ansen, and 
Henriksen 2019, 188, fig. 183), drawing (b) by Michaela Helmbrecht (a�er Helmbrecht 2011, 
145, fig. 31p);  3 – DK-SIG (a�er Helmbrecht 2011, 145, fig. 31s);  4 – DK-MES, scale 1:1 (a�er 
Beck 2016a).   

1 

3 2a 2b 

4a 4b 

4c 
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DK-SVI Svinninge 

Find context: stray find by Tobias Mortensen and Nikolai Fenger Pedersen in 2016 
Find loca�on: Svinningegård, Svinninge, Holbæk, Sjælland 

Artefact type: ring-headed pin(?) 
Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 

Date-range: 550–750 
Literature: Petersen and Rasmussen (2016, 22); Museum Vestsjælland (2017); Borake (2019, 

I:108, II:156, fig. 28). See Figure 7.2.1 

DK-TISa Fugledegård (Tissø) 

Find context: excava�on in midden(?) at central site (see Chapter 4.2.2) in 1995 

Find loca�on: Fugledegård (Tissø), Store Fuglede, Kalundborg, Sjælland 
Collec�on ID: NMK FG 85; FP 5886.1 

Artefact type: coin (KG3)/pendant (secondary) 
Manufacture/material: minted silver 

Dimensions: 0.73 g 
Date-range: 810–840 

Literature: Jørgensen and Østergaard Sørensen (1995, 10); Pedersen (2000); Helmbrecht (2008, 
45; 2011, 141, 442); Na�onalmuseet (2017). See Figure 7.2.3 

DK-TISb Tissø 

Find context: stray metal-detector find at central site (see Chapter 4.2.2) 
Find loca�on: Tissø, Store Fuglede, Kalundborg, Sjælland 
Collec�on ID: NMK FB 293L 

Artefact type: ring-headed pin(?) 
Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 

Date-range: 700–1000 
Literature: Jørgensen and Østergaard Sørensen (1995, 1); Bergqvist (1999, 119–120, fig. 8); 

Jørgensen (2005, 139, fig. 83); Helmbrecht (2008, 38, 45, fig. 4b; 2011, 141, 145, 443, 
fig. 31q). See Figure 7.2.4 

DK-TISc Kalmargård (Tissø) 

Find context: midden, metal-detector find at central site (see Chapter 4.2.2) 
Find loca�on: Kalmargård (Tissø), Store Fuglede, Kalundborg, Sjælland 

Collec�on ID: NMK KU 2745 
Artefact type: head of pin(?) 

Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 
Date-range: 550–750 

Literature: Jørgensen (2005, 139, fig. 83); Helmbrecht (2008, 45; 2011, 141, 144, 443, fig. 31f); 
Na�onalmuseet ([no year]-a, 2020a). See Figure 7.2.5 
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DK-VES Vestervang 

Find context: stray metal-detector find by Rene Hoberg in 2016 
Find loca�on: Vestervang, Vejleby, Lolland, Lolland 

Artefact type: patrix 
Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 

Date-range: 550–700 
Literature: Petersen and Rasmussen (2016). See Figure 7.2.2  

1a 1b 1c 

2 

3a 

3b 

5b 5a 4b 4a 

Figure 7.2, not to scale unless stated otherwise:  1 – DK-SVI: photographs by John Lee (a and c, courtesy 
of Tobias Severin Mortensen) and Museum Vestsjælland (b, a�er, Museum Vestsjælland 2017);  
2 – DK-VES (a�er Petersen and Rasmussen 2016, 18), scale 1:1;  3 – DK-TISa: photographs by 
Andreas Mogensen (a�er Na�onalmuseet 2017), scale 1:1;  4 – DK-TISb, photograph (a) by 
John Lee/Na�onalmuseet (a�er Jørgensen 2005, 139, fig. 83), photograph (b) (a�er Helmbrecht 
2011, fig. 31q);  5 – DK-TISc (photograph a a�er Na�onalmuseet [no year]-a), photograph (b) 
by Jesper Weng (a�er Na�onalmuseet 2020a). 
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Norway 

NO-OSE-2 Oseberg 

Find context: excava�on of ship grave in 1904 (see Chapter 4.1.10) 

Find loca�on: Oseberg, Slagen, Tønsberg, Ves�old og Telemark 
Collec�on ID: 2 

Current loca�on: Vikingskipshuset 
Artefact type: tapestry 

Manufacture/material: woven tex�le 
Date-range: 809–834 

Literature: Hougen (1940, 93–94fig. 1, plate V; 2006, 17–27, figs. 1–1, 1–3, 1–5, 1–6); Kra� 
(1955, 15, 30); Ellis Davidson (1967, 122–123, fig. 25a); Ringquist (1969, 288, 292, fig. 7); 

Ingstad (1992, 232–235; 1995, 140–141, fig. 4); Gunnell (1995, 58–66, fig. 34); Helmbrecht 
(2008, 37, 44, fig. 3d; 2011, 88–89, 141, 456, fig. 8a); Price (2019, 320–323, fig. 6.15); Vedeler 
(2019, 116–119). See Figure 7.3.1 

NO-OSE-13B2 Oseberg 

Find context: excava�on of ship grave in 1904 (see Chapter 4.1.10) 
Find loca�on: Oseberg, Slagen, Tønsberg, Ves�old og Telemark 

Collec�on ID: 13 B2 
Artefact type: tapestry 

Manufacture/material: woven tex�le 
Date-range: 809–834 

Literature: Hougen (1940, 115, fig. 9; 2006, 37–43, 44, figs. 1–28, 1–29, 1–30, 1–33); Kra� 
(1955, 21, 32); Ellis Davidson (1967, 122–123, fig. 25c); Gunnell (1995, 60–66, fig. 37); 

Helmbrecht (2008, 37, 44, fig. 3c; 2011, 87, 97, 141, 145, 456, figs. 10d, 31o); Price (2019, 
320–320, fig. 6.14); Vedeler (2019, 119–120). See Figure 7.3.2 

NO-OSE-16 Oseberg 

Find context: excava�on of ship grave in 1904 (see Chapter 4.1.10) 
Find loca�on: Oseberg, Slagen, Tønsberg, Ves�old og Telemark 

Collec�on ID: 16 
Artefact type: tapestry 

Manufacture/material: woven tex�le 
Date-range: 809–834 

Literature: Hougen (2006, 35–37, figs. 1–25, 1–26); Helmbrecht (2008, 37, 41, 45, fig. 3v; 2011, 
96–97, 141–142, 145, 457, figs. 10e, 31n); Vedeler (2019, 118–119). See Figure 7.3.3  
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Figure 7.3, scale 2:3:  1 – NO-OSE-2, drawing by Sofie Kra� (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, 

bes�llningsnr: Saksnr05_8823_2_300_C55000);  2 – NO-OSE-13B2, drawing by Mary Storm 
(a�er Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: Cf22355_A);  3 – NO-OSE-16, drawing 
by Mary Storm (a�er Universitetsmuseene [no year]-a, bes�llningsnr: Cf22355_A).  

1 

2 

3 
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Sweden 

SE-BIR Birka Bj 571 

Find context: grave Bj 571 (see Chapter 4.1.1), excavated in 1876  

Find loca�on: Björkö (Birka Bj 571), Adelsö, Ekerö, Uppland 
Collec�on ID: SHM 34000:Bj 571 Föremål 108821 

Current loca�on: Historiska museet 
Artefact type: pendant 

Manufacture/material: cast silver 
Date-range: 875–950 

Literature: Geijer (1938, plate 38.5); Arbman (1943, 185); Ringquist (1969, 288, 290, 293–295, 
fig. 5); Graham-Campbell (1980, 154, 307, plate 516); (Arwidsson 1989b, 57–58); Helmbrecht 

(2008, 37, 41, 44, fig. 3a; 2011, 141, 145, 465, fig. 31k); Historiska museet (2011a); Price 
(2019, 320–321, fig. 6.12). See Figure 7.4.1 

SE-BJO Björnhovda 

Find context: setlement(?) (see Chapter 4.2.7), chance find in 1870 
Find loca�on: Björnhovda, Torslunda, Mörbylånga, Öland 
Collec�on ID: SHM 4325:b Föremål 618349 

Current loca�on: Historiska museet 
Artefact type: patrix 

Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 
Dimensions: 48 mm (length), 56 mm (width), 3 mm (thickness), 38 g 

Date-range: 550–700 
Literature: Montelius (1872); Stjerna (1903, 103, 105, fig. 2); Olrik (1918, 8–10); Almgren (1948, 

85–87, 97–98, plate 47f); Hauck (1954, 46–49, plate II; 1957a, 5, 11–21; 1957b, 360–361, 
368; 1978, 42–43, plate XI.16; 1980, 247, 267–268, 288–289, figs. 55–56, plate 10.18; 1981, 

197–199, 204–207, 215, 220, 225, 242–243, 255, fig. 12, plate XXV.39); Oxens�erna (1956, 
150); Alföldi (1959, 175, 177, plate 11); Holmqvist (1960, 102–103, 106, 109–110, 126, 

fig. 6); Chadwick Hawkes, Ellis Davidson, and Hawkes (1965, 19–27plate IIIa); Ellis Davidson 
(1967, 98–99, 198, plate 41); Beck (1968a, 239, 247–249); Bruce-Mi�ord (1968; 1974, 39, 

208, 214–222, plates 54c, 57b, 59a, 60); Arent (1969, 137–138, plate 15); Hagberg (1976); 
Arbman (1980, 25); Axboe (1987); Steuer (1987, 226); Böhner (1991, 717–718, plate 63.1D); 
Arrhenius and Freij (1992, 76, 80–81, figs. 5–7, 42); Gunnell (1995, 66–76, fig. 44); Magnus 

(2005, 55–56, figs. 48, 52); Helmbrecht (2008, 35, 43–44, fig. 1a; 2011, 140, 167–168, 172–
173, 378, 469, figs. 43a, 45a); Historiska museet (2011b); Price (2019, 308–309, 320, 321, 

fig. 6.6). See Figure 7.4.2  
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SE-EKH Ekhammar 6 

Find context: grave 6 (see Chapter 4.1.4), excava�on find by Jan Widinghoff in August 1968 
Find loca�on: Ekhammar (grave 6), Kungsängen, Upplands-Bro, Uppland 

Collec�on ID: SHM 30245 (F16) Föremål 8045 
Current loca�on: Historiska museet 

Artefact type: pendant 
Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 

Dimensions: 28 mm (length), 17 mm (width) 
Date-range: 775–900 

Literature: Ringquist (1969); Bruce-Mi�ord (1974, plate 54a); Hauck (1981, 233–234, 256, 
fig. 40); Jansson (1992); Helmbrecht (2008, 37, 41, 43–44, fig. 3f; 2011, 141, 145, 437, 

fig. 31l); Historiska museet (2011c); Lundberg (2016); Price (2019, 320–321, fig. 6.13). See 
Figure 7.4.3  

1a 1b 

2a 

1c 

2b 

3a 3b 3c 

Figure 7.4, scale 1:1:  1 – SE-BIR, photographs by Ola Myrin (a, b) and Nina Persson (c) (a�er Historiska 
museet 2011a);  2 – SE-BJO, photograph (a) by SHM (a�er Historiska museet 2011b), drawing 
(b) by Bengt Händel (a�er Arbman 1980, 25);  3 – SE-EKH, photographs by Gabriel Hildebrand 
(a, b) and Ulrik Skans (c) (a�er Historiska museet 2011c). 
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SE-GAUa Gamla Uppsala Östhögen 

Find context: grave (see Chapter 4.1.7), excavated in 1846 
Find loca�on: Gamla Uppsala (Östhögen), Uppsala, Uppland 

Collec�on ID: SHM 1410 
Artefact type: pressblech (from a crested helmet?) 

Manufacture/material: embossed copper alloy 
Date-range: 525–600 

Literature: Lindqvist (1936, 168, 171–172, figs. 84, 89a); Åberg (1947, 278–279, fig. 23); Bruce-
Mi�ord (1974, 40, plate 14c, d; 1978, 208, fig. 155); Arent (1969, 138, plate 21); Hauck 

(1980, 288, 305–307, fig. 48, 51, 53, plate 8.15a–d; 1981, 241–242, fig. 44); Arrhenius and 
Freij (1992, 76–79, fig. 1, 3–4; 1994); Arrhenius (1994, 211–212); Ljungkvist (2005, 251, fig. 5; 

2008a, 270–271, 275, fig. 6); Helmbrecht (2008, 44; 2011, 474); Historiska museet (2011e). 
See Figure 7.5.1 

SE-GAUb Gamla Uppsala 

Find context: stray(?) find at central site (see Chapter 4.2.1) 
Find loca�on: Gamla Uppsala, Uppsala, Uppland 

Collec�on ID: F343 
Artefact type: head of pin(?) 
Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 

Date-range: 400–1050 
Literature: Ljungkvist (2009, 21, fig. 12); Helmbrecht (2011, 141–142, 145, 475, fig. 31m). See 

Figure 7.5.2 

SE-GOT Gothem 

Find context: secondary 

Find loca�on: Gothem, Gotland 
Collec�on ID: RAÄ Gothem 189:1; Gothem kyrka III 

Artefact type: picture stone/piscina (secondary) 
Manufacture/material: carved stone 

Date-range: 750–1000 
Literature: Oehrl (2019a, plates 295–301; 2019b, 245–256). See Figure 7.5.3  
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Figure 7.5, scale 1:1 unless stated otherwise:  1 – SE-GAUa, photograph (a) by SHM (a and b a�er Bruce-

Mi�ord 1978, 208, fig. 155);  2 – SE-GAUb 1:1 (a�er Ljungkvist 2009, 21, fig. 12);  3 – SE-GOT, 
photograph (a) and drawing (b) by Sigmund Oehrl (2019a, plates 295c, 301b), not to scale.  
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SE-GAT Gåtebo A2 

Find context: grave A2 (see Chapter 4.1.8), excava�ons 
Find loca�on: Gåtebo (A2), Bredsätra, Borgholm, Öland 

Artefact type: ring-headed pin(?) 
Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 

Date-range: 650–750 
Literature: Hagberg (1976, 336, plate XI, fig. 13); Callmer (1984, 80, fig. 6); Beskow Sjöberg 

(1987, 213, 244); Schulze (2006); Helmbrecht (2008, 38, 45, fig. 5b; 2011, 141, 144, 476, 
fig. 31d). See Figure 7.6.1 

SE-LEV Levide 

Find context: stray metal-detector find in setlement area (see Chapter 4.2.7) by Dan Carlsson in 
May 2014 

Find loca�on: Pejnarve, Levide, Gotland, Gotland 
Artefact type: head of pin(?) 

Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy/silver 
Dimensions: 40 mm (length), 11 g 

Date-range: 600–700 
Literature: Carlsson (2014a, 2014b). See Figure 7.6.2 

SE-SMI Smiss 

Find context: unknown, chance find in 1873 
Find loca�on: Smiss (Häbbnautet), Garde, Gotland, Gotland 
Collec�on ID: RAÄ Garde 19:3; Garda Smiss II 

Artefact type: picture stone 
Manufacture/material: carved stone 

Date-range: 750–1000 
Literature: Oehrl (2019a, plates 288–293, 294a–b; 2019b, 242–245). See Figure 7.6.4 

SE-STV Stora Valle 

Find context: secondary, excava�on by Gunnar Svahnström in 1940 
Find loca�on: Stora Valle, Rute, Gotland, Gotland 

Collec�on ID: RAÄ Rute 23:2; Rute St. Valle 2 
Artefact type: picture stone 

Manufacture/material: carved stone 
Date-range: 700–1000 

Literature: Oehrl (2016, 2017a; 2017b, 108–110, fig. 12; 2019c, 143–145, fig. 2; 2019a, plates 
275a, 276b–c, 277–283, 287a–b; 2019b, 227–242). See Figure 7.6.3  
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Figure 7.6, scale 1:1 unless stated otherwise:  1 – SE-GAT (a a�er Beskow Sjöberg 1987, 244), photograph 

(b) courtesy of Kalmar läns museum;  2 – SE-LEV, photograph by Roland Hejdström (a�er 
Carlsson 2014a, 6, fig. 3);  3 – SE-STV, photograph (a) and drawings (b, c) by Sigmund Oehrl 
(a�er Oehrl 2017a, 29, fig. 3; 2019a, plates 287a–b), scale 1:5;  4 – SE-SMI, photograph (a, 
scale 1:10) and drawing (b) by Sigmund Oehrl (a�er Oehrl 2019a, plates 289b, 294a), scale 1:5.  
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SE-UPP Uppåkra 

Find context: stray metal-detector find at central site (see Chapter 4.2.3) 
Find loca�on: Uppåkra, Staffanstorp, Skåne 

Collec�on ID: LUHM U1309 
Artefact type: figurine 

Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 
Dimensions: 47 mm (length) 

Date-range: 700–900 
Literature: Larsson and Hårdh (1997, 145–147, fig. 13); Hårdh (1998, 118, 125, fig. 11); Bergqvist 

(1999, 119–121, fig. 7); Jakobsson (1999, 39, fig. 1); Helmbrecht (2008, 35, 38, 43, 45, 48, 
fig. 4a; 2011, 141–142, 145, 167–168, 495, fig. 31r; 2013, 22–23, fig. 20); Hårdh (2010, 259, 

274, 315, fig. 15). See Figure 7.7.1 

SE-VAL-7 Valsgärde 7 

Find context: grave 7 (see Chapter 4.1.12), excavated in 1933 

Find loca�on: Valsgärde (grave 7), Gamla Uppsala, Uppsala, Uppland 
Collec�on ID: UG Vgde 7 

Artefact type: pressblech mounted on crested helmet 
Manufacture/material: embossed copper alloy 
Date-range: 515–605 

Literature: Maryon (1947, 139); Bruce-Mi�ord (1950, 49–50, plate Xa; 1974, 39–40, plate 14a; 
1978, 186, 188–189, 192-197, 208, 216–217, figs. 163–164); Arwidsson (1977, 116–122, 

figs. 25–26, 28, 122–138; 1980, 59); Hauck (1978, 1980, 1981); Meinander (1985, 67–68, 
fig. 3); Böhner (1991, 711–720, figs. 23–25); Helmbrecht (2008, 35–36, 44, figs. 1c, 2a; 2011, 

75, 78, 96, 140, 144, 317, 500, figs. 6e–f, 31a, 92a). See Figure 7.7.2 and Figure 5.27.1 

SE-VAL-8 Valsgärde 8 

Find context: grave 8 (see Chapter 4.1.13), excavated in 1936 

Find loca�on: Valsgärde (grave 8), Gamla Uppsala, Uppsala, Uppland 
Collec�on ID: UG Vgde 8 

Artefact type: pressblech mounted on crested helmet 
Manufacture/material: embossed copper alloy 

Date-range: 570–670 
Literature: Arwidsson (1954, 128–129, figs. 78–79; 1980, 58); Beck (1964, 6–7, 31, 37–45, plate 

2.2); Chadwick Hawkes, Ellis Davidson, and Hawkes (1965, 19–20, 23–26, plate IIIb); Ellis 
Davidson (1967, 98–99, fig. 22); Arent (1969, 138, 142–144, plate 25); Hauck (1978, 1980, 

1981); Böhner (1991, 712–717, figs. 26–27); Helmbrecht (2008, 36, 44, fig. 2b; 2011, 75, 78, 
96, 140, 317, 501, figs. 6c–d, 92b). See Figure 7.7.3 and Figure 5.27.2  
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Figure 7.7, scale 1:1:  1 – SE-UPP (a�er Hårdh 2010, 259, fig. 15);  2 – SE-VAL-7 drawings (a–c) by M. 

Roosmay and Per-Olof Bohlin (a�er Bruce-Mi�ord 1978, 217, fig. 164a-c), drawing (d) by H. 
Lange (a�er Hauck 1981, plate XLII.77);  3 – SE-VAL-8, drawings by Ingrid Dahlén (a�er 
Arwidsson 1954, figs. 78–79).  

1 

2a 2b 

2c 

2d 

3a 3b 
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United Kingdom 

GB-ATT Atleborough 

Find context: stray(?) metal-detector find in 1993 

Find loca�on: Atleborough, Breckland, Norfolk, England 
Collec�on ID: NHER: 29895, FNF65775 

Artefact type: mount 
Manufacture/material: cast gold-plated copper alloy 

Date-range: 550–700 
Literature: Hinds (2003); Rogerson and Penn (2003); Geake (2003, 208, fig. 2d); Pestell (2012, 82, 

fig. 5.5a); Norfolk Heritage Explorer ([no year]). See Figure 7.8.1 

GB-AYT Ayton 

Find context: stray metal-detector find by Michael Young in 2003 

Find loca�on: Ayton, Berwickshire, Scotland 
Collec�on ID: NMS: X.2003.25; TT 23/03 

Current loca�on: Na�onal Museums of Scotland, Edinburgh 
Artefact type: buckle plate(?)/pendant (secondary) 
Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 

Dimensions: 33.5 mm (length), 32.7 mm (width), 1.85 mm (thickness), 10.95g 
Date-range: 550–700 

Literature: Miket (2004, 177–179, fig. 1.11); Blackwell (2007); Helmbrecht (2008, 44); Na�onal 
Museums Scotland ([no year]). See Figure 7.8.3 

GB-BAI Bainton 

Find context: stray metal-detector find in January 2016 
Find loca�on: Bainton, East Riding of Yorkshire, England 

Collec�on ID: PAS YORYM-FAE4AF; YMT E04717 
Current loca�on: returned to finder 

Artefact type: mount 
Manufacture/material: cast gold-plated copper alloy/iron 

Dimensions: 24.04 mm (length), 17.79 mm (width), 3.7 mm (thickness), 4.4g 
Date-range: 550–700 

Literature: Wilding (2016). See Figure 7.8.4  
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GB-BLA Blakeney 

Find context: stray(?) find in 2002 
Find loca�on: Blakeney, North Norfolk, Norfolk, England 

Current loca�on: sold at Chris�e’s on 13 May 2003, lot 411 
Artefact type: mount 

Manufacture/material: cast gold-plated copper alloy 
Dimensions: 38 mm (length) 

Date-range: 550–700 
Literature: Chris�e’s (2003); Blackwell (2007, 168). See Figure 7.8.2  

3c 4 

3b 

1b 1a 2 

3a 

Figure 7.8, scale 1:1:  1 – GB-ATT, photograph (a) by and courtesy of Norfolk County Council, drawing (b) 
by K. Penn (a�er Geake 2003, 208, fig. 2d);  2 – GB-BLA (a�er Chris�e’s 2003);  3 – GB-AYT, 
photograph (a) by Na�onal Museums Scotland (a�er Na�onal Museums Scotland), drawing (b) 
by Marion O’Neil (a�er Blackwell 2007, 166, fig. 1), photograph (c) (a�er Miket 2004, 177, 
fig. 1.11);  4 – GB-BAI, photograph by York Museums Trust (a�er Wilding 2016). 
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GB-BLH Bloodmoor Hill 

Find context: stray metal-detector find close to setlement area (see Chapter 4.2.7) in October 
1999 

Find loca�on: Bloodmoor Hill, East Suffolk, Suffolk, England 
Collec�on ID: PAS SF449 

Artefact type: mount 
Manufacture/material: cast gold-plated copper alloy 

Dimensions: 22.2 mm (length), 13 mm (width), 2.7 mm (thickness) 
Date-range: 550–700 

Literature: Thomas (1999). See Figure 7.9.1 

GB-CAE Caenby 

Find context: grave (see Chapter 4.1.3), excavated in 1850, rediscovered by Leslie Webster 

Find loca�on: Caenby, West Lindsey, Lincolnshire, England 
Artefact type: pressblech 

Manufacture/material: embossed silver 
Date-range: 575–635 

Literature: Bruce-Mi�ord (1974, 208, plate 54b; 1978, 206–207, fig. 153); Helmbrecht (2008, 35, 
44, fig. 1f). See Figure 7.9.2 

GB-CAI Caistor 

Find context: unknown 
Find loca�on: Caistor, West Lindsay, Lincolnshire, England 
Collec�on ID: PAS NLM-A243C8 

Current loca�on: returned to finder 
Artefact type: figurine 

Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 
Date-range: 410–1066 

Literature: Staves (2007). See Figure 7.9.3 

GB-CAM Cambridgeshire 

Find context: unknown 

Find loca�on: Cambridgeshire, England 
Collec�on ID: PAS FAHG-8EAAA3 

Current loca�on: unknown 
Artefact type: mount 

Manufacture/material: cast gold-plated copper alloy 
Dimensions: 28 mm (length) 

Date-range: 600–650 
Literature: Geake (2009); Pollington (2010, 213, 480, fig. 15.05, plate 52a). See Figure 7.9.4 
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GB-CRA Crawley 

Find context: stray metal-detector find in February 2013 
Find loca�on: Crawley, Winchester, Hampshire, England 

Collec�on ID: PAS HAMP-B292C2; E3582 
Current loca�on: returned to finder 

Artefact type: patrix 
Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 

Dimensions: 31.3 mm (length), 18.1 mm (width), 3.1 mm (thickness), 6.47 g 
Date-range: 410–700 

Literature: Ellis (2013). See Figure 7.9.5  

1a 1b 

3 

2a 2b 2c 

4a 4b 5 

Figure 7.9, scale 1:1:  1 – GB-BLH, photograph (a) and drawing (b) by Suffolk County Council (a�er 
Thomas 1999);  2 – GB-CAE, photographs before (a) and a�er (b) cleaning, drawing (c) by 
Leslie Webster (a�er Bruce-Mi�ord 1978, 206, fig. 153);  3 – GB-CAI, photograph by The Port-
able An�qui�es Scheme (a�er Staves 2007);  4 – GB-CAM, photograph (a) by Paul Mor�mer; 
drawing (b) by Lindsay Kerr (a�er Geake 2009);  5 – GB-CRA, photograph by Winchester 
Museums Service (a�er Ellis 2013). 
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GB-DOV Buckland Dover 161 

Find context: grave 161 (see Chapter 4.1.2) 
Find loca�on: Buckland (grave 161), Dover, Kent, England 

Artefact type: head of pin(?) 
Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy/iron and wood 

Dimensions: 128 mm (length) 
Date-range: 600–675 

Literature: Evison (1965; 1987, 11, 84–85, 136, 140–142, 251–252, 334, 397, figs. 14a, 27, 63, 
plate 5e); Bruce-Mi�ord (1974, 208, plates 53c–d); Hauck (1981, 198–200, fig. 13); 

Helmbrecht (2008, 38, 45, fig. 5c). See Figure 7.10.1 

GB-DUR Durnford 

Find context: stray chance find in 2013 

Find loca�on: Durnford, Durnford, Wiltshire, Wiltshire, England 
Collec�on ID: PAS WILT-9D2892 

Current loca�on: returned to finder 
Artefact type: brooch 

Manufacture/material: copper alloy 
Dimensions: 23.5 mm (length), 23.5 mm (width), 4 mm (thickness) 
Date-range: 450–550 

Literature: Hinds (2004); Hinds and Ager (2004); Suzuki (2008, 67, 199, plates 185, 186). See Fig-
ure 7.10.2  
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Figure 7.10, scale 1:1:  1 – GB-DOV, scale 1:1: photograph (a) by the Bri�sh Museum (a�er Evison 1987, 

397, plate 5e), drawing (b) by Elizabeth Fry-Stone (a�er Evison 1987, 334, fig. 63);  2 – GB-
DUR, photograph (a) by the Portable An�qui�es Scheme (a�er Hinds 2004), drawing (b) by D. 
Mar�n (a�er Hinds and Ager 2004, 246, fig. 4b).  

1a 

1b 

2b 
2a 
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GB-FIN-95 Finglesham 95 

Find context: grave 95 (see Chapter 4.1.5), excavated in 1964 
Find loca�on: Finglesham (grave 95), Northbourne, Dover, Kent, England 

Artefact type: buckle 
Manufacture/material: cast gold-plated copper alloy 

Dimensions: 80 mm (length), 34.5 mm (width) 
Date-range: 525–600 

Literature: Chadwick Hawkes, Ellis Davidson, and Hawkes (1965); Ellis Davidson (1967, 98, 198, 
plate 37); Hauck (1978, 52–53, fig. 12; 1981, 205, 235, 256, fig. 17); Chadwick Hawkes 

(1982a, 48, fig. 1); Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger (2006, 78–80, 186, 264, 413, figs. 2.24, 
2.102, plate XIVa); Helmbrecht (2008, 35, 44, fig. 1b); Pollington (2010, 434–435, fig. 48). See 

Figure 7.11.1 

GB-FIN-138 Finglesham 138 

Find context: grave 138 (see Chapter 4.1.6) 

Find loca�on: Finglesham (grave 138), Northbourne, Dover, Kent, England 
Artefact type: mount 

Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 
Dimensions: 26 mm (length), 14 mm (width) 
Date-range: 550–700 

Literature: Chadwick Hawkes (1982a, 48–49, fig. 7); Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger (2006, 100, 
199, 279, 416, figs. 2.37, 2.117, plate XVIIf). See Figure 7.11.3 

GB-HAM Hammerwich (Staffordshire Hoard) 

Find context: Staffordshire Hoard (see Chapter 4.2.8), metal-detector find by Terry Herbert in 
July 2009 

Find loca�on: Hammerwich (Staffordshire Hoard), Lichfield, Staffordshire, England 
Artefact type: pressblech mounted on crested helmet(?) 

Manufacture/material: embossed silver/embossed gold-plated silver 
Date-range: 575–650 

Literature: Shearman et al. (2014, 14–18, figs. 15, 18, 21, 23); Buterworth et al. (2016, 33, 38–
39, table 1); Buterworth et al. (2018); Fern, Dickinson, and Webster (2019, 418–419, 455–

456); Fern and Speake (2019, 73–76, fig. 2.51); Speake (2019c, 85; 2019b, 237–238, 243–
245, figs. 5.18, 5.19); Fern (2019a, 268); Barbican Research Associates (2019). See Figure 

7.11.2  
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Figure 7.11, scale 1:1:  1 – GB-FIN-95, scale 1:1: photograph (c: a�er Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 

2006, 413, plate XIV.A); drawing of back and side (b) by Marion Cox (a�er Chadwick Hawkes 
and Grainger 2006, 264, fig. 2.102); drawing of front (c) by Lindsay Kerr (a�er Pollington 2010, 
435, fig. 13.48);  2 – GB-HAM, scale 1:1: photographs (a, b) by Cotswold Archaeology, draw-
ings (c, d) by George Speake (a�er Barbican Research Associates 2019);  3 – GB-FIN-138, pho-
tograph (a: a�er Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 2006, 416, plate XVII.F); drawing (b) by Marion 
Cox (a�er Chadwick Hawkes and Grainger 2006, 279, fig. 2.117).  

1a 1b 1c 

2a 
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2d 3a 3b 
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GB-HET Hethel 

Find context: stray metal-detector find in August/September 2010 
Find loca�on: Hethel, Bracon Ash, South Norfolk, Norfolk, England 

Collec�on ID: PAS NMS-2734A2, SMR: 35891 
Current loca�on: returned to finder 

Artefact type: patrix/pendant (secondary) 
Manufacture/material: cast gold-plated copper alloy 

Dimensions: 28 mm (length), 28 mm (width), 2 mm (thickness) 
Date-range: 600–700 

Literature: Whitcombe (2011); Pestell (2012, 82, fig. 5.5.c). See Figure 7.12.1 

GB-KIW Kings Worthy 

Find context: stray metal-detector find by Caroline Fathers in October 2017 

Find loca�on: Kings Worthy, Winchester, Hampshire, England 
Collec�on ID: PAS BERK-DB4E15 

Current loca�on: sold at Timeline Auc�ons 3 September 2019, lot 0509 
Artefact type: mount 

Manufacture/material: cast gold-plated copper alloy/garnet or glass 
Dimensions: 38.2 mm (length), 25.2 mm (width), 0.6 mm (thickness), 10 g 
Date-range: 550–700 

Literature: Trevaskus (2018); Fathers and Leahy (2018). See Figure 7.12.3 

GB-LEG Letheringset with Glandford 

Find context: stray metal-detector find by Mr D. Maude in September 2001 

Find loca�on: Letheringset with Glandford, North Norfolk, Norfolk, England 
Collec�on ID: PAS NMS559; SMK 36814 

Current loca�on: returned to finder 
Artefact type: mount 

Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 
Dimensions: 37 mm (length), 21 mm (width) 

Date-range: 550–700 
Literature: Hinds (2003); Rogerson and Penn (2003); Geake (2003, 208, fig. 2c); Gurney (2003, 

362–363, fig. 4E). See Figure 7.12.2 

GB-MAR Marham 

Find context: stray(?) metal-detector find inSeptember 2014 

Find loca�on: Marham, King’s Lynn and West Norfolk, Norfolk, England 
Collec�on ID: PAS NMS-4C3AD7; SMR: 11461; KLMD102014 

Current loca�on: returned to finder 
Artefact type: figurine 
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Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 
Dimensions: 32.7 mm (length), 19 mm (width), 8.4 mm (thickness), 10.67 g 

Date-range: 600–650 
Literature: Rogerson (2014); Rogerson and Ashley (2015, 319–321, fig. 7.26). See Figure 7.12.4  

1a 1b 2 

3a 

3b 

4a 4b 

Figure 7.12, scale 1:1:  1 – GB-HET, photograph (a) by Norfolk County Council; drawing (b) by J. Gibbons 
(a�er Whitcombe 2011);  2 – GB-LEG, drawing by K. Penn (a�er Hinds 2003);  3 – GB-KIW, 
photograph (a) by the Portable An�qui�es Scheme (a�er Trevaskus 2018), photograph (b) 
(a�er TimeLine Auc�ons 2019);  4 – GB-MAR, photograph (a) by Norfolk Museums Service, 
drawing (b) by Norfolk County Council (a�er Rogerson 2014). 
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GB-MEL Melton 

Find context: stray metal-detector find in August 2007 
Find loca�on: near Melton, Leicestershire, England 

Collec�on ID: PAS LEIC-40DB05 
Current loca�on: returned to finder 

Artefact type: mount 
Manufacture/material: cast gold-plated copper alloy 

Dimensions: 35 mm (length), 24 mm (width), 3 mm (thickness), 5.44 g 
Date-range: 550–700 

Literature: Scot (2007). See Figure 7.13.1 

GB-RAD Radwinter 

Find context: stray metal-detector find in August 2018 

Find loca�on: Radwinter, Utlesford, Essex, England 
Collec�on ID: PAS SF-F9D919 

Current loca�on: returned to finder 
Artefact type: mount 

Manufacture/material: cast gold-plated copper alloy 
Dimensions: 23.7 mm (length), 10.59 mm (width), 5.92 mm (thickness), 3.27 g 
Date-range: 550–700 

Literature: Bliss (2018). See Figure 7.13.2 

GB-REE Reepham 

Find context: unknown 

Find loca�on: Reepham, Broadland, Norfolk, England 
Collec�on ID: NCM 2011.186 

Current loca�on: Norwich Castle Museum 
Artefact type: mount 

Manufacture/material: cast gold-plated copper alloy 
Date-range: 550–700 

Literature: Pestell (2012, 82, fig. 5.5a); Brundle (2014, I:80, II:252, 272, 289, 299, 301, fig. 12.2c). 
See Figure 7.13.3  
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GB-REM Rempstone 

Find context: stray metal-detector find in 1987 
Find loca�on: Rempstone, Rushcliffe, No�nghamshire, England 

Current loca�on: No�ngham Castle Museum 
Artefact type: mount 

Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 
Dimensions: 36 mm (length), 25 mm (width) 

Date-range: 550–700 
Literature: Tweddle (1992, 1123–1124, fig. 558); Raynor (2010). See Figure 7.13.4  

1a 1b 

2a 2b 
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Figure 7.13, scale 1:1:  1 – GB-MEL (a�er Scot 2007);  2 – GB-RAD, photograph (a) and drawing (b) by 
Suffolk County Council (a�er Bliss 2018);  3 – GB-REE (a�er Brundle 2014, II:252, fig. 12.2c);  
4 – GB-REM (a�er Tweddle 1992, 1124, fig. 558). 
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GB-SAN Saxlingham Nethergate 

Find context: stray(?) metal-detector find in April 2010 
Find loca�on: Saxlingham Nethergate, South Norfolk, Norfolk, England 

Collec�on ID: PAS NMS-F90626; SMR: 17049 
Current loca�on: returned to finder 

Artefact type: mount 
Manufacture/material: cast gold-plated copper alloy 

Dimensions: 25 mm (length), 17 mm (width) 
Date-range: 550–700 

Literature: Whitcombe (2010); Pestell (2012, 82, fig. 5.5a); Rogerson and Ashley (2017, 573–575, 
fig. 10.34). See Figure 7.14.1 

GB-SOB Soberton 

Find context: stray metal-detector find by Mr P. Radford in May 2002 
Find loca�on: Soberton, Winchester, Hampshire, England 

Collec�on ID: PAS HAMP2432; WINCM:AY 159.3 
Current loca�on: Winchester Museums Service 

Artefact type: mount 
Manufacture/material: cast gold-plated copper alloy 
Dimensions: 30 mm (length), 22 mm (width), 1.5 mm (thickness), 4.30 g 

Date-range: 550–700 
Literature: Worrell (2002); Worrell and Ager (2003); Geake (2003, 205, fig. 1f). See Figure 7.14.2 

GB-STB Stamford Bridge 

Find context: hoard(?) (see Chapter 4.2.8), metal-detector find in April 2007 
Find loca�on: near Stamford Bridge, East Riding of Yorkshire, England 

Collec�on ID: PAS YORYM-024D31 
Current loca�on: returned to finder 

Artefact type: mount 
Manufacture/material: cast gold-plated copper alloy/garnet or glass 

Dimensions: 36.4 mm (length), 11.1 mm (width), 13 mm (thickness), 7.80 g 
Date-range: 550–700 

Literature: Andrews-Wilson (2008); Jesch (2011, 16–17, 22). See Figure 7.14.4  
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GB-STR Streatley 

Find context: stray metal-detector find 
Find loca�on: Streatley, West Berkshire, Berkshire, England 

Collec�on ID: PAS SUR-EC1C9E; B15-886 
Current loca�on: returned to finder 

Artefact type: mount 
Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy/enamel 

Dimensions: 40.28 mm (length), 15.08 mm (width), 4.16 g 
Date-range: 600–650 

Literature: Broomfield and Webster (2015). See Figure 7.14.3  

1a 1b 

2a 2b 
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4 

Figure 7.14, scale 1:1:  1 – GB-SAN, photograph (a) by Norfolk County Council, drawing (b) by J. Gibbons 
(a�er Whitcombe 2010);  2 – GB-SOB, photograph (a) by Hampshire Cultural Trust, drawing 
(b) by A. Cracknell (a�er Worrell 2002);  3 – GB-STR, photograph by Berkshire Archaeology 
(a�er Broomfield and Webster 2015);  4 – GB-STB, photograph by York Museums Trust (a�er 
Andrews-Wilson 2008). 
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GB-SUH Suton Hoo Mound 1 

Find context: Mound 1 (see Chapter 4.1.11), excavated in 1939 
Find loca�on: Suton Hoo (Mound 1), Suton, East Suffolk, Suffolk, England 

Current loca�on: The Bri�sh Museum 
Artefact type: pressblech mounted on crested helmet 

Manufacture/material: embossed copper alloy 
Date-range: 550–635 

Literature: Bruce-Mi�ord (1947, 25, fig. 7; 1950, 49–50, plate Xc; 1972, 122, fig. 2; 1974, 39–40, 
208, plate 14b; 1978, 149, 186–189, figs. 110a, 140–142); Maryon (1947, 138–139); Hauck 

(1954, 13, 42–46, 49, fig. 6; 1957a, 12, 16; 1957b, 361, plate III.5; 1960, 104, fig. 1; 1978, 45, 
50–54, plate VII.9; 1980, 268–269, 306–307, figs. 29, 50; 1981, 174, 177, 207–211, 241, 269, 

figs. 3, 20, plate XXV.38); Alföldi (1959, 175–179, plate 7); Holmqvist (1960, 102–103, 106, 
109, 121–122, 126, fig. 7); Chadwick Hawkes, Ellis Davidson, and Hawkes (1965, 20–27, fig. 2, 

plate IIIc); Arent (1969, 138–139, plates 19–20); Meinander (1985, 67–68, fig. 4); Böhner 
(1991, 718–720, fig. 31); Helmbrecht (2008, 35, 40, 44, fig. 1e). See Figure 7.15.1 

GB-SUT Suton 

Find context: stray metal-detector find in March 2013 
Find loca�on: Suton, East Suffolk, Suffolk, England 
Collec�on ID: PAS SF-54B974 

Current loca�on: returned to finder 
Artefact type: mount 

Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 
Dimensions: 28.1 mm (length), 31.76 mm (width), 2.76 mm (thickness), 8.39 g 

Date-range: 600–700 
Literature: Brown (2013). See Figure 7.15.2 

GB-TSM Tuddenham St. Mar�n 

Find context: stray metal-detector find by Mr J. Goodall in September 2000 
Find loca�on: Tuddenham St. Mar�n, East Suffolk, Suffolk, England 

Collec�on ID: PAS SF3807; SMR: TDM 023 
Artefact type: ring-headed pin(?) 

Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 
Dimensions: 51 mm (length), 15.57 g 

Date-range: 600–699 
Literature: Geake (2000); Geake (2001b, 243, fig. 2c); Geake and Webster (2001); Brundle (2013, 

203, 205, 208–209, fig. 3). See Figure 7.15.3  
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Figure 7.15, scale 1:1:  1 – GB-SUH, photographs of mul�ple fragments of design 1 (a: a�er Bruce-

Mi�ord 1978, 188, fig. 142; c: a�er Bri�sh Museum 2020, asset number: 117946001)), recon-
struc�on drawing (b) of design 1 (a�er Bruce-Mi�ord 1978, 186, fig. 140);  2 – GB-SUT, 
photograph by Suffolk County Council (a�er Brown 2013).  3 – GB-TSM, photograph (a) by the 
Portable An�qui�es Scheme, drawing (b) by A. Holness (a�er Geake 2000).  

1a 

1b 

1c 2 

3a 

3b 
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GB-WEI West Ilsley 

Find context: stray metal-detector find 
Find loca�on: West Ilsley, West Berkshire, Berkshire, England 

Collec�on ID: PAS BERK-4F2E17 
Current loca�on: returned to finder 

Artefact type: mount 
Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 

Dimensions: 23.71 mm (length), 9.37 mm (width), 1.85 mm (thickness), 2.02 g 
Date-range: 600–650 

Literature: Levick (2006); Burrill, Geake, and Leahy (2008). See Figure 7.16.1 

Other Areas and Unknown Find Spots 

DE-OBR Obrigheim I 139 

Find context: grave I 139 (see Chapter 4.1.9) 
Find loca�on: Obrigheim (grave I 139), Rheinland-Pfalz, Germany 

Collec�on ID: Inv. No. 789a 
Current loca�on: Historisches Museum der Pfalz, Speyer 
Artefact type: pressblech/bowl mount (secondary) 

Manufacture/material: embossed copper alloy 
Date-range: 550–680 

Literature: Sjöberg (1905, 324, fig. 4); Almgren (1948, 96); Hauck (1957a, 11–23, plate II.4; 
1957b, plates II, III.4); Arent (1969, 132, 137–139, plate 18); Böhner (1991, 717–718, fig. 29); 

Quast (2002, fig. 2.2); Helmbrecht (2008, 35, 44, fig. 1d; 2019, 292, fig. 1a); Wamers (2009, 6, 
25–27, fig. 18.2); Price (2019, 308–309, fig. 6.7). See Figure 7.16.2 

HU-KEF Keszthely-Fenékpuszta 

Find context: setlement (see Chapter 4.2.7), excava�on find by L. Horváth in 1979 
Find loca�on: Keszthely-Fenékpuszta, Keszthely, Zala, Hungary 

Artefact type: patrix 
Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 

Dimensions: 24 mm (length), 26 mm (width), 3 mm (thickness) 
Date-range: 535–630 

Literature: Müller (2008, 235–237, fig. 2.2). See Figure 7.16.3  
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RU-GNE Gnëzdovo 

Find context: setlement (see Chapter 4.2.5) 
Find loca�on: Gnëzdovo (Central Hillfort), Smolenskaja oblast, Russia 

Artefact type: pendant 
Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 

Date-range: 875–950 
Literature: Пушкина [Puškina] (2011); Мусин [Musin] (2012, 574–575, fig. 4.5); Petrukhin and 

Jackson (2018, 73, fig. 1.5.4). See Figure 7.16.4  

1a 1b 

2a 2b 2c 

3 4 

Figure 7.16, scale 1:1:  1 – GB-WEI, photograph (a) by West Berkshire (a�er Levick 2006), drawing (b) by 
Kevin Leahy (a�er Burrill, Geake, and Leahy 2008, 317, fig. 1a);  2 – DE-OBR, scale 1:1: , draw-
ing (a) by H. Ribbeck (a�er Böhner 1991, 717, fig. 29), drawing (b) by Isa Müller (a�er Hauck 
1957a, plate II. 4), photograph (c) by Peter Haag-Kirchner (a�er Helmbrecht 2019, 292, fig. 1a);  
3 – HU-KEF (a�er Müller 2008, 235, fig. 2.2);  4 – RU-GNE, drawing by A. S. Dement'eva (a�er 
Пушкина [Puškina] 2011, 372, fig. 1). 
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RU-STL Staraja Ladoga 

Find context: setlement (see Chapter 4.2.6), excava�on by Evgenij Aleksandrovič Rjabinin in 
1975 

Find loca�on: Staraja Ladoga, Staraja Ladoga, Leningradskaja oblast, Russia 
Artefact type: head of pin(?) 

Manufacture/material: cast copper alloy 
Date-range: 550–670 

Literature: Рябинин [Rjabinin] (1976, 1980); Давидан [Davidan] (1980, 64, 66, plate 3.1); 
Davidan (1982, 175, 177, fig. 3.11); Meinander (1985); (Kirpičnikov 1988, 320–321, fig. 12); 

Davidan and Jansson (1992); Steinsland (1992, 150, fig. 7); Duczko (2004, 70–74, fig. 7a); 
Helmbrecht (2008, 38, 43, 45, fig. 5a); Price and Mor�mer (2014, 525); Price (2019, 321–

322). See Figure 7.17.1 

XX-MUN 

Find context: unknown 

Find loca�on: unknown 
Collec�on ID: acc. 24748 

Current loca�on: Staatliche Münzsammlung München 
Artefact type: coin (KG3) 
Manufacture/material: minted silver 

Date-range: 810–840 
Literature: Thomsen (1855, 291); Atlas for nordisk Oldkyndighed 1857, plate III:34); Nordman 

(1924, 17–18); Malmer (1965; 1966, 59, plates 1.1, 33.1); Ringquist (1969, 288, 291, fig. 6); 
Pedersen (2000, 26–28, fig. 4); Malmer (2004, 75, 77–78, fig. 2.6); Helmbrecht (2008, 37, 41, 

45–46, fig. 3e; 2011, 141, 144, 507, fig. 31j). See Figure 7.17.2

1a 1b 2a 2b 

Figure 7.17, scale 1:1:  1 – RU-STL, photograph (a) by Viking Rune (a�er Viking Rune 2013), drawing 
(a�er Kirpičnikov 1988, 320, fig. 12);  2 – XX-MUN, photographs (a) by Staatliche 
Münzsammlung München (a�er Malmer 1966, plate 33.1), drawing (b) by Brita Malmer (1966, 
plate 1.1). 
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